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PREFACE

These essays are attempts to define and explain aspects of

early German romanticism, the period known as Frühromantik, which flour-

ished from 1797 to 1802. They are essentially introductory, an attempt to

guide the anglophone reader through unfamiliar territory. More specifically,

my aim is to introduce the philosophy behind early German romanticism—its

epistemology, metaphysics, ethics, and politics—and to show its relevance

for the period’s literature, criticism, and aesthetics. While the literature, crit-

icism, and aesthetics of Frühromantik have always attracted interest and at-

tention, the same cannot be said for its metaphysics, epistemology, and eth-

ics; yet the former can be understood only through the latter.

Since my aim is introductory, the first four essays attempt to identify the

characteristic goals and ideals of Frühromantik. Attempts to determine the

“essence” of the movement—what the Germans called Wesensbestimmung-

or Begriffsbestimmung der Romantik—were once very common, especially in

the German tradition of scholarship. Because of a growing historical nomi-

nalism, such studies are considered very unfashionable today. My aim in

these essays, however, is not to determine the “concept” or “essence” of

Frühromantik, still less of Romantik in general, as if these terms denote some

kind of archetype or eternal intellectual pattern beneath or behind the phe-

nomena. My only task has been to find some common goals and traits among

a specific group of thinkers at a specific time and place. Even the most skep-

tical nominalist cannot banish such empirical generalizations. We need to

have some survey of the forest, no matter how unique its individual trees.

The main critical thrust of these essays is directed against postmodern-

ist interpretations of Frühromantik, especially the works of Paul de Man,

Manfred Frank, Isaiah Berlin, Ernst Behler, Phillipe Lacoue-Labarthe, and

Jean-Luc Nancy. While I have learned much from these scholars, I believe



their interpretation of Frühromantik is one-sided and anachronistic. It un-

derstands that period essentially as an anticipation of postmodernism and

imposes contemporary concerns upon it. For all its affinities with post-

modernism, Frühromantik remains a unique historical phenomena, still very

much part of the eighteenth century. Several of the essays (Chapters 2–5)

therefore attempt to right the balance of postmodernist interpretations and

to reinstate the rationalist dimension of Frühromantik.

A crucial issue in understanding Frühromantik is its complicated ambiva-

lent relation to the German Enlightenment, or Aufklärung. Although this ap-

pears to be a purely historiographical issue, it is crucial in determining the

very identity of Frühromantik. It is indeed the underlying issue behind post-

modernist interpretations, which, sometimes unwittingly, revive the old in-

terpretation of Frühromantik as a reaction against the Aufklärung. For these

reasons, several essays are devoted to this issue (Chapters 3–5).

Some essays, especially the first and second, were written in reaction

against the still predominant literary approach to Frühromantik, which sees it

as an essentially literary, critical, and aesthetic movement. For much too

long this approach has let a literary tail wag a cultural and philosophical dog.

Yet romantic literature was only one part of a broader intellectual and

cultural movement, and it is intelligible only in the light of romantic philos-

ophy, especially its epistemology, metaphysics, ethics, and politics. If the

romantics gave pride of place to the aesthetic, giving it superiority to philos-

ophy as a guide to truth, that was only for all too epistemological and meta-

physical reasons. Powerful voices have protested against the narrowness of

the literary approach—among them Rudolf Haym, Walter Benjamin, Oskar

Walzel, and Paul Kluckhohn—but their protests have rarely affected domi-

nant practice. No one should think that the days of literary scholasticism are

over. The literary approach has been reasserted very recently by one of the

foremost scholars of Frühromantik, Ernst Behler. Scholars continue to at-

tempt to get to the essence of Romantik by analyzing the use and origins of a

mere phrase (namely, romantische Poesie) (see Chapter 1). Worst of all, the

practice of postmodernist scholars has been to make vast generalizations

about Frühromantik from features of its literary style (see Chapter 2).

My own approach to Frühromantik stresses the primacy of its moral and

political values, and their dominant role in its aesthetics and religion. Some

of the following essays (Chapters 2, 3, and 6) have therefore been written

against the still common view that Frühromantik was essentially apolitical. In

stressing the political dimension of romantic aesthetics, I do not mean to
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claim that the romantics engaged overtly in political activity, still less that

their politics came from retreating into a moral and aesthetic sphere that

stood sovereign over the political realm. Neither of these views captures the

uniqueness of the political situation of the romantics in the 1790s, when po-

litical views were more overt but organized political action from below was

still prohibited. The primacy of the ethical and political in Frühromantik

means that the romantics subordinated the aesthetic and religious to ethical

and political ends. They defined the highest good not as aesthetic contem-

plation but as human self-realization, the development of humanity. No less

than Plato and Aristotle, they insisted that this ideal is realizable only within

society and the state. These ethical and political values played a decisive role

in the romantic agenda: they are the ultimate purpose behind its aesthetics,

its philosophy of history, and Naturphilosophie.

My method is basically hermeneutical and historical, an approach de-

fended and practiced by the romantics themselves. This means that I attempt

to interpret the romantics from within, according to their own goals and his-

torical context. As far as possible, I have tried to bracket alien vocabulary

and to reconstruct the romantics in their historical individuality. This is not

because I see the romantics as a historical phenomenon of no contemporary

relevance—the very opposite is the case—but because there are many ways

of seeing their relevance to our contemporary interests, and as many ways

as there are such interests. I do not think that it is the task of the philosophi-

cal historian to prejudge relevance by imposing one contemporary perspec-

tive on the past. The relevance of the romantics should not be read into their

texts; rather, it should be inferred from them, after the work of historical re-

construction. My fundamental task here has been historical reconstruction.

My approach to Frühromantik has been chiefly inspired by Rudolf Haym’s

brilliant book Die romantische Schule (Berlin: Gaertner, 1870). I see my own

work as a continuation of Haym’s original project. It was Haym who first

stressed the need for a detailed investigation into the origins of Frühroman-

tik, who first insisted on bracketing political and cultural prejudices, and

who first made it a subject of historical study. The earlier efforts of Heine,

Hettner, and Gervinus were amateurish by comparison, and marred by the

political prejudices Haym wanted to overcome. Haym fully appreciated the

fundamental importance of philosophy for Frühromantik, and he had a holis-

tic approach that did full justice to its multidisciplinary nature. While he

never ceased to be critical of the romantics, his criticisms came after a sym-

pathetic reconstruction of the material. To be sure, much in Haym is now
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out of date; some of his interpretations are simplistic; and he never fully

practiced the impartiality he demanded. Still, his concern for impartiality,

historical depth, sympathetic reconstruction, and holism are as valid now as

they were in 1870. In fundamental respects Haym set the standard that con-

temporary work has yet to match.

Some of my work on Frühromantik has appeared on previous occasions,

more specifically, in the article “Romanticism” for the Routledge Encyclopedia

of Philosophy (vol. 8, 348–352); in chapters 9–11 of my book Enlightenment,

Revolution, and Romanticism (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1992),

which discuss romantic political theory; in the introduction to The Early Po-

litical Writings of the German Romantics (Cambridge: Cambridge University

Press, 1996), and finally in four chapters (Part III, 1–4) of German Idealism

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2002), which treat romantic meta-

physics and epistemology. Although some of the essays here are based on

my earlier work, they refine and improve it; the other essays cover new

ground.

The ten essays were written on various occasions in the past ten years.

Most of them appear for the first time in this book; a few have been pub-

lished before, but almost all of these have been heavily revised for this vol-

ume. The first chapter was written for a lecture given in February 2000 at

South Stockholm College, Stockholm, Sweden, for the inauguration of its

comparative literature program. An early version of the second chapter was

written for a lecture at the Fishbein Center for the History of Science at the

University of Chicago. A revised version appeared in German as “Die deut-

sche Frühromantik,” in Philosophie, Kunst, Wissenschaft. Gedenkschrift Heinrich

Kutzner (Würzburg: Königshausen and Neumann, 2001), pp. 38–52. This es-

say has been heavily revised since, and the version that appears here is vir-

tually new. The third chapter, now heavily revised, was a contribution to

James Schmidt’s What Is Enlightenment? (Berkeley: University of California

Press, 1996), pp. 317–329. The fourth chapter was written for a Schleier-

macher conference at Drew University in April 1999, and it has not ap-

peared before. The fifth essay is new to this volume; it was accepted for pub-

lication in the Journal of the History of Ideas but never appeared. The sixth

was originally published in Philosophers on Education, edited by Amélie Rorty

(London: Routledge, 1998), pp. 284–289, and it has been revised for this

edition. The seventh essay appears here for the first time, though earlier ver-

sions of sections 5–8 appear in the Schlegel chapter of my German Idealism;

this chapter is an attempt to rethink Schlegel’s philosophical development
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from my earlier Enlightenment, Revolution, and Romanticism, pp. 245–263. The

eighth essay was originally written for a volume titled Philosophical Romanti-

cism, edited by Nikolas Kompridis, which is forthcoming from Routledge in

2004. Earlier versions of Chapter 9 were given as lectures in several places:

at Sheffield University in May 1999, the University of Arizona in September

1999, the University of Stockholm in February 2000, the Dibner Institute for

Science and Technology in November 2000, and the NEH conference on

Early German Romanticism in July 2001. The essay will be published as part

of the Dibner series on the History and Philosophy of Science, Dibner Institute

Studies in the History of Science and Technology. Chapter 10 was written for a lec-

ture series on the philosophy of religion held at Boston University in Octo-

ber 2001, and it has not appeared before.

Because the essays were written separately, there is some overlap and

therefore repetition. Since I expect that many readers will want to read the

essays independently, I have not removed all the repetitious passages. For

those readers who wish to read the essays in sequence I can only beg their

patience and indulgence.

My study of Frühromantik goes back to student days at Oxford, when I first

fell under the spell of Schelling and Novalis, not really knowing that they

were part of a broader intellectual movement called Frühromantik. For a phi-

losopher in those days to study Frühromantik at Oxford was a strange and

solitary affair. Oxford was then, and remains now, a bastion of scholasticism;

and Frühromantik, if it is anything, is the negation of scholasticism. In one

memorable meeting I was encouraged in my efforts by Isaiah Berlin; I only

wish that I had more opportunity to benefit from his company.

Over the years my studies of Frühromantik have profited from the work of

many individuals, only a few of whom I can mention here. I have learned

much from Karl Ameriks, Michel Chaouli, Manfred Frank, Paul Franks,

Micheal Friedman, Charles Lewis, Michael Morgan, Bill Rasch, Robert Rich-

ards, and Simon Shaffer. I am also grateful to the many participants at the

Dibner Institute meetings in November 2000, and at the NEH Summer Insti-

tute at Fort Collins Colorado in the summer of 2001; their good spirits and

sharp wits encouraged me to clarify many of my views about Frühromantik.

Last but not least, I am especially grateful to Michel Chaouli, Ian Balfour,

and an anonymous reviewer for comments on the final manuscript. I only

hope I have done justice to their many suggestions and criticisms.
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Der romantische Imperativ fordert die Mischung aller

Dichtarten. All Natur und Wissenschaft soll Kunst

werden—Kunst soll Natur werden und Wissenschaft.

Imperativ: die Poesie soll sittlich und die Sittlichkeit soll

poetisch sein.

—From Friedrich Schlegel’s Notebooks, 1797–1798
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Introduction:
Romanticism Now and Then

After more than a century of neglect in the English-speaking

world, there are signs of a growing interest in the philosophy of early Ger-

man romanticism.1 Since 1990 several books in English have appeared on

aspects of Frühromantik;2 French and German works on the topic have been

translated;3 translations of romantic writings have appeared;4 and, last but

not least, in 2001 an NEH Summer Institute was devoted to philosophical

aspects of Frühromantik.5 Slowly but surely, the consensus is building that

early German romanticism was not only a literary but also a philosophical

movement.

The reasons for the neglect of early romantic philosophy have been vari-

ous. There have been potent political reasons. Since World War II, romanti-

cism has been discredited by both liberals and Marxists alike as the ideology

of fascism, and not least because many Nazis embraced it as party ideology.

There have also been academic reasons. Because romanticism is usually un-

derstood as a literary and critical movement, it has been made the special

preserve of literary critics and historians. Not least, there have been philo-

sophical reasons. The growth of analytic philosophy in the anglophone world

has led to a skepticism and intolerance toward alternative ways of doing phi-

losophy. Finally, there have been scholarly reasons. Some of the most impor-

tant manuscript materials regarding the philosophy of the German roman-

tics have been published only since World War II. The fragments of Novalis,

Hölderlin, and Friedrich Schlegel have been published in critical editions

only in the 1960s. While some of this material had been available before, it

was not in reliable or critical editions.

Whatever the reasons for the neglect of early German romantic philoso-

phy, the renewal of interest in it is long overdue. This revival stems partially

from a growing—if sometimes begrudging—recognition of the historical im-
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portance of Frühromantik. Its historical significance rests on several factors.

First, the early romantics broke with major aspects of the Cartesian legacy:

its mechanical conception of nature, its dualism between mind and body, its

foundationalist belief in certain first principles, and its belief in a self-illumi-

nating subjectivity. Second, the young romantics also questioned some of

the fundamental assumptions behind Enlightenment rationalism: the possi-

bility of an ahistorical reason, of classical standards of criticism, and of self-

evident first principles. Third, the early romantics were also innovators in

virtually every field of philosophy. In metaphysics, they developed an or-

ganic concept of nature to compete with the mechanical paradigm of the

Enlightenment. In ethics, they stressed the importance of love and individu-

ality in reaction against the formalism of Kant’s and Fichte’s ethics. And, in

aesthetics, they undermined the standards and values of classicism, develop-

ing instead new methods of criticism that respected the context and individ-

uality of the text. Finally, in politics, the romantics questioned the individu-

alism behind modern contract theory, reviving the classical communitarian

tradition of Plato and Aristotle. It was indeed the romantics who first identi-

fied and addressed some of the fundamental problems of modern civil soci-

ety: anomie, atomism, and alienation.

Quite apart from its historical importance, many of the aims and problems

of romantic philosophy are still vital today. Like many contemporary philos-

ophers, the young romantics sought an epistemology that valued criticism

yet escaped skepticism, one that recognized the failures of foundationalism

yet did not surrender to relativism. Their goals in the philosophy of mind

have also lost none of their relevance: the romantics sought a naturalism

that was not a reductivist materialism, a middle path between the extremes

of dualism and mechanism. The chief problem of their political philosophy

remains a central issue today: How is it possible to reconcile the demands of

community and those of individual liberty? Finally, their aims in aesthetics

are still a desideratum—how to avoid the extremes of a dictatorial classicism

and an anarchic subjectivism? If these goals and problems sound familiar,

that is in no small measure because we are the heirs of the romantic legacy.

All these are sufficient reasons for a close study of early German romantic

philosophy. But they have not been the sole reason for the romantic renais-

sance. Perhaps its chief source lies in the increasing awareness of the affinity

of Frühromantik with postmodernism. To many, the early romantics were

postmodernists avant la lettre. Like the postmodernists, they were skeptical

of the possibility of foundationalism, of universal standards of criticism, of
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complete systems, and of self-illuminating subjects. Centuries before

Foucault, they were apostles of sexual freedom, critics of sexual stereotypes,

and defenders of personal liberty. They were also pioneers in the develop-

ment of hermeneutics and founders of historicist literary criticism. Many

scholars are beginning to recognize that antifoundationalism, historicism,

and hermeneutics had their origins not in the twentieth century—in think-

ers like Heidegger, Wittgenstein, Gadamer, or Dewey—but at the close of the

eighteenth century in the reaction against the Aufklärung among the early

romantic generation.

Nevertheless, despite the contemporary relevance of Frühromantik, we

must be careful to avoid anachronism. We must strive to understand its his-

torical individuality. For, if the early romantics are our contemporaries in

some respects, they are not so in others. They were indeed still the children

of the eighteenth century, Kinder der Aufklärung. In crucial respects they

were very far from postmodernism. First, they differed in their Platonism,

their belief in a single universal reason, in the archetypes, ideas, or forms

that manifest themselves in nature and history. The claim that the young

romantics insisted that truth and value is a matter for the individual to

decide fails to come to terms with the profound influence of Platonism

on Hölderlin, Schelling, Schleiermacher, Friedrich Schlegel, and Novalis.6

For all the importance that the romantics gave to individuality, they never

ceased to hold that there are fundamental moral or natural laws that apply

to everyone alike.7 Second, the romantics were also far from postmodernism

in their striving and longing for unity and wholeness, their demand that we

overcome the fundamental divisions of modern life. While the romantics

recognized difference, and indeed celebrated it, they also believed that we

should strive to reintegrate it within the wider wholes of state, society, and

nature. At least arguably, postmodernism begins with the claim that these

divisions are a fait accompli and that there is no point striving to overcome

them. Third, the romantics remained religious, and indeed even mystical.

While their religion had a pantheistic rather than theistic or deistic founda-

tion, they never lost some of the crucial aspects of the religious attitude to-

ward the world. It was indeed the self-conscious goal of Friedrich Schlegel,

Novalis, Schelling, and Schleiermacher to revive this attitude, which is ap-

parent in their call for a new religious mythology and bible for the modern

world. But is there any place for the absolute in postmodernism?

Despite these disparities between Frühromantik and postmodernism, the

predominate trend in recent interpretations of the philosophy of Früh-
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romantik has been postmodernist. I have chiefly in mind the work of Paul de

Man, Azade Seyhan, Alice Kuzniar, Phillipe Lacoue-Labarthe, Jean-Luc

Nancy, Manfred Frank,8 and Isaiah Berlin, who was something of a

postmodernist avant la lettre.9 With some qualifications, it is even necessary

to add to this list Ernst Behler, the doyen of Frühromantik scholarship.10

While these scholars often disagree with one another and are not always so

explicit, they come together in two respects: in understanding Frühromantik

as antirationalist, and in stressing its affinities with postmodern concerns.

There is an important element of truth in these interpretations because,

in some crucial respects, the early romantics did react against the legacy of

the Enlightenment. It must be said, however, that the postmodernists have

pushed their case too far, so that it has become one-sided and anachronistic.

For in other important respects, the early romantics continued with, and in-

deed radicalized, the legacy of the Enlightenment. They never lost their be-

liefs in the need for and value of self-restraint, criticism, and systematicity.

They continued to believe in the desirability of Bildung, the possibility of

progress, the perfectability of the human race, and even the creation of the

Kingdom of God on earth. While they were not so naive to believe that we

would actually achieve these ideals, they did hold we could, through con-

stant striving, approach them.

The need to find a middle path between the extremes of rationalist and

irrationalist interpretations is clear from Friedrich Schlegel’s famous dictum

that philosophy both must have and cannot have a system.11 Romantic

irony begins with the attempt to straddle that dilemma, with the constant

striving for a system combined with the self-critical awareness that it is un-

attainable. Postmodernists stress why the romantics think we cannot have

a system; but they understate the romantic demand forever to strive for

one.12 It was indeed just this demand that drove Friedrich Schlegel,

Schleiermacher, Schelling, and Novalis to construct systems of their own.13

To be sure, their efforts were only sketches or drafts (Entwurfe), written in

the realization that there could be no perfect exposition of the system; but

they still show unmistakably that the romantics were not committed in

principle to writing fragments forever.14

Prima facie it is difficult to understand how the romantics’ skepticism

about certain foundations, complete systems, and infallible standards of crit-

icism went hand-in-hand with their Platonism and rationalism. But this dif-

ficulty only shows our own limited historical horizons. It comes from the

legacy of early modern rationalism, more specifically the philosophies of
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Descartes, Leibniz, Malebranche, and Spinoza, whose rationalism expressed

itself in systems and first principles. In the Platonic tradition, however, skep-

ticism sometimes went hand-in-hand with rationalism. While many

Platonists believed that the world is in principle intelligible, they did not

think that our own finite human intellects could grasp the eternal forms,

except through a glass darkly. Like Socrates, they held both that there is

a realm of pure being and that the wise man knows he knows nothing. It

is a mistake to conflate their skepticism about our capacity to grasp this or-

der with an affirmation of the irrationality of the world itself. The roman-

tics were decidedly not the missionaries of Dionysus in the sense of

Schopenhauer and Nietzsche, who affirmed the irrationality of reality.15

When Friedrich Schlegel expressed his doubts about the complete compre-

hensibility of the world he was affirming not its intrinsic irrationality but

simply its incomprehensibility for us, for our finite human reason.16 Schlegel

has been the central figure for postmodernist interpretations of

Frühromantik; yet he confessed that Plato had been the chief inspiration be-

hind his philosophy, and held that the true philosophy is idealism, which he

defined in Platonic terms.17

Of course, the individuality of Frühromantik, its fundamental differ-

ences from postmodernism, should also not prohibit us from seeing some of

its fundamental affinities. But the chief goal of the philosophical historian

should first and foremost be to reconstruct the individuality of Frühromantik,

to understand it from within according to its own context and characteristic

ideals. To be sure, this goal too is only another infinite ideal that we can ap-

proach but never attain; but, for all the reasons stated above, I think the

struggle toward it is eminently worthwhile. The ten essays here are efforts in

that direction.
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C H A P T E R 1

The Meaning of “Romantic Poetry”

1. Aims and Scruples

“Romanticism,” Arthur Lovejoy wrote in 1923, is “the scandal of literary

history and criticism.” Lovejoy argued that it would be better just to aban-

don such a woolly concept, because scholars kept giving completely con-

flicting accounts of its meaning. What one scholar saw as the very spirit

or essence of romanticism another saw as its exact antithesis. This prob-

lem arose not simply from having opposing interpretations of the same

texts, Lovejoy noted, but also from the lack of agreement about which texts

should be counted as romantic in the first place. To remedy such anarchy, he

recommended talking about “romanticisms” in the plural rather than “ro-

manticism” in the singular.1

Since Lovejoy wrote these provocative lines, there have been some nota-

ble attempts to answer him. Some scholars have attempted to find common

features behind the apparently contradictory aspects of romanticism,2 while

others have discerned universal patterns behind the use of the term “ro-

mantic” in various European countries.3 Although much of this work has

been informative and illuminating, it is questionable whether it takes us

very far. The problem is that these common features and universal patterns

are too general and anemic to help us understand one of the romanticisms,

that is, the specific goals, ideals, and beliefs of thinkers working in a particu-

lar intellectual context. Even worse, such generalizations are very fragile,

since they can be easily refuted by citing a few contrary instances. For these

reasons, it is still prudent to follow Lovejoy’s advice.

So, in the spirit of Lovejoy, I want to lay aside any claims to speak about

romanticism in general and to focus instead on one of the romanticisms. I

would like to examine one brief period of intellectual life in Germany in the
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late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the period known in Ger-

man as Frühromantik and in English as early German romanticism. Scholars

generally agree about the approximate dates of Frühromantik: it began in

the summer of 1797 and declined in the summer of 1801.4 There is also little

disagreement about who were the central figures of this movement. They

were W. H. Wackenroder (1773–1801), F. W. J. Schelling (1775–1845), F. D.

Schleiermacher (1767–1834), Friedrich Schlegel (1772–1829) and his

brother August Wilhelm Schlegel (1767–1845), Ludwig Tieck (1773–1853),

and Friedrich von Hardenberg (1772–1801), better known by his pen name

“Novalis.”

I would like to ask today one very basic question about Frühromantik.

Namely, what did the young romantics mean by “romantic poetry”

(romantische Poesie)? To be sure, this is no easy question, and it would take

several volumes to answer it fully. Friedrich Schlegel himself warned his

brother that he could not provide him with an adequate account of what he

meant by romantic poetry since it would be 125 sheets long.5 I do not pre-

tend here to provide anything like a full explanation of the meaning of this

very difficult and elusive phrase. I am going to set aside all questions about

its etymology and suspend any discussion of its philosophical foundations.

All I want to do now is to raise one very basic question about the meaning of

this phrase. Namely, to what does it apply? Or, in short, what were the

young romantics talking about when they spoke of romantic poetry?

I choose to examine the concept of romantische Poesie because it still pro-

vides the best point of entry into the magical and mysterious world of early

German romanticism. There can be no doubt that this concept was pivotal

for the young romantics themselves. It expressed or presupposed many of

their basic interests and ideals, and they sometimes used it to distinguish

their ideas from those of the past. Nevertheless, despite its importance for

them, it is necessary to note that the young romantics did not define them-

selves in terms of this concept. They never referred to themselves as die

Romantiker or as die romantische Schule. The term was first applied to a later

group of romantics only in 1805, and then it was used only satirically; it ac-

quired a neutral connotation, more akin to the contemporary meaning, only

in the 1820s.6 Still, provided that we recognize that the romantics did not

define themselves with this term, the anachronism in calling them roman-

tics is not vicious; indeed, the concept of romantische Poesie was so crucial for

the young romantics that we are justified in naming them after it.

Of course, the importance of the concept of romantic poetry for the young
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romantics has been recognized long ago. It has been the subject of intensive

investigation by many eminent scholars, among them Rudolf Haym, Arthur

Lovejoy, Hans Eichner, and Ernst Behler. It might well be asked, therefore,

what point there can be in reexamining it. My main reason for doing so is

that I want to reexamine the traditional, and still very prevalent, conception

of early German romanticism. According to that conception, Frühromantik

was an essentially literary and critical movement, whose main goal was to

develop a new form of literature and criticism in reaction against neoclassi-

cal literature and criticism.7 This interpretation has taken as its centerpiece

and foundation the concept of romantische Poesie, which it assumes desig-

nates nothing more than a new kind of literature and criticism.

Let me lay down my cards right now and confess that I think that the tra-

ditional interpretation has been a disaster. The main problem behind it is

that it has justified an academic division of labor that has had two very dam-

aging consequences for the study of Frühromantik. First, most philosophers

ignore the subject because they think that the central concerns of early ro-

manticism fall within the realm of literature. Second, the subject has been

almost the exclusive preserve of literary scholars, who do not focus suf-

ficient attention on the fundamental metaphysical, epistemological, ethical,

and political ideas that are the real foundation of early romanticism. As a re-

sult, philosophers have narrow intellectual horizons, while literary scholars

have a very amateurish understanding of their subject.

Still, though I think that the standard literary conception has had these

sad consequences, I do not wish to rest my case on it. I wish to criticize the

standard interpretation on its own grounds by reexamining the very texts

that are supposed to support it. My chief complaint is that this interpreta-

tion cannot do justice to the main concept it intends to explain: romantic

poetry. Against the traditional interpretation, I wish to put forward two the-

ses about the meaning of this concept. First, it refers to not only literature,

but also all the arts and sciences; there is indeed no reason to limit its mean-

ing to literary works, since it also applies to sculpture, music, and painting.

Second, it designates not only the arts and sciences but also human beings,

nature, and the state. The aim of the early romantic aesthetic was indeed to

romanticize the world itself, so that human beings, society, and the state

could become works of art as well.

According to my interpretation, then, romantische Poesie designates not a

form of literature or criticism but the romantics’ general aesthetic ideal. This

ideal was truly revolutionary: it demanded that we transform not only liter-

ature and criticism but all the arts and sciences; and it insisted that we break
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down the barriers between art and life, so that the world itself becomes “ro-

manticized.”8

2. The Standard Interpretation

So much by way of anticipation. Before I begin to criticize the standard in-

terpretation, let me, for the sake of fairness, explain it in a little more detail.

This will help us see its limitations.

The standard interpretation maintains that the central aim of the young

romantics was to create a new romantic literature and criticism, which they

developed in reaction against the neoclassical literature and criticism of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. This neoclassical literature could take

two forms: it could refer to the neoclassical tradition of the earlier eigh-

teenth century in France and Germany; or it could designate the neo-

classicism of Goethe, Schiller, and Voß later in the eighteenth century,

which was formulated in reaction against the romantics. Usually, the con-

trast between Romantik and Klassik applies to the literary values of the ro-

mantics versus those of later Goethe and Schiller.

Whatever the contrast with neoclassicism, the fundamental premise be-

hind the standard interpretation is that the phrase romantische Poesie desig-

nates some form of literature. The only question that remains is which form,

or precisely how we should characterize it.

It is important to see the precise assumptions behind this premise. It is

not assumed, contrary to the associations of the term Poesie, that this phrase

designates only poetry, that is, literature in verse form. Everyone recognizes

that the romantics also used the phrase romantische Poesie to refer to works

in prose. It is also not assumed that the phrase refers to some specific genre

or style of poetry or prose, such as the lyric, epic, or idyll; for everyone also

agrees that romantische Poesie refers to some mixture or synthesis of styles,

a work that can combine many genres into one. What is assumed, however,

is that the term Poesie—the genus of which romantische Poesie is only a spe-

cies—designates some literary use of language, however eclectic in style, and

whether in prose or verse.

There is some evidence to support such an interpretation, though most of

it comes from Schlegel’s early writings, especially those he wrote between

1795 and 1797, the rough dates of his early neoclassicist phase. Schlegel

then used the term Poesie mainly to refer to poetry, especially the various

forms of verse, such as lyric, epic, and satire. But he did not use the term ex-

clusively in this narrow sense, because he also applied it to works written in
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prose. He found it odd, for example, that Herder did not think of the novels

of early modern literature as Poesie; although these works were in prose,

they were still for Schlegel “poetry in prose.”9 Schlegel’s explicit definition

of Poesie does seem to confirm the assumption that this term designates some

literary use of language, any aesthetic production in words. According to his

definition, “poetry is any use of language whose main or secondary goal

is the beautiful.”10 Schlegel is also careful to distinguish poetry from the

other arts. In one of his early fragments he makes poetry one of the three

forms of art along with music and sculpture.11 What distinguishes these

three forms are their different media. While the medium of music is move-

ment and while the medium of sculpture is body, the medium of poetry is lan-

guage. So, in sum, for the young Schlegel, poetry is only one of the arts; it is

that art whose medium is language; and its goal is to create beauty. That

seems to confirm the crucial assumption behind the standard interpretation

that romantische Poesie refers to some specific form of literature.

The crucial question remains, however, whether Schlegel continued to

use the term Poesie in this sense when, in early 1797, he abandoned his

neoclassicism and developed his concept of romantische Poesie. The tacit as-

sumption behind the standard interpretation is that Schlegel retained his

early concept of Poesie when he wrote his manifesto of romantische Poesie in

Athenäumsfragment no. 116, the locus classicus for the early romantic defini-

tion. It is admitted that Schlegel later expanded the meaning of the concept

of Poesie, so that by 1800 he applied it virtually to all forms of art, and indeed

to nature itself. But it is still assumed that as late as 1798 he used the concept

essentially in his earlier sense. It is indeed virtually taken for granted that

Poesie refers to some literary production, whether in verse or in prose. The

only question that has divided scholars has been what kind of literary pro-

duction romantische Poesie is supposed to be.

The persistence of this assumption becomes apparent from a famous

controversy about the precise meaning of romantische Poesie in Athenäums-

fragment no. 116. The occasion for the controversy was Rudolf Haym’s blunt

claim, in his magisterial Die romantische Schule, that Schlegel’s romantic po-

etry essentially referred to the modern novel, of which Goethe’s Wilhelm

Meister was the paradigm.12 According to Haym, romantische Poesie was

nothing less than Romanpoesie, where Roman, true to its German etymology,

referred to the novel (der Roman). To prove his point, Haym noted the re-

markable affinity between Schlegel’s account of romantic poetry in

Athenäumsfragment no. 116 and the characteristics he attributed to Goethe’s

Wilhelm Meister in his laudatory review of that work.
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Although Haym’s explanation is seductively simple, it was vehemently

attacked by Arthur Lovejoy in a celebrated 1916 article on the grounds that

it could not account for some very basic facts.13 Against Haym, Lovejoy

countered that Schlegel’s romantic poetry had no essential connection with

the modern novel, because Schlegel’s paradigm of the romantic writer was

Shakespeare, who was, of course, a dramatist. He then pointed out that

Schlegel used the term “romantic” to designate “the romances of chivalry”

and “medieval and early modern literature,” whose main paradigms were

Dante, Cervantes, and Shakespeare. Surely, these authors were not novelists

in the modern sense of that term.

In 1956 Hans Eichner attempted to settle the dispute between Lovejoy

and Haym by developing a theory that incorporated and corrected the main

points of both.14 Eichner could claim more authority than his predecessors

because he had access to sources unavailable to them, namely, Schlegel’s re-

cently discovered literary notebooks. Basing his interpretation on this new

material, Eichner argued that, in one respect, Haym was correct after all: ro-

mantic poetry was indeed that of the novel. Haym went astray, however, in

equating the novel with Goethe’s Wilhelm Meister or the modern prose nov-

els of Fielding and Richardson. The Roman was not only a modern prose nar-

rative, but, as Lovejoy insisted, it was the medieval and early modern ro-

mance. Pace Haym, such a romance could assume many forms; it could be

drama as well as verse.

This dispute has been especially instructive—it would have to be invented

if it did not already exist—and it deserves to be called classical in its own

way. However, it is not my purpose here to assess the various positions held

in the dispute. I have recounted its bare bones only to make one simple

point: namely, that Haym, Lovejoy, and Eichner all assumed that romantische

Poesie designates some form of literature. The only sticking point between

them concerned the precise form of this literature. They never questioned

their underlying assumption that the term Poesie in the phrase romantische

Poesie signifies some literary use of language. It is just that assumption, how-

ever, that I now wish to question.

3. Down the Romantic Road

If we closely examine the development of Schlegel’s concept of romantische

Poesie, especially its evolution in his literary and philosophical notebooks

from the summer of 1796 until late 1797, it soon becomes clear that this

concept cannot refer merely to some form of literature. Although literature
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remains one of the primary forms of romantische Poesie, it is still very far from

its exclusive form. Rather, Schlegel now extends and generalizes the concept,

so that it becomes his ideal for all creative activity, no matter what the me-

dium, whether written in language or not.

Let us briefly consider the main steps by which Schlegel generalized his

concept of romantische Poesie, the chief stages involved in his stretching

the original literary concept into its broader aesthetic meaning. There are

four such steps, four stages of progressive generalization, which are more

logically than chronologically distinguishable. All these steps were taken in

Schlegel’s literary and philosophical notebooks, in fragments written from

1796 to late 1797, at least several months before the composition of the

Athenäumsfragmente in the spring of 1798.

The first step came from generalizing one of the salient features of early

modern literature. For Schlegel, one of the defining characteristics of early

modern literature in contrast to classical literature is that it is eclectic,

encompassing a wide variety of styles or genres. While a work of classical lit-

erature would limit itself to one genre—so that, for example, a poem was

either an idyll, a satire, or an epic—a work of early modern literature could

encompass all these genres within itself. In his early neoclassical days,

Schlegel regarded this feature of early modern literature as one of its worst

attributes, because it seemed to be purely chaotic, having no basis other

than a desire to please the reader.15 Around 1796, however, Schlegel began

to have doubts about his own neoclassicism. His faith in the superiority of

classical art crumbled, so that he reconsidered the feasibility of reviving it in

the modern age, which had very different needs and values from those of

classical antiquity. Schlegel then learned to appreciate some of the distinc-

tive qualities of modern literature, which seemed to be more appropriate for

its age. The great vice of modern literature—its eclecticism—now became its

great virtue. Its mixture of styles was now proof of that restless striving for

wholeness, that eternal longing for unity, that was characteristic of moder-

nity. It was the task of the modern age, Schlegel believed, to recreate the

wholeness and unity of the ancient world, but now on a more sophisticated

and self-conscious level that provided for the freedom and equality of every-

one.16 What had once been given by nature to the ancient Greeks—unity

with oneself, with others, and with nature—now had to be recovered

through free activity by modern man. Modern literature, in its creative use

of many styles, expressed this striving to regain wholeness and totality.

This feature of early modern literature soon became for Schlegel the defin-
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ing characteristic of romantische Poesie.17 Once Schlegel had taken this step,

however, he had already made his first crucial move in abstracting the con-

cept of romantisiche Poesie from its strictly literary meaning. For if the mixture

of styles is central to romantische Poesie, then the concept cannot refer to any

specific style or genre of literature, whether in verse or prose. Any specific

style would be comprised within romantische Poesie, so that it could not be a

specific style itself. Nor was there any single form or way of combining all

these styles, since Schlegel insisted that they could and should be combined

in all kinds of ways, depending on the creativity and imagination of the

writer.

Admittedly, the first step of generalization—defining romantische Poesie in

terms of its eclecticism—still leaves it a form of literature. It is a very eclectic

form of literature, to be sure, but it is still literature all the same, given that

its medium remains language. Schlegel’s second step, however, takes him

beyond the threshold of language entirely. If romantische Poesie is essentially

eclectic, comprising all manners of style and discourse, then it becomes

pointless for the philologist to characterize and classify it strictly according to

its stylistic features. There will be too many styles, and too many ways of

combining them, for any purely linguistic classification to be useful. The

only way to describe romantic poetry will then be in terms of its general aes-

thetic and moral qualities.

Sure enough, in his notebooks, Schlegel now begins to characterize and

classify romantic works in just these terms. He defines them in terms of their

moral qualities, such as whether they are ethical or political, or in terms of

their aesthetic qualities, such as whether they are imaginative, imitative, and

sentimental. The distinction between forms of romantic literature is now

one of degree rather than kind, depending on which one of these qualities

preponderates.18 While Schlegel characterizes romantic works in terms of

many different qualities in his notebooks, he seems to settle on three gen-

eral qualities as definitive: fantasy, mimesis, and sentimentality.19 A romantic

work should be fantastic in that the author’s imagination recognizes no law

above himself and freely combines materials; it should be imitative in that it

should contain a portrait of its whole age or reproduce the fullness of life;

and it should be sentimental, not in the sense of expressing feelings, but in

the sense of revealing the spirit of love. Clearly, these qualities are so general

that they could apply to any genre of literature. But the crucial point to see

now is that there is no reason to limit them to literature alone.

This is indeed Schlegel’s third step. Once he began to characterize
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romantische Poesie in terms of its aesthetic rather than linguistic qualities, he

was ready to apply this concept to virtually all the arts. For there is no reason

why literature alone should be imaginative, sentimental, and imitative; it is

obvious that these same general qualities could characterize sculpture, mu-

sic, or painting. Sure enough, the early literary notebooks show that

Schlegel had also taken just this step. There he began to apply the concept of

the romantic to the other arts, especially to music, sculpture, and painting;

he even went so far as to apply it to clothing and dance. Consider, for exam-

ple, what he says in this revealing fragment: “Opera must be romantic, since

music and painting are already so; and the modern art of dancing is perhaps

a mixture of romantic fantasy and classical sculpture. One must surpass

the ancients in this respect. Even modern clothing inclines toward the ro-

mantic.”20

Prima facie it might seem as if Schlegel’s description of the other arts as ro-

mantic was more by extension than meaning, more a courteous gesture

than a settled conviction. For in his early writings he had written about

Poesie, taken in the narrow sense of verse, as the highest of all the arts.21 This

is indeed just what we would expect for someone whose youthful ideal

was to be the Winckelmann of classical poetry. Yet it is interesting to note

that, by 1797, Schlegel had abandoned this conviction too. Anticipating

Schopenhauer and Nietzsche, he now held that music is “the highest of the

arts,” and indeed “the art for the modern age.”22 It is important to recog-

nize—for reasons soon to be explained—that the other arts were given a

central role in the general aesthetic program of the Athenäum. It is indeed

noteworthy that the longest article in the three volumes of that journal is

devoted to the visual arts.23

Schlegel’s fourth step is to extend the concept of romantische Poesie to the

sciences. This step followed, in part, from the second. If the romantic is de-

termined by its general aesthetic qualities, there is also no reason to limit it

to the arts alone. The same concept could apply to the sciences as well, pro-

vided that they had an aesthetic exposition. It did not matter that the sci-

ences had to use more discursive language; for they could combine this style

with others, and so they would be just another kind of romantic art. This

was indeed the ideal of all Naturphilosophie: a poetic exposition of science.

Schlegel’s fourth step also derives from his growing recognition that the arts

and sciences have much more in common than he had earlier often as-

sumed.24 Partly because of the critique of foundationalist philosophy in

Jena, he had ceased to think that philosophy, philology, ethics, and aesthet-
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ics could be rigorously scientific, where all propositions are derived from a

single fundamental first principle and then placed in an incorrigible system.

But the less the classical ideal of science seemed attainable, the more the tra-

ditional disciplines appeared to be more like the arts.

Whatever the precise epistemological status of the sciences, it seemed

very artificial and arbitrary to exclude them from the romantic program, es-

pecially when they showed the same striving for wholeness, the same long-

ing for unity, as that found in literature. If this striving and longing were to

come closer to its ideal, then a truly romantic work would indeed have to be

a synthesis of science and art. Hence in his notebooks Schlegel declares that

science becomes perfect to the extent that it is art, and that art becomes per-

fect to the extent that it is science.25 Schlegel had already seen such synthe-

ses of science and art in the mythology of the past, and indeed in the Bible,

which now became a model for romantic poetry.26 The task for modern man

was to recover the unity of art and science in ancient mythology; in other

words, it was to create a new mythology, to write a new Bible.

If we add all these steps together, it should be clear that the concept of

romantische Poesie does not apply only to literature, let alone merely a specific

form of it; rather it also refers to any creative work whatsoever, whether lit-

erary, artistic, or scientific. Schlegel draws just this general conclusion in his

notebooks: “All works of the mind should romanticize, approximating as

much as possible to the romantic.”27 Playing on the close affinity in German

between der Roman and das romantische, he insists that all works should now

become Romane.28

4. The Concept of Poesie

All the developments reflected in Schlegel’s notebooks in 1797 finally be-

came fully explicit and self-conscious in the Athenäum, especially in his 1800

Gespräch über die Poesie. Here Schlegel is perfectly explicit in drawing the

conclusion that das romantische cannot be described in terms of some genre

or form of literature. Instead, he insists that it has to be explained in terms of

its general aesthetic qualities; the romantic, as he puts it, is not “a kind”

(Gattung) but “an element” (ein Element) of literature.29

More significantly, Schlegel intentionally explodes the narrow literary

meaning of Poesie by explicitly identifying the poetic with the creative power

in human beings, and indeed with the productive principle in nature itself.30

To be sure, poetry in its literary form was the highest manifestation of this
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power, its most subtle and sophisticated product; yet it was still only one of

its manifestations. To assume that literature is the only form of poetry is sim-

ply to mistake the part for the whole. Schlegel is now explicit that the poetic

principle is active in all the arts, in the creation of sculptures, buildings, dra-

mas, symphonies, and paintings, as well as in novels and poems. Indeed,

any product of human creativity—at least insofar as it was beautiful—is po-

etic.

That Schlegel was deliberately and self-consciously departing from ordi-

nary usage in using the term Poesie in this broad sense there cannot be

any doubt. In one of the dialogues in the Gespräch über Poesie the character

Amelia is very skeptical about giving the term such a wide meaning.31 She

comments rather acidly: “If it goes on like this, before too long one thing af-

ter another will be transformed into poetry.” She then asks: “Is everything

then poetry?” The character Lothario replies to Amelia’s question by ex-

tending poetry to all the arts and sciences: “Every art and discipline that

functions through language,” he says, “when exercised as an art for its own

sake . . . appears as poetry.” But then the final word is had by the character

Ludovico, who pushes the limits even beyond language: “And every art or

discipline which does not manifest its nature through language possesses an

invisible spirit, and that is poetry.” If we take Ludovico seriously, Poesie does

not even have to refer to linguistic creations, let alone literary ones.

If Schlegel’s use of Poesie now seems eccentric and whimsical, it is impor-

tant to recall that he was only going back to the classical sense of the term.

The original sense of the poetic (poiÃtikós) was that which pertains to mak-

ing or creating something.32 It is this meaning that appears in Plato and Aris-

totle, who gave it a central role in their classification of the sciences. Accord-

ing to Diogenes Laertius, Plato had divided the sciences into three kinds:

the theoretical (geometry, astronomy), the practical (politics and flute-play-

ing), and the poetic (architecture and ship-building).33 While the theoretical

is contemplative and the practical executes some task, the poetic is creative

or productive. Its task is to create things, whether it is a beautiful sculpture

or a ship.

It is noteworthy that Schlegel was not alone in his broad use of the word.

A similar, if not entirely identical, sense also appears in the writings of Au-

gust Wilhelm Schlegel, Schelling, and Novalis. August Wilhelm declares that

“poetry, taken in the widest sense, is the power to create the beautiful and to

present it visually or audibly.”34 Schelling too often uses the term in the clas-

sical sense, where it means “the immediate production or creation of some-
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thing real . . . invention in and for itself.”35 But he also gives the term a more

technical metaphysical sense: it is that act of creativity by which the genius

reveals the divine within himself by making the universal and ideal some-

thing particular and real. For Novalis too, Poesie has a very general meaning,

so that it signifies “the free, active, and productive use of our organs.”36 Po-

etry sometimes designates an organic being that grows according to its own

inner laws;37 but it could also refer to “the great art of the construction of

transcendental health,” where a person developed the power to perceive ev-

erything as a beautiful whole.38

Some defenders of the standard interpretation have contended that the

broad meaning Friedrich Schlegel gave to Poesie in the Gespräch über Poesie

was not already in place when he wrote the Athenäumsfragmente.39 But I

think it is clear from the account I have already given of Schlegel’s earlier in-

tellectual development that this is incorrect. The testimony of the notebooks

is clear and overwhelming: that, as early as 1797, Schlegel had already ex-

tended the concept of romantische Poesie to all the arts and sciences, and that

he began to talk about the Poesie within nature itself.40 What he stated in the

Athenäumsfragmente was simply the final conclusion of a long development

that had taken place nearly a year earlier. This becomes clear, I think, if we

take another look at Schlegel’s famous Athenäumsfragment no. 116. Now that

we know something about the origin and context of this fragment, we can

reread it in a new light.

It is an obvious point staring the reader in the face—indeed so obvious

that it is easy to overlook it—that when Schlegel writes about romantische

Poesie in Athenäumsfragment no. 116 he is not referring only to literary works,

or indeed to the products of any activity. Rather, he is talking about creative

activity, the process by which something is produced. This is indeed part of the

point behind his famous comment that the most essential feature of any ro-

mantic work is “its becoming,” the fact that it is never complete but that it

destroys itself only to create itself forever anew. Furthermore, it is also plain

that Schlegel is referring to creative activity in general, and not only to one

specific kind of activity, such as writing poems or novels. This must be the case

because the characteristics he ascribes to this activity are so general that they

could apply to all forms of creative activity. Consider some of the chief char-

acteristics he attributes to romantic poetry: that even in creating something

it never loses the power of self-criticism; that it loses itself entirely in its ob-

ject yet also has the power to stand back from it and its own activity; that it

sees the necessity of constraint but recognizes none except those it imposes
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on itself; that it never comes to an end because its very essence consists in its

“becoming.” And so on. Clearly, such attributes also apply to the creative ac-

tivity of a sculptor, painter, musician, or scientist, and there is no reason to

limit them to the poet, writer, or dramatist. But this is not only the implica-

tion of, but also the intention behind, Schlegel’s account of romantische Poesie

in this fragment. For, in his earlier Kritische Fragmente,41 Schlegel had already

emphasized all these attributes as essential to irony, which he recommended

as the proper attitude for any thinker trying to know the truth and to attain

perfection.

This reading of Athenäumsfragment no. 116 is obvious, and it would be ac-

cepted by those scholars who advance the standard interpretation. Why,

then, in the face of such evidence, do they continue to put forward their in-

terpretation as if it were an established truth? The explanation does not lie

entirely with the gravitational pull of the academic division of labor, though

I suspect that this has been very seductive. Ultimately, the source of the

problem lies with Schlegel himself, who was also confused about this very

issue. It is important to see that his concept of romantische Poesie is ambigu-

ous.42 It could refer to his own philosophical ideal and be a normative con-

cept, in which case it applied to all the arts and sciences; but it could also be a

historical concept, in which case it referred to early modern forms of litera-

ture in contrast to classical forms. While Schlegel first used the term in a his-

torical sense to designate some of the stylistic aspects of early modern litera-

ture, he later generalizes these into a normative concept for all the arts and

sciences. Yet traces of the original historical concept remained even when

he began to use it in the broader and normative sense. Schlegel himself

would continue to use the concept to refer to early modern literature, and to

distinguish it from neoclassicism, even after he had made it into his general

ideal of all human creativity. He would not get out of the confusion until

much later when he began to ascribe romantic qualities to the works of clas-

sical antiquity. I would like to excuse the advocates of the standard interpre-

tation, then, on the grounds that they are the victims of Schlegel’s own

confusion.

5. Romanticizing the World

Now that we have seen the very broad meaning that the young romantics

gave to romantische Poesie, it should be clear that their aesthetic revolution

was much more ambitious and radical than anything ever dreamed of in the
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philosophy of the standard interpretation. The young romantics did not sim-

ply desire a new romantic literature and criticism to replace a neoclassical

literature and criticism. Rather, they wanted to romanticize all the arts and

sciences, so that there would also be a romantic painting, a romantic sculp-

ture, and a romantic music, and so that there would be a romantic science as

well as a romantic art. Furthermore, all these arts and sciences were then to

be synthesized in a single work of art, which would be nothing less than the

mythology of the modern age.

If this seems absurdly ambitious or preposterous, then I must warn you

that it is really only the beginning. The aesthetic revolution of the young ro-

mantics was much more radical still, going far beyond any plans for the re-

form of the arts and sciences. For its ultimate aim was to romanticize the

world itself, so that the individual, society, and the state would become

works of art. To romanticize the world meant to make our lives into a novel

or poem, so that they would regain the meaning, mystery, and magic they

had lost in the fragmented modern world. We are all artists deep within our-

selves, the young romantics fervently believed, and the goal of the romantic

program is to awaken that talent slumbering within ourselves so that each of

us makes his life into a beautiful whole. Hence it was a central goal of the

young romantics to break down those barriers between art and life that had

confined art to books, concert halls, and museums, and that had made the

world a very ugly place.

This radical program to romanticize the world itself appears perfectly ex-

plicitly in some of Schlegel’s early writings. Even in his early neoclassical es-

says the germs of the program are already apparent, for there Schlegel en-

dorses Winckelmann’s view that art and life were one in the ancient world.43

In his early notebooks Schlegel is very explicit in calling for a return to

that unity of life and art in the ancient world. There are some remark-

able fragments, written in 1797, where Schlegel declares what he calls “der

romantische Imperativ,” an obvious play on Kant’s own categorical impera-

tive. This romantic imperative demands that all of nature and science should

become art, and that art should become nature and science.44 Furthermore,

it demands that poetry should be social as well as society poetic, and that po-

etry should be moral as morality should be poetic.45 There should be nothing

less than a contract between poetry and life, as Schlegel later puts it, so that

poetry becomes lively and life becomes poetry.46 All these demands follow

from what Schlegel calls elsewhere the “Genialischer Imperativ”: the demand

that we overcome the divisions of modern life and restore unity to Bildung.47
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This radical program also appears perfectly explicitly in Schlegel’s later

Kritische- and Athenäumsfragmente. In Kritische Fragment no. 78 Schlegel states

the romantic theme that the life of each individual should be a novel: “Each

individual, who is cultivated and who cultivates himself, contains a novel in

his inner self. But that he expresses and writes it down is not necessary.”48

The ambition to break down the barriers between art and life is made per-

fectly explicit in Athenäumsfragment no. 116: the goal of romantic poetry,

Schlegel says in a passage echoing the earlier notebooks, is “to make not

only poetry social and lively but also society and life poetic.” Romantic po-

etry encompasses everything poetic, he further explains, so that it includes

not only “the grand system of art” but even “the sigh, the kiss, that the cre-

ative child breathes in artless song.”49 But the most revealing statement of

all appears in Athenäumsfragment no. 168, where Schlegel poses the ques-

tion: “What philosophy is left for the poet?” His answer could not be more

explicit: “That creative philosophy that originates in freedom and the belief

in freedom, and that shows how the human spirit impresses its law on all

things and how the world is its work of art.”50

Like Schlegel, Novalis also had a radical aesthetic ideal. It was indeed

Novalis who first declared the radical romantic manifesto in the striking sen-

tence: “The world must be romanticized.” To romanticize the world is to

give it back its meaning, magic, and mystery, which had been lost through

the growth of modern culture. Novalis was perfectly explicit in defining

what he meant by romanticizing something: “When I give the common-

place a higher meaning, the customary a mysterious appearance, the known

the dignity of the unknown, the finite the illusion of the infinite, I romanti-

cize it.”51 To romanticize our lives in this manner, Novalis explained, means

to make them into a novel. Our lives will then become an aesthetic whole,

where everything has its place and takes on a special meaning. This is how

he put the point in another fragment: “All the chance events of our lives are

materials from which we can make what we like. Whoever is rich in spirit

makes much of his life. Every acquaintance, every incident would be for the

thoroughly spiritual person . . . the beginning of an endless novel.”52

Novalis gave his aesthetic ideal a political significance as well as a moral

one. It was not only the individual but also the state itself that had to be-

come a work of art. Hence Novalis dubs his political ideal “the poetic state.”

The governing metaphor of this ideal is that life is a stage.53 The ruler is di-

rector, the citizens are actors, and their roles are laws and customs.
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6. Motives for the Radical Program

We are now finally in a position to formulate the very general meaning

that the young romantics gave to their concept of romantische Poesie. Rather

than signifying simply some new form of literature, this concept stood for

the romantics’ grand aesthetic ideal: the transformation of all the arts and

sciences, and indeed all aspects of life, according to the demands of art.

Romantische Poesie sometimes refers to the activity of aesthetic production, to

all human creativity insofar as its object is the beautiful. As such, it refers to

the activity of romanticizing the world, making something have the magic,

meaning, and mystery of a novel or poem. But the term could also designate

the goal or end of that activity: the world insofar as it has been made into a

novel.

Such a grand ideal will make the romantics seem absurdly idealistic—in-

deed, dare I say, excessively “romantic.” Yet it is important to note that they

saw romantische Poesie only as an ideal, a goal we can approach but never

completely attain. All that remained to our lot here on earth, they fully rec-

ognized, was the eternal striving and longing to achieve this goal.

The question still remains: Why did the romantics use the concept of

romantische Poesie in such a broad sense? Why did they extend Poesie from its

narrow literary meaning so that it would apply to all human creativity? Here

I can only touch upon the philosophical and moral basis for this move.

Suffice it to say for now that there were at least two reasons, both of them

compelling.

First, to apply the term Poesie not only to literary creativity but to all artis-

tic creativity, and indeed to the creativity of nature itself, stressed a point

very important to Schlegel, Schelling, and Novalis around 1797: namely, the

continuity between nature and art. They wanted to emphasize that all forms

of human creativity are simply appearances, manifestations, and develop-

ments of the creativity of nature itself. For the young romantics, there was

only a difference in degree, not one in kind, between the creativity of the

artist and that productive power of the natura naturans, that universal power

or energy behind all things, what Herder called “die Urkraft aller Kräfte.” The

creativity of the artist was simply the highest organization, manifestation,

and development of the same fundamental organic power active through-

out all of nature. Such a doctrine was important to them, though, not only

because it placed art within its general metaphysical context, but also be-
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cause it guaranteed the truth of aesthetic production. For if what the artist

creates is also what nature creates through him, then his activity reveals,

manifests, or expresses nature itself; it is indeed the self-revelation of nature.

Art thus becomes, as Schelling famously argued, the organon and criterion

of truth itself.54

Second, to apply the term Poesie not only to works of literature but to

all forms of aesthetic production was necessary to achieve the romantics’

fundamental goal: Bildung, the education of humanity, the development of

all human powers into a whole. There can be no doubt that the young ro-

mantics saw all their efforts in literature and criticism as directed to this

grand ideal. They swear their allegiance to Bildung in the preface to the

Athenäum, their common journal.55 Schlegel declares that Bildung alone is

the highest good; and Novalis makes it his mission on earth to promote it.56

Bildung means the complete development of all human powers, especially

one’s powers as a human being, but also those unique to oneself. Now given

such a goal, it is obvious that it would be unduly narrow to limit the roman-

tic program to literature alone. All the arts had to be enlisted in such an im-

portant cause, for all of them contributed in their own way to the many-

sided development of a human being. Hence to apply the term Poesie to all

the arts—to painting, sculpture, drama, and music as well as literature—

made good sense since that drafted them all in the grand cause of aesthetic

education.

Both of these points confirm the general reading of romantische Poesie.

They show that the romantics were, for general philosophical and moral

reasons, committed to extending the concept of romantische Poesie beyond

its original literary domain. They also demonstrate the profound extent to

which the early romantics’ conception of Poesie must be understood within

its general philosophical and historical context. To insist that we can talk

about romantische Poesie hermetically, as if it were a technical concept of a

completely self-contained discipline, undermines its essential purpose.57 For

the fundamental spirit behind the concept of romantische Poesie is holistic: to

recreate the unity of all the arts and sciences, and to reestablish the unity of

art and life. The chief problem with the standard interpretation is that it

treats such a holistic concept in a partial, divisive manner. That, I believe,

must stand as the final indictment against it.
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C H A P T E R 2

Early German Romanticism:
A Characteristic

1. The Task of Characteristic

To interpret a literary work, Friedrich Schlegel once said, it is necessary to

understand its individuality, what is unique to or distinctive about its style

and way of seeing things. We can criticize a work, he held, only if we lay

aside general norms and consider the author’s own goals and circumstances.

This method of interpretation, which attempts to define what is characteris-

tic of a work by understanding the writer’s aims and context, Schlegel called

“characteristic” (Charakteristik).

What I would like to do now is to apply Schlegel’s method to early Ger-

man romanticism itself. I want to determine the goals, problems, and con-

text of the romantic movement during its early formative years from the

summer of 1796 to the summer of 1801, the period known as Frühromantik.

My aim is to characterize the guiding ideals and issues behind some of

the leading thinkers of the early romantic generation, specifically those of

Friedrich Schlegel, August Wilhelm Schlegel, Novalis, the young Hegel,

Schleiermacher, Schelling, and Hölderlin. I want to know what these young

romantics were trying to achieve, and how their goals differ from earlier and

later movements of thought, such as the Enlightenment (Aufklärung) and

Sturm und Drang.

Of course, the characteristic of Frühromantik is old business, and some

very eminent scholars—such as Rudolf Haym, Paul Kluckhohn, Fritz Strich,

H. A. Korff, Benno von Wiese, and Ernst Behler, to name but a few—have

already tried their hands at it.1 It is with some trepidation, therefore, that I

take up this task anew. My reason for doing so is my dissatisfaction with the

traditional approach toward Frühromantik, which is still prevalent and in-

deed dominant today.2 This approach regards Frühromantik as fundamen-
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tally a literary and critical movement, whose main purpose was to create a

new romantic literature and criticism in opposition to neoclassical literature

and criticism. The purpose of scholarship on Frühromantik is then to deter-

mine how romantic literature and criticism differ from neoclassical litera-

ture and criticism.

I have two chief complaints against this approach. First, it is far too nar-

row, failing to encompass Frühromantik in all its depth and breadth. Almost

all scholars would agree that Frühromantik was not only a literary and criti-

cal movement, but also a cultural and philosophical one, and indeed one so

broad that it encompassed virtually every field of culture and philosophy.

Although this point was made long ago by Haym, literary scholars have paid

it only lip-service.3 Second, this approach also gives undue importance to

the literary and critical dimension of Frühromantik. Admitting that this di-

mension is only one part of a whole, some literary scholars still regard it as

the central or dominant part. They are led to this conclusion because they

think that Frühromantik was essentially an aesthetic movement, whose main

purpose was to revitalize German art. But there are serious problems with

this reasoning. While it is indeed accurate to regard Frühromantik as an

aesthetic movement, it would be wrong to limit the aesthetic exclusively to

the literary and critical; here again that dimension was only one part of a

broader aesthetic whole. Furthermore, it is a mistake to treat the aesthetic—

even taken in a very broad sense—as if it were a self-sufficient domain, hav-

ing autonomous or indeed sovereign status. Rather, romantic aesthetics de-

rives its meaning and purpose from its philosophical context and its under-

lying ethical and political values.

Once we reject the traditional understanding of Frühromantik, the ques-

tion of its characteristic remains wide open. What follows is an attempt to fill

this gap. My characteristic of Frühromantik comprises three basic theses. My

first thesis is that the central ideals of the romantics were primarily ethical

and political rather than critical and literary. The ethical and political have

primacy over the literary and critical in the sense that the romantic devotion

to aesthetics was ultimately guided by their ethical and political ideals. These

ideals were the ends for the sake of which they undertook their literary and

critical work. If this is the case, then we must abandon, once and for all, one

of the most common myths about romanticism: that it was essentially apo-

litical, an attempt to flee from social and political reality into the world of the

literary imagination.4 Rather than escaping moral and political issues for the

sake of literature and criticism, the romantics subordinated their literature

and criticism to their ethical and political ideals.
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My second thesis is a more specific account of the romantics’ ethical and

political ideals. The romantics fundamental ethical ideal was Bildung, self-

realization, the development of all human and individual powers into a

whole. Their basic political ideal was community, the pursuit of the good life

in the state. What both these ideals have in common is their aspiration to-

ward unity: the attempt to unify all powers of the individual, and to recon-

cile him with others and nature. The goal of romantic striving was therefore

essentially holistic: to create through reason that unity with oneself, others,

and nature that had been given in antiquity.

My third thesis is that the romantic ideals of unity were an attempt to

reaffirm wholeness in the face of the divisive tendencies of modern civil so-

ciety. While these ideals were in crucial respects a reaction against moder-

nity, they were in others an attempt to preserve some of its fundamental val-

ues: freedom, reason, and progress. It is therefore incorrect to characterize

Frühromantik as either a complete endorsement or rejection of modernity.

Rather, the romantic response was much more complex and ambivalent,

typical of German reformism in the late 1790s.

2. The Highest Good

Prima facie it might seem to be impossible to determine the fundamental

goals of the early romantics. It seems as if there are many ways to describe

their goals, and as if they accept such a plurality of values that there is no

way of reducing them down to one description. Though understandable,

such skepticism is too hasty. It overlooks one very reliable way of determin-

ing the romantics’ most basic values and ideals. This is to determine their an-

swer to a fundamental question of ethics—namely, what is the highest good,

the summum bonum?

This question is ancient, going back at least to Aristotle. In his Nicomachean

Ethics Aristotle gave a precise and influential account of the concept of the

highest good. He laid down two conditions of the highest good: first, it is

final, because all other goods are only means to it; and, second, it is complete,

because it cannot be improved by adding any other good to it.5 Few philoso-

phers quarreled with Aristotle’s definition; they would dispute for centuries,

however, about its precise interpretation. The specific meaning of the high-

est good was indeed the main subject of ethical discussion and controversy

in antiquity and the Middle Ages.

In late-eighteenth-century Germany as well, Aristotle’s question was still

very much alive. The question had often been formulated in more theologi-
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cal terms—“What is the vocation of man” (die Bestimmung des Menschen)?—

but the main issue was the same, since the vocation of man, the task as-

signed to him by Providence, was the end of life, the highest good. All aspir-

ing philosophers had to take a position on this issue, and the young roman-

tics were no exception. It was indeed no accident that Schlegel gave it a

central place in his lectures on transcendental philosophy, and that the

young Schleiermacher devotes two essays to it.6 In his later years

Schleiermacher would indeed argue that the revitalization of ethics as a

philosophical discipline depended on returning to this ancient question.7

The early romantics’ position on the highest good is perfectly clear and

straightforward. “The highest good, and the source of everything useful,”

Friedrich Schlegel wrote in his Ideen, “is Bildung.”8 In his Blütenstaub Novalis

put forward a similar view: “We are on a mission: we have been called upon

for the education (Bildung) of the earth.”9 Along the same lines, Hölderlin

told his brother that the goal most dear to himself was “Bildung, Besserung des

Menschengeschlects.”10 In their common journal, the Athenäum, the romantics

saw one overriding goal behind all their contributions: Bildung. They swore

the following oath:

Der Bildung Strahlen all’ in Eins zu fassen,

Vom Kranken ganz zu scheiden das Gesunde,

Bestreben wir uns treu im freien Bunde. . . .11

The German term Bildung is notoriously untranslatable. Depending on the

context, it can mean education, culture, and development. It means literally

“formation,” implying the development of something potential, inchoate,

and implicit into something actual, organized, and explicit. Sometimes the

various connotations of the term join together to signify the educational

process or product of acculturation, or the ethical process or product of self-

realization.

If we view the romantic ideal of Bildung from a general philosophical per-

spective, it would be most accurate to describe it as an ethics of self-realiza-

tion. The classical account of such an ethics is Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics,

where the highest good is defined in terms of human excellence, the devel-

opment of characteristic human virtues. In fundamental respects, the ro-

mantics go back to the Aristotelian tradition. In the classical world the prin-

cipal alternatives to Aristotle’s ethics of self-realization were hedonism and

stoicism. While the hedonists defined the highest good in terms of pleasure

alone, the stoics saw the supreme end of life as the execution of duty or cul-

tivation of virtue alone. It is noteworthy that the romantics rejected—for
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very Aristotelian reasons—the two eighteenth-century counterparts of he-

donism and stoicism: the empiricist ethics of Bentham and Helvetius, and

the rationalist ethics of Kant and Fichte. The romantics criticized Kant’s and

Fichte’s ethics of duty for exaggerating the importance of duty, for giving no

place to feeling, pleasure, and desire within the highest good; and they

faulted Bentham and Helvetius for pushing feeling, pleasure, and desire too

far, for failing to see that devotion to pleasure alone would neglect the de-

velopment of our characteristic human powers.

The most crucial and conspicuous feature of the romantic ideal of Bildung

is that it is holistic. There were two aspects to this holism. First, it stressed

the development of all our characteristic human powers, rejecting any one-

sidedness that would develop one aspect of our humanity at the expense of

others. Second, it emphasized that all these powers should be formed into

an integrated, harmonious, and balanced whole. True to such holism, the

romantics insisted that we should educate not only reason but also sensibil-

ity, not only the intellect but also feeling and sensation. They argued that

sensibility—the power to sense, feel, and desire—is no less human than rea-

son itself.12 How we sense and feel as human beings differs markedly from

any other animal.

The romantic ideal of Bildung was not only holistic but also individualis-

tic. In other words, Bildung should consist in the development of not only

our characteristic human powers, which we all share as human beings,

but also our distinctive individual powers, which are unique to each of us.

The romantics stressed that each individual had to realize his human pow-

ers in his own unique and individual fashion. No two persons were ever

alike; each had characteristics that distinguished him from everyone else;

complete self-realization demanded actualizing these distinctive characteris-

tics no less than our universal ones. This ethic of individuality is especially

marked in Friedrich Schlegel’s and Schleiermacher’s idea of “divine ego-

ism,” according to which the individual is sovereign over all the values of his

life and should choose that most suitable to his personality.13 Inevitably, in

stressing the importance of individuality, the romantics sometimes took is-

sue with Kant’s and Fichte’s ethics of duty. They contended that Kant’s em-

phasis on universal laws as the heart of morality left no place for individual-

ity in ethics. Fichte had once taken this aspect of Kant’s ethics so far as to

state that the moral ideal should be for everyone to be completely alike and

to dissolve into a single person.14 This was the romantic idea of hell, the re-

ductio ad absurdum of the ethics of duty.

Reaffirming the classical neo-Platonic equation of the good with the beau-
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tiful, the early romantics interpreted their ideal of Bildung in aesthetic terms.

To develop all one’s human and individual powers, to form them into a sin-

gle whole, was to create a work of art. Hence Schlegel, Tieck, and Novalis

were fond of saying that the individual should make his life into a novel, a

beautiful whole. There were two analogies sustaining this aesthetic concept

of Bildung, two concepts upholding the connection between the ideal of self-

realization and beauty. First, both the self-realized individual and a work of

art are organic wholes, where conflicting forces (reason versus sensibility)

are welded into an indissoluble unity. Second, both the self-realized individ-

ual and a work of art exhibit freedom, the absence of constraint or outside

interference, since both appear to follow their own internal laws, their own

inner dynamic, independent of external forces.

3. Romantic Bildung

Despite the central importance of Bildung to the romantics, and despite

its distinctive place in late-eighteenth-century ethics, this concept was not

unique to, or distinctive of, Frühromantik. The concept of Bildung was in-

deed a mainstay of the German tradition, common to Sturm und Drang,

Aufklärung, and Klassik alike. Among the Sturmer und Dränger, the ideal of

Bildung appears in Hamann and Herder; among the Aufklärer, it is found

in Wolff, Mendelssohn, and Baumgarten; and among the Klassiker, its cham-

pions were Wieland, Schiller, Goethe, Wilhelm von Humboldt, and

Winckelmann. Though these thinkers gave differing, sometimes even op-

posing, accounts of this ideal, they all affirmed, in one form or another, an

ethics of perfection and self-realization. Even the aesthetic conception of

Bildung came from a long tradition. Winckelmann, Wieland, Schiller, and

Goethe all defined human excellence in aesthetic terms, seeing it epitomized

in “the beautiful soul.”15

One of the most common views about romanticism is that it was a rebel-

lion against the narrow intellectualism of the Enlightenment, a defense of

the rights of feeling against the hegemony of reason. But it is a mistake to re-

gard the romantic defense of sensibility as characteristic of their ideal of

Bildung. The defense of the rights of feeling was a battle waged decades be-

fore them by the Sturm und Drang or Empfindsamkeit movement of the 1760s

and 1770s. This was the campaign led by Hamann, Herder, Möser, and Lenz,

and popularized by the young Schiller and Goethe. By the time of the rise of

Frühromantik in the late 1790s these Sturmer und Dränger had made their
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point, and it seemed necessary to temper their tempestuous claims by once

again reinstating the role of rational restraint in ethics and aesthetics. This

was indeed the role of the romantics: to correct both the sensibility of Sturm

und Drang and the rationalism of the Aufklärung by emphasizing the equal

importance of both reason and sensibility. The romantic commitment to a

holistic ideal demanded nothing less: the rights of reason had to be affirmed

and limited no less than those of sensibility. But in their commitment to a

holistic ideal, it is again difficult to determine how the romantics differ from

many of their contemporaries or predecessors, who are usually classified

under the rubrics of Klassik or Aufklärung.

If the concept of Bildung is a Gemeingut of the German cultural tradition, it

is necessary to be more precise if we are to determine the characteristic ide-

als of Frühromantik. Although we have found its genus, we still have to go

further to get to its differentia specifica. This means taking a closer look at the

romantic ideal of Bildung. There were at least two characteristic features of

its ideal.

The first is the central role the romantics gave to the concept of freedom.

The romantics insist that Bildung must arise from the free choice of the indi-

vidual, that it must reflect his own decisions. The self realizes itself only

through specific decisions and choices, and not by complying with general

cultural norms and tradition. Bildung cannot be the result, therefore, of

some process of education or conditioning imposed by a culture or state. It is

in this emphasis on individual freedom that the romantics differ from the

classical ideals of Bildung in Plato and Aristotle, and that they reveal them-

selves to be distinctively modern.

Of course, the central role of freedom in ethics had been stressed before

the romantics by both Kant and Fichte. They had argued not only that free-

dom is the characteristic mark of subjectivity, but also that it lies at the root

of all moral obligations. Moral duty is sometimes phrased in terms of auton-

omy: a person is obliged to act only on those principles that he could will as a

universal law, or only those that he could impose on himself as a rational be-

ing. The romantics did not question the Kantian–Fichtean emphasis on au-

tonomy and its central role in morality. But in an important respect they

took this concept a step further than their predecessors. They interpreted

autonomy not only in moral but also in personal terms. Their emphasis on

the value of individuality means that sometimes decisions are right not be-

cause they fall under some universal law but simply because they are indi-

vidual. They sought to determine a realm of ethics that does not fall under
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general moral laws but that concerns the ultimate values by which a person

leads his life. These values will have no other sanction than personal deci-

sion, individual choice. They will be good or bad, right or wrong, simply

because I have chosen them, with no expectation that anyone else will fol-

low me.

The second distinctive aspect of the romantic ethic is that most roman-

tic of all characteristics: love. Love was the cardinal principle of romantic

ethics, and indeed as important for the romantics as the categorical impera-

tive was for Kant. Schleiermacher in his Monologen, Schlegel in his lectures

on Transcendentalphilosophie, Novalis in his Glauben und Liebe, and Hegel in

his Geist des Christenthums all stress the importance of love as the central prin-

ciple of ethics. The romantics saw the ethics of love as one of the characteris-

tic doctrines of the modern age, one completely absent from classical ethics.

Here again it is of the first importance to understand the romantic doc-

trine of love in terms of their general ethic of self-realization. We realize our

common humanity, and we develop our unique individuality, the romantics

often insisted, only through love. It is through love that we unify our oppos-

ing powers—that we reconcile our reason and sensibility—because in loving

someone I act on the rational principles of duty from, rather than contrary

to, inclination. It is also through love that I fulfill my individuality because

love derives from my innermost self, from my unique passions and desires,

and it consists in a unique bond between myself and another. It is note-

worthy that the romantic ethic of love has more classical than Christian

roots; it has more affinities with Plato’s eros than Paul’s agape. In their youth

Hölderlin, Schlegel, Schleiermacher, and Novalis were enthusiastic students

of Plato, especially his Symposium and Phaedrus.

4. The Reaction to Modernity

Apart from its emphasis on freedom and love, there is something else that is

new to the romantic ideal of Bildung, something that distinguishes it from

the very similar ideals of Aufklärung and Sturm und Drang. This has less to do

with the ideal itself than its context: the rise of modern civil society. It was

the task of the romantic generation to revive and reaffirm the classical ideal

of Bildung against some of the growing trends of modern civil society: atom-

ism, alienation, and anomie. These trends had become especially apparent

in the 1790s, the decade when most of the early romantics came of age.

While these trends tended to divide the individual from himself, others, and
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nature, the romantic ideal of Bildung reaffirmed the value of unity with one-

self, others, and nature. The goal of romantic striving and longing was es-

sentially holistic: that the individual feel at home again in his world, so that

he would feel part of society and nature as a whole.

For the young romantics, there was ultimately one fundamental mal-

aise behind all forms of modernity. They gave several names to this malaise:

alienation (Entfremdung), estrangement (Entäusserung), division (Entzweiung),

separation (Trennung), and reflection (Reflexion).16 Whichever term was used,

they all designated a predicament where the self should be at one with

something that it now sees as opposed to itself. Where there should be unity,

harmony, or wholeness, there is division, discord, and separation. The

source of this division, discord, and separation—it is further assumed—does

not lie in some alien force outside human beings but within human beings

themselves, who are autonomous and ultimately responsible for their own

fate. Seen from this angle, the problem of alienation was nothing less than

self-enslavement, a paradox first pointed out by Rousseau in the provocative

first sentence of his Contrat social: “Man is born free; but everywhere he is in

chains.”

For the romantics, there were three forms of alienation. There was first

the division within the self. This form of division took two forms. First, the

conflict between reason and sensibility, where the self could act on its duty

only by repressing or eradicating its desires and feelings. Second, the one-

sidedness of specialization, where the self developed only one of its powers

at the expense of all the others. While the conflict between reason and sen-

sibility arose from the growth of culture and manners, one-sidedness came

from the division of labor within civil society, which emphasized the narrow

development of one skill to perform a single routinized task.

The second form of alienation—what we might also call anomie or atom-

ism—was the division between the self and others. This form of division

arose from the decline of the traditional community—the guilds, corpora-

tions, and family—and the rise of the competitive marketplace, where each

individual sought his self-interest at the expense of others. For the roman-

tics, the epitome of such social alienation was social contract theory, accord-

ing to which the individual entered a group only if it suited his self-interest.

The third form of alienation was the division between the self and nature.

This too arose from two sources: first, the growth of modern technology,

which made nature into an object of mere use, having no magic, mystery, or

beauty; and second, mechanical physics, which made nature into a vast ma-
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chine and the mind either a smaller machine within nature or a ghost stand-

ing outside it.

In the face of these ills of modernity, the romantics posed their ideals of

wholeness or unity. For each form of alienation or division there was a cor-

responding holistic ideal. The division within the self would be overcome in

the ideal of the beautiful soul: a person who acts according to the principles of

morality from rather than contrary to inclination, and who unites his thinking

and feeling, reason and sensibility, conscious and subconscious in one aes-

thetic whole. The division between self and other would be overcome in the

ideal of community, free sociability, or the organic state; here each person would

develop his individuality only through love and free interchange with oth-

ers. Finally, the division between self and nature would be overcome only in

the ideal of life or the organic concept of nature: as a part of this organic whole

the self will realize that it is inseparable from nature as well as nature insep-

arable from it.

Although, in fundamental respects, the romantic ideal of Bildung was a re-

action against modernity, it would be false to infer that it was nothing more.

For, in other basic respects, the romantic ideal was also an attempt to pre-

serve modernity. All too often the romantic attitude toward civil society has

been portrayed as one of complete approval or total rejection, as if the ro-

mantics were either the champions or opponents of all forms of modernity.17

But both extremes are simplistic, failing to come to grips with the romantics’

much more complex ambivalence. The truth of the matter is that the young

romantics welcomed civil society in some respects but also feared it in oth-

ers. They attempted to find some middle path between modernism and

antimodernism, radicalism and conservatism. Their via media was indeed

typical of the German moderate center in the late 1790s and early 1800s,

which attempted to reform society and the state according to liberal ideals

but also in a manner consistent with their historical development.

In three fundamental respects, the romantics were on the side of moder-

nity, seeing themselves as champions of progress. First, despite their criti-

cisms of the Enlightenment, the romantics placed the greatest importance

on the critical powers of reason, especially the right of the individual to

criticize all beliefs. Second, for all their misgivings about the consequences

of civil society, the romantics also valued its freedoms, especially the right

of the individual to think for himself, and to develop all his powers to

the fullest. Third, according to the romantic philosophy of history, the unity

and harmony of the past—whether it was in classical Greece or the Middle
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Ages—had been lost forever by the advent of civil society and Enlighten-

ment. Since there could be no going back, the problem was how to achieve

the earlier harmony and unity on a higher level in the future. What had

been given to the ancient Greeks had to be recreated on a higher level

through reason and effort. Hence the goal of romantic longing, the ideal of

its infinite striving, was not in the past but in the future. What Rousseau had

once placed in the state of nature—peace with oneself, others, and nature—

the romantics now saw as an ideal society in the future.18

It is only when we consider the romantic attitude toward modernity in all

its complexity and ambivalence that we can begin to appreciate the main

challenge confronting their generation. Their problem was how to preserve

the fundamental values of modernity—individuality, critical rationality, and

freedom—within their holistic ideals. The challenge was how to form a soci-

ety and state that provides for community—a source of belonging, identity,

and security—but that also secured the rights of the individual. While there

could be no going back to the classical Greek polis, which did not appreciate

individual freedom, there also could be no going forward to a point where

society simply dissolved into a collection of self-interested atoms held to-

gether by a mere “watchguard” state. To use a hackneyed formula, the ro-

mantics’ essential concern was how to achieve identity-in-difference, unity-in-

opposition. Such an agenda has often been ascribed to Hegel, as if it were his

distinctive virtue as a political philosopher.19 But in this regard, as in so

many others, Hegel was simply a typical romantic.

5. Postmodernist and Marxist Interpretations

My account of Frühromantik lays special stress on its holism, seeing this as

its solution for the divisive wounds of modernity. Of course, there is noth-

ing new in emphasizing the holistic dimension of romantic thought. A striv-

ing toward wholeness, a longing for completion, and the idea of organic

totality have often been said to be characteristic of Romantik.20 Lately, how-

ever, this characterization of Frühromantik has come in for some heavy criti-

cism on the grounds that romantic narrative and discourse is committed to

“nonclosure,” the incomplete, incoherent, ironic, and fragmentary.21 These

postmodernist scholars have explicitly rejected the older holistic interpreta-

tion of Frühromantik, claiming that it ignores its antisystematic, anti-

foundationalist, and antirationalist elements.

But this criticism is a singular instance of the failures of the literary ap-
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proach to Frühromantik. It focuses on romantic “discourse” and “rhetoric” at

the expense of its metaphysics, ethics, and political philosophy, where the

romantics’ holistic ideals and organic view of nature are abundantly in evi-

dence. The postmodernist insistence on “nonclosure” in romantic writing

ultimately rests on a simple confusion between the esprit systematique and the

esprit de systems.22 While the romantics opposed the esprit de systems because

systems restrict our vision, stifle our creativity, and stop short enquiry, they

still adamantly affirmed the esprit systematique because a complete system is a

necessary, if unattainable, regulative ideal of reason. If romantic irony is in-

deed directed against any claim to completion or closure, that is only be-

cause its aim is to goad our striving, to intensify our efforts, so that we ap-

proach closer to the ideal of a complete system.

There is another important precedent for my own interpretation of

Frühromantik. That Frühromantik must be understood in social and political

terms, and that its reaction toward civil society is an essential aspect of it, are

theses that can be found, if not always explicitly, in some Marxist authors.23

In both respects I support their interpretation. Those who wish to banish

Marxist views wholesale as remnants of a defunct ideology are, I fear, in

danger of throwing the baby out with the bathwater. The great strength of

the Marxist interpretation is that it places Frühromantik in its social and po-

litical context, allowing us to see the underlying purpose behind its only ap-

parently autonomous art, religion, and metaphysics. These advantages are

lost whenever we follow the conventional interpretation of Frühromantik,

which all too often sees its literature as belonging to some sui generis realm,

independent of all morals and politics.

That said, it must be added that there are serious problems with the Marx-

ist interpretation. First, it is a great mistake to assume, as almost all Marxists

scholars do,24 that Frühromantik is essentially a reactionary movement, long-

ing for a reinstatement of the medieval past. This fails to grasp the specificity

of the early romantic political program, which was essentially reformist in

intention, the forerunner of the Prussian reform movement of the early

1800s.25 When the politics of Frühromantik are placed within the spectrum

of political opinion of the 1790s and early 1800s, the differences from much

more explicitly reactionary movements become immediately evident. Ro-

mantic politics were far to the left of the views of Haller and the

Eudämonisten, who were intent on reviving divine right doctrine and the ab-

solute power of the princes.26 Second, it is no less an error to think that

Romantik is in total opposition to Aufklärung, as if it wished to restore the ir-
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rational faith of Christianity against the forces of reason. Here again Marxist

scholars have failed to see the specificity of Frühromantik, whose attitude to-

ward the Aufklärung is complex and ambivalent. If the romantics broke with

the Aufklärung in some respects, they radicalized it in others. The problem

here is to specify precisely the respects in which Frühromantik endorsed and

criticized the Aufklärung. Third, it is anachronistic, in the context of the

1790s, to equate the Aufklärung with democratic and liberal values. Some of

the foremost Aufklärer in Berlin, such as Christian Garve, Friedrich Nicolai,

and J. A. Eberhard, were staunch defenders of enlightened absolutism, a

doctrine abhorrent to Novalis, Friedrich Schlegel, and Schleiermacher.27 In

this regard, then, the romantic reaction against the Aufklärung cannot be

understood as reactionary but as progressive.

In seeing Frühromantik as a reactionary movement, Marxist scholars have

never really gone beyond the political debates of the 1840s, when Heinrich

Heine, Arnold Ruge, and Karl Marx were compelled to defend their progres-

sive ideals against some of the later romantics. Their own characterizations

of Frühromantik have been captive to the radical tradition, committing its ba-

sic fallacy—anachronism—by describing all periods of Frühromantik in the

light of some of its last representatives.28 However understandable this fal-

lacy might have been in the context of the political struggles of the 1840s, it

makes no sense to reassert it now. It is time to revive the historical spirit in-

augurated by Haym—and excoriated by Marxists—over a century ago: to re-

construct Frühromantik in all its totality and individuality within the context

of its time and place.29

6. Romantic Politics

The romantic attempt to reconcile classical holistic ideals with some of the

central values of modernity is especially evident from their social and politi-

cal thought. This should be apparent from a brief account of their theory of

the state.

Contrary to the apolitical interpretation of Romantik, it is necessary to

stress the exact opposite: that it was of necessity political, and indeed gave

pride of place to politics. The romantics were indeed some of the first think-

ers of the modern era to reaffirm the importance of the political, to make

politics once again “the first science,” as Aristotle once made it.30 In the spirit

of Aristotle, Friedrich Schlegel would write: “Political judgment is the high-

est of all viewpoints.”31
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The importance of politics for the romantics follows immediately from

one of their central doctrines: that the individual is a social being who

can realize himself only within the state. If self-realization is the highest

good, and if self-realization is achieved only within the state, then poli-

tics, the doctrine of the state, becomes crucial. Politics becomes the preemi-

nent science to tell us how to achieve the highest good. The romantics

would have fully endorsed Aristotle’s definition of the state in the Politics:

“a community of equals aiming at the best life possible.”32 They rejected

decisively, therefore, the modern liberal view of the state, which holds that

its end is only to protect the rights of individuals to seek happiness by them-

selves.

The heart of romantic social and political thought is their ideal of commu-

nity. Ultimately, this ideal goes back to classical rather than Christian

sources, especially to Plato and Aristotle.33 Romantic social and political

thought was essentially a revival of the classical ideal of the polis against

the modern individualistic tradition of Grotius, Hobbes, and Locke. The

fondness for the medieval communitarian ideal is a later development, ap-

pearing first in Novalis’s 1799 “Christenheit oder Europa.” The loci classici

of the romantic communitarian ideal are the final letter of Schiller’s

Aesthetische Briefe, Novalis’s Glauben und Liebe, Schlegel’s Vorlesungen über

Transcendentalphilosophie, Schleiermacher’s Monologen, and Hegel’s System der

Sittlichkeit.34

The romantic ideal of community has to be understood on at least two

levels, one logical and the other normative. On a logical level, the romantic

ideal goes back to Aristotle’s dictum in the Politics that the state is a whole

prior to its parts.35 Very crudely, this means that the state is not reducible to a

collection of individuals, each of which is self-sufficient, but that the exis-

tence and identity of the individual depends on its place within the commu-

nity. Like Aristotle, the romantics stressed the social nature of a human be-

ing, insisting that he owes his identity to his education into society, apart

from which he is nothing more than a beast or a god.

In going back to Aristotle, the romantics were taking issue with the mod-

ern liberal theory of the state, specifically social contract theory, which holds

that the state is formed by a contract between consenting individuals, each

of whom is self-sufficient. The problem with contract theory, in the roman-

tic view, is that the concept of a self-sufficient individual is an artificial and

arbitrary abstraction; apart from the social whole, of which he is only a part,

the individual would not even have self-interest, let alone moral principles
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or a power to deliberate. The attempt to conceive a social whole out of a

multitude of self-interested individuals is to square the circle, Novalis ar-

gued, because the individual will exempt himself from the rules whenever

self-interest dictates.36

On a normative level, the romantic ideal of community claims that self-

interest is not only logically but morally secondary to the common good; in

other words, on certain occasions, the individual should act for the common

good even when it is contrary to his self-interest. This moral claim upon the

individual went hand-in-hand with a specific view about the purpose of the

state: namely, its goal should be not only to protect the rights of individuals,

but also to ensure the common good.

It is commonplace among liberal critics to interpret the romantics’ com-

munitarian ethic as a form of incipient totalitarianism. It seems that in

putting the common good before the interests of the individual the roman-

tics give the state reason to abrogate individual rights. But this criticism is

anachronistic, failing to see that the romantics communitarian ideal was es-

sentially republican. The common good was to be determined first and fore-

most by the people themselves, who were the sovereign power in the state.

No laws could be imposed on them, then, that were not self-imposed. To be

sure, the romantics sometimes stress the importance of self-sacrifice for the

sake of the public good. But this derived not from totalitarianism but from

the republican tradition of Montesquieu, which stressed the importance of

virtue in a republic, the willingness to sacrifice self-interest for the public

good.

The central idea or governing metaphor behind the romantic ideal of

community is the organic or “poetic” concept of the state. This concept is

best understood in contrast to its opposite, the “machine” state of the En-

lightenment. There were two fundamental features of the machine state.

First, like any machine, the machine state is directed from above and out-

side—whether by a revolutionary committee or a prince—so that the source

of its motion does not come from within itself, that is, from its individual

citizens. Second, again like a machine, the machine state is created accord-

ing to an abstract blueprint, a design that is imposed on it from above.

The organic state contrasts with both these features of the machine state.

First, like any organism, the organic state consists in parts that are self-

organizing and self-generating; that is, its life will derive from the active par-

ticipation of free citizens and autonomous groups. Second, again like any

organism, the organic state will evolve over time and adapt to local circum-
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stance, so that its structure will be the result not of some artificial constitu-

tion imposed from above but from historical development and tradition

from below.

So far I have stressed the essentially holistic dimension behind the roman-

tics’ social and political ideal. But it is also crucial to emphasize that the ro-

mantics also wanted to preserve the rights of the individual within their

community. This should be clear not only from their ethic of individualism,

but also from their adherence to some of the basic ideals of the French Revo-

lution, such as the rights of man. To be sure, the romantics were not radical

republicans—left-wing Jacobins intent on complete democracy and the abo-

lition of all aristocracy and monarchy. Such a position was more the excep-

tion than the rule among them, and it occurred only for a short while in

Friedrich Schlegel, the most radical among them. The romantics’ political

ideal was more for a mixed constitution, a synthesis of monarchy, aristoc-

racy, and democracy.37 Their organic state was meant to be a highly differen-

tiated structure, with a plurality of sources of authority, so that power was

always shared among many groups rather than monopolized by an elite.

To avoid some common misunderstandings of the romantics’ organic

state, it is of the first importance to stress its differentiated and stratified struc-

ture. A central aspect of this structure was its pluralism, the presence

within the political body not only of different levels of government but also

of autonomous groups independent of central control. The romantics were

champions of the estates, local councils, and guilds. In this regard their

thinking was indeed conservative, for they wanted to preserve some of the

old corporate structure of the medieval past. But it is also important to note

that one of the main points behind this corporatism or pluralism was to limit

the powers of central authority, and so to minimize the danger of totalitari-

anism. The romantics saw such a danger not only in the old absolutism, but

also in the new revolutionary governments, which were no less centralized

in authority than the states of the ancien régime.

It was through the corporatist or pluralistic structure of the organic state

that the romantics believed they could square the political circle of moder-

nity: that is, provide for both community and individual liberty. The organic

state would provide for community because its autonomous groups would

ensure participation in political affairs and provide for a center of social be-

longing. It would also, however, ensure liberty because these groups would

be not only channels for popular participation, but also bulwarks against

central power. In stressing the role of independent groups in these respects,
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the romantics have anticipated more modern pluralistic doctrine, the ideas

of, say, Durkheim or Kornhauser.

For the romantics, both the absolutist princes in Germany and the Jaco-

bins in France had made the same fundamental mistake: they abolished au-

tonomous groups, the old corporations and guilds, so that everything could

be directed from above, whether that was by the will of a monarch or some

revolutionary committee. In doing this they created a stark opposition be-

tween the ruler and the individual, so that there was nothing between them

to restrain the rule of the despot or the mob. The only safeguard against des-

potism of the prince or the mob was the differentiated structure of the or-

ganic state.

It is precisely in this context, I believe, that we must understand the ro-

mantics’ medievalism. This medievalism has been interpreted as an essen-

tially reactionary sentiment and doctrine, and so indeed it eventually be-

came in the later writing of Friedrich Schlegel. But in its inception and

original inspiration the romantic fascination with the corporate structure of

medieval society had more to do with their hatred of absolutism, and with

their preference for pluralism, whose main aim is to find some bulwark

against totalitarianism and centralization.38 Far from a surrender of individ-

ual rights, their pluralism was intended as a means of protecting freedom

while also providing the individual with some form of social belonging.

No one saw more clearly than the young Hegel that continuity with the

medieval tradition did not mean a denial but an affirmation of freedom. In

his 1799 Verfassungsschrift he writes that never had the rights of the individ-

ual been so strongly affirmed and protected than during the Middle Ages.39

It was the unrelenting reign of absolutism, which did everything in its power

to break down the estates and the guilds, that had made people forget their

medieval heritage, which was the ultimate source of all the ferments of the

revolutionary age.

7. Romantic Aesthetics

Our moral and political account of Frühromantik seems to come to grief

in the face of one central, stubborn, and indisputable fact: namely,

Frühromantik was essentially an aesthetic movement, one which gave su-

preme value to art. In the classical triad of truth, beauty, and goodness, the

romantics saw beauty as primus inter pares. It is well-known that Schelling,

Schlegel, Novalis, and Hölderlin made poetry the basis of metaphysical
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knowledge, moral goodness, and political legitimacy. But if this is so, then

surely the moral, social, and political should be subordinate to the aesthetic.

The primacy and autonomy of the aesthetic has indeed been the central

premise behind the apolitical and literary interpretations of Frühromantik.

Because the romantics gave such importance to art, it seems as if they flee

the reality of the social and political world, or at best as if they use the social

and political only as a means or “occasion” to produce works of art.40 In-

deed, because they affirmed the autonomy of the aesthetic, its indepen-

dence from all moral and political ends, it seems as if they should never al-

low aesthetic creativity to be compromised by morality and politics.

To avoid some very common misunderstandings, especially the all too

common conflation of aestheticism with aesthetism, it is of the first impor-

tance to examine precisely the sense in which the romantics gave primacy

to the aesthetic. This primacy does not mean that the romantics preferred

beauty over goodness and truth, as if they would choose aesthetic values

instead of moral and political ones (if they had to make the choice), or as

if they would value appearances over moral and intellectual qualities

(aesthetism). Since they defined beauty in moral and political terms, it is in-

deed impossible for them to separate these values, so that, for them, the

question of preferring one to the other cannot arise. To be sure, the romantic

account of the beautiful makes it, if only in one sense, secondary and deriva-

tive: beauty is the appearance or manifestation of the harmonious individual

and state. The romantics gave importance to beauty because of its moral

and political dimension; they did not give importance to the moral and polit-

ical because of the aesthetic. To assume the converse is simply to confuse

the defiendum, conditioned, or grounded with the defiens, condition, or

ground. The romantics gave primacy to beauty only in the sense that they

made beauty the ratio cognoscendi—the criterion or means of knowing—of

the true and good; they did not think that it is the ratio essendi, the essence,

basis, or ground of the good and the true.

However one interprets the meaning of aesthetic primacy, it is difficult

to see how it provides any evidence for the apolitical interpretation of

Frühromantik. That interpretation works only if one gives a very narrow in-

terpretation of the aesthetic, so that it refers to works of art in the conven-

tional sense. Usually, this phrase is understood to refer to some form of liter-

ature, whether poems, plays, or novels, though it could also denote works of

music, sculpture, or painting. This interpretation is unduly narrow, how-

ever, because the romantics viewed not only poems, plays, and novels, but
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even the individual, society, and the state as works of art. Their aim was in-

deed to break down the barriers between art and life, so that the entire

world becomes a work of art. If, however, the individual, society, and the

state are also to be works of art, then it becomes difficult, in any straightfor-

ward sense, to sustain the thesis that romantic art is meant to be apolitical,

of no relevance to the social and political world.

Rather than a doctrine of political indifference or escapism, romantic aes-

theticism is better understood as a kind of moral and political theory, spe-

cifically a holistic one that equates the good with the beautiful through the

idea of an organic whole. The early romantics did not take beauty out of the

moral and political world for the simple reason that they made it into the

very touchstone, sign, or criterion of moral and political value. If a person

unified their reason and sensibility—if they did their duty from inclina-

tion—then they would possess “grace” or become “a beautiful soul.” Simi-

larly, if the state unified all its citizens into a harmonious community, then it

would be an “aesthetic” or “poetic” state. Hence romantic aestheticism is

not only a theory about works of art in the narrow sense—plays, poems, and

pictures—but also a theory about works of art in a very broad sense—the life

of the individual, society, and the state.

Still, it might be asked: How does this social and political dimension of

Frühromantik square with its belief in the autonomy of art? Notoriously,

the young romantics were followers of Kant’s doctrine of aesthetic auton-

omy, according to which aesthetic qualities have their value independent of

moral principles and physical desires. They passionately rejected the utilitar-

ian aesthetics of Gottsched, who had made art serve moral and political

ends. But if this is so, how can we insist on the primacy of ethics and politics

for the young romantics? This would seem to violate their own belief in the

autonomy of art.

The solution to this problem lies with an apparent paradox: that the ro-

mantics insisted on the autonomy of art not in spite of, but precisely because

of, their moral and political ends. Ironically, it is only by virtue of its auton-

omy that a work of art represents the highest moral and political value: free-

dom. A work of art signifies freedom just because it is autonomous, or just

because it is not a means to other ends, whether these are moral or physical.

This paradox is already apparent in Schiller, whose aesthetic views had a

great impact on the romantics.41 While affirming Kant’s doctrine of aesthetic

autonomy, Schiller also contends that art plays a central role in the educa-

tion of humanity. The solution to the apparent contradiction is implicit in his
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definition of beauty. According to Schiller, the essence of beauty consists in

the appearance of freedom; and a work of art has its moral value precisely

because it represents freedom, the very basis of morality.42 To symbolize

freedom, however, a work of art must have its own integrity and autonomy,

its own freedom from external purposes. Ironically, then, art has its greatest

moral significance precisely when it is not used for specific moral ends.

While the romantics never explicitly struggled with this apparent tension

in their philosophy, their response to it follows along the lines suggested by

Schiller. As A. W. Schlegel once commented on a moralistic but botched

play: “Is there really no other way to improve humanity than spoiling its

taste?”43 Like his brother, he had always believed that moralistic art is bad

art; yet a completely free taste improves humanity. So, ironically, art has its

greatest moral significance when it is not used for moral ends. The auton-

omy of art has indeed a moral foundation. As Friedrich once wrote his

brother: “The soul of my doctrine is that humanity is the highest end, and

art exists only for its sake.”44 This simple statement alone might serve as

the motto—and conclusion—for a moral and political interpretation of

Frühromantik.
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C H A P T E R 3

Early Romanticism and
the Aufklärung

1. Romanticism versus Enlightenment?

For more than a century, it has been a commonplace to regard the birth

of German romanticism at the end of the eighteenth century as the death

of the Aufklärung.1 Supposedly, romanticism was the reaction against the

Aufklärung, its self-conscious opposition and antithesis. Hence the ascen-

dancy of romanticism in the early 1800s spelled the demise of the

Aufklärung, which accordingly should be relegated to the eighteenth

century.

This commonplace has united both friends and foes of German romanti-

cism. In the 1830s and 1840s German liberals and left-wing Hegelians con-

demned romanticism because they saw it as a reactionary movement

opposed to the Aufklärung.2 But, beginning at the end of the nineteenth

century, and then reaching a crescendo in the 1920s and 1930s, German

nationalists and conservatives embraced romanticism because they too be-

lieved it to be opposed to the Aufklärung; in their view, however, such

opposition was a virtue rather than a vice, since the Enlightenment was an

alien ideology imported from France and hostile to the German spirit.3 After

World War II the same entrenched attitudes reappeared, now reinvigorated

by the reaction against fascism. Since romanticism seemed to be essential to

fascist ideology, liberals and Marxists joined forces in attacking it.4

The secondary literature gives at least three reasons why romanticism

broke with the Aufklärung. First, it attempted to replace the rationalism of

the Aufklärung with aestheticism. Rather than making reason the highest

authority, the ultimate standard of truth, as the Aufklärung had done, the ro-

mantics gave such authority to the intuitions and feelings of art, which tran-

scend all conceptualization, judgment, and reasoning. Hence romanticism is
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often accused of “antirationalism” or “irrationalism.” Second, the romantics

criticized the individualism of the Aufklärung, advocating instead an ideal of

community in which the individual was subordinate to the group. While the

Aufklärer tended to see society and the state only as instruments to ensure

the happiness, and to protect the rights, of the individual, the romantics in-

sisted that communal life was an end in itself, for which the individual

should sacrifice his self-interest. Third, romanticism was an essentially con-

servative ideology, breaking with such liberal values of the Aufklärung as

the separation of church and state, religious tolerance, and freedom of the

individual. Hence some romantic thinkers, like Friedrich Schlegel, Adam

Müller, and Zacharias Werner, converted to the Roman Catholic Church,

while others, such as Ludwig Tieck and Novalis, flirted or sympathized

with Catholicism.5 In sum, then, we are told to contrast the antirationalism,

communitarianism, and conservatism of romanticism with the rationalism,

individualism, and liberalism of the Aufklärung.

Like so many generalizations in the history of ideas, this commonplace is

a very misleading oversimplification. It is misleading, first of all, because

German romanticism was a very protean movement, passing through sev-

eral phases and undergoing several transformations. It is commonly divided

into three periods: Frühromantik, from 1797 to 1802; Hochromantik, to 1815;

and Spätromantik, to 1830.6 Accordingly, the relationship of romanticism to

the Aufklärung also underwent change. It is generally true that some roman-

tics, especially Friedrich Schlegel and Müller, became more conservative, and

therefore more hostile to some of the central values of the Aufklärung. But

this generalization holds only for some thinkers of Spätromantik, and it does

not apply to earlier phases of the movement. It is therefore very important

to avoid the danger of anachronism, judging all of romanticism on the basis

of its final incarnation. This fallacy has been the main flaw behind the liberal

and left-wing interpretation.

This commonplace is misleading for another reason. It is not only that

German romanticism underwent great change, so that what is true of one

period is not necessarily true of another. The issue is even more complicated

than that because, within each period, the attitude of the romantics toward

the Aufklärung was never a simple and straightforward rejection but a much

more complex and subtle ambivalence. If the romantics were the critics of

the Aufklärung, they were also its disciples. The problem is then to deter-

mine, for each period, in what respects the romantics accepted and rejected

the Aufklärung.
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The task of this essay is to address this problem, though only in a prelimi-

nary and partial manner. I reexamine the complex relationship between

romanticism and the Aufklärung in the early formative years of German

romanticism from 1797 to 1802, the period known as Frühromantik. This is

the most interesting and revealing period for an understanding of the ro-

mantics’ relationship to the Aufklärung. For it was during these years that

the young romantics took issue with, and developed their attitudes toward,

the Aufklärung, which was still the reigning ideology in late-eighteenth-cen-

tury Berlin. Although conclusions about Frühromantik do not necessarily ap-

ply to the later stages of romanticism, they will suffice for our purposes here:

to determine whether the origins of romanticism represented a reaction to,

and complete break with, the Aufklärung.

In undertaking this reexamination of the relationship between

Frühromantik and Aufklärung I make no claims for originality. Since the

1970s many scholars have insisted on reconsidering this relationship, and

they have shed valuable light on some of its complexities.7 A consensus has

been building that the old antithesis is no longer tenable and that the rela-

tionship between Frühromantik and Aufklärung is indeed ambivalent and

complex.8 This does not mean, however, that the issue has been solved. On

the contrary, it is only now that the problem of investigation has be-

come clear. For there is still much work to do in spelling out precisely the

very involved, subtle, and multifaceted relationship between Aufklärung and

Frühromantik. What follows is an attempt to explain only one very impor-

tant aspect of that relationship.

2. The Crisis of the Aufklärung

To understand the relationship between Frühromantik and Aufklärung it is

first necessary to have some basic idea of the beginnings, ideals, and mem-

bers of the early romantic circle.

If we are to assign an official date for the beginning of German romanti-

cism, then we would do well to choose the year 1797. It was in this year that

some young poets, philosophers, and literary critics began to meet in the sa-

lons of Henriette Herz and Rahel Levin in Berlin. Later, and until 1802, they

would meet at the house of A. W. Schlegel in Jena. The purpose of their

meetings was to hold frank and free discussions about philosophy, poetry,

politics, and religion. They would read one another their latest work, criti-

cize one another openly, and collaborate on literary projects. This circle was
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called by contemporaries “the new sect” or “the new school,” and it later

became known to history as “the romantic circle.”

The members of this circle were destined to become famous in German

intellectual history. They were the brothers August Wilhelm (1767–1845)

and Friedrich Schlegel (1772–1829), the novelist Ludwig Tieck (1773–

1853), the natural philosopher Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph Schelling (1775–

1854), the theologian Ernst Daniel Schleiermacher (1768–1834), the art his-

torian Wilhelm Heinrich Wackenroder (1773–1801), and the poet and phi-

losopher Friedrich von Hardenberg (1772–1801), who adopted the pseud-

onym “Novalis.” On the fringes of this circle, though sharing many views

with it, was the tragic and lonely figure Friedrich Hölderlin (1774–1843).

Undoubtedly, the leading figure of the romantic circle was Friedrich

Schlegel, who first formulated the group’s aesthetic ideals, and who founded

and edited its journal, the Athenäum.

When one first considers the young romantics’ attitude toward the

Aufklärung, one is immediately struck by their negative comments on it.

When referring to the French philosophes or the Berlin Aufklärer, A. W.

Schlegel, Novalis, and Schleiermacher almost invariably attack them.9 They

were critical of the philosophes for their hedonism, materialism, and utilitari-

anism, which seemed to reduce the world to a mere machine, leaving no

place for the higher values in life, such as art and religion. They were also

hostile to the Berlin Aufklärer—especially, Garve, Eberhard, and Nicolai—for

their reactionary faith in enlightened absolutism, for their persistent adher-

ence to a dogmatic metaphysics, and for their making common sense the

final intellectual authority. Such doctrines seemed to be utterly antiquated

after Kant’s critique of knowledge, which had shown the untenability of the

old metaphysics and the weakness of all appeals to common sense. In at-

tempting to defend metaphysics against Kant’s critique of knowledge, and in

trying to vindicate enlightened absolutism against the French Revolution,

the Berlin Aufklärer only demonstrated their obsolescence, their incapacity

to adapt to the new order.

Such criticisms have led more than a few scholars to conclude that

Frühromantik was implacably opposed to the Aufklärung. But such a general-

ization presupposes a much too reductivist view of the Aufklärung, as if it

could be somehow equated with the materialism of the French philosophes,

and with the absolutism and deism of the older Aufklärer in Berlin. This still

leaves out of account some of the fundamental values of the Aufklärung: the

right to think for oneself; the right to self-determination, to develop one’s
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powers and individuality independent of external authority; and the value

of education and enlightenment, the need to overcome prejudice, supersti-

tion, and ignorance.

It is precisely with regard to these fundamental values that the young

romantics remained loyal to the Aufklärung. For all their criticisms of the

Aufklärung, the romantics upheld at least two of its fundamental principles:

radical criticism, or the right of the individual to think for himself; and

Bildung, the education of the public.10 Far from questioning these beliefs,

their aim was to defend them in the 1790s, a decade in which the Aufklärung

faced a severe crisis.

By the late 1780s it had become clear that the Aufklärung was in dan-

ger, not so much from its external enemies as from its own internal tensions.

The most significant of these inner conflicts was that the radical criticism of

the Aufklärung seemed to undermine its ideal of Bildung. While its criticism

seemed to end per necessitatum in skepticism or nihilism, its ideal of Bildung

presupposed a commitment to some definite moral, political, and aesthetic

principles. But how is it possible to educate the public about the principles of

morality, politics, and taste when reason casts nothing but doubt on them?

The problem here was a classical one. In the Apology Socrates claimed

that only the examined life is worth living because it alone tells us about

justice and virtue; yet he also claimed to be the wisest man of them all be-

cause he knew nothing.11 How could the examined life lead to both complete

ignorance and knowledge of justice and virtue? That, of course, was the

question of Meletus and Anytus, Socrates’ accusers. In late-eighteenth-

century Berlin, some critics of the Aufklärung, most notably Hamann and

Jacobi, were raising that very question all over again. Socrates had been the

hero of the Aufklärung, its patron saint in the battle against enthusiasm,

superstition, and barbarism. But had the Aufklärer not failed to learn the

deeper lesson behind his trial? Hemlock, it seemed, could be the only an-

swer to the aporia of the examined life.

3. The Context of Romantic Aestheticism

One of the most salient characteristics of early German romanticism—one

its friends and foes immediately note—is the enormous importance it gave

to art. Friedrich Schlegel, A. W. Schlegel, Schleiermacher, Schelling, Novalis,

and Hölderlin all gave art a fundamental role in the revitalization of German

culture. The painter, the poet, the composer, and the novelist were in the
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forefront of cultural reform, and were cast in the role of educators of the

human race. We can put the young romantics’ emphasis on art in its proper

historical perspective by seeing it as the reversal of Plato’s infamous doc-

trine in the Republic. While Plato wanted to banish the artists, the romantics

wanted to enthrone them. What is the best prince, the young Novalis asked,

but the artist of artists, the director of a vast drama whose stage is the state?12

Why, though, did the young romantics give such great importance to

art? Why did they regard it as the key to social, political, and cultural re-

vival? The answer to this question is crucial for understanding the young

romantics’ relationship to the Aufklärung. For their aestheticism was their

means of executing the ideals, and resolving the outstanding problems, of

the Aufklärung.

The aestheticism of the young romantics is comprehensible only in the

context of their reaction to the French Revolution. The Revolution had a

profound impact on the early romantics. It gave birth to their political con-

sciousness, and it set much of the problematic of their early social, political,

and aesthetic thought. With the exception of A. W. Schlegel, who was skep-

tical from the beginning, the young romantics greeted the French Revolu-

tion as the dawn of a new age. They were delighted by the collapse of the

ancien régime, and they looked forward to a new era free of privilege, oppres-

sion, and injustice. Tieck, Novalis, Schelling, Schleiermacher, and Friedrich

Schlegel affirmed the ideals of liberté, egalité et fraternité, and they insisted

that true humanity could be realized only in a republic. What is most strik-

ing about their reaction to the Revolution is how long they retained their

sympathies. Unlike so many of their compatriots, their loyalties were not af-

fected by the September massacres, the execution of the king, the invasion

of the Rhineland, or even by the Terror.13

Novalis, Schelling, Schleiermacher, and Schlegel became critical of the

Revolution only around 1798. They then began to attack the egoism, mate-

rialism, and utilitarianism of modern civil society, which they believed

had been encouraged by the Revolution.14 They also expressed fears of

ocholocracy and insisted on some measure of elite rule. The true republic,

they believed, should be a mixture of aristocracy, monarchy, and democracy,

because in any true state the educated must have power over the unedu-

cated.15 Such cautious and moderate doctrines were not reactionary, how-

ever, still less peculiar to the romantics. Rather, they were typical of the late

1790s, mirroring the trend of opinion in France itself, where the elections

held in March 1797 resulted in the return of royalist majorities in the two

legislative councils. Despite their increasing moderation and caution, the ro-
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mantics did not abandon their republicanism, which they hoped to incorpo-

rate within a constitutional monarchy. As late as the early 1800s, we find

Novalis and Schlegel reaffirming the ideals of liberty, equality, and frater-

nity.16 If, then, we confine ourselves to the early romantics, it becomes ab-

surd to speak of a “romantic conservatism.” The young romantics were in-

deed more loyal to liberal and progressive ideals than many of the Aufklärer,

who still clung to their faith in enlightened monarchy.17 The connection of

Aufklärung with progressive and democratic ideals is a much later develop-

ment, which should not be read into the 1790s, the political context of the

romantics.

Although the romantics were republicans in the 1790s, they were not

revolutionaries. Though they endorsed the ideas of the Revolution, they

renounced its practice. With the possible exception of Hölderlin, they did

not believe that insurrection was feasible, or even desirable, in their native

land.18 The events in France made them fear that a revolution would result

in incurable anarchy and strife, and hence they insisted on the need for

gradual evolutionary change from above. Like so many of the Aufklärer, the

romantics held that the principal danger in radical political change lay with

the people themselves, who were not ready for the high moral ideals of a re-

public. A republic demanded wisdom and virtue, just as Montesquieu and

Rousseau had always taught; but it was not possible to expect these in Ger-

many, given the low level of education and the slow progress of the Enlight-

enment in most territories of the empire. The fundamental political problem

facing the young romantics was therefore plain: to prepare the German peo-

ple for the high ideals of a republic by giving them a moral, political, and

aesthetic education. Their task as intellectuals in the Germany of the 1790s

was to define the standards of morality, taste, and religion, so that the public

would have some ideal of culture and some model of virtue. Thus, in their

crucial formative years from 1797 to 1800, the romantics were neither revo-

lutionaries nor reactionaries. Rather, they were simply reformers, moder-

ates in the classical tradition of Schiller, Herder, Humboldt, Wieland, and a

whole host of Aufklärer.19

It is in the context of this reformism that we must place the young roman-

tics’ aestheticism. They gave such enormous importance to art mainly be-

cause they saw it as the chief instrument of Bildung, and hence as the key to

social and political reform. If the people were to be prepared for the high

moral ideals of a republic, then it would be through an aesthetic education,

which would be the spearhead of the new social and political order.

In assigning such importance to art, the young romantics proved them-
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selves to be the disciples of Schiller, who had put forward this very thesis in

his famous Aesthetische Briefe of 1793. They agreed with Schiller’s analysis of

the political problem: that Bildung was the precondition of social and politi-

cal change, the only firm basis for a lasting republican constitution. They

also accepted Schiller’s solution to the problem: that an aesthetic education

should be the core of Bildung. According to Schiller, it was art, and art alone,

that could unify the divided powers of humanity, provide it with a model of

virtue, and inspire people to action. In all respects, the romantics agreed.

Nowhere was their agreement more apparent than in that mysterious docu-

ment, “The Oldest System Program of German Idealism,” where it is de-

clared that poetry should again become what it once was at the dawn of civi-

lization: the teacher of humanity.20

If, then, we place the young romantics’ aestheticism in its original histori-

cal context, it turns out to be nothing less than their strategy for social and

political reform. This reveals, however, how their main goals were continu-

ous with the Aufklärung, insofar as the young romantics remained loyal to

one of its fundamental aims: the education of the public, the development of

its moral, intellectual, and aesthetic powers. Such, indeed, was the aim of

their journal Athenäum, which was explicitly devoted to the goal of Bildung,

like so many of the Zeitschriften of the Aufklärung. The young romantics’ in-

sistence on further education and enlightenment as the precondition for

fundamental social and political change only reiterated a point frequently

made by the Aufklärer. Indeed, in their attempt to make enlightenment serve

the growing demands for social and political change, the young romantics

seem to be nothing less than the Aufklärer of the 1790s. They appear to differ

from the earlier generation of Aufklärer only in their disillusionment with

enlightened absolutism and in their readiness to embrace republican ideals.

So it is tempting to conclude that the romantics were the Aufklärer of the

postrevolutionary age. But, as we shall soon see, the truth is much more

complicated than that.

4. Radical Criticism and Its Consequences

If the young romantics were loyal to the Aufklärung’s ideal of Bildung, they

were no less faithful to its ideal of radical criticism. The Aufklärung had pro-

claimed the absolute right of criticism, the right of reason to criticize every-

thing on heaven and earth. Neither religion in its holiness nor the state in

its majesty, as Kant put it, could escape the tribunal of critique.21 The young
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romantics did not dispute this principle but enthusiastically endorsed it.

Novalis, Hölderlin, Schlegel, and Schleiermacher all greatly valued the

power of criticism, which they regarded as indispensable to all philosophy,

art, and science.22 Indeed, if they had any complaint against the Aufklärer, it

was that they betrayed their cause by not extending the authority of reason

far enough in their willingness to compromise with the social, political, and

religious status quo.

The value of radical criticism—of a thoroughgoing critique of religion,

morals, and social conventions—was one of the guiding motifs of the

Athenäum. “One cannot be critical enough,” Friedrich Schlegel wrote, sum-

ming up the general attitude of the group.23 The romantics’ love of irony

was another form of their devotion to radical criticism, for irony demanded

standing above all one’s beliefs and creations through relentless self-criti-

cism. Nowhere is the romantic allegiance to the Enlightenment ideal of criti-

cism more apparent, however, than in Friedrich Schlegel’s admiration for

Lessing, who was famous as the boldest Aufklärer of his day.24 Schlegel ven-

erated Lessing for his independence of mind, for his power to think for him-

self regardless of convention and orthodoxy. His ambition was to be nothing

less than the Lessing of the 1790s.

The young romantics’ attitude toward criticism was especially apparent in

their reaction to the pantheism controversy, the true acid test for anyone’s

loyalty to reason in late-eighteenth-century Germany. During this contro-

versy, which began in 1786, F. H. Jacobi argued that a consistent rational-

ism must end in the atheism and fatalism of Spinozism, and that the only

way to rescue one’s moral and religious beliefs was through a salto mortale, a

leap of faith. Schlegel, Novalis, Hölderlin, Schelling, and Schleiermacher

were, however, all critical of Jacobi’s proposed leap. In their view, Jacobi’s

great mistake was in turning his back on reason when he saw that it threat-

ened his cherished beliefs. It would have been better and more honest, they

thought, for him to renounce his beliefs rather than his reason. Although

the romantics themselves were not immune to the attractions of mysticism,

they never approved of leaps of faith that were contrary to reason. Although

it was permissible to hold beliefs lacking evidence, it was forbidden to hold

beliefs that were contrary to it.

The young romantics greatly valued criticism because they saw it as the

instrument by which the individual could liberate himself from oppressive

social norms. Rather than wanting to subordinate the individual to the ends

of the group, the romantics championed an ethic of individualism, of “di-
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vine egoism,” according to which the end of life should be the development

of each individual’s unique and characteristic powers.25 They stressed, how-

ever, that for such development to take place, the individual would have to

learn to think for himself, to dare to use his own understanding. The sover-

eign rights of criticism were the instrument to maintain the sovereign rights

of the individual.

Yet, for all their belief in the value of criticism, the romantics were also

aware of its dangers. It was high time, the young Schlegel believed, that phi-

losophers began to ask where their reason was taking them. If reason could

criticize everything on heaven and earth, should it not also criticize itself?26

By the late 1790s, some of the most troubling consequences of radical crit-

icism had become clear. First of all, it seemed as if criticism, if it were only

consistent and thorough, would end in the abyss of skepticism. All moral,

religious, political, and commonsense beliefs had been examined; but rather

than revealing their underlying foundations, criticism had shown them to

be nothing more than “prejudices.” In the late 1790s the danger of skepti-

cism seemed more acute than ever. Philosophers such as Solomon Maimon,

J. G. Hamann, Thomas Wizenmann, A. W. Rehberg, H. A. Pistorius, G. E.

Schulze, and Ernst Platner developed a form of neo-Humean skepticism,

one that doubted Kant had a satisfactory answer to Hume. The specter of ni-

hilism also arose when J. A. Obereit and F. H. Jacobi argued that the funda-

mental principles of Kant’s philosophy ultimately result in Nihilismus, the

doctrine that one cannot know the existence of anything except one’s pass-

ing impressions.

Another disturbing consequence of radical criticism– understood in the

general sense of scientific method—was that it had alienated man from na-

ture.27 Now that it had been the subject of scientific investigation, nature

seemed to be nothing more than a mere machine, obeying laws with strict

necessity and regularity. Modern technology had also disenchanted nature,

depriving it of its beauty, magic, mystery. To the extent that reason subdued

nature, it was a mere instrument or tool of human satisfaction; but to the

extent reason could not control it, nature was only an obstacle to its efforts.

In either case, whether nature was a means or obstacle to human ends, the

self could not feel part of it; it was no longer at home in its world.

The most problematic result of radical criticism, in the view of the young

romantics, was that modern man had lost his sense of community, his

feeling of belonging to a group.28 For all their insistence on the value of indi-

vidualism, the romantics also stressed the value of participating in, and iden-
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tifying with, the community. For they argued that human beings are essen-

tially social creatures who realize their characteristic powers only within the

group. But radical criticism seemed to undermine the possibility of self-real-

ization within the community. By bringing all forms of social and political

life under criticism, the individual began to regard them as a form of irratio-

nal authority, as a threat to his individual autonomy. If the individual should

accept no belief or law until it agrees with the critical exercise of his own

reason, then it seemed as if there could be as many sources of authority as

there are individuals. Thus radical criticism seemed to lead to not only skep-

ticism but anarchism.

The consequences of radical criticism raised some very serious questions,

however, about the very coherence of the Aufklärung. For it seemed as if two

of its most basic ideals—radical criticism and Bildung—were in conflict. For if

criticism ends in complete skepticism, then according to what moral, politi-

cal, and religious principles should we educate the people? If it destroys all

the beauty of nature, then how can we develop or cultivate our sensibility,

which is an essential part of our humanity? And if it results in complete an-

archism, how can we expect people to play a responsible and productive role

in society? Thus the moral idealism behind the Aufklärung’s program of

Bildung was undermined by its commitment to radical criticism.

The general problem facing the romantics in the 1790s should now be

clear. How is it possible to fill the vacuum left by the Aufklärung without be-

traying reason? How is it possible to restore our beliefs, our unity with na-

ture and society, without forfeiting individual autonomy? Or, in short, how

is it possible to reconcile the Aufklärung’s ideal of Bildung with its demand for

radical criticism? The young romantics knew that they could not escape this

problem by simply reaffirming the value of “prejudice” in the manner of

Burke in England and de Maistre in France. For that reactionary strategy

simply failed to recognize that the powers of criticism were as inescapable as

they were invaluable.

5. An Ambivalent Solution

What was the romantics’ path out of this dilemma? It lay with their faith in

art. It was art, and art alone, they believed, that could restore belief and

unity with nature and society. Only art could fill the vacuum left by the

deadly powers of criticism. While reason was an essentially negative and de-

structive power, art was a positive and productive one. It had the power to
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create an entire world through the imagination. What had been given to

early man on a naive level—moral and religious belief, unity with nature

and society—had been destroyed by the corrosive powers of criticism; the

task now was to recreate it on a self-conscious level through the powers

of art.

Art could restore moral and religious belief through the creation of a new

mythology.29 It could regenerate unity with nature by “romanticizing” it,

that is, by restoring its old mystery, magic, and beauty.30 And it could rees-

tablish community by expressing and arousing the feeling of love, which

is the basis of all social bonds, the natural feeling joining all free and equal

persons.31

This aesthetic credo was the romantics’ response to the crisis of the

Aufklärung at the close of the eighteenth century. The ideals of Bildung and

radical criticism could coexist, in the romantic view, provided that the task

of Bildung was left to the creative powers of art. A conflict arose only when

reason presumed to play a more positive role in Bildung; for such a presump-

tion did not square with the essentially destructive powers of criticism. Like

many critics of reason at the close of the eighteenth century, the young ro-

mantics tended to limit reason to a strictly negative role: its task was merely

to combat prejudice, dogmatism, and superstition. They seem to agree with

one of the fundamental points behind Kant’s and Jacobi’s critique of reason:

that reason does not have the power to create facts, but only the power to re-

late them through inference; the facts themselves must be given to reason

from some other source. For the romantics, this source could only be the

productive imagination.

There was, however, a deep ambiguity at the bottom of the romantics’

program of aesthetic education, an equivocation reflecting their own uncer-

tainty about the powers of reason. It was unclear whether they intended

their program of aesthetic education to replace or to support the authority of

reason. Was its task to establish the moral, religious, and political principles

that reason seemed only to destroy? Or was its aim to provide only a stimu-

lus or incentive for the moral and political principles that reason could cre-

ate but not bring into practice?

Regarding this central question the romantics appear to have been ambiv-

alent. In making aesthetic experience the criterion of moral and political

value, and in insisting that such experience transcends articulation in con-

ceptual terms, they made art the indispensable foundation for morality and

politics. Sometimes, however, they seem to have held that reason does have
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the power to justify moral and political principles. For example, Schelling

and Schlegel, following the example of Fichte’s Wissenschaftslehre, gave a pri-

ori deductions of the principles of natural right and the state.32 They seemed

to concur with Kant and Fichte that, though reason could not demonstrate

the theoretical principle of metaphysics, it could justify at least the practical

principles of morality and politics. In this case, the role of art was only to

help us to act on the principles of morality and the state by stimulating feel-

ings and the imagination; it was not to discover or justify these principles.

This ambivalence is of the first importance in determining the romantics’

relationship to the Aufklärung. For if the young romantics intended art to

replace reason, then they were indeed going beyond the Aufklärung. If,

however, they intended art only to support reason—to provide only an in-

centive or stimulus to action—then they remained within the limits of the

Aufklärung. Like the Aufklärer, they were simply attempting to overcome the

gap between thought and action, theory and practice, by realizing the prin-

ciples of reason in public life. In the end, then, the problem of determining

the young romantics’ relationship to the Aufklärung depends on precisely

ascertaining their attitude toward reason. But it is just here that the texts

of the young romantics prove to be very elusive, vague, and, at best, ambiv-

alent.

Whatever the young romantics’ attitude toward the powers of reason, it is

still difficult to regard them simply as the Aufklärer of the postrevolutionary

age. For this rides roughshod over their own concern with the crisis of the

Aufklärung at the end of the 1790s. While the older generation of Aufklärer

attempted to refute the criticisms of Kant and Jacobi, the young romantics

felt that they had no choice but to build on them. If the aesthetic program of

the young romantics was their solution to the crisis of the Aufklärung, then

we have no choice but to view Frühromantik as both the affirmation and ne-

gation of the Aufklärung. Like a phoenix, the Aufklärung was consumed by

its own flames. From its ashes arose romanticism.
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C H A P T E R 4

Frühromantik and the
Platonic Tradition

1. Romantik as Aufklärung

According to a long and venerable tradition of scholarship, there was a radi-

cal break between early German romanticism (Frühromantik) and the En-

lightenment (Aufklärung).1 Many reasons have been given for contrasting

these movements, but one of the most basic concerns their apparently con-

flicting views about the authority of reason. Regarding this fundamental is-

sue, two distinctions have been made. First, the Aufklärung made the

concepts and judgments of reason, while Frühromantik made the intuitions

and feelings of art, the supreme intellectual authority, the ultimate criterion

and instrument of knowledge. Second, the Aufklärer affirmed, while the

Romantiker denied, the existence of universal standards of truth, that is, gen-

eral criteria of knowledge and criticism that are valid for all human beings in

all cultures and epochs. Supposedly, the young romantics broke with the

tradition of natural law by affirming that all truth and value ultimately de-

pend on personal decision.2

Lately, this tradition has come under some severe scrutiny.3 The sharp an-

tithesis between Frühromantik and Aufklärung has begun to crumble in the

face of more detailed historical research. The picture now emerging is that of

a more complex ambivalence where the early romantics broke with the

Aufklärung in some respects but followed it in others. Even where the ro-

mantics were criticizing the Aufklärung most severely, it has been pointed

out, they were still only taking its underlying principles to their ultimate

conclusion. In important respects, then, Frühromantik seems to be—to steal

an appropriate phrase—little more than Aufklärung der Aufklärung.4

The traditional antithesis between the “irrationalism” of Frühromantik and

the rationalism of the Aufklärung has been found problematic for at least
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three reasons. First, the romantics not only accepted but radicalized the

Aufklärung’s program of critique. True to the legacy of the Aufklärung, the

romantics insisted that reason should have the right to criticize all our be-

liefs. It is indeed noteworthy that the young romantics made no defense

of prejudice and prescription in the manner of Burke or de Maistre. Rather

than disputing the power of criticism, the young romantics wanted to take

it a step further. They demanded that the radical criticism of the Aufklärung

become its self-criticism.5 Hence they were especially critical of those

Aufklärer—Garve, Nicolai, Eberhard, and Mendelssohn—who, in their

view, betrayed their own critical principles by not questioning the tradi-

tional metaphysics underlying religion and morality. Second, Aufklärung

and Frühromantik shared the same fundamental ideal: Bildung, the education

of the public. No less than the Aufklärer, the romantics believed that the

goal of Bildung should be the development of all our human powers; first

and foremost among them was that power most prized by the Aufklärung:

Selbstdenken, the power to think for ourselves. It is indeed precisely in this

context that we should understand the aestheticism of Frühromantik. The

goal of art was to achieve one of the Aufklärung’s most cherished ideals—

namely, closing the gap between theory and practice so that the principles

of reason could be realized in public life. The value of art was that it could

inspire the people to act according to the principles of reason. Third, the me-

dievalism of Frühromantik was not a reactionary ideology opposed to the

Aufklärung because it had its sources in the Aufkärung, which latched onto

medieval traditions as a bulwark against neoclassicism and despotism.6

2. New Wine in Old Bottles

Much has been gained, I believe, by these criticisms of the traditional inter-

pretation. It is indeed the case that Frühromantik had a much more com-

plex and ambivalent relationship to the Aufklärung than the conventional

stereotype admits. Yet someone might well ask if these criticisms go that

far toward undermining the traditional antithesis. For even if we admit

them, there still seems to be a profound difference between Frühromantik

and Aufklärung regarding the authority of reason. Consider the following

points. First, it is still the case that most Aufklärer assumed, while some

Romantiker questioned, the universal authority of reason. Thus Schlegel and

Novalis were skeptical of universal standards of criticism;7 and Hölderlin and

Schleiermacher embraced the Fichtean doctrine that the choice of a philoso-
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phy is ultimately a matter of personal decision.8 Second, it is also the case

that most Aufklärer affirmed, while most Romantiker denied, that reason is

the ultimate criterion and instrument of knowledge. This antithesis still holds

at least if we understand reason in a discursive sense, that is, as the power of

conceiving, judging, and inferring in the traditional sense of the Port Royal

Logic. Although many Aufklärer would agree with the Romantiker that rea-

son has no power to grasp the infinite or unconditioned, there were few, if

any, Aufklärer who would admit that the intuitions and feelings of the artist

succeed where the concepts and proofs of reason fail. For any Aufklärer, this

would be nothing less than enthusiasm, Schwärmerei in aesthetic dress.

The traditional interpretation also seems to be supported by some very re-

cent scholarship, more specifically by the careful studies by Dieter Henrich

and Manfred Frank of classical German philosophy in Jena during the

1790s.9 These studies have made very clear the profound extent to which

this philosophy was antifoundationalist. The circle surrounding Immanuel

Niethammer—which consisted of C. F. Schmid, Benjamin Erhard, P. J. A.

Feuerbach, C. F. Diez, and F. K. Forberg—was extremely critical of the

foundationalist program of Reinhold and Fichte, which attempted to build

a complete and infallible system by deduction from self-evident first princi-

ples. The ultimate purpose behind this program was to uphold the author-

ity of reason of the Aufklärung, to save it from the increasing attacks of skep-

tics and mystics. It is a clear sign of the growing weakness of the Aufklärung,

therefore, that this program came under such searching criticism and was

spurned by the young generation. The young thinkers of the Niethammer

circle developed a subtle and sophisticated critique of Reinhold’s and

Fichte’s foundationalism. They doubted the possibility of establishing indu-

bitable first principles and creating a complete system of all knowledge.

Applying Kant’s regulative constraints on a metacritical level, they argued

that the search for first principles, and the quest for a complete system, were

at best regulative ideals that we could approach, but never attain, in the

ceaseless striving for knowledge. In a very direct and immediate way, these

criticisms were of fundamental importance for the early romantics. For

Novalis, Hölderlin, and Friedrich Schlegel were closely connected with the

Niethammer circle; and their fragments and notebooks in the 1790s show

the influence of its critique of Reinhold and Fichte.

Though it is more by implication than by intention, Henrich’s and Frank’s

account of the philosophical foundations of Frühromantik provides further

support for the traditional interpretation. According to Henrich and Frank,
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the young romantics postulated a realm of being that transcends all re-

flection, judgment, or rational cognition, and that is presentable only

through the medium of art. Such a doctrine, they argue, is the inevitable re-

sult of Hölderlin’s, Novalis’s, and Schelling’s critique of Fichte’s idealism. Al-

though the three accepted Fichte’s argument that the principle of subject–

object identity is the fundamental condition of all knowledge and experi-

ence, they denied that this principle could be identified with anything within

the realm of knowledge or experience. For if this principle is the precondi-

tion of all reflection—if it is the basic condition of all conceptualization—

it cannot in turn be the object of reflection or conceptualization. Any at-

tempt to know pure subject–object identity presupposes it, and so revolves

in a vicious circle. Implicit within this argument, then, there is a distinc-

tion between the aestheticism of Frühromantik and the rationalism of the

Aufklärung, for both Henrich and Frank maintain that the romantics’ first

principle is suprarational and presentable only in art. It is indeed for reasons

such as these that Frank has insisted on drawing a fundamental distinction

between Frühromantik and idealism, especially the idealism of Kant, Fichte,

and Hegel, which attempted per impossible to conceptualize the first condi-

tions of conceptualization.10

3. New Problems

Once we consider all these points—the abiding differences between the

Aufklärung and Frühromantik regarding the authority of reason, the roman-

tics’ debts to the antifoundationalism of the Niethammer circle, and the im-

plications of the romantic critique of Fichte—it seems advisable to retain the

traditional antithesis between Aufklärung and Romantik. To be sure, we must

qualify this interpretation, specifying in what respects the romantics de-

parted from the rationalism of the Aufklärung; but, ultimately, the funda-

mental contrast between the rationalism of the Aufklärung and the irrational

aestheticism of Frühromantik still seems to hold.

Yet this would still be too hasty a conclusion. The problem with the

traditional interpretation, and indeed its recent variants, is that it neglects

the deeper current of rationalism within Frühromantik, and more specifically

its profound debt to the Platonic tradition. The Platonic inspiration behind

Frühromantik is no great secret, and some scholars have even stated that

Frühromantik is the greatest revival of Platonism since the Renaissance.11

Still, if a few have appreciated this point, most have underappreciated it.
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For once these Platonic origins are taken into account, it becomes impossible

to sustain the antithesis between the aestheticism of Frühromantik and the

rationalism of the Aufklärung. The Platonic legacy of Frühromantik shows

that its aestheticism was itself a form of rationalism. The distinction between

Frühromantik and Aufklärung is at best between two forms of rationalism;

but it cannot be between aestheticism and rationalism per se.

The fundamental assumption behind the traditional interpretation and its

later formulations is that the young romantics saw reason only as a discursive

faculty that is limited to conceiving, judging, and inferring. Yet it is precisely

this assumption that the young romantics’ allegiance to the Platonic tradi-

tion forces us to question. Following that tradition, the early romantics saw

reason as not only a discursive faculty but also as an intuitive one. Reason is

not simply a formal power that conceives, judges, and draws inferences

from facts, whatever these facts might be; rather, it is also a perceptive

power that discovers a unique kind of facts not given to the senses. This per-

ceptive power often went by the name of intellectual intuition (intellektuelle

Anschauung). While this concept had many meanings in late-eighteenth-

century German philosophy, the historical evidence is overwhelming that,

in the case of Frühromantik, its meaning and origins are essentially Platonic.

Intellectual intuition was the “the vision of the forms” of the Republic, the

“inner seeing” of the Enneads.12

So far were the romantics from regarding reason as only a discursive fac-

ulty that they sometimes made an explicit distinction between the discursive

powers of the intellect or understanding (Verstand) and the intuitive powers

of reason (Vernunft).13 This distinction is usually ascribed to Hegel, who later

employed it in his polemic against the romantics. But it is noteworthy that

the distinction was already made by the romantics themselves. Their distinc-

tion follows roughly along the lines of Kant’s contrast between the human

and divine understanding in §§77–78 of the Kritik der Urteilskraft, which also

has its precedents in the Platonic tradition.14 According to the distinction,

the understanding is analytical: it divides a whole into its separate parts, and

it proceeds from the parts to the whole, or from the particulars to the uni-

versal; but reason is synthetic: it grasps the whole as a unity, and it proceeds

from the whole to the parts, or from the universal to the particular. Rather

than strictly opposing these faculties to one another, however, the romantics

assumed that they are really complementary: it is the task of reason to pro-

vide hypotheses and suggestions to guide the detailed research of the under-

standing; conversely, it is the task of the understanding to confirm and elab-
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orate the intuitions of reason, even if it cannot completely conceptualize or

explain them. It is indeed more accurate to regard understanding and reason

as distinct functions of a single faculty rather than distinct faculties; they are

ultimately the same faculty because they have the same source and object,

namely, the striving toward the infinite. It’s just that they approach their ob-

ject in different ways.

Whatever the precise distinction between reason and understanding, the

crucial point to see here is that the romantics’ aestheticism must be under-

stood in the light of their Platonism. For them, aesthetic experience is not

suprarational, still less antirational; rather, it is hyperrational, consisting in the

act of intellectual intuition of reason. It was through the intellectual intu-

ition of aesthetic experience, they believed, that reason could perceive the

infinite in the finite, the absolute in its appearance, or the macrocosm in the

microcosm. Such a perception was intellectual or rational chiefly because of

its object: the idea, principle, or arche underlying all the particulars of sense

experience.

Prima facie it might seem very odd to regard this identification of intellec-

tual perception with aesthetic experience as Platonic, given Plato’s notorious

banishment of the artists in his Republic. But to understand its Platonic prov-

enance we only have to keep in mind, of course, that other strand of Pla-

tonic thinking expressed in the Phaedrus and Symposium: that we have some

knowledge of the forms in this life only through the perception of beauty. It

was indeed no accident that the Phaedrus and Symposium were the favorite

texts of the young Hölderlin, Schleiermacher, and Friedrich Schlegel.

It might be asked here: Why should any Aufklärer accept the Platonic con-

cept of reason? It would seem that he should dismiss it as nothing more

than Schwärmerei, pure mysticism concealed by an honorific name. Such, in-

deed, was Kant’s attitude toward the Platonic mysticism of J. G. Schlosser.15

Hence there still appears to be an antithesis between the rationalism of the

Aufklärung and the aestheticism of Frühromantik after all: it is the difference

between those who insist on a completely discursive concept of reason and

those who also permit a mystical dimension to reason.

But any such dismissal of the Platonic concept of reason is all too quick

and superficial, missing its underlying point. It is of the first importance to

stress that, for the romantics, the object of reason is the whole: what reason

intuits is the unity and indivisibility of an organic whole, a whole that is irre-

ducible to its parts, and from which no part is separable. The purpose of the

romantic concept of reason was to designate, therefore, a new form or kind
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of explanation—holistic explanation—which would understand each part by

its place within a whole. To explain any particular or individual thing would

be to show how it plays a necessary role within, and is inseparable, from an

organic whole. Such explanation is not reducible to forms of mechanical ex-

planation, according to which the cause of every event is some preceding

event, and so on ad infinitum. It is important to see, however, that holistic

and mechanical explanation still do not oppose one another. It’s just that me-

chanical explanation is subordinate to holistic explanation, since there is now

a reason for the infinite series of efficient causes, which realize in some form

the idea of the whole. This emphasis on holistic explanation is again only in

keeping with the Platonic tradition: one only needs to consider the primacy

accorded to holistic and teleological explanation over mechanical in the

Timaeus.16

Now it is in just this context that we must understand the romantics’

emphasis on the primacy of the aesthetic. Art has priority over philosophy

not because it symbolizes something transcendent and mysterious—“the

mystery of being”(das Rätsel des Daseins)—which cannot be understood in

discursive terms. Rather, it has such primacy because holistic explanation is

prior to mechanical. Aesthetic intuition grasps the whole, the knowledge of

which is prior to all its parts; philosophy, however, is limited by its discursive

procedures to only a knowledge of the parts of the whole. The intimate con-

nection between romantic aestheticism and its holism becomes immediately

apparent when we consider that its aestheticism and organic concept of na-

ture are really one and the same: to consider the universe as an organic

whole meant for the romantics to view it as a work of art.

If we carefully examine those texts where the romantics first put forward

their case for the primacy of the aesthetic, we find that it really amounts to

an argument for the priority of holistic explanation.17 A crude summary of

the argument behind these texts takes the following syllogistic form. (1)

Both philosophy and science presuppose the idea of an organism, that is,

that nature forms a systematic whole. (2) The idea of an organism is also an

aesthetic whole, that is, it has some of the defining characteristics of beauty,

such as a holistic structure and freedom from constraint. (3) The unity and

indivisibility of an aesthetic whole, that is, beauty, can be grasped only in the

intuition of aesthetic experience.18 It then follows from steps 1–3 that (4) all

the sciences and philosophy presuppose aesthetic experience, which alone

justifies their ideal of systematic unity.

If we consider the romantics’ concept of reason as a form of holistic expla-
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nation, then the contrast between Aufklärung and Romantik takes a new

form. It is not the contrast between irrationalism and rationalism but

between two different models of reason: the mechanical paradigm of the

Aufklärung versus the holistic one of Romantik. This reformulation of the dif-

ference between Aufklärung and Romantik is perfectly in keeping with the

developments in philosophy in the late 1790s. For it is during that time that

we begin to see philosophers defending a more holistic model of explanation

against the mechanical model dominant in the physics of the late seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries.19

4. Pitfalls and Objections

It might be objected here: pointing out the Platonic legacy of Frühromantik

is not only unoriginal but obvious. What else could intellectual intuition

be, someone might ask, other than Platonic mysticism? But such an objec-

tion not only underestimates the complex origins of Frühromantik; it also

overlooks a serious pitfall in the interpretation of its mysticism. Let me ex-

plain why.

The complexity here derives from one underappreciated fact: that there

were at least two competing traditions of mysticism alive in German philos-

ophy in the late eighteenth century. Very crudely, there was the mysticism

of the Platonic tradition, which understood mystical insight as hyperrational,

and which made reason an intuitive power. There was also, however, the

mysticism of the Protestant tradition, which saw mystical insight as suprara-

tional, and which reduced reason to a strictly discursive power. The mysti-

cism of the Protestant tradition ultimately had its roots in the via moderna,

the nominalist tradition of late medieval thought, which traces its roots back

to William of Ockham. According to this tradition, reason is simply a formal

power of drawing inferences, and it has no insight into a world of universals

or archetypes for the simple reason that there is no such world; the belief in

universals results from hypostasizing the meaning of words. There is also no

such thing as eternal natural laws that are somehow inherent in the very

nature of things; for laws have binding authority only by virtue of the divine

will, which always has the power to change them. It is indeed significant

that the great reformers—Luther and Calvin—were schooled in the tradi-

tion of the via moderna; their distinction between the realms of reason and

faith is the direct result of this schooling.20 For Luther and Calvin, the only

access to the supernatural realm is through faith, which consists not merely
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in belief but also in inner experience. However old, the tradition of the

via moderna was far from dead in the late eighteenth century in Germany;

its most powerful and persuasive spokesmen were the so-called Glaubens-

philosophen: Hamann and Jacobi. The central theme of their critique of the

Aufklärung—hypostasis, superstitious belief in ens rationis—came straight

from the nominalist tradition.

The pitfall in interpreting the mysticism of Frühromantik arises from con-

flating these mystical traditions. The confusion is easily made, since there

is no denying that the young romantics were, in fundamental respects, also

heavily influenced by the Protestant tradition. It is then very easy to con-

clude that the mysticism of Frühromantik has its source in the suprarational-

ism of the via moderna rather than the hyperrationalism of the Platonic tradi-

tion.

This danger is not simply hypothetical; it is all too real. For it is the pro-

ton pseudos, I believe, of Isaiah Berlin’s reading of romanticism as a radical

irrationalism. It is no accident that Berlin lays such stress upon the ances-

try of Hamann, and upon the pietist influence upon the young romantics.

Once the romantics are placed so firmly within the Protestant tradition,

Berlin then reads them consistently along the lines of its suprarationalism.

He comes to some of his most startling conclusions about the antirationalism

of romanticism—that the romantics undermine all universal and necessary

laws of reason and make personal decision the sole arbiter of truth and

value—not least because he interprets it in the light of the voluntarism of

the Protestant tradition. It is as if the romantics read Kant’s and Fichte’s doc-

trine of the will in voluntaristic terms, so that there are no higher norms

governing its decisions. The will of the romantic individual then becomes

something like a modern secular version of Ockham’s god: what it decides to

do is good just because it decides to do it.

If, however, we interpret the mysticism of Frühromantik in terms of the

Platonic tradition, we come to some very different conclusions about its gen-

eral doctrines. It is then easy to see that the romantics do not deny the exis-

tence of natural law, and still less the eternal structure of things. The object

of their intellectual intuition is indeed the archetypes, the forms, or ideas

underlying all phenomena. While the romantics are indeed skeptical of the

powers of the intellect to know these forms, they still believe that they exist,

and that we can have some intuition of them, however vague and fleeting.

Another stumbling block in appreciating the Platonic dimension of Früh-

romantik comes from a popular misinterpretation of its Kantian legacy. Ac-
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cording to this misinterpretation, the romantics were deeply indebted to

Kant’s Copernican Revolution, which marks a fundamental break with the

Platonic tradition.21 While the Platonic tradition assumed that reason discov-

ers an order within things, which is given and eternal, Kant held that reason

creates the structure of experience, which does not exist apart from its activ-

ity. Though seductive in its simplicity, this interpretation is very question-

able, and for two very weighty reasons. First, it is false to assume that Kant is

within the voluntarist tradition, as if he holds that the standards of truth and

value simply depend on an act of will. For Kant is very clear that there is an a

priori structure to reason, and that the decisions of the will have value only

insofar as they conform to this structure. Kant lies far more within the Pla-

tonic tradition, I believe, than many scholars are willing to admit, especially

those who interpret him as a kind of prescriptivist or constructivist in eth-

ics.22 Second, this interpretation presupposes a hard and fast distinction be-

tween creating and discovering the truth, a distinction alien to the Platonic

tradition, and indeed to Kant. The Platonic tradition never held that the

mind is simply passive in receiving the truth but always stressed the impor-

tance of the activity of mind in appropriating truth.23 Furthermore, it never

admitted a sharp distinction between creating and discovering the truth.

When reason reflects upon itself to know the laws of its own activity, it dis-

covers these laws through the act of recreating them. These laws are not cre-

ated ex nihilo, of course, but they do have to be reproduced by the finite mind

if it is to know them. The finite mind knows them only by making the im-

plicit, inchoate, and potential into the explicit, organized, and actual; but in

no respect is the object just given, as if it were lying perfectly formed before

the perceiving mind. When our reason recreates its laws through knowing

them, it shares or participates in—though, of course, only in a very meager

and feeble way—the same creative activity by which the divine understand-

ing once created the world itself.

If we take seriously the Platonic legacy of Frühromantik, then it is neces-

sary to revise our present understanding of Frühromantik in several respects.

One of the most important is recognizing that romantic aesthetic experience

is not a kind of suprarationalism, a form of inscrutable awareness of the

“mystery of being,” which somehow presents the unpresentable only by vir-

tue of the inexhaustible interpretability of a work of art. This assessment of

romantic aesthetics, which finds its most powerful spokesman in Manfred

Frank,24 suffers from several fatal difficulties. It is blind to the Platonic con-

cept of reason in Frühromantik; it neglects the close connection between ro-
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mantic aesthetics and Naturphilosophie, where the romantics did attempt to

provide holistic explanations of nature; and, most important of all, it injects

an unnecessary element of obscurantism into Frühromantik, which makes it

vulnerable to all the old charges of antirationalism. All these difficulties have

their source in the basic inspiration behind Frank’s reading of romantic aes-

thetics: the late Heidegger.25 It should be clear by now, however, that such

an interpretation is inaccurate and anachronistic.

Another important respect in which we must revise our understanding of

Frühromantik concerns the purported distinction between Frühromantik and

idealism.26 I think that there are some perfectly sound points underlying

such a distinction: we cannot assimilate the epistemology and metaphysics

of Frühromantik to the subjective idealism of Kant and Fichte, which all too

often has been taken as the foundation of Frühromantik. It is indeed correct

that romantic epistemology and metaphysics is better understood as a reac-

tion against Kant’s and Fichte’s idealism, and that it must not be conflated

with the grand speculative systems of Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel. It does

not follow from these points, however, that Frühromantik is a rejection of

idealism tout court. Indeed, given the Platonic legacy of Frühromantik, it is

possible, even necessary, to regard it as its own form of idealism. Following

the usage of Schlegel and Schelling, we could call it an absolute or objective

idealism.27 It is idealism not in the sense that everything depends on some

self-conscious subject, but in the sense that everything conforms to the idea,

the purpose, or the logos of things.

Someone might object that my Platonic interpretation of Frühromantik,

with all its emphasis on holistic explanation, is proto-Hegelian. But I am

tempted to turn this objection against itself: it is more a romantic reading of

Hegel than a Hegelian reading of the romantics, for it shows just another re-

spect in which Hegel was indebted to the romantic tradition. Specifically,

it shows how Hegel’s absolute idealism grew out of the romantic tradition; it

was indeed only the most obscure and cumbrous expression of the absolute

idealism that had already been worked out by Novalis, Schlegel, Hölderlin,

and Schelling. Here again we must imagine Hegel as Schelling and Hölderlin

once did: der alte Mann, who ambled along on crutches. It is high time that

Hegelians finally realize that their hero was a tortoise among hares, win-

ning the race for posthumous fame only because he was a more sure-footed

plodder.

Still, I admit that there is some point to this objection. Any proto-Hegelian

reading of Frühromantik is problematic if it sees the romantics as system
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builders like Hegel. One of the most striking cases of such a Hegelian inter-

pretation of Frühromantik is Haering’s Novalis als Philosoph, which treated

Novalis as a systematic thinker along Hegelian lines.28 Still, despite these

dangers, I think that my Platonic interpretation of Frühromantik avoids this

pitfall. It still permits, indeed insists upon, a fundamental difference be-

tween Frühromantik and Hegel: namely, Hegel affirms, while the romantics

deny, that it is possible to create a complete system of philosophy. In other

words, Hegel affirms and the romantics deny that there is a single concep-

tual elaboration and demonstration adequate to the intuitive insights of rea-

son. In the romantic view, which again only follows the Platonic tradition,

the discursive performance of reason will always fall short of, and never do

full justice to, its intuitive insights. The romantics deny, in other words, that

there is such a thing as the system of absolute knowledge; they read such a

system as only a regulative goal, which we can approach but never attain

through infinite striving.

It is indeed in Frühromantik skepticism about foundationalism that we

see once again its profound debt to the Platonic tradition. From a modern

perspective, it is somewhat difficult to understand how the hyperrationalism

of Frühromantik went hand-in-hand with its skepticism about systems and

first principles. When we think of rationalism nowadays what first comes to

mind are the grand systems and indubitable first principles of Descartes,

Leibniz, and Spinoza. But the ancient and medieval worlds did not see

things this way; not least because of the Platonic legacy, they often associ-

ated a hyperrationalistic mysticism with a skepticism about final systems

and ultimate foundations. It is the same combination of doctrines that we

find in Frühromantik. Scratch beneath the surface of Schlegel’s and Schleier-

macher’s skepticism about first principles and complete systems and what do

we see? The ironic smile of Socrates. It is no great secret that it was Socrates

who inspired Schlegel’s concept of irony as well as Schleiermacher’s theory

of dialectic.

5. The Platonic Legacy

Since the Platonic dimension of Frühromantik is still underappreciated, and

since the consequences of recognizing it are so great, it is necessary to dem-

onstrate in a little detail the Platonic influence on some of the leading ro-

mantics. As an addendum to my argument, I sketch some brief Platonic por-

traits of Friedrich Schlegel, Schleiermacher, Novalis, and Schelling.29
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Before looking at these individuals, it is important to consider the gen-

eral historical context: the Plato renaissance in late-eighteenth-century Ger-

many.30 The revival of interest in Plato in Germany began in the middle of

that century, and then reached its zenith in the 1790s, the formative years

for the romantic generation. In the early 1700s in Germany, however, Plato

was almost forgotten, having been eclipsed by the Aristotelian scholasticism

of the universities. The greatest German Platonist was, of course, Leibniz;

but his Platonism was one of the more esoteric aspects of his teaching, and

so it remained largely without influence. Interest in Plato began to appear

only in midcentury, mainly due to the growth of classical philology. In the

1750s the classicists J. A. Ernesti and David Ruhnken did much to revive

classical philology by insisting on reading Greek sources in the original. Ad-

mirers of Plato, Ernesti and Ruhnken delivered influential academic ora-

tions on his philosophy. It was in 1757 that Winckelmann read Plato, who

became one of the central influences on his aesthetics. By the 1760s interest

in Plato had grown enormously. It was then that the writings of Rousseau

and Shaftesbury, which were filled with Platonic themes, began to have

their impact. It was also in the 1760s that Hamann, Herder, Wieland, and

Mendelssohn all wrote about Plato or Platonic themes. By the 1770s Plato

had become a recognized author. New editions and translations of his writ-

ings frequently appeared. It was in the 1780s that the Platonic renaissance

truly began. In Halle, F. A. Wolf began a more rigorous philological study

of Plato, publishing several editions of some of his writings. From 1781 to

1787 the Zwiebrücker edition of Plato’s writings appeared, making Plato

more accessible than ever. It was also in the 1780s that writings of the Dutch

Platonist Franz Hemsterhuis appeared in German translation.31 They were

one of the most important sources for Frühromantik, since the Schlegel

brothers and Novalis were among his enthusiastic students.32

Now that we have considered the general context behind Frühromantik

Platonism, let us see how it played out in some individual thinkers.

Friedrich Schlegel

It is in Friedrich Schlegel that the influence of Plato on Frühromantik is most

visible and pervasive. Schegel himself was very keen to acknowledge the

source of so much of his inspiration. In the preface to his 1827 Philosophie des

Lebens he made a revealing statement about his main philosophical interest

and its sources: “It is now thirty-nine years ago that I read through the com-

plete works of Plato in Greek with indescribable curiosity; and since then . . .
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this philosophical enquiry [metaphysics] has always been my proper main

concern.”33

The Platonic sources behind Schlegel’s rationalism first show themselves

in an early dispute with his brother.34 Sometime in 1793 August Wilhelm

had been reading Jacobi, whose critique of the Aufklärung especially im-

pressed him. But Friedrich did not approve, scolding his brother for a

Vernunfthaß. Friedrich thinks that Jacobi is indeed guilty of irrationalism be-

cause he has a much too limited concept of reason. He has failed to distin-

guish between reason (Vernunft) and understanding (Verstand), which con-

sists in the power of conceiving, judging, and inferring. Reason is not simply

a passive faculty for receiving facts, as Jacobi implied, but it is active and

spontaneous. It is indeed not only one power in man but his fundamental

power: the striving for eternity. Relying on the Platonic concept of eros,

Friedrich then explains that there is really no distinction between reason

and the heart, because reason is at bottom love.35 Reason and love both con-

sist in the striving for wholeness, the drive toward universality, the longing

to become one with the infinite or the universe as a whole. After correcting

his brother’s confusion about reason, Friedrich then defends two other as-

pects of reason: the ideal and system. The ideal has its source in reason, in its

longing after eternity; it keeps before us the fundamental goal of our life: the

striving to be like God. A system is nothing less than an attempt to grasp

through concepts the fundamental connection of things. It is what we call

the soul of a poem, the spirit of a person, and the divine in creation. There is

of course only one true system: the whole of nature. Friedrich insists, how-

ever, that a complete system is simply an ideal or goal that we can approach

but never attain. Following Condillac, he distinguishes between the esprit

systématique and the esprit des système: the former is the struggle to find greater

unity in all knowledge, and is an essential function of reason; the latter is

the attempt to create a system out of a few facts, which is then imposed on

experience.

Throughout the 1790s and the Athenäumszeit, Schlegel continued to

develop a philosophy fundamentally Platonic in inspiration. Beginning in

1796 the notebooks of the Philosophische Lehrjahre show how he was moving

toward a doctrine he called—years before Schelling and Hegel—“absolute

idealism.” According to this doctrine, everything in reality conforms to rea-

son, which consists in the forms, ideas, or purpose of things.36 There is no

fundamental difference between the objective and subjective because both

are differing degrees of organization and development of a single rational

activity, which acts through constantly dividing what is one and uniting
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what is divided. In the later notebooks Schlegel’s concept of reason becomes

much more complex. It is no longer simply identified with the Platonic eros,

but is used in a bewildering variety of ways. Still, the Platonic provenance of

his concept remains: reason is the intelligible structure of things, what we

perceive in beauty through the power of intellectual intuition.37 Schlegel’s

most systematic account of his absolute idealism appears in his 1801 lec-

tures on transcendental philosophy. The basic Platonic inspiration behind

these lectures is most explicit in the first of the disputation theses in which

Schlegel defended them: “Platonis philosophia genuinus est Idealismus.”38 The

enduring importance of Plato for Schlegel’s thinking around 1800 is appar-

ent from a notebook entry around the time of the lectures: “Plato contains

properly wisdom, the whole spirit of philosophy is in him. He knew every-

thing, namely the whole, that upon which everything rests.”39

Schleiermacher

Of all the romantics, the one most influenced by Plato was probably

Schleiermacher, who was perfectly explicit in acknowledging that influence:

“There is no other writer than this divine man who has so effected me, and

who has consecrated me into philosophy and the world of humanity . . .”40

Such, indeed, was Schleiermacher’s respect for Plato that he describes it

as “inexpressible,” “a religious awe.”41 Of course, Schleiermacher himself

played a central role in the Platonic renaissance because of his translation of

Plato’s works, which is still used today.42 Various aspects of Schleiermacher’s

philosophy have much of their origins in his study of Plato: his conception of

dialectic, his organic view of nature, his skepticism about foundationalism,

and his theory of religious experience. It is this final aspect of Plato’s influ-

ence that is especially relevant here, however. If we carefully read Schleier-

macher’s analysis of religious experience in the second speech of the Reden,

its Platonic roots soon reveal themselves. In a remarkable passage Schleier-

macher explains that the intuition of the universe consists in a feeling of

love, a longing to become one with it, where “I am its soul . . . and it is my

body.”43 Such a longing is, of course, the Platonic eros. Yet it is not only the

act of intuiting the universe that is Platonic; its object is no less so. What we

perceive when we intuit the universe, Schleiermacher later explains in the

same speech, is its intelligible structure. Hence he says that “we intuit the

universe most clearly and in a most holy manner” when we grasp “the eter-

nal laws according to which bodies are themselves formed and destroyed.”44
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“What actually appeals to the religious sense in its external world,” he fur-

ther argues, “is not its masses but its laws.”45

Schelling

Plato’s influence on Schelling is not as striking and dramatic as in the

cases of Schlegel and Schleiermacher. There are no startling confessions, and

there are only a few references to Plato in his early writings. Still, the Pla-

tonic legacy is there all the same. Schelling’s love of Plato began in his early

years in the Tübinger Stift, where he read Plato widely and deeply in Greek.

His early interest in Plato is evident from two notebooks which he wrote

in the early 1790s. One notebook, entitled “Vorstellungsarten der alten

Welt,” contains a long section on Plato; the other, “Ueber den Geist der

platonischen Philosophie,” is a commentary on the Timaeus.46 Schelling’s

study of the Timaeus was important for his Naturphilosophie, which takes

issue with Plato’s ideas of the world soul and the demiurge.47 The early

influence of Plato on Schelling is apparent in two further respects: in his

explanation of evil in De malorum origine, and in his account of intellec-

tual intuition in his Philosophische Briefe über Dogmatismus und Kriticismus.48

In both these works Schelling not only praises Plato but also borrows

from him.

Plato’s influence on Schelling’s thought becomes most evident, however,

only after his break with Fichte, and during the development of his philoso-

phy of identity (1800–1804). In Bruno and Philosophie der Kunst, Schelling

sketches a Weltanschauung that would be best described as a synthesis of

Plato and Spinoza; in other words, it is a form of Platonic monism or monis-

tic Platonism. Schelling revives Plato’s doctrine of ideas to explain the classic

problem of how the infinite exists in the finite, the one in the many. He ex-

plains that particular things exist in the absolute only insofar as they reflect

its whole nature, that is, only insofar as they are also in themselves the abso-

lute; such particular things, existing entirely in the absolute, are the ideas.49

Schelling’s whole concept of the absolute, however, is Platonic. The single

universal substance now becomes “the idea of all ideas,” which is the single

object of reason.50 We know this absolute through an intellectual intuition,

which is purely rational and yet irreducible to discursive reasoning.51 True to

the legacy of the Phaedrus, Schelling states that we know that there is a con-

nection between the infinite and the finite, or that the infinite appears in the

finite, first and foremost through the idea of beauty.52
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Novalis

Prima facie Novalis might seem to be the least Platonic of all the early roman-

tics. There are few references to Plato in his letters and writings, and he

did not have the infatuation with things Greek of Hölderlin, Schelling,

Schleiermacher, and Schlegel. Yet this impression is corrected by Friedrich

Schlegel, who told his brother, after first meeting Novalis in 1792, that the

“Lieblingsschriftsteller” of his new friend were Plato and Hemsterhuis.53 The

more closely we examine some of Novalis’s early writings, the more we see

the Platonic inspiration of his concept of reason. To be sure, in his early

Fichte-Studien Novalis reveals himself to be a very severe critic of the preten-

sions of discursive thought, which falsifies the truth in the very act of trying

to grasp it; but this should not be taken as evidence for his misology, and still

less for an affirmation of suprarationalism. For Novalis does not see reason

simply as a discursive faculty, whose only business is to conceive, judge, and

infer. Rather, he regards it as an intuitive capacity, “an intellectual power of

seeing,” which is indeed “estatic.”54 Unlike Jacobi, he does not think that

the only function of reason is to provide mechanical explanations; rather, he

stresses that reason transcends the merely mechanical, and that its proper

task is to grasp each thing in its necessary place in the whole.55

Novalis’s debts to the Platonic tradition only become fully apparent later

in his career. In the autumn of 1798 he makes a momentous discovery:

Plotinus!56 He declares that no philosopher had penetrated so far into the sa-

cred temple.57 Writing under the influence of Plotinus, he now describes in-

tellectual intuition as “inner light” or “ecstasy,”58 and he interprets reason in

terms of “the divine logos.”59 The main reason for this enthusiasm was that

Novalis had been searching for some time for the right concept to unify ide-

alism and realism. He now calls this concept syncriticism, a term that was

once used to refer to the mystical tendencies of neo-Platonism.

All these facts about the young Schlegel, Schleiermacher, Schelling, and

Novalis reveal the profound and pervasive influence of Platonism upon

them. They alone warrant the interpretation of Frühromantik as a revival

of Platonism. Once, however, we see Frühromantik as a Platonic renaissance,

the consequences for any general interpretation of it are many. One conse-

quence is that we must construe the mysticism and aestheticism of

Frühromantik as a form of hyperrationalism. My only point here has been to

explain this consequence alone.
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C H A P T E R 5

The Sovereignty of Art

1. Art as Metaphysics

One of the most remarkable traits of the early German romantics was their

belief in the metaphysical stature of art. Almost all the young romantics—

Wackenroder, Schelling, Schleiermacher, Novalis, the young Hegel, Hölder-

lin, and the Schlegel brothers—made aesthetic experience into the criterion,

instrument, and medium for awareness of ultimate reality or the absolute.

Through aesthetic experience, they believed, we perceive the infinite in the

finite, the supersensible in the sensible, the absolute in its appearances.

Since art alone has the power to fathom the absolute, it is superior to philos-

ophy, which now becomes the mere handmaiden of art.1

Such a doctrine is remarkable for at least two reasons. First, it marks a

radical break with the Enlightenment dogma of the sovereignty of reason,

which made reason the highest intellectual authority. While the Aufklärer

made reason—understood in a discursive sense as a faculty of conceiving,

judging, and inferring—into the chief criterion, instrument, and medium of

knowledge, the young romantics assigned such a role to the feeling and in-

tuition of aesthetic experience. Second, it also departs from the dominant

subjectivist trend of eighteenth-century aesthetics, which saw aesthetic per-

ception as merely a sensation of pleasure in the spectator, and aesthetic cre-

ation as only an expression of feeling in the artist.2 By disputing the objec-

tive element of aesthetic judgment, Kant’s aesthetics did not challenge but

simply completed this trend.

These striking characteristics of romantic aesthetics naturally raise some

very interesting questions. What were the sources and influences on the

young romantics that made it possible for them to break with the Enlighten-
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ment and the subjectivism of eighteenth-century aesthetics? What was the

basis for, or rationale behind, their faith in the sovereignty of art? Of course,

these questions have been raised before; no one can claim, however, that

there has been anything like a definitive answer to them.

One of the most notable recent attempts to answer these questions is

that of Manfred Frank in his rich and stimulating book Einführung in die

frühromantische Ästhetik.3 According to Frank, the romantic belief in the

metaphysical status of art marks a fundamental break not only with the En-

lightenment and eighteenth-century aesthetics, but with the whole of West-

ern intellectual tradition since Plato.4 This break consists in a rejection of a

theory of truth as correspondence and its replacement with a theory of truth

as creation or production.5 As long as the conception of truth as correspon-

dence prevailed, the artist had an inferior status to the philosopher, Frank

argues, given that the artist’s images and symbols could not represent reality

with all the directness, clarity, and precision of reason. The end of the two-

thousand-year reign of this conception of truth came, we are told, with the

publication of the Kritik der reinen Vernunft in 1781.6 With his Copernican

Revolution, Kant replaced the conception of truth as correspondence with a

conception of truth as production, according to which the subject does not

merely reflect on a given reality but constitutes the very structure of reality

through its activity. It was primarily this new conception of truth, Frank

maintains, that allowed the romantics to give metaphysical status to art.

Rather than being limited to the imitation of a given reality, the artist’s cre-

ative activity was part of that general activity by which the subject creates its

entire world.7

On Frank’s account, then, the fundamental factor behind the develop-

ment of romantic aesthetics came from the Kantian Copernican Revolu-

tion, more specifically from Kant’s conception of truth in the first Kritik. Yet

Frank does not limit the significance of Kant to the first Kritik alone. He

also regards the Kritik der Urteilskraft, especially its first part, the “Kritik der

ästhetischen Urteilskraft,” as a central text for the young romantics. Accord-

ingly, he devotes the first eight lectures collected in his book to a detailed

analysis of Kant’s theory of aesthetic judgment in the third Kritik.

In some respects, Frank’s account represents the standard view of the rise

of the romantic aesthetic. Usually, Kant’s Copernican Revolution is taken as

the starting point of the romantic aesthetic, and its crucial text is taken to be

the Kritik der Urteilskraft. Frank’s defense and elaboration of this view is no-

table for its depth and detail, providing the best possible case for it. In other
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respects, however, there is something new and important behind Frank’s ac-

count of romantic aesthetics. He is one of the first to see—and to stress—that

romantic aesthetics was not simply a poetic version of Kant’s and Fichte’s

idealism, the standard view from Rudolf Haym to Hans-Georg Gadamer.8 As

we shall soon see, however, these two aspects of Frank’s theory—the more

traditional and the more innovative—are at odds with one another. Roman-

tic aesthetics cannot both have its foundation in Kant’s Copernican Revolu-

tion and break with the legacy of Kant’s and Fichte’s subjective idealism. For

the Kantian conception of truth is the basis for that idealism.

In what follows my task is not only to expose the problems with Frank’s

theory but also to sketch an alternative account of the foundation of the ro-

mantic aesthetic. My own account will locate that foundation in a domain

completely ignored by Frank: romantic Naturphilosophie and its organic con-

cept of nature.

2. Expression and Imitation

Let me begin with Frank’s central claim that the main premise underlying

romantic aesthetic theory lay with its new Kantian conception of truth.

There is something to be said in its behalf. Some of the young romantics did

hold that the artist creates his standards of truth, and they denied that they

are simply given to him in nature so that he must passively imitate them.

Hence A. W. Schlegel and Schelling explicitly stated that nature does not

provide the rule for the artist but that the artist provides the rule for nature.9

Their statements seem to be little more than an aesthetic variant of Kant’s

Copernican Revolution.

It would be wrong to conclude from their statements, however, that the

romantic aesthetic was inherently subjectivistic, a theory of the mind as a

lamp rather than a mirror.10 The romantics never completely rejected the

theory of imitation, since they continued to hold that art has to be true to

nature, or that the artist should represent the entire world around him.11

The aesthetics of Frühromantik was never a simple doctrine of emotive ex-

pression, as if the value of a work of art lay solely in its capacity to express

the feelings and desires of the artist. While the romantics did hold that the

artistic genius has the power to lay down the rules of his art, they never

claimed that these rules have only a subjective significance, referring to

nothing but the mind of the artist. What is indeed most striking about early

romantic aesthetics is its synthesis of the doctrines of imitation and expres-
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sion. It holds that in expressing his feelings and desires, in fathoming his

own personal depths, the artist also reveals the creative powers of nature

that work through him. What the artist produces is indeed the self-produc-

tion of the absolute through him, for the creative activity of art is the highest

organization and development of all the creative powers of nature.

This synthesis of imitation and expression is just what we should expect

from romantic metaphysics, whose fundamental principle was subject–ob-

ject identity. According to this principle, the subjective and objective, the

ideal and the real, the mental and physical are equal manifestations, appear-

ances, or embodiments of the single indivisible reality of the absolute. The

absolute itself is both subjective and objective, since both are its necessary

appearances; but it is also neither subjective nor objective, since it is not ex-

clusively either of them. This doctrine means that aesthetic experience, as

the perfect incarnation of subject–object identity, should have both an ob-

jective and subjective manifestation; in each manifestation either the objec-

tive or subjective preponderates but neither exists without the other. When

the objective side preponderates, the subject should conform to the object,

so that the artist should imitate nature; and when the subjective side domi-

nates, the object should conform to the subject, so that the object reveals it-

self only through the expressive activity of the subject.

It should be clear from this metaphysical theory that the Kantian Coperni-

can Revolution, which claims that objects should conform to concepts

(rather than conversely), grasps only one side of aesthetic experience. It

does justice only to the subjective side, according to which the subject cre-

ates the standard for the object; but it fails to account for the objective side,

according to which the object imposes the standard for the subject. In less

schematic terms, the fundamental problem with a strictly Kantian reading of

the romantic aesthetic theory is that it cannot explain its objective dimension.

If the activity of the artist originates within the subject alone, then it is cut

off from the absolute; it loses its metaphysical dimension, failing to be a rev-

elation or manifestation of the absolute itself. For the romantics, the main

reason that the creativity of the artist has a claim to metaphysical truth is

that his activity is continuous with, and an integral part of, nature as a

whole.12 The activity of the artist is a revelation and manifestation of the ab-

solute because it is nothing less than the highest expression and embodi-

ment of all the powers of nature. Hence what the artist reveals is what na-

ture reveals through him. To be sure, the artist does not simply mirror or

imitate nature; it is his creative activity that determines the standards of aes-

thetic worth. Yet the crucial point to see is that the artist is a co-producer, in-
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deed the final link in a chain of production running throughout the whole

of nature. So it is not only the activity of the artist that is being expressed; it

is also the activity of the absolute that expresses itself through him.

This objective dimension of romantic aesthetic theory is especially appar-

ent in the romantics’ growing fondness for Spinoza in the mid-1790s. For

the romantics, Spinoza represented the very antithesis of the transcenden-

tal idealism of Kant and Fichte. If the Kantian–Fichtean philosophy made

the ego its absolute, of which nature is only a modification, Spinoza made

nature into his absolute, of which the ego is only a modification. By the

late 1790s Schelling, Schlegel, Hölderlin, and Novalis had come to admire

Spinoza, whose realism, they believed, should be the complement to the

idealism of Kant and Fichte. This Spinozistic dimension of romantic aesthet-

ics has often been overlooked; but it is explicit in no more central text than

Schlegel’s Athenäumsfragmente, where Schlegel not only defends Spinoza,

but also regards a mystical feeling for his one and all as an essential element

of aesthetics.13 In the Gespräch über Poesie we learn that one cannot even be a

poet “unless one honors, loves, and appropriates Spinoza.”14

That this objective or Spinozistic dimension of romantic aesthetics has

been underestimated or neglected for so long is chiefly due to the standard

interpretation, which has stressed the romantics’ dependence on Fichte’s

1794 Wissenschaftslehre. According to this interpretation, the romantic belief

in the metaphysical powers of art grew out of the Fichtian concept of imagi-

nation; the creative powers of the artist were simply a higher manifestation

of the subconscious powers active in the production of experience. Roman-

tic aesthetics then turns out to be nothing more than the poetics of the

Wissenschaftslehre.

The chief premise behind this still very popular account of romantic aes-

thetics is that the romantics were disciples of Fichte’s 1794 Wissenschaftslehre.

Given the young romantics’ admiration for Fichte, it is very easy to see

why such an account is still popular. But the early fragments and notebooks

of Hölderlin, Novalis, and Friedrich Schlegel tell a very different story—

namely, they were not loyal disciples but sharp critics of Fichte. From 1795

to 1797, the formative years for the romantic aesthetics, they took issue

with Fichte’s foundationalism and idealism. They criticized his founda-

tionalism on the grounds that it is not possible to establish infallible first

principles and a complete system of all knowledge. They attacked his ideal-

ism for its subjectivism, more specifically for its conception of the princi-

ple of subject–object identity as residing in the ego or subject alone.15 To

overcome the one-sidedness of Fichte’s subjective idealism, they insisted on
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complementing it with Spinoza’s realism or naturalism. If the absolute were

subject–object identity, they argued, then it should be possible to conceive it

as both objective and subjective, as both real and ideal. This argument is

most explicit in Schelling’s 1800 System des transcendentalen Idealismus; yet it

was already implicit in the fragments of Hölderlin, and in the notebooks of

Novalis and Schlegel, as early as 1796.

No one has done more to expose the errors behind the traditional inter-

pretation of romantic aesthetics as a poetic version of Fichte’s idealism than

Frank himself. Rightly, he has stressed that the romantics ceased to see the

ego as the first principle of philosophy, and placed its foundation in an abso-

lute transcending it.16 The romantics’ belief in the metaphysical status of

art, he explains, derives from their argument that there is a ground of sub-

jectivity that cannot itself lie within subjectivity itself.17 But if all this is

the case, then in what sense can we maintain that the source of the roman-

tic aesthetic lay in Kant’s subjectivist conception of truth? Frank himself

seems to appreciate the force of this point when, recognizing that the aim

of the romantics was to establish an objective theory of beauty, he concedes

that Kant’s philosophy was not such a Wendepunkt for romantic aesthetics af-

ter all.18

The most charitable interpretation I can give of Frank’s Kantian interpre-

tation of the romantic aesthetic is to admit that there is one sense in which it

was very indirectly the historical source of romantic aesthetics. Kant’s con-

ception of truth was the ancestor of Fichte’s principle of subject–object iden-

tity, which the romantics then reinterpreted by locating the source of such

identity in nature, being, or the universe. But it is very important to make a

distinction here between the historical source and the logical foundation for a

doctrine. Obviously, these are distinct, since a theory might be influential

but also contradicted or transformed by its successors. This is indeed the case

for Kant’s theory of truth. While Kant’s theory was one historical source for

the romantic aesthetic, it was never the logical foundation for it. What is so

misleading about Frank’s account, however, is that it is easy to mistake the

historical ancestor for the logical foundation. It then seems as if Kant’s the-

ory is somehow the basis for the romantic theory when it is really only one-

half of the story.

3. The Challenge of Kant’s Third Kritik

If Frank goes astray in ascribing such importance to Kant’s first Kritik, he is

surely on safer ground when he stresses the significance of the third Kritik.
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There can be no doubt that some of the young romantics were inspired

by Kant’s third Kritik, which most of them carefully studied in their early

years.19 While they often took issue with Kant, they were also profoundly

indebted to him.20 Kant’s doctrine of the autonomy of art, his concept of an

organism, his idea of the finality of nature, his definition of genius, and his

suggestion that beauty is the symbol for morality were all crucial in one way

or another for most young romantics.

Yet, as far as the romantic doctrine of the metaphysical status of art is con-

cerned, it is necessary to admit that Kant’s third Kritik had more of a nega-

tive than positive significance. Kant’s denial of the cognitive status of aes-

thetic judgment, his insistence that aesthetic experience consists only in a

feeling of pleasure, and his general restriction of knowledge to appearances

posed serious obstacles to the development of a romantic aesthetic. It was

one of the central goals of the young romantics to get beyond the Kantian

regulative limits on aesthetic experience.21 While they believed that Schiller

had taken a step in the right direction by attempting to provide an objective

aesthetics that made beauty into an appearance of freedom, they also held

that he had not gone far enough. True to Kant’s critical teachings, Schiller

insisted that we could only treat beauty as if it were an appearance of free-

dom; the young romantics wanted to go that crucial step further: to hold

that beauty is an appearance of freedom.

Of course, Frank himself is well aware of the challenge that Kant’s regula-

tive doctrine presented to the young romantics. On several occasions he

raises the objection how the third Kritik could be so important for the ro-

mantics in the face of Kant’s insistence on the purely regulative status of aes-

thetic judgment and experience.22 It must be said, however, that the answer

he gives to this question is half-hearted, as if he is not so convinced him-

self.23 His reply is essentially to stress §59 of the third Kritik, where Kant

makes beauty into a symbol of morality and suggests that it also signifies the

supersensible ground joining the noumenal and phenomenal worlds. Ac-

cording to Frank, Kant’s argument here was crucial for the romantics, be-

cause it suggested a way of unifying the Kantian dualisms, which had been

one of their central goals. By suggesting that beauty is the symbol for moral-

ity, Kant had in effect made it the middle term between the noumenal and

phenomenal worlds, and indeed between practical and theoretical reason.

Of course, there is something to be said for §59 of the Kritik der Urteilskraft

as a source of romantic doctrine. There is some evidence that it, or similar

sections, were important for Hölderlin and Friedrich Schlegel.24 Yet, for two

reasons, it is wrong to place much weight on these passages. First, Kant’s
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statement that beauty is the symbol of morality is still far too hedged with

regulative qualifications for it to support the romantic doctrine that art pro-

vides a sensible image of the absolute. Kant does not think that beauty is the

appearance of the good but only that we must judge it as if it were so.25 Sec-

ond, Kant’s statement also implies his doctrine that there cannot be any con-

stitutive theory to explain the unity of the noumenal and phenomenal; he

leaves their unity a mystery by stating that only an aesthetic symbol repre-

sents it. But in this respect too the romantics went further than Kant: they

sought some model to explain the unity of the noumenal and phenomenal;

they did not want only an aesthetic symbol for the mystery of their interac-

tion. Let us now consider that model of explanation.

4. The Precedent of the Third Kritik

While Kant’s third Kritik had mainly a negative significance for the romantic

belief in the metaphysical status of art, this is not to say that it had entirely or

only such a significance. There is still a sense in which it had a positive sig-

nificance regarding this belief, for it was Kant himself who suggested how

his own critical limits could be overcome. In this respect the most suggestive

and influential part of the third Kritik was not the critique of aesthetic judg-

ment, as Frank assumes, but the critique of teleological judgment. Let me

briefly try to explain why.

If we closely examine some of the central texts of the early romantics—

specifically Hölderlin’s Hyperion, Schlegel’s Gespräch über Poesie, Schelling’s

System des transcendentalen Idealismus, and some of Novalis fragments—we

find one common tacit argument for their belief in the metaphysical sig-

nificance of art.26 Put very crudely, the argument goes as follows. (1) Both

philosophy and science presuppose the idea of an organism, that is, that na-

ture forms a systematic whole where the idea of the whole precedes all its

parts and makes them possible. (2) The idea of an organism is an aesthetic

whole, that is, it has some of the defining characteristics of beauty. An or-

ganism is like a work of art in two respects: first, it has a holistic structure,

where the idea of the whole determines all its parts; and, second, it is au-

tonomous, free from external constraints, because it is self-generating and

self-organizing. (3) The idea of an organism, or an aesthetic whole, can be

grasped only in aesthetic experience. This is because aesthetic experience

consists in intuition, the direct perception of a thing as a whole, whereas the

understanding explains each thing analytically, only by dissecting it into its

distinct parts.
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It follows from these premises that all the sciences and philosophy presup-

pose aesthetic experience, which alone justifies their ideal of systematic

unity. Without aesthetic experience, it is impossible to justify the existence

of an organic unity in nature, which is the ideal of all philosophy and sci-

ence. This argument attempts to provide, then, something like a “transcen-

dental deduction” of the aesthetic, that is, it tries to show how the aesthetic

is a necessary condition of the possibility of science itself.

However much Kant himself would reject this argument, there are clear

Kantian precedents for each of its premises, or at least for some of the as-

sumptions behind them. Each of these premises appears either in the

introductions or in the second half of the Kritik der Urteilskraft. All that

Hölderlin, Schlegel, and Schelling did was add them together, drawing the

inevitable conclusion.

Take the first premise. Kant had argued that the idea of an organism, more

specifically of the finality of nature, is a necessary idea of reason. Since it

assumes that everything in nature conforms to some intelligent design, or

that it has been created according to a rational plan, this idea unifies the

realms of the noumenal and phenomenal. Equally significantly, it is neces-

sary to provide systematic order for the multiplicity of empirical laws, which

could not be guaranteed by the categories of the understanding alone. In

several passages of the third Kritik, and in the Appendix to the Transcenden-

tal Dialectic of the first Kritik, Kant went so far as to argue that the idea of the

systematic unity and finality of nature is necessary for the very possibility of

empirical truth.27

There is also a Kantian precedent for the second premise. In the third

Kritik Kant had made the idea of an organism central to aesthetics itself. He

saw a close analogy between the concept of an organism and a work of art.28

Their structure is the same since both involve the idea of an organic whole,

where the identity of each part is inseparable from the whole, and where the

identity of the whole is inseparable from each of its parts. Their genesis is also

similar because both are created according to some rational plan, a synthetic

universal where the idea of the whole precedes its parts. Furthermore, both

concepts also involve the Kantian idea of purposiveness without a purpose

(Zweckmäßigkeit ohne Zweck), because both nature and the artist work accord-

ing to some intelligent design even though they are not fully conscious of it.

Finally, there is also some Kantian precedent for the third premise,

though it was only negative in significance. Although Kant challenged the

romantics in denying that aesthetic experience could have a cognitive sig-

nificance, he also aided and anticipated them by arguing that there could
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not be any discursive insight into an organism. In the second half of the

third Kritik Kant had provided two arguments against any such insight. First,

our discursive understanding is analytical, proceeding from the parts to the

whole; it is not synthetic, proceeding from the idea of the whole to all its

parts. Second, our reason knows only what it creates, what it produces ac-

cording to a plan of its own; since it cannot create the infinitely complex

structure of an organism, it therefore follows that it cannot know it.29

If we put all these Kantian precedents together, it is clear that we come

very close to the romantic doctrine of the sovereignty of art. Nevertheless, it

is not close enough. The romantics still went two significant steps beyond

Kant: first, in ascribing a constitutive status to the idea of an organism; and,

second, in claiming that there can be some form of intuitive or non-

discursive apprehension of the idea of an organism. Of course, in both these

respects, the Kantian regulative limits would act as a challenge to the ro-

mantics. Here again, then, we see the essentially negative significance of

Kant’s teaching.

To be sure, though, these Kantian precedents for the romantic argument

do justify ascribing some positive significance to Kant’s third Kritik. If this

work did not provide the argument itself, it did provide most of its premises.

Yet it is still necessary to qualify any claim for the importance of the third

Kritik in this regard for the simple reason that it was not the only source of

these premises. Many of the central themes of the argument—that the uni-

verse forms an organic whole, and that the idea of an organism overcomes

the dualisms between the subjective and objective—had become common-

place by the 1790s. Kant’s Kritik der Urteilskraft reflected this new thinking as

much as it helped create it.

5. The Metaphysical Foundation for
Romantic Aesthetics

Hölderlin’s, Schelling’s, and Schlegel’s transcendental deduction of the aes-

thetic indicates where we should look for the foundation of the romantic

aesthetic. Its immediate source was in the realm of epistemology, and indeed

in a new concept of truth, as we have just seen. Yet its ultimate source lay

elsewhere: namely, with its implicit metaphysics, and more specifically its

organic theory of nature.30 This theory appears throughout the fragments,

notebooks, and lectures of Hölderlin, Novalis, and the Schlegel brothers;

it was formulated systematically by Schelling in his 1798 Von der Weltseele,
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then defended vigorously by the young (and still romantic) Hegel in his

1801 Differenzschrift. The development of this theory is of course closely asso-

ciated with Naturphilosophie, which dominated physiology and physics in

Germany at the close of the eighteenth century. Some of the central figures

in Naturphilosophie—J. W. Ritter, C. A. Eschenmayer, H. Steffans, Franz

Baader, Alexander von Humboldt—were of course closely associated with

the romantic circles in Jena and Berlin.

The rise of the organic theory of nature was one of the most remarkable

events in natural science since the onset of the scientific revolution in the

early seventeenth century. The emergence of this theory marked the decline

of the mechanical physics of Descartes and Newton, which had dominated

natural philosophy throughout the late seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries. It is no exaggeration to regard the new organic theory as a “para-

digm shift” insofar as it involved completely new criteria of explanation

from mechanical physics. While mechanical physics understood a phenom-

enon by placing it within a series of efficient causes, where each event had

its cause in preceding events, and so on ad infinitum, the organic theory ex-

plained a phenomenon in holistic terms by seeing all events as part of a

wider whole.

There is a persistent and prevalent tendency to stereotype romantic

Naturphilosophie as a kind of a priori speculation and system building in op-

position to the normal empirical science of its day. Yet this stereotype is

deeply anachronistic. During an age without sharp boundary lines between

science and philosophy, Naturphilosophie was nothing less than the normal

science of its day. Rather than consisting in a priori speculation and system-

building, it grew directly out of the latest advances in eighteenth-century

physics and physiology.31

Summarizing very crudely, there were two fundamental sources for the

organic theory of nature. First was the emergence of the new dynamic phys-

ics, which maintained that the essence of matter consists in active force

rather than inert extension. The mechanical physics always had great dif-

ficulty explaining the forces of attraction and repulsion, which seemed to

imply “action at a distance.” But now the new experiments in electricity,

magnetism, and chemistry seemed to suggest that the same forces were in-

herent in matter and omnipresent in nature. The second source was the de-

cline of the theory of preformation, which maintains that living creatures

are already entirely preformed in their embryos due to some supernatural

cause, and the rise of the theory of epigenesis, which holds that creatures
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develop from inchoate embryos into organisms due to natural causes. Both

these developments taken together point toward a unified conception of na-

ture. If the first development seems to bring the inorganic world closer to

the organic by making the essence of matter into energy, the second appears

to draw the organic closer to the inorganic by banishing the need for a su-

pernatural origin of life. Thus the two realms of nature join in the idea of liv-

ing force (Kraft).

Two philosophers toward the close of the eighteenth century saw this de-

velopment with great clarity: J. G. Herder and K. F. Kielmeyer, both of them

seminal influences on the Naturphilosophen.32 They not only saw a funda-

mental continuum between the organic and inorganic realms, but also in-

sisted that the laws governing them could not be reduced to mechanism

alone. The grandfather of such an organic view of nature was, of course,

Leibniz, whose day had finally come.33

Ironically, Kant too had played a powerful role in the development of the

organic theory of nature. The best analysis of what the romantics mean by

an organism is Kant’s own analysis of a natural purpose (Naturzweck) in §65

of the Kritik der Urteilskraft. According to Kant, the concept of an organism

involves two essential elements: (1) that the idea of the whole precedes its

parts and makes them possible; and (2) that the parts are reciprocally the

cause and effect of one another. The first element alone is not sufficient,

Kant argued, because both a work of art and an organism are created ac-

cording to some general concept or plan. It is also necessary to add the sec-

ond element because what is distinctive of an organism is that it is self-gener-

ating and self-organizing.

The romantics agreed with Kant’s analysis of the idea of an organism; but

they then extended it on a cosmic scale and dropped the regulative con-

straints on it. According to the romantics’ organic metaphor, the cosmos is

one vast organism, one single living whole, a Macroanthropos. All of nature

forms a hierarchy of levels of organization and development, where each

lower level reaches its end only in a higher one, which organizes and devel-

ops all the living powers below it. Ultimately, there is only one living force

behind all of nature, which manifests itself in different forms and levels, but

which ultimately remains one and the same.

This concept of force provided the Naturphilosophen with their mediating

concept between the mental and the physical, the ideal and the real, the

subjective and objective. There is no longer a fundamental difference in kind

but only one of degree between these opposites, since they are only different
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degrees of organization and development of living force. The mental is the

internalization of the physical, and the physical is the externalization of the

mental. As Schelling so poetically summed up this view: “Nature should be

visible spirit, and spirit should be invisible nature.”34

The organic theory involved a completely new account of the relationship

between the mental and the physical from that prevalent in the mechanical

physics of the eighteenth century. According to the mechanistic tradition,

nature consists in a plurality of independent things, which are connected

with one another through causal interaction alone. One body acts on an-

other through impact—by striking against another body and changing its po-

sition—where impact is measured in terms of change of place in a given

amount of time. Like all things in nature, the mind and body are viewed as

independent entities, which interact with one another only causally. Since

it is impossible to claim that mental events change place, mechanism had

serious difficulties in explaining how the body acts on the mind by impact.

It was indeed just these difficulties that motivated the search for non-

mechanical models of explanation, and that ultimately led to the new dy-

namic physics.

According to the organic concept, the interaction between the mental and

the physical is not between distinct entities or events; rather, it consists in

the actualization, realization, or manifestation of a force. A force is not sim-

ply the cause of its actualization, as if it were logically distinct from it, be-

cause it becomes what it is only through its actualization, realization, or

manifestation. In other words, the mind does not simply act on the body,

which exists prior to it, but it becomes what it is through its externalizations

in the body; conversely, the body does not simply act on the mind, which

exists prior to it, but it becomes what it is only through its internalization in

the mind.

It should be clear that it is impossible to explain the connection between a

force and its manifestations with the usual models—the concepts of logical

identity or of efficient causality alone. If the force is not the cause of its man-

ifestations, it is also not simply logically identical with them. Rather, the

force and its manifestation relate to one another as the potential, universal,

and implicit do to the actual, particular, and explicit. There is clearly a logical tie

between things describable in these terms, since they have the same under-

lying content; but the tie is not one of mere identity, since such things pres-

ent different aspects of the same content.

Now to understand the romantic aesthetic, especially the extraordinary
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claims it makes in behalf of the metaphysical knowledge of the artist, we

only need to apply the organic theory to the artist. This theory provides sev-

eral reasons for thinking that the creativity of the artist will also be the self-

revelation of nature itself. (1) Since in an organism the whole is inseparable

from each of its parts, it follows that the work of the artist, as one part of na-

ture, will reflect all of nature; in other words, it will be, as Novalis liked to

put it, a “microcosm” of the universe. (2) Since there is a continuum and hi-

erarchy in nature that reaches its highest level in human activity, the cre-

ativity of the artist will be the climax of all the powers inherent in nature it-

self. (3) Since the mental is the internalization of all the powers inherent in

the material—since it is only the explicit and manifest form of all the forces

implicit and latent in matter—the creativity of the artist will embody, ex-

press, and develop all the natural forces acting upon it. All these points

mean that the creativity of the artist is nothing less than the self-realization

and self-manifestation of the powers in nature; in other words, what the art-

ist creates is what all of nature creates through him.

If we consider these implications of the organic theory of nature, it be-

comes clear that the ultimate source of the romantic aesthetic did not lie in

its new epistemology but in its new metaphysics. While it is possible to de-

scribe the romantic aesthetic as the result of a new epistemology, and more

specifically of a new account of the concept of truth, this epistemology has

an essentially secondary importance because it has to be placed within the

context of the romantics’ general metaphysics. Their organic theory of na-

ture had profound epistemological consequences, not the least of which was

the production model of the truth. Since the subjective and objective no

longer relate to one another as distinct entities but as expressions of a single

force, it is no longer necessary to describe truth in terms of a correspondence

between distinct entities; rather, the subjective is the actualization and em-

bodiment of the objective, and so also its creation. The correspondence the-

ory of truth was indeed more appropriate for the older (now passé) mecha-

nistic concept of nature, where all entities are distinct from one another, and

where they correspond to one another in terms of some formal resem-

blance.

The fundamental weakness of Frank’s account of the romantic aesthetic

is that it does not place it within the context of its metaphysics and Natur-

philosophie. It is only when we so contextualize it, however, that we can fully

understand the remarkable claims that the romantics make for the meta-

physical powers of art. Ultimately, this is not very surprising. Given the close
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analogy between an organism and a work of art, the organic concept was

virtually one with an aesthetic view of nature itself. When nature itself be-

comes a vast work of art, it stands to reason that the artist will have some

privileged insight into it. Hence, in the end, romantic aesthetics was little

more than the capstone of its Naturphilosophie.
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C H A P T E R 6

The Concept of Bildung in
Early German Romanticism

1. Social and Political Context

In 1799 Friedrich Schlegel, the ringleader of the early romantic circle, stated,

with uncommon and uncharacteristic clarity, his view of the summum

bonum, the supreme value in life: “The highest good, and [the source of] ev-

erything that is useful, is culture (Bildung).”1 Since the German word Bildung

is virtually synonymous with education, Schlegel might as well have said

that the highest good is education.

That aphorism, and others like it, leave no doubt about the importance

of education for the early German romantics. It is no exaggeration to say

that Bildung, the education of humanity, was the central goal, the highest

aspiration, of the early romantics. All the leading figures of that charmed

circle—Friedrich and August Wilhelm Schlegel, W. D. Wackenroder,

Friedrich von Hardenberg (Novalis), F. W. J. Schelling, Ludwig Tieck, and

F. D. Schleiermacher—saw in education their hope for the redemption of

humanity. The aim of their common journal, the Athenäum, was to unite all

their efforts for the sake of one single overriding goal: Bildung.2

The importance, and indeed urgency, of Bildung in the early romantic

agenda is comprehensible only in its social and political context. The young

romantics were writing in the 1790s, the decade of the cataclysmic changes

wrought by the Revolution in France. Like so many of their generation,

the romantics were initially very enthusiastic about the Revolution. Tieck,

Novalis, Schleiermacher, Schelling, Hölderlin, and Friedrich Schlegel cele-

brated the storming of the Bastille as the dawn of a new age. They toasted

the ideals of liberty, equality, and fraternity, and they swore that humanity

would blossom only in a republic. Their enthusiasm was much more intense

and persistent than many of their older contemporaries, such as Schiller,
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Herder, and Wieland, who became disillusioned in 1793 after the execution

of Louis XVI, when it became clear that France would not become a consti-

tutional monarchy. The romantic fervor glowed unabated throughout the

September massacres, the execution of the royal family, the invasion of the

Rhineland, and even the Terror.

By the late 1790s, however, the romantic ardor began to dim. The con-

stant instability in France, the readiness of the French to invade and con-

quer, and the onset of Napoleon’s military dictatorship disillusioned them,

as so many of their generation. The romantics became especially troubled

by the anomie, egoism, and materialism of modern French society, which

seemed to undermine all ethical and religious values. Their political views

grew more conservative in the final years of the decade. They asserted the

need for some form of elite rule, for a more educated class to direct and con-

trol the interests and energies of the people. Although they continued to af-

firm their republican ideals, they believed that the best state was a mixture

of aristocracy, monarchy, and democracy.

The political problems in France soon crossed the Rhine, posing a serious

crisis for the old Holy Roman Empire. It had become clear that Germany

could not follow the path of France: the French attempt to introduce whole-

sale political reforms, without any prior change in attitudes, beliefs, and cus-

toms, had proven itself a failure. But it was also plain that there could be no

going back to the past: the Revolution had raised hopes and expectations

among the people that could no longer be satisfied by the old alliance of

throne and alter. The people wanted to participate in the affairs of the state,

to have some control over their own destiny, and they no longer could be

pawned off with the reassurance that their prince loved them and ruled in

their name. Yet how was it possible to satisfy the widespread demands for

social and political change and not to slide down the path of perpetual chaos,

as in France? That was the question every intelligent observer of the Revo-

lution pondered, and the romantics were no exception.

The romantics’ solution to this crisis lay with education. If all the chaos

and bloodshed in France had shown anything, they argued, it is that a re-

public cannot succeed if the people are not ready for it. A republic has high

moral ideals, which are worthless in practice if the people do not have either

the knowledge or the will to live by them. For a republic to work, it must

have responsible, enlightened, and virtuous citizens. If the people are to par-

ticipate in public affairs, they must know their true interests and those of the

state as a whole; and if they are to be responsible citizens, they must have
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the virtue and self-control to prefer the common good over their private in-

terests. But such knowledge and such virtue are possible only through edu-

cation, and indeed by a very deep and thoroughgoing one. Somehow, it was

necessary to transform the obedient, passive, and benighted subject of an

absolute monarchy into an autonomous, active, and enlightened citizen of a

republic.

The romantic argument in behalf of education seems like common sense,

and it had been advanced by almost every moderate thinker in the 1790s.

Nevertheless, it was still controversial. The argument presupposes a classical

doctrine that they inherited from Montesquieu: that “the principle” of a re-

public is virtue.3 In his famous Esprit des lois Montesquieu had written, with

the models of ancient Rome and Greece in mind, that the stability of a re-

public depends on the virtue of its citizens, their willingness to sacrifice their

self-interest for the sake of the common good. This doctrine had been coun-

tered by no less than Kant himself, who contended in his essay Zum ewigen

Frieden that a republic would be possible “even for a nation of devils.” Kant’s

point was that even if everyone acted solely on their self-interest, they

would consent to live according to a republican constitution, because it

alone ensured that everyone could pursue their self-interest with a mini-

mum of interference from others. Hence the diabolic Kantian republic re-

quired no education at all.

The romantics believed that education was indispensable, however, be-

cause they questioned one of the central premises of Kant’s argument: that

self-interest can be socially cohesive. To build a true community from the

separate self-interests of individuals, they argued, is to square the political

circle.4 A self-interested agent would except himself from the laws when

they could not be enforced, so that the only form of social control for a na-

tion of devils would be repressive and authoritarian rule, a true Hobbesian

Leviathan. There was no recourse, then, but to turn to education, which

provided the only foundation for the state.

2. Education as the Highest Good

Although the social and political context explains why education became

such a pressing issue for the romantics, it still does not account for why they

regarded it as the highest good, the supreme value in life. To understand

why they put education at the very pinnacle of their hierarchy of values, it is
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necessary to reconstruct their philosophical position regarding a classical

philosophical problem.

The question of the highest good, of the supreme value in life, had been a

central philosophical problem since antiquity, and indeed a major source of

controversy among all schools of philosophy. This issue had lost none of its

relevance and importance in eighteenth-century Germany, where it was a

popular theme of religious and philosophical writing. Kant had posed it

anew in his Kritik der praktischen Vernunft, and Fichte had made it a central

issue of his influential 1794 lectures Über die Bestimmung des Gelehrten. The

romantics simply continued with the tradition; the problem of the high-

est good appears often in the unpublished writings of Friedrich Schlegel,

Novalis, Hölderlin, and Schleiermacher. There can be no doubt that, when

he wrote his aphorism, Schlegel was taking a stand on this ancient question.

In the classical sense, first defined by Aristotle and then reformulated by

Kant, the “highest good” has two meanings. First, it is a final end, a goal that

does not derive its value from being the means to any other end. Second, it

is a complete end, a goal that comprises all final ends, so that nothing can be

added to it to give it more value.5

Prima facie the romantic view that education is the highest good appears

very paradoxical, not to mention implausible. Surely, it seems, education

cannot be the supreme value, since it is only the means for something else.

After all, someone might well ask, what do we educate people for?

The paradox disappears, however, when we reconsider the German term

Bildung. This word signifies two processes—learning and personal growth—

but they are not understood apart from one another, as if education were

only a means to growth. Rather, learning is taken to be constitutive of per-

sonal development, as part and parcel of how we become a human being in

general and a specific individual in particular. If we regard education as part

of a general process of self-realization—as the development of all one’s char-

acteristic powers as a human being and as an individual—then it is not dif-

ficult to understand why the romantics would regard it as at least a plausible

candidate for the title of the highest good.

The romantics regarded self-realization as the highest good in both its

classical senses. Self-realization is the final end, because it does not derive its

value as a means to some higher end, such as the common good or the state.

Although the romantics stressed the importance of education for the state,

they did not value it simply as a means to that end; on the contrary, they in-
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sisted that self-realization is an end in itself, and they argued that the state

should promote the self-realization of each of its citizens. Self-realization is

also the complete end, since an individual who attains it lacks nothing, having

achieved everything of value in life. In other words, a person who achieves

self-realization attains the end of life itself, the very purpose of existence.

These were broad and bold claims, to be sure, yet they were rarely de-

fended explicitly in the writings of the young romantics.6 Nevertheless, we

can begin to reconstruct their position when we consider their attitude to-

ward the two competing theories of the highest good in the late eighteenth

century. One of these was the hedonism of the English utilitarians and the

French philosophes, who defined the highest good in terms of pleasure. The

other was the moral stoicism of Kant, who regarded virtue as the final good,

and happiness in accord with virtue as the complete good.

The romantics rejected hedonism because it did not encourage the devel-

opment of those capacities characteristic of our humanity or individuality.

Pleasure by itself cannot be the highest good since, in immoderation, it even

harms us. If it has any value at all, then that is when it is the result of, or in-

tegral to, acting on our characteristic human powers.7

The romantic critique of hedonism is most explicit and emphatic in

Schlegel’s and Novalis’s indictment of the lifestyle of modern bourgeois soci-

ety. They use a very redolent term to characterize this way of life: philistin-

ism.8 The philistine, Novalis says, devotes himself to a life of comfort. He

makes his life into a repetitive routine, and conforms to moral and social

convention in order to have an easy life. If he values art, it is only for enter-

tainment; and if he is religious, it is only to relieve his distress. In short, the

sin of philistinism is that it robs us of our humanity and individuality.

If the romantics found hedonism too morally lax, they regarded Kant’s

ethics as too morally severe.9 They saw two fundamental difficulties to the

Kantian ethic. First, Kant had stressed reason at the expense of sensibility,

ignoring how our senses are just as much a part of our humanity and just

as in need of cultivation and development. It is not simply a purely rational

being who acts morally, the romantics held, but the whole individual, who

does his duty not contrary to but from his inclinations. Second, by emphasiz-

ing acting according to universal laws, Kant had failed to see the importance

of individuality. The Kantian ideal of morality demanded that we develop a

purely rational personality, which we all shared simply as intelligent beings,

and so it endorsed uniformity. While such an ideal might be a sufficient

analysis of morality, it could not be regarded as an adequate account of the
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highest good, which also demands the realization of individuality, that

which makes me just this person rather than anyone else.

The ideal of Bildung was meant to rectify these shortcomings of Kantian

ethics. A romantic education had two fundamental goals, each compensat-

ing for one of these flaws. One would unite and develop all the powers of

a human being, forging all his or her disparate capacities into a whole. The

other would develop not only our characteristic human powers—those

shared by everyone as a human being—but also our individuality—those

unique aptitudes and dispositions peculiar to each individual. These goals

were, of course, closely linked: to develop all one’s powers as a whole

was inevitably and naturally to realize one’s individuality, for individuality

emerges in that unique synthesis, that special unity, of all one’s human

powers.

3. Aesthetic Education

To describe the romantic ideal of education in terms of human perfection,

excellence, or self-realization, as I have done so far, is insufficient. This gives

only its genus, not its differentia specifica. Perfection was not an ideal charac-

teristic of romanticism alone, but it can be found in many strands of eigh-

teenth-century German thought. The pietists (P. J. Spener, Johann Arndt),

the classicists (C. M. Wieland, Goethe, Herder), and the Leibnizian–Wolffian

school (Moses Mendelssohn, Alexander Baumgarten, Christian Wolff) all

had their ideals of perfection. It is necessary to be more precise because, in

basic respects, the romantics were critical of the ideals of their predecessors

and contemporaries.

We come closer to a more accurate account of the romantic ideal if we de-

scribe it as aesthetic education. The term was first given currency by Schiller

in his famous 1795 Über die Ästhetische Erziehung des Menschen in einer Reihe

von Briefen, a work of seminal importance for the romantics. Much of the

aestheticism of the romantic movement—its belief in the central role of art

in cultural renewal—can trace its origin back to this work. The romantics

followed Schiller in seeing art as the chief instrument for the education of

mankind, and in viewing the artist as the very paragon of humanity.

Why did Schiller and the romantics give such importance to art? Why did

they see it as the key to Bildung? We can reconstruct their reasoning only if,

once again, we place it in their social and political context, specifically the

social and political crisis of the 1790s.
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Well before the 1790s, the leading thinkers of the Sturm und Drang—J. G.

Hamann, J. G. Herder, Justus Möser, and eventually Schiller himself—had

criticized the traditional Aufklärung for failing to provide a proper education

for the people. The Aufklärer of the Leibnizian–Wolffian school had defined

enlightenment in terms of imparting knowledge, of spreading clear and

distinct concepts, among the public, as if education were only a matter of

cultivating the intellect. But such a program of education—so it seemed to

Herder and Möser as early as the 1770s—suffered from two serious short-

comings. First, it did not encourage thinking for oneself, or spontaneity of

thought, because it presupposed that someone else had already done all the

thinking for one; the public were made into passive and unquestioning re-

cipients of knowledge already acquired and concepts already clarified. Sec-

ond, and even more problematically, it assumed that if people did under-

stand the principles taught to them that they would be willing and able to act

according to them; but such fatuous intellectualism ignored the classical

problem of akrasia: that even if we know the good, we might not act accord-

ing to it.

For all these thinkers, the Revolution provided striking confirmation of

this diagnosis. The philosophes in France had been preaching the principles of

reason to the people for decades, and they had proclaimed constitution after

constitution. But all to no avail. The people were not ready for such high

principles and lofty ideals. Rather than acting according to the principles of

reason, they gave free reign to their own interests and passions. The result

was plain for all to see: France was tumbling, sinking further into the abyss

of chaos, strife, and bloodshed.

The lesson to be learned from the failure of the Enlightenment and the

chaos of the Revolution, Schiller argued, is that it is not sufficient to educate

the understanding alone. It is also necessary to cultivate feelings and desires,

to develop a person’s sensibility so that he or she are inclined to act according

to the principles of reason. In other words, it was also essential to inspire the

people, to touch their hearts and to arouse their imaginations, to get them to

live by higher ideals.

Of course, in the past there had been a remedy for this problem. Religion,

with its powerful myths and seductive mysteries, had provided a popular in-

centive to morality because it could appeal directly to the heart and the

imagination of the people. There was nothing like the image of a suffering

Christ, a resurrected Lazarus, or an angry Jehovah to edify the virtuous and

to chasten the sinful. But, by the late 1790s, this traditional source of moral
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authority was on the wane, and indeed on the verge of collapse. Here the

Aufklärung had been only too successful. Its ruthless and relentless criticism

of the Bible, of the traditional proofs for the existence of God, and of the au-

thority of the clergy had left little standing of the old religion, which was

now condemned as prejudice, superstition, and myth. Clearly, there was an

enormous vacuum to be filled. The obvious failure of Robespierre’s con-

trived and artificial cult of reason had made this all the more apparent.

Art became so important to Schiller and the romantics because they saw it

as the only means to resolve this crisis. They argued that while philosophy

cannot stimulate action nor religion convince reason, art has the power to

inspire us to act according to reason. Because it so strongly appeals to the

imagination, and because it so deeply effects our feelings, art can move peo-

ple to live by the high moral ideals of a republic.

Ultimately, then, the romantics sought to replace the traditional role of re-

ligion with art as the incentive and stimulus for morality. Hence they devel-

oped ideas for a modern mythology, a new Bible, and a restored church.

Now the artist would take over the ancient function of the priest.

This case for the power of art to educate humanity was first put forward

by Schiller, but it soon became a leitmotiv of the romantic movement. It is a

central theme of Novalis’s Heinrich von Ofterdingen, of Friedrich Schlegel’s

Ideen, of Wackenroder’s Herzensergießungen eines kunstliebenden Klosterbruders,

and of Tieck’s Franz Sternbalds Wanderungen. Nowhere does it emerge with

more simplicity and clarity, however, than in a later work of high romanti-

cism, Heinrich von Kleist’s short story Heilige Cäcilie oder die Macht der Musik.

According to the story, which takes place during the early Reformation in

Holland, four brothers, who are fanatical Protestants, organize a mob to at-

tack a convent; its despairing and defenseless nuns appeal to Saint Cecilia,

the patron saint of music, who inspires them to sing. Such is the beauty of

their Gloria that the plunderers fall on their knees, confess their sins, con-

vert, and then finally go mad, spending the rest of their days in a sanitorium,

singing every evening the Gloria. Of course, this was a myth all of its own;

but there can be no doubt that it expressed the highest hopes, and most

fervent wishes, of the romantic soul.

4. The Role of Art

It might seem as if the romantics only traded one form of naiveté for an-

other—namely, the Enlightenment confidence in reason for their own faith
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in art. Both beliefs seem quixotic because they ascribe exaggerated power to

the realm of culture. It is very idealistic, to say the least, to assume that we

can become better people simply by listening to music, reading novels, and

attending plays. If art does have that effect, one is tempted to say, that is

probably because people are already predisposed to it, and so already edu-

cated for it. But then the whole case for art is caught in a vicious circle: art

educates humanity only if people are already educated.

The charge of naiveté is one of the most common objections to Schiller’s

argument, and the reputation of the romantics for hopeless idealism is

largely based on it. But this criticism rests on a very superficial understand-

ing of the role of art in romantic education. When the romantics wrote of

aesthetic education they were not simply referring to the effect works of art

have on moral character. They had something more in mind. But what?

Exactly how the romantics understood aesthetic education becomes clear

from a close reading of Schiller’s Briefe. It is striking that, in the tenth letter,

Schiller virtually concedes the whole charge of naivité.10 He admits that

art will educate only the virtuous, and he notes that the periods when art

flourished were also those when morals declined. But, after accepting these

points, Schiller then turns his argument in a new direction. The question for

him is not whether art has an effect on moral character, but whether beauty

is an essential component of human perfection itself. Schiller’s argument is

that if we perfect ourselves—if we form our various powers into a whole—

then we will become like works of art. To perfect ourselves is to unify the

form of our reason with the content of our sensibility; but the unity of form

and content is what is characteristic of beauty itself. Hence aesthetic educa-

tion does not consist in having our characters formed by works of art but in

making our characters into works of art.

Schiller’s most detailed account of how a person can become a work of art

appears in his treatise Anmut und Würde.11 Here he puts forward his ideal of

“the beautiful soul” (die schöne Seele), the person whose character is a work of

art because all his or her actions exhibit grace. For Schiller, a graceful action

is one that shows no sign of constraint—whether that of a physical need or a

moral imperative—and that reveals the spontaneity and harmony of a per-

son’s whole character. Such an action does not stem from sensibility alone,

as if it were the result of natural need, and still less from reason alone, as if it

were the product of a moral command; rather it flows from the whole char-

acter, from reason and sensibility acting in unison. The beautiful soul does

not act from duty contrary to inclination, or from inclination contrary to
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duty, but from inclination according to duty. Such a spontaneous inclination

is not, however, the product of the desires and feelings that are given by na-

ture, but the result of our moral education, the discipline and training of vir-

tue. In a graceful action, then, our desires and feelings are neither repressed

according to reason, nor indulged according to sensibility, but refined and

ennobled, or, to use a modern term, “sublimated.”

Schiller’s ideal of the beautiful soul gives a completely new perspective on

how art motivates moral action. It is not that contemplating works of art in-

spires us to do good deeds, but that there is an aesthetic pleasure inherent in

human excellence, which serves as an incentive to attain and maintain it.

The stimulant to moral perfection does not derive from any work of art but

simply from the pleasure involved in the exercise of characteristic human

activities. Like most moralists, Schiller maintains that virtue brings its own

reward, a unique kind of pleasure; he simply adds that this pleasure is essen-

tially aesthetic, because achieving human perfection is like creating a work

of art.

Schiller’s argument in behalf of aesthetic education ultimately depends

on a theory of beauty as perfection. Such a theory could easily be general-

ized and extended to whatever is capable of perfection, whether it is an ob-

ject in nature, an individual person, or the state and society itself. This was a

temptation that neither Schiller nor the romantics could resist. They broad-

ened their case for the primacy of the aesthetic in human life by also apply-

ing it to the state and society. They argued that the perfect society or state is

also a work of art. In the final letter of the Briefe, for example, Schiller wrote

of his utopia as an aesthetic state (ästhetischen Staat), which, like a work of art,

unites the different members of society into a harmonious whole.12 In his

Glauben und Liebe Novalis imagined a poetic state in which the monarch is the

poet of poets, the director of a vast public stage in which all citizens are ac-

tors.13 And in his early manuscript Versuch einer Theorie des geselligen Betragens

Schleiermacher imagined an ideal society in which individuals form a beau-

tiful whole through the free interaction of personalities and the mutual ex-

change of ideas.14 Schiller, Novalis, and Schleiermacher all assume that the

perfect society or state is like a work of art because there is an organic unity

between the individual and the social whole, which is governed neither by

physical nor moral constraints but only free interaction.

The early romantic ideal of utopia was therefore the creation of a social or

political work of art. This aesthetic whole would be a Bildungsanstalt, a soci-

ety in which people would educate one another through the free exchange
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of their personalities and ideas. The romantic salons, in Berlin and Jena,

were fledgling attempts to put this ideal into practice. If life were only one

grand salon, one long learning experience in which everyone participated,

the romantics believed, then society would indeed become a work of art,

and this life “the most beautiful of all possible worlds.”

5. Education and Freedom

We come closer to the differentia specifica of romantic education when we

describe it as aesthetic. Yet we are still far from our goal. The problem is that

even the ideal of aesthetic education—though central to the romantics—

was not unique to, or characteristic of, them. There were many thinkers

in eighteenth-century Germany who described human perfection in aes-

thetic terms and stressed the need to cultivate human sensibility as well as

reason. This line of thought can be found in the Leibnizian–Wolffian school,

and especially in the writings of its most outstanding aesthetician, Alexan-

der Baumgarten.15 By the early eighteenth century the connection of virtue

with beauty had already become a venerable tradition: it was a favorite

theme of Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, who had an enormous influence in

Germany. Schiller’s theme of the beautiful soul also had a proud ancestry,

which could trace its origins back to pietism and that “German Voltaire,”

C. M. Wieland.16

This raises the question: What, if anything, is characteristic of a romantic

aesthetic education? How, if at all, did it differ from the forms of aesthetic

education so prevalent in the eighteenth century?

Although there are clear points of continuity between the Leibnizian–

Wolffian tradition and the romantics, there is also a drastic and dramatic

break between them. That break is made by Kant’s critical philosophy, which

had sundered the link between virtue and beauty so carefully forged and

crafted by the Leibnizian–Wolffian school. In the Kritik der praktischen

Vernunft Kant had argued that the basis and incentive for moral action must

derive from pure reason alone, independent of all considerations of plea-

sure, aesthetic or otherwise. And in the Kritik der Urteilskraft he stressed that

the pleasure of beauty is completely disinterested, having its characteristic

qualities independent of all moral and physical ends. When we experience

an object as beautiful, Kant contended, we take pleasure in the sheer con-

templation of its form, but we do not consider whether it conforms to moral

or physical purposes.17 In both these works Kant attacked the worth of the
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concept of perfection—the keystone of the ethical and aesthetic thought of

the Leibnizian-Wolffian school—as a criterion of morality or beauty.

The sheer prestige of the critical philosophy in the 1790s in Germany

would seem to be sufficient to bury, once and for all, the seductive equation

of virtue and beauty, morality and aesthetics, which had entranced so many

thinkers in the eighteenth century. But the very opposite is the case. Para-

doxically, Kant’s critique led to Schiller’s reformulation and transformation

of this equation, which gave it a new lease on life. In his unpublished but

seminal 1793 Kallias oder über die Schönheit, Schiller resynthesizes on a new

basis the realms of art and morality, of beauty and virtue, which had been so

disastrously divided by Kant.18 He endorses some of the negative conclu-

sions of the Kantian critique: that art must be autonomous, serving neither

moral nor physical ends, and that the concept of perfection, understood in

the classical sense as unity in multiplicity, is insufficient to explain beauty.

Nevertheless, Schiller argues against Kant that beauty is more than simply a

subjective quality, such as the pleasure of contemplation, and he insists in-

stead that it is an objective feature of an object itself. Whether or not an ob-

ject is beautiful, Schiller contends, depends on whether it is self-determining,

that is, whether it is free from external constraint and acts according to its

inherent nature alone. Since self-determination is equivalent to freedom,

and since a beautiful object presents, exhibits, or reveals this quality to the

senses, beauty is nothing more nor less than freedom in appearance.

In thus defining beauty, Schiller intends to give a new foundation to

Kant’s concept of aesthetic autonomy, its independence from moral and

physical ends. But, ironically, such a definition also provides a new connec-

tion between art and morality. For the self-determination of the aesthetic

object—its independence from all forms of constraint, whether moral or

physical—means that it can serve as a symbol of freedom, which, accord-

ing to the critical philosophy itself, is the fundamental concept of morality.

Hence Schiller, quite self-consciously and deliberately, rejoins the realms of

art and morality, though now the connecting link between these domains is

provided by the concept of freedom rather than that of perfection.

This does not mean that Schiller completely rejects the old concept of per-

fection, which he continues to use and to describe in the traditional terms as

a unity in multiplicity; but it is important to see that this concept now has a

new underpinning: the concept of freedom itself. Perfection is now defined

in terms of self-determination, acting according to the necessity of one’s na-

ture independent of all constraint.
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The romantic concept of aesthetic education has its roots in Schiller’s

redefinition of the moral role of art. What is central to and characteristic of

the romantic concept is the Schillerian thesis that the end of aesthetic educa-

tion is freedom. Like Schiller, the romantics maintain that to become an aes-

thetic whole, to make one’s life a work of art, it is necessary to realize one’s

nature as a spontaneous and free subject. Since beauty consists in freedom

in appearance, we attain beauty only when our moral character expresses

freedom itself.

That Bildung consists in the development of freedom is a point much

stressed by both Friedrich Schlegel and Novalis. Schlegel simply defined

Bildung as “the development of independence” (Entwicklung der Selbständig-

keit), famously arguing that what is characteristic of Bildung in the modern

world, in contrast to the ancient, is precisely its striving for freedom.19 The

purpose of our lives, he maintained, is to realize our nature as self-determin-

ing beings, where self-determination consists in constantly attempting to

determine what one is, and then realizing that one is nothing but the activ-

ity of constantly attempting to determine what one is.20 Novalis was no less

emphatic and explicit than Schlegel: “All education (Bildung) leads to noth-

ing else than what one can call freedom, although this should not designate

a mere concept but the creative ground of all existence.”21

It is this emphasis on freedom, then, that separates the romantic account

of aesthetic education from its historical antecedents in the Leibnizian–

Wolffian school. But is this not what we should expect? The rallying cry of

anyone who came of age in the 1790s was freedom. The problem with the

old Aufklärer of the Leibnizian-Wolffian school, the romantics complained, is

that they had abandoned their freedom by compromising with the social

and political status quo. A romantic education would be one fitting for the

1790s: the liberation of the spirit from all forms of social and political op-

pression.

6. The Awakening of the Senses

The chief aim of aesthetic education, whether in the romantic or Leibnizian–

Wolffian tradition, was the cultivation of sensibility. Normally contrasted

with reason, sensibility was defined in a very broad sense to include the

powers of desire, feeling, and perception. The underlying premise behind

the program of aesthetic education was that sensibility could be developed,

disciplined, and refined no less than reason itself. Long before the 1790s, the
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Sturmer und Dränger had complained that the Aufklärung had failed to edu-

cate this faculty. Since their main task was to combat superstition, prejudice,

and enthusiasm, the Aufklärer had naturally devoted most of their attention

to the development of reason. But, the Sturmer und Dränger objected, this

was to neglect one-half of our humanity.

The romantics shared this criticism of the Aufklärung, and in this regard

their concern with sensibility was continuous with the tradition of the Sturm

und Drang. Like Schiller and the Sturmer und Dränger, the romantics wanted

to cultivate sensibility as an aesthetic faculty. Their aim was to educate the

senses, specifically their power to perceive the beauty of the world. This fac-

ulty could be made more sensitive, refined, and acute, they believed, so that

a person’s life could be greatly enriched and ennobled.

It is important to see, however, that there was something else unique to,

and characteristic of, the romantic program of aesthetic education, and that

in an important respect they went beyond even Schiller and the Sturm und

Drang. What is distinctive of their program is not that, but how, they wanted

to educate sensibility. Their aim was, in a word, to romanticize the senses. But

what does this redolent word mean?

The best clue comes from Novalis. To romanticize the world, he explains

in an unpublished fragment, is to make us aware of the magic, mystery, and

wonder of the world; it is to educate the senses to see the ordinary as ex-

traordinary, the familiar as strange, the mundane as sacred, the finite as

infinite.22 The romantics wanted to break outside the confines of our ordi-

nary and mundane perception of the world, where we automatically catego-

rize everything according to common concepts, and where we see things

only as objects of use. Their goal was to develop our power of contemplation

so that we can see things anew, as they are in themselves and for their own

sakes, apart from their utility and common meaning.

The romantics sought to romanticize not only our external senses—our

powers of perception of the external world—but also our internal ones—our

sensitivity to the world within. They attempted to direct our attention to

our inner depths, to the hidden recesses of the self, no less than to the

world without, the realms of society and nature. For the romantics, self-re-

alization was essentially self-discovery, an exploration of one’s inner depths.

As Novalis puts the point: “We dream of a journey through the universe.

But is the universe then not in us? We do not know the depths of our spirit.

Inward goes the secret path. Eternity with its worlds, the past and future, is

in us or nowhere.”23
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It was this conviction that later inspired Novalis to write Heinrich von

Ofterdingen—the major Bildungsroman of the romantic school—as an anti-

pode to Goethe’s earlier work in the same genre, Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre.

While Wilhelm’s apprenticeship consists in his adventures in the wider

world, his encounters with extraordinary characters and difficult situations,

Heinrich’s education comes from unraveling the secret of his own dreams.

There are two ways to educate the soul, Heinrich explains: one of them “the

path of experience,” which is very indirect and leads to only worldly wis-

dom or prudence, while the other is “the path of inner contemplation,”

which is very direct and results in spiritual self-realization.

There was a grand ambition behind this program for the reawakening of

the senses, whether internal or external. The romantics aim was to reunify

man with himself, nature, and others, so that he would once again feel at

home in his world. According to the romantic philosophy of history, early

man had been at one with himself, with others, and with nature; this unity

was purely natural, and did not depend on any efforts of his own. Inevitably

and tragically, however, this primal harmony had been torn apart by the de-

velopment of civilization. Man had become alienated from others as a result

of the increasing competition of civil society; he had become divided within

himself with the rise of the division of labor; and he had become estranged

from nature after the sciences had demystified it, making it into an object to

be dominated and controlled for human benefit. The task of modern man

was to recreate on a self-conscious and rational level that unity with our-

selves, others, and nature that had once been given to early man on a naive

and intuitive level.

Such indeed was the vocation of the romantic poet, who would attempt

to revive our lost unity with ourselves, with nature, and with others. The

key to recreating that unity consisted in the remystification of the world,

in romanticizing the senses, because only when we were reawakened to

the beauty, mystery, and magic of the world would we reidentify ourselves

with it.

Not surprisingly, this demand for a reawakening of the senses led to the

reappraisal of mysticism among the romantics. This sympathy for mysticism

appears in many works of the early romantic school, in Novalis’s Die Lehrling

zu Sais, Schleiermacher’s Reden über die Religion, Friedrich Schlegel’s Ideen,

and Schelling’s System des transcendentalen Idealismus. All these works argue

that we have a spiritual sense, a power of contemplation or intellectual intu-

ition, which transcends our discursive reason and brings us into direct con-
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tact with ourselves, others, and nature itself. They all praise the power of the

artist to express these intuitions, and to revive our slumbering powers of

contemplation.

Naturally, this new mysticism went hand-in-hand with a revival of reli-

gion in the romantic circle, which became especially apparent after the pub-

lication of Schleiermacher’s Reden in 1799. Rather than regarding religion as

a primitive form of metaphysics or morality, as the Aufkärung had done, the

romantics saw it as a specific form of contemplation or perception of the uni-

verse. The essence of religion, Schleiermacher argues in his Reden, is the in-

tuition of the universe. This religious reawakening has often been criticized

as a relapse into the ideology of the ancien régime, but it is important to see it

in the context of the romantics’ general concern with Bildung. They valued

religion chiefly as an instrument of aesthetic education, as a means of re-

awakening the senses.

7. The Power of Love

The romantic program for the education of sensibility involved not only the

cultivation of the senses, but also, more importantly, the development of

“the faculty of desire.” Its aim was to educate not only our powers to per-

ceive, but also those to feel and desire. For the romantics, to educate feeling

and desire meant essentially one thing: to awaken, nurture, and refine the

power of love.

What especially inspired the early romantics—what, more than anything

else, gave them their sense of purpose and identity—was their rediscovery

of the lost power of love. It was their view that this vital source of our hu-

manity had been forgotten, repressed, or ignored for far too long, and that it

was now time to remember, reclaim, and revive it. Owing to the rationalism

of the Aufklärung and to the legalism of the Kantian–Fichtean ethics, love

had lost its once pivotal role in ethics and aesthetics, the pride of place it

once held in the Christian tradition. The romantics saw it as their mission to

restore the sovereignty of love to the realms of morals, politics, and art.

The central concept of romantic ethics is love. The romantics gave it all the

stature once accorded to reason in the Aufklärung and Kantian–Fichtean

ethics. It is now love, rather than reason, that provides the source and sanc-

tion of the moral law. Love, Schlegel tells us,24 is to the law as the spirit is to

the letter: it creates what reason merely codifies. The power of love indeed

transcends all moral rules: while love inspires, the law represses; while love
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forgives, the law punishes. Love is also a much more powerful “determining

ground of the will” (as Kant would call it), a much more effective stimulant

to moral action, than reason. The bonds that tie the individual to the com-

munity and state are not the universal norms of reason but the affection and

devotion of love.

Love had a no less pivotal place in romantic aesthetics. It is the spirit

of love, Schlegel writes, that must be “invisibly visible” everywhere in ro-

mantic art.25 The artist could romanticize our senses only through the inspir-

ing power of love. We can remystify the world—we can rediscover its lost

beauty, mystery, and magic—only if we see all things in the spirit of love. It

is through love that we see ourselves in nature and others, and so again

identify with the world and become at home with it once more.

The romantic program of Bildung, of aesthetic education, stressed the cul-

tivation of love, the development of the capacity of every individual to

give and receive affection. This was essential to self-realization, to the devel-

opment of our humanity and individuality, the romantics believed, be-

cause love is the very core of our humanity, the very center of our individu-

ality. “Only through love, and the consciousness of love,” Friedrich Schlegel

wrote, “does a human being become a human being.”26 Love was indeed

the key to reconciling and unifying the two warring sides of our nature,

the intellectual and physical, the rational and the emotional. It was not

simply a physical urge, but a much deeper spiritual desire: the longing to

return to that golden age when we were at one with ourselves, others, and

nature.

Although the romantic rediscovery of love was based on an reappre-

ciation of its spiritual significance, it is important to see that they never ne-

glected or debased its physical roots. The education of desire meant arousing

and cultivating not only our spirituality, but also our sensuality. That we

must learn to accept and enjoy our sexuality, that we must see sexuality as

part of love, and that we must love someone sexually to be fulfilled human

beings were the central themes of Friedrich Schlegel’s novel Lucinde, which

shocked the public of his day. There Schlegel protests against repressive so-

cial norms that view sexuality as legitimate only in marriage, and that regard

marriage as a matter of domestic convenience. He could see nothing wrong

with divorce and a ménage à quatre if it led to the development of one’s indi-

viduality and humanity, and he could see nothing right with a marriage and

chastity if it resulted in repression and indignity.

An essential theme of Schlegel’s campaign for sexual liberation is his at-
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tack on sexual stereotypes. He criticizes the prevalent sexual norms that

limit men to an active and aggressive role and women to a passive and sub-

missive one. To better enjoy our sexuality, he advises couples to switch these

roles. There is no reason within human nature itself why men cannot de-

velop the passive, tender, and sentimental sides, and women develop their

active, dominant, and rational sides. Masculinity and femininity are proper-

ties of each person, regardless of their sex.

8. A Final Paradox

The romantic philosophy of education ends with a paradox. We have seen

that there was nothing more important to the romantics than Bildung, the

education of humanity. This was the central theme and goal of their ethics,

aesthetics, and politics. But, from a more practical perspective, there seems

to be nothing less important to the romantics than education. When it

comes to concrete suggestions about how to educate humanity—about what

specific institutional arrangements are to be made—the romantics fell silent.

There is very little in the writings of the romantics about the social and polit-

ical structure to be created to ensure the education of humanity.27

Such silence, however, was more the result of principle than negligence.

The reason for their taciturnity was their deep conviction that the self-

realization of the individual must derive from his freedom, which must not

be impaired by social and political arrangements. It is for this reason that

Friedrich Schlegel would write: “Humanity cannot be inoculated, and virtue

cannot be taught or learned, other than through friendship and love with

capable and genuine people, and other than through contact with ourselves,

with the divine within us.”28

The paradox of German romanticism is its utter commitment and devo-

tion to the education of humanity, and yet its recognition that it cannot and

ought not do anything to achieve it. We are left, then, with a striking gap be-

tween theory and practice, which it was the very purpose of romanticism to

overcome.
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C H A P T E R 7

Friedrich Schlegel:
The Mysterious Romantic

1. The Mystery

Scholars have often recognized Friedrich Schlegel’s leading role in the devel-

opment of early German romanticism (Frühromantik). He has generally been

given credit for formulating the concept of “romantic poetry” (romantische

Poesie), which became so characteristic of this movement. To be sure,

Schlegel did not invent the concept, which had a long history in German

aesthetics before him; but he did make it the defining aesthetic ideal of the

romantic circle.1 Thanks to him, romantische Poesie became the shibboleth of

the early romantic movement.

But if Schlegel’s role in the rise of Frühromantik is clear and uncontrover-

sial, the opposite must be said about his own philosophical development.

There has always been a deep mystery surrounding the origins of Schlegel’s

romantic aesthetic. Namely, it seems almost impossible to understand why

Schlegel became a romantic in the first place. Schlegel’s manifesto for ro-

mantic poetry in his famous 1798 Athenäumsfragment no. 116 seems to be a

complete volte face, a radical reversal of his own neoclassical aesthetic, which

he had defended passionately only a few years earlier in his neoclassical

writings. In his 1795 Über das Studium der griechischen Poesie, the so-called

Studiumaufsatz, Schlegel had already formulated, if only in crude outline, his

later concept of romantic poetry.2 Yet if in 1799 Schlegel embraced romantic

poetry, in 1795 he repudiated it.

Whence this reversal in attitude toward romantic poetry? Why did

Schlegel come to celebrate what he had once despised? Schlegel himself of-

fers no explanation. And his extremely complex intellectual development

presents a bewildering plethora of tantalizing clues and false leads. Yet there

is a reward for trying to find one’s way through the Schlegelian labyrinth.
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For if we can determine why Schlegel reversed himself, we will also know

something about the rationale for his romantic aesthetic. Given Schlegel’s

general historical significance, this should shed a little light on the genesis of

Frühromantik itself.

Schlegel’s conversion to romanticism has long been the subject of specula-

tion and controversy. Roughly, there have been two opposing schools of

opinion. One school stresses the discontinuity between the neoclassical and

romantic phase, claiming that Schlegel’s conversion must have been the re-

sult of some external influence.3 Various candidates have been cast in the

role of external agent: Goethe, Fichte, or Schiller, or some combination of

them. The other school emphasizes the continuity between the early and

later Schlegel, explaining the genesis of Schlegel’s romanticism from entirely

immanent or internal causes, such as his early fondness for romantic litera-

ture or the implicit logic of his philosophy of history. Sometimes these schol-

ars stress the continuity of Schlegel’s development to the point of denying

that there was a volte face in the first place.4 The emergence of Schlegel’s ro-

manticism, they maintain, was more a change of emphasis than a reversal in

doctrine.

My task here is to reexamine the old debates about the sources of

Schlegel’s romanticism. My reasons for doing so are twofold. First, the avail-

ability of new sources, especially the publication of Schlegel’s philosophi-

cal and literary notebooks, which appeared (respectively) in the Kritische

Ausgabe of Schlegel’s Werke only in 1963 and 1981.5 These notebooks were

not available when the battle lines of the old dispute were drawn; yet they

hold the key to Schlegel’s intellectual development from 1795 to 1798, the

crucial years for his conversion to romanticism. Second, there has been

much recent research on German philosophy in Jena during the late 1790s,

the context in which Schlegel’s conversion took place. This research pro-

gram was first conceived by Dieter Henrich, but then developed in great de-

tail by Marcelo Stamm, Wilhelm Baum, and Manfred Frank.6 Their work

has shed much light on Schlegel’s formative years in Jena, and more spe-

cifically on how his romantic aesthetic grew out of a philosophical climate

highly critical of foundationalism.

If we consider Schlegel’s development in the light of his notebooks and his

general intellectual context in Jena, it becomes clear that the decisive factor

in his conversion to romanticism was his critique of Fichte’s philosophy. This

is the diametrical opposite of the traditional view, which maintains that

Schlegel’s romantic aesthetic was nothing more than a poetic application of
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Fichte’s Wissenschaftslehre, “dichterisch übersteigerter Fichte.”7 Contrary to this

still common view, it was not Schlegel’s adoption but his rejection of the

Wissenschaftslehre that drove him toward his romantic aesthetic. Schlegel’s

shift from neoclassicism to romanticism parallels precisely—both chrono-

logically and logically—his earlier endorsement and later repudiation of

Fichte’s foundationalism, the doctrine that it is possible to establish the first

principles of all knowledge and to construct on their basis a complete sys-

tem. While Schlegel’s neoclassicism rested on his faith in Fichte’s founda-

tionalism, his romanticism grew out of his critique of Fichte’s foundation-

alism. Once Schlegel became convinced that it is impossible to establish

infallible first principles or a complete system of knowledge, he abandoned

his faith in the possibility of an objective aesthetics, which was the funda-

mental article of faith of his neoclassicism. Romanticism began to seem

more appealing to Schlegel precisely because it did not require the dogmatic

faith in the attainability of first principles and a complete system of knowl-

edge. Rather, the infinite longing and striving of the romantic aesthetic

seemed entirely appropriate to an antifoundationalist epistemological doc-

trine that stressed the purely regulative status of first principles and com-

plete systems. To be sure, the concept of romantic poetry was already in

place in Schlegel’s early classical writings; yet he reinterpreted and reap-

praised it in the light of his antifoundationalist epistemology. In a nutshell,

Schlegel’s romanticism was the aesthetics of antifoundationalism.

2. State of the Question

Before attempting to account for Schlegel’s volte face, it is necessary to con-

sider the precise problem in need of investigation. Since those scholars who

stress the continuity of Schlegel’s development sometimes deny that there

was a radical reversal in Schlegel’s views, they question whether there is re-

ally a phenomenon to be explained after all. It is of the first importance,

then, to show that there is indeed a problem, and to explain in what pre-

cisely it consists.

The mystery of Schlegel’s conversion arose from two apparent facts. First,

the close affinity between Schlegel’s early and later concept of romantic po-

etry. Second, Schlegel’s radical change of attitude toward romantic poetry,

which he first condemned and then celebrated. Those who defend the conti-

nuity of Schlegel’s development emphasize the point that the concept of ro-

mantic poetry is already present in his early writings; but it is necessary to

stress that this is not really the question at issue. This point is fully recog-
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nized even by those who stress the discontinuity of Schlegel’s development.8

The problem is to explain a change in attitude toward romantic poetry, not the

development of a completely new concept. Those who insist on the disconti-

nuity of Schlegel’s development are not necessarily committed to the view

that he created a completely new concept of poetry during his romantic

phase.

But the question remains: Are these “facts” only apparent? Is the early

concept of romantic poetry the same as the later one? And, if so, did

Schlegel really change his attitude toward romantic poetry?

If we closely reexamine Schlegel’s early concept of romantic poetry in the

Studiumaufsatz, there is indeed a remarkable resemblance between his early

and later concepts. Although in his early neoclassical writings Schlegel usu-

ally uses the terms “interesting” or “modern poetry,” and only very occa-

sionally “romantic” poetry,9 these terms still signify, at least in many striking

respects, what he later meant by “romantic” poetry. Schlegel ascribes the

following characteristics to interesting poetry: (1) a constant confusion or

mixtures of genres (I, 219); (2) an insatiable longing, an eternal striving

(I, 219, 223); (3) the presence of persiflage or irony (I, 334); (4) a focus

on the individual, the differences between things, at the expense of the uni-

versal, the similarities between things (I, 222); (5) a lack of concern with

pure beauty and an attempt to make art serve the interests of morality and

science (I, 220); (6) an absence of self-restraint, where goals are reached

only to be transcended (I, 219–220, 230); (7) an attempt to portray a whole

age, the culture of an epoch (I, 226–227); and (8) an attempt to fuse philoso-

phy and poetry (I, 242–243). Notoriously, all these features of interesting

poetry resurface, essentially unchanged, in Schlegel’s mature account of ro-

mantic poetry in the Kritische Fragmente, Athenäumsfragmente, and Gespräch

über Poesie.

All this does not mean, of course, that there are not some important dif-

ferences between interesting and romantic poetry. While both reveal a con-

cern with the individual, Schlegel later stresses how romantic poetry also

strives for an ideal of totality, universality, and wholeness. Furthermore,

Schlegel does not entirely reject his earlier concept of classical poetry; rather,

he attempts to integrate elements of it into his new concept of romantic po-

etry, which would be a constantly evolving and infinitely elastic classicism.10

Finally, Schlegel’s later concept of romantic poetry is more philosophical

than his earlier concept of interesting poetry, which has a more historical

and aesthetic meaning.

It is equally clear that Schlegel also reversed his attitude toward romantic
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poetry. In his 1797 Kritische Fragmente Schlegel explicitly repudiated his ear-

lier neoclassicism, and he even expressly disavowed his “early philosophi-

cal musicals.”11 Flatly contrary to the neoclassicism of the Studiumaufsatz,

Athenäumsfragment no. 116 declares that all poetry should be romantic: “The

romantic form of poetry is the only form that is more than a form and poetry

itself; for in a certain sense all poetry is or should be romantic.”12 Schlegel

now describes romantic poetry in the same terms as interesting poetry: it

consists in the use of irony, the mixture of genres, the striving or longing

for infinity, the attempt to fuse poetry and philosophy, and the attempt to

portray the individual and a whole age. Yet now Schlegel casts all these

characteristics in a positive light, portraying them as necessary elements of

all true poetry.

3. Continuity and Discontinuity in
Schlegel’s Development

The similarities between Schlegel’s early and later concept of romantic po-

etry, and his change in attitude toward it, provide sufficient warrant to talk

about a reversal in Schlegel’s development. Still, this is not the end of the

dispute, for those who stress the continuity of Schlegel’s development some-

times admit that there is a reversal in attitude. But, for two reasons, they

tend to understate or downplay it. First, they point out that Schlegel’s prede-

liction for romantic poetry, and not only his concept of it, was also present in

his early neoclassical writings. Second, they also argue that Schlegel’s classi-

cal aesthetic was inconsistent with many of his more fundamental doctrines,

especially his philosophy of history. On these grounds, they conclude that

there was not a radical or fundamental break in Schlegel’s development af-

ter all. For when Schlegel later converted to romanticism he did nothing

more than reveal his more basic preferences and draw the proper conclusion

from his more fundamental doctrines.

Certainly, the young Schlegel did have a fondness for modern litera-

ture, which did not sit well with his professed neoclassicism. Nowhere is this

predilection more apparent than in his judgment on Shakespeare in the

Studiumaufsatz.13 Although Schlegel regards Shakespeare as “the apex of

modern poetry”—the very poetry he abhors—he also deeply, almost se-

cretly, admires him. Thus he writes that Shakespeare unites “the most entic-

ing blossoms of romantic fantasy, the gigantic greatness of the gothic heroic

period, the finest traits of modern sociability, and the deepest and richest po-
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etic philosophy” (I, 249). As if this were not enough, Schlegel then goes on

to defend Shakespeare against narrow neoclassical critics, who fail to under-

stand him by judging him according to narrow rules (I, 249–250). Schlegel

also venerates that other great master of modern poetry, Dante, whose Di-

vine Comedy he finds to be “sublime” (I, 233). Such, indeed, is Schlegel’s

fondness for modern literature that, in writing the retrospective preface to

the Studiumaufsatz, he defends himself against the charge of a one-sided clas-

sicism by openly confessing his love for early modern literature (I, 208).

Doubtless, there are also some deep tensions in Schlegel’s early writings,

almost all of which arose from the conflict between his narrow and fanatical

neoclassicism and his broad and liberal philosophy of history. While his neo-

classical aesthetics claims absolute validity—the right to judge all works of art

according to the criteria of order, harmony, and proportion—his philosophy

of history limits these standards to the classical epoch alone. According to his

philosophy of history, the two fundamental epochs of Western history—an-

cient and modern culture—are directed by completely opposed principles.14

The basic principle behind ancient culture is nature or instinct (Trieb), where

the ends of action are set by nature and the understanding finds only the

means for their fulfillment. The central principle behind modern culture,

however, is freedom or reason, where the ends of action are set by our own

spontaneous activity and where nature provides only the means for their

fulfillment. Corresponding to these opposed principles, each culture devel-

oped its unique conception of history. While ancient culture had a cyclical

view of history, because nature acts in cycles from birth to death, modern

culture has a progressive concept of history, because complete freedom is an

infinite ideal that we can only approach through endless striving.

The opposing principles of classical and modern culture seem to imply

that it would be absurd to judge one culture, and its forms of literature, in

terms of another. Sure enough, Schlegel himself sometimes draws just this

conclusion. In his Studiumaufsatz he admits at one point that it would be in-

appropriate to expect the infinite striving of modern culture to end in the

classical ideal of beauty (I, 255). Then, in an unpublished 1795 essay,15

Schlegel is perfectly explicit in affirming the autonomy of each culture (I,

640). While he claims that the path toward reviving modern culture lies in

imitating the ancients, he also stresses that all true imitation comes from

“inner independence” and “free appropriation” (I, 638). We are warned not

to live like beggars who live off the alms of the past (I, 640). Schlegel goes so

far as to limit the role of ancient art to providing only examples for modern
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art. All that we receive from the ancients is the materials for a new culture,

he explains, while from the moderns we learn the direction it should take

(I, 638).

There are other passages from Schlegel’s neoclassical writings where he

states or implies that the principles of modern culture are even superior to

those of classical culture. He defines Bildung, for example, as the develop-

ment of human freedom, a definition that would limit all culture to the

modern epoch alone (I, 230). While he praises the Greeks for attaining

aesthetic perfection, he also stresses that they could do so only because their

goals were so limited. Indeed, the very achievement of their goals meant

that the eventual decline of their culture was inevitable (I, 35). The great-

ness of modern culture, however, consists in the fact that its goals are

infinite, demanding nothing less than a constant striving (I, 640). Our short-

comings are our hopes, as he once put it, because even though modern man

cannot achieve his ideals they are infinite.16

Given Schlegel’s secret liking for Shakespeare and Dante, and given his

statements about modern culture’s independence from, and even superior-

ity over, ancient culture, it would seem only natural for him to have a posi-

tive attitude toward modern romantic literature. The conversion to roman-

tic poetry therefore seems entirely implicit in his early neoclassical phase. It

arises less from a break with the past than from his immanent development.

It seems as if all Schlegel did in proclaiming his romantic aesthetic is reveal

his true colors and shed the pose or disguise of neoclassicism.

There can be no doubt, then, that, to an important extent, Schlegel’s ro-

manticism was already latent in his earlier views. It is worthwhile to stress

the point if only because talking about Schlegel’s break with his past tends

to dramatize discontinuity at the expense of continuity. Nevertheless, it is

also necessary to insist upon a break and a rupture. Even when we recog-

nize Schlegel’s secret fondness for romantic authors, even when we admit

his celebration of modern culture, and even when we appreciate the inner

logic of his philosophy of history, he still surprises us. For Schlegel deliber-

ately underplays, restrains, and resists these elements of his earlier views be-

cause of his almost fanatical neoclassicism, his belief that all art should be

judged according to the standard of beauty. It would be a mistake to regard

Schlegel’s neoclassicism as little more than a pose, as a shallow or lightly

held opinion. It would be indeed a caricature to regard the young Schlegel as

little more than a crypto- or protoromantic, for his neoclassicism also had its

deep roots. Those who one-sidedly insist on the continuity of Schlegel’s de-

velopment do not see how far down these roots go.
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The sources of Schlegel’s neoclassicism were Winckelmann and Kant.

From Winckelmann, Schlegel acquired two fundamental beliefs: that the

purpose of all art should be to portray beauty, and that imitation consists

not in copying individuals in nature but in reproducing the ideal form be-

hind nature.17 It was indeed Winckelmann who inspired all Schlegel’s classi-

cal studies, since his ambition was to be the Winckelmann of Greek poetry.

From Kant, Schlegel gained his belief in the autonomy of art, its indepen-

dence from the claims of morality and science, and its intrinsic value as

a realm of pure play and contemplation.18 These Winckelmannian and

Kantian doctrines coalesced in Schlegel’s belief that the purpose of art is

to create an ideal and completely autonomous realm of beauty.19 Schlegel

could not abandon his neoclassicism, then, without departing from such ba-

sic principles.

It was this Winckelmannian devotion to beauty, this Kantian insistence

on autonomy, that motivated Schlegel’s harsh verdict upon modern litera-

ture. If beauty demands restraint, conformity to universal forms, then mod-

ern literature goes astray in mixing genres and giving complete freedom to

the artist. Furthermore, if beauty should be autonomous, then modern liter-

ature is corrupt in making art serve the interests of morality and science, and

in pandering to the interests of its readers. Finally, if beauty consists in com-

plete satisfaction, then modern literature is perverse in its incessent longing,

its eternal striving toward infinite goals. Not content simply to damn mod-

ern literature from the higher standpoint of classical beauty, Schlegel devel-

ops an immanent critique of modern literature, which attempts to show how

it will inevitably destroy itself by its own inner tendencies and values. He ar-

gues at length in the Studiumaufsatz that modern literature is heading toward

a crisis that can be resolved only by the creation of a new classicism. The

infinite striving and eternal longing of modern culture is leading to complete

exhaustion and emptiness because it never ends in the complete satisfaction

of beauty. Each writer strives to be more interesting than the last by creating

novel effects to please the public (I, 238). Either this tendency will end in

complete bankruptcy or it will correct itself when writers finally acknowl-

edge the need for a new aesthetics of beauty.

Besides his Winckelmannian and Kantian heritage, there was another

source of Schlegel’s neoclassicism. This was his equation of classicism with

another fervantly held belief: the possibility of criticism. Like many in

the neoclassical tradition, Schlegel identified the characteristics of classical

beauty—order, harmony, proportion, and restraint—with the universal and

necessary standards of all art. If these characteristics did not have an abso-
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lute authority, it seemed as if there could be no criticism at all. It was indeed

in just this respect that the young Schlegel was eager to take issue with

Kant. For all his debts to Kant, he still could not accept Kant’s argument in

the Kritik der Urteilskraft that there could be no rules for taste. To Schlegel,

this was tantamount to the claim that there could be no objective criticism

at all, for all criticism requires the application of universal standards and

rules. Hence it was one of Schlegel’s early ambitions to provide the founda-

tion for just such objective criticism, a science of aesthetics. He duly sketched

several drafts for a deduction of beauty, a proof of its universal and necessary

qualities.20

It is precisely here that Fichte’s foundationalism played a crucial role in

Schlegel’s neoclassical aesthetics. It was Fichte’s Wissenschaftslehre that sup-

ported his belief in the possibility of establishing a science of aesthetics, a sci-

ence that would provide the critic with universal and necessary rules of

taste. Just as Fichte had discovered the first principles of reason, and so se-

cured a firm foundation for Kant’s critical philosophy, so Schlegel believed it

would now be possible to determine the first principles of beauty, and so

provide a sound basis for a science of aesthetics and criticism. Hence, at the

close of his Studiumaufsatz, Schlegel states that, after Fichte’s discovery of the

foundation of philosophy, there cannot be any reasonable doubt about the

possibility of an objective aesthetics (I, 358). Along with his studies of Greek

poetry, Schlegel now planned to publish his own “Euclidean poetics” to de-

velop his own science of aesthetics, which would provide the ultimate philo-

sophical foundation of his neoclassicism.

The dependence of Schlegel’s neoclassical aesthetic on Fichte’s founda-

tionalism is most apparent in the Studiumaufsatz when Schlegel stresses how

all imitation of the Greeks ultimately requires knowing the universal stan-

dards of beauty (I, 347). Like Winckelmann, Schlegel denies the possibility

of imitating Greek art simply by observing and copying particular works;

one first has to know the universal laws of beauty itself. Hence Schlegel ar-

gues that to understand any particular work of art it is necessary to know

the whole of Greek culture; but to know Greek culture, he writes, one must

already have “an objective philosophy of history” and “an objective philoso-

phy of art.” In other words, if there could not be such an objective aesthet-

ics, there could not even be imitation of Greek art, so that the whole neo-

classical aesthetic would collapse.

It should now be clear that there was a deep tension in Schlegel’s early

philosophy that could not be removed without a radical upheaval. What-
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ever Schlegel’s early liking for romantic art, and whatever the implications

of his philosophy of history, he could not develop them without abandoning

his classicism. But Schlegel could not disavow his classicism without surren-

dering his Winckelmannian devotion to beauty, his Kantian faith in the au-

tonomy of art, and, worst of all, his belief in the possibility of criticism in the

classical sense.

4. The Question of External Influence

Given the difficulties of explaining Schlegel’s conversion to romanticism

from the internal evolution of his classicism, and given that it involves

some break in his philosophical development, it seems necessary to postu-

late some external influence as the source of his conversion. Hitherto the

most popular candidates for this role have been Goethe and Schiller.

The case for Goethe’s influence was first put forward by Rudolf Haym

in his masterly Die romantische Schule.21 Haym noted the remarkable resem-

blance between Schlegel’s concept of romantische Poesie in Athenäumsfragment

no. 116 and his description of Goethe’s Wilhelm Meister. The key to under-

standing Schlegel’s concept, Haym argued, is that romantische Poesie is the

same as Poesie des Romans, where the paradigm of the Roman was Goethe’s

Wilhelm Meister. Though Haym’s hypothesis is quite old and has been sub-

ject to some trenchant criticism, it has been revived very recently by Ernst

Behler.22

Haym’s thesis suffers from at least two difficulties. First, on sheer chrono-

logical grounds, it is unlikely that Goethe’s work made Schlegel abandon his

classicism. On the contrary, Schlegel admired it precisely for its classical vir-

tues. In his Studiumaufsatz Schlegel had described Goethe’s poetry as “the

dawn of genuine art” because it seemed to achieve anew the classical ideal

of pure beauty (I, 260). Schlegel continued to admire Goethe’s work for its

classical virtues as late as the summer of 1796, when he praised Goethe’s

poem Idyll because it was written in the classical Greek sense.23 As we shall

soon see, however, it was around just this time that Schlegel began his criti-

cism of Fichte’s philosophy, which would soon undermine the basis for his

classicism. Second, as Körner and Eichner have argued, Schlegel’s private

views about Wilhelm Meister show that he did not regard it as the paradigm of

a romantic work.24 Thus, in mid-1797, when Schlegel most probably began

his intensive study of Goethe’s work, he wrote that “Goethe is not roman-

tic,” “Goethe has a poor idea of the Roman,” and that Goethe has “no idea of
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romantic totality.”25 He was explicit that “A perfect novel must be much

more of a romantic work than Wilhelm Meister,” and he refused to call Goe-

the’s work a romantische Roman, a tribute he would pay only to Cervantes’s

Don Quixote.26 It is indeed significant that, in his published review of Wilhelm

Meister, Schlegel refrained from ever calling it a Roman. While there cannot

be any doubt that Schlegel admired Goethe’s work, that was more because

of its promise than its achievement. He saw romantic “tendencies” in Goe-

the’s work, which, if they were only fully developed, could lead to a revival

of the novel.27 Yet because these were only tendencies it was not possible

to maintain that Wilhelm Meister was the “non plus ultra” (Haym) of roman-

tic art. Rather than deriving his concept of romantic poetry from Wilhelm

Meister, as Haym and Behler assume, it is much more likely that Schlegel

simply read his own already formed concept of romantic poetry into Goe-

the’s work.

The case for Schiller’s influence has been made most persuasively by

Arthur Lovejoy in a celebrated 1920 article.28 Since then, Schiller’s seminal

influence on Schlegel has become something of a dogma.29 According to

Lovejoy, Schlegel’s conversion to romanticism arose from his reading of

Schiller’s Über naive und sentimentalische Dichtung, which was first published

in the Horen in 1795, shortly after Schlegel finished the body of his Studi-

umaufsatz but before he wrote its preface. Supposedly, Schillers’s treatise

made him realize that much more could be said in behalf of modern poetry,

and it led to an embarrasing recantation of his classicism in the preface to

the Studiumaufsatz.

It is not difficult to understand how Schiller’s treatise could have an im-

pact on Schlegel. Schiller made a distinction between ancient and modern

culture that corresponds roughly with Schlegel’s own. Like Schlegel, Schiller

assumes that ancient culture is governed by nature, whereas modern cul-

ture is ruled by reason.30 While the ancients lived in immediate unity with

nature, moderns strive to return to that unity, which they have lost with the

growth of culture. Schiller’s distinction between naive and sentimental po-

etry follows from his general distinction between ancient and modern cul-

ture. While the ancient poet imitates nature, because he lives in immediate

unity with it, the modern poet idealizes nature, longing to return to the unity

he has lost.31 Like Schlegel, Schiller thinks that the ancient poet realized his

goals because they are very limited, while the modern strives for an unat-

tainable infinite ideal.32 Unlike Schlegel, however, Schiller does not hesitate

to draw the proper conclusions from his distinctions. He argues that since
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classical and modern poetry are governed by such distinct principles and

goals, it would be absurd to judge one in terms of the other.33

It would seem, then, that Schlegel only had to read Schiller’s treatise for

him to draw the same conclusions from his own very similar principles.

Since these conclusions were already implicit in his own work, and since he

was already disposed to draw them, all that he needed to cast off the shell of

his classicism was Schiller’s example.34 Sure enough, there can be no doubt

that Schiller’s work had an impact on Schlegel. No sooner had he finished

his Studiumaufsatz than he read Shiller’s treatise, which set him thinking for

days. He describes its impact in a letter to his brother: “Schiller’s theory of

the sentimental has occupied me so much, that for a few days now I could

do nothing more than read it and take notes. If you can read my treatise [the

Studiumaufsatz] you will understand why it interests me so much. Schiller

has really explained some things for me. When something cooks so much

inside me, I am incapable of taking up anything else. The decision to work

out a sketch of my poetics for publication is now firm.”35

Given Schlegel’s own admission of Schiller’s influence, and given the

strong similarity in logical structure between Schiller’s and Schlegel’s theo-

ries, the case for Schiller’s influence seems beyond doubt. Still, a closer ex-

amination of the evidence shows that the kind of influence Schiller had

on Schlegel was the very opposite of what is usually assumed: it inspired

Schlegel not to abandon but to defend his classicism.

The evidence stated in behalf of Schiller’s influence, apart from the (just

cited) letter to his brother, is the preface to the Studiumaufsatz, which

Schlegel wrote shortly after completing the main work and reading

Schiller’s treatise. Here Schlegel explicitly admits that Schiller’s treatise has

made him understand that much more could be said in behalf of modern po-

etry, and he begs the reader not to take his harsh verdict against modern po-

etry as his final word on the subject (I, 207, 209). These statements have

been taken to mean that Schlegel now makes the interesting into the proper

standard to judge modern works.36 Yet Schlegel really says nothing of the

kind. Considered in context, the passage where he concedes that Schiller

has widened his view of modern poetry turns out to mean only that the con-

cept of modern poetry is also applicable to the poets of late antiquity (I, 209).

Hence Schlegel says only that there are elements of modern or sentimental

poetry in the pastoral poetry of the Romans and in the erotic poetry of the

Greeks (I, 209–210). Rather than making Schlegel doubt his verdict against

modern poetry, Schiller’s analysis of the forms of sentimental poetry has
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only confirmed his opinion that it is all interested poetry because it desires

and believes in the reality of its ideal (I, 211). For Schlegel, this was tanta-

mount to saying that sentimental poetry had forfeited the ideal of aesthetic

autonomy, whose only goal should be free play, quite apart from the reality

of its creation.

So far is Schlegel from abandoning his neoclassical aesthetic that he em-

barks on a new defense of it. The preface reaffirms the basis premises of his

general argument: that (1) modern poetry is essentially interested, making

poetry serve the ends of morality and knowledge, that (2) beauty should

be disinterested, and that (3) beauty should be the sole ideal of all poetry

(I, 211, 214). Schlegel is now willing to grant, however, that more could be

said in behalf of modern poetry, and he proceeds to sketch a “deduction” of

its necessity. It becomes clear from his deduction, however, that modern po-

etry has only a provisional or hypothetical validity. Its value is only that

it prepares the ground for, or is a necessary stage toward, the rebirth of a

new classical poetry. The conclusion of his deduction leaves no doubt about

his abiding antimodernism: “According to this deduction, which is grounded

on a proper science, applied poetics, the interesting is that which has a

provisonal aesthetic worth. Of course, the interesting necessarily has a

moral content: but whether it has worth I rather doubt. The good and true

should be done or known, not exhibited or felt” (I, 214). There could not

have been a more anti-Schillerian conclusion!

The most striking passage in favor of the traditional interpretation is

where Schlegel seems to concede a merely hypothetical validity to all his

own neoclassical judgments of modern poetry. He writes: “If there are pure

laws of beauty and art, then they must be valid without exception. But if

one takes these pure laws, without further determination and guidelines in their

application, as the rule for the evaluation of modern poetry: then the judg-

ment cannot be other than modern poetry, which almost completely contra-

dicts these laws, has no worth at all” (I, 208). Such a conclusion, Schlegel

then declares, is completely contrary to our feeling. One must admit this

contradiction, he says, to discover the proper character of modern poetry, to

explain the need for a classical poetry, and to provide “a striking vindication

of the moderns.”

Yet here again it is necessary to place this passage in its wider context. If

Schlegel now casts his judgments of modern poetry in hypothetical form,

that is not because he doubts them, and still less because he retracts them.

Rather, Schlegel is conceding only that he still has to provide some justifica-
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tion for his principles, which he could only presuppose in a work of criticism

whose task is to apply rules that have been demonstrated elsewhere. When

Schlegel told his brother that he is now resolved to write his “sketch of my

poetics” it is precisely because he now realizes he must defend the very laws

Schiller has questioned. Hence Schiller’s treatise has motivated him not to

abandon but to defend his neoclassicism. Thus he later tells his brother in a

letter dated March 6, 1796 that he wrote a long preface to his Studiumaufsatz

because “I could not push this birth so naked into the world” (XXIII, 287).

He then reaffirms his resolve to publish his “poetischen Euklides,” his rigorous

a priori demonstration of the objective standards of criticism.

In sum, it could not have been Schiller who convinced Schlegel to aban-

don his neoclassicism. Even after the publication of the Studiumaufsatz and

his reading of Schiller’s treatise, Schlegel was as firm as ever in his neo-

classicism; indeed, he was resolved to make a definitive defense of it.

Only one final point appears to stand in the way of this conclusion. In

his retrospective July 20, 1796, letter to Schiller, Schlegel declared that his

Studiumaufsatz filled him with “Eckel und Unwillen” and that he was on the

verge of withdrawing it from publication (XXIII, 322). He then thanked

Schiller for the instruction he received from his essay on sentimental po-

etry.37 This letter could be read as a complete retraction of the Studiumaufsatz

due to Schiller’s influence. But such a conclusion, it is necessary to realize,

would be anachronistic. When Schlegel wrote this letter he had already

moved away from the foundationalism involved in his neoclassicism. He

had renounced a position that he no longer held for independent reasons,

having nothing to do with Schiller’s influence.

What, then, were these reasons? What made Schlegel finally reject his

neoclassicism, despite his resolve to defend it? The answer ultimately

lies with Schlegel’s complicated relationship to Fichte, which we must now

explore.

5. Schlegel and Fichte, 1795–1797

Schlegel’s first knowledge of Fichte goes back to his Dresden years (January

1794–June 1796). His initial opinions about Fichte were deeply flattering,

revealing all the naivité and enthusiasm of youth. He wrote his brother Au-

gust Wilhelm in August 1795 that Fichte was “the greatest metaphysical

thinker now living,” and that he was “the kind of intellectual Hamlet had

sought in vain” because he had united thinking and acting (XXIII, 248).
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Such, indeed, was the young Schlegel’s admiration for Fichte that he placed

him as a thinker above Kant and Spinoza, and as a popular writer above

Rousseau.38

The reasons for Schlegel’s admiration for Fichte were complex. They were

in part philosophical. Like many in the early 1790s, Schlegel saw Fichte as

the first thinker to complete Kant’s Copernican Revolution. It was Fichte

who had finally discovered the foundation of the critical philosophy, and

who had created a complete and consistent system of idealism.39 While

Schlegel would soon voice his doubts about Fichte’s idealism, he never

ceased to regard it as an achievement of the greatest cultural significance. He

wrote in a famous aphorism that Fichte’s Wissenschaftslehre—along with the

French Revolution and Goethe’s Wilhelm Meister—was one of the greatest

tendencies of the age.40 Fichte’s idealism had become “the central point and

foundation of the new German literature,” he wrote in 1802, because it ex-

pressed the spirit of freedom characteristic of the modern age, which was the

heart and soul of the new romantic literature.41

There were not only philosophical but also political motives behind

Schlegel’s admiration for Fichte. Since 1793 Schlegel had allied himself with

the Revolution in France, and his political interests became so strong that

they eventually began to overshadow his classical studies.42 In 1796 he pub-

lished his most radical political essay, “Ueber den Begriff des Republikanis-

mus,” which defends a left-wing interpretation of republican principles, and

which criticizes Kant for both restricting the franchise and denying the right

of revolution.43 Given his political commitments, it is not surprising that

Schlegel admired Fichte, who was one of the most famous German spokes-

men for the French Revolution. It is indeed no accident that when Schlegel

praises Fichte so highly in his August 1795 letter he refers to Fichte’s Beyträge

zur Berichtigung der Urtheile des Publikums über die franzöische Revolution, a radi-

cal defense of the course of the Revolution.

There can be no doubt that, during his Dresden years, Schlegel completely

endorsed the foundationalist program of Fichte’s Wissenschaftslehre.44 He

seems to be fully convinced not only that there is a first principle in philoso-

phy, but also that Fichte has discovered it. In his 1795 Studiumaufsatz, for ex-

ample, he praised Fichte for establishing the foundation of the critical phi-

losophy, and he stated that there could no longer be any reasonable doubt

about the possibility of an objective system of aesthetics (KA I, 358). In his

1796 fragment “Von der Schönheit der Dichtkunst” he reaffirmed his faith

in an objective aesthetics, which would be based on the fundamental princi-
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ples of practical philosophy, whose foundation had been established by

Fichte (KA XVI, 5, 17–18, 22). Finally, in “Ueber den Begriff des Republi-

kanismus” he began his deduction of republican principles from the

Fichtean postulate “The ego ought to be” (VII, 15–16).

If Schlegel were ever a disciple of Fichte, it was only for a short time, prob-

ably at most for a year, from the summer of 1795 to the summer of 1796.45 It

was in the summer of 1796 that Schlegel began to have his first doubts

about Fichte’s philosophy. In late July he visited his friend Novalis, who

might have imparted to him some of his reservations about Fichte’s ideal-

ism;46 and in early August he went to Jena, where he associated with the

Niethammer circle, whose antifoundationalism seemed to rub off on him.47

Some of the notebook entries from the autumn of 1786 indicate a growing

skepticism about, and disillusionment with, foundationalism. Thus Schlegel

now wrote of skepticism: “There is still no consistent σκ [skepticism]; it is

surely worthwhile to establish one. σκ [skepticism] = permanent insurrec-

tion” (no. 94, XVIII, 12). He then complained about Reinhold’s founda-

tionalist program: “Reinhold, the first among the Kantian sophists, has or-

ganized Kantianism and created misunderstanding.—He is a seeker after

foundations (Grundsucher)” (no. 5, XVIII, 19). Referring to “the regressive

tendency of the hypercritics” (no. 4, XVIII, 19), Schlegel also began to dis-

tance himself from those Kantians who swore by the spirit of his philosophy

(no. 191, XVIII, 36). These “hypercritics” could well have been Fichte and

Schelling.48

Schlegel’s doubts about Fichte’s philosophy only intensified after his first

meeting with Fichte in August 1796. After a conversation with Fichte he

complained to C. G. Körner that Fichte had too little idea of things that did

not directly concern him, and that he was especially weak in every science

that has an object.49 Schlegel was puzzled that physics and history simply did

not interest Fichte. He then made an astonishing revelation: Fichte told him

he would rather count peas than study history! These misgivings proved to

be decisive, for one of the main reasons for Schlegel’s later break with Fichte

came down to the lack of realism and history in his system.

Schlegel began an intensive study of Fichte’s philosophy sometime during

the winter of 1796. He began to write down some of his criticisms and obser-

vations, which he hoped to publish in the form of an essay provisionally en-

titled “The Spirit of the Wissenschaftslehre.”50 The result of his investigations,

he told Körner January 30, 1797, is that he had not only come to clarity

about some fundamental points, but that he had also “decisively separated
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himself from the Wissenschaftslehre” (XVIII, 343). Though the essay was

never written, the notes for it remain, revealing many of Schlegel’s early res-

ervations about Fichte’s philosophy.

Many of his doubts concern the form and method of the Wissenschaftslehre.

Schlegel is especially critical of Fichte’s foundationalism, casting scorn on

Fichte’s claims to have a complete system and irrefutable first principles. It is

easy simply to deny some of his fundamental first principles (no. 126, 31),51

which themselves stand in need of proof. Why not say, for example, that the

non-ego posits itself absolutely? (no. 51, 510). It is futile to think, however,

that these principles could be proven because there is never an end to de-

duction, given that any proposition can be proven in myriads of ways (no.

129, 30; nos. 9 and 12, 518). Furthermore, Fichte’s system is far too mathe-

matical and abstract, leaving out the positive reality of experience; all his de-

ductions can at best only derive abstractions, not the individual facts of ex-

perience (no. 141, 152). Given such doubts about Fichte’s foundationalism,

it is not surprising to find Schlegel treating the Wissenschaftslehre as a work of

literature rather than philosophy. The Wissenschaftslehre is Fichte’s Werther

(no. 220, 38), and as rhetorical as Fichte himself, “a Fichtean exposition of

the Fichtean spirit in Fichtean letters” (no. 144, 33). All Fichte’s bluster and

seriousness makes him a comic figure: he is like the drunk who tirelessly

climbs atop his horse and, “transcending it,” only falls down again (no.

138, 32).

Besides his notes for the “Geist der Wissenschaftslehre,” Schlegel had sev-

eral other collections of fragments in his notebooks that also focus upon

Fichte.52 These too show how much Schlegel had completely broken with

Fichte’s philosophy. One central theme of these collections is that Fichte is a

mystic, and that like all mystics he begins his philosophy by postulating

something absolute (no. 2, 3). This makes everything too easy, however, be-

cause once we postulate the absolute we can explain everything; but the

real question is what gives us the right to postulate it in the first place (no.

71, 512). Schlegel thinks that in relying on a mystical experience—he has in

mind intellectual intuition—Fichte has forfeited the demands of criticism,

which do not allow us to appeal to some infallible experience (no. 52, 93;

nos. 8–9, 12). Another basic theme of these notes is that Fichte has ignored

the whole realm of history, which is vital to show the necessity of his own

system. To justify the Wissenschaftslehre we should see how it arose, why it

was necessary to solve the problems of its historical context; but that means

we cannot separate the Wissenschaftslehre from the history of philosophy it-
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self (no. 20, 520). Although it is indeed necessary to distinguish between the

transcendental and empirical ego (no. 135, 31), Fichte’s philosophy is still

guilty of a kind of “empirical egoism,” Schlegel argues, because it limits the

experience of the subject to the eternal present, ignoring the historical di-

mension of self-consciousness that links us to the past and the future (no.

31; 508).

If we were to summarize the positive recommendations deriving from

Schlegel’s critique, it would be that philosophy must become completely

regulative regarding its claims to first principles and a complete system. The

only dimension of Fichte’s philosophy that Schlegel wants to maintain are

the doctrines that the ego consists in activity, and more specifically the activ-

ity of infinite striving. It is with striving, he insists, that philosophy should

begin and end (no. 18, 101; no. 5, 13). But this very Fichtean theme is

turned against Fichte himself, because it is made to apply to first principles

and complete systems, which are now made into regulative ideals. Thus

Schlegel reads Fichte’s first principle “The ego posits itself absolutely” as an

imperative: “The ego ought to be absolute”(no. 187, 36). This strategy of

reading Fichte’s foundationalism in strictly regulative terms was virtually a

commonplace among the Niethammer circle, and it shows the profound ex-

tent to which Schlegel was indebted to the philosophical atmosphere in

Jena.

6. An Antifoundationalist Epistemology

In the course of his reflections on Fichte’s philosophy in the winter of 1796–

1797, Schlegel sketched the outlines of an antifoundationalist epistemology

that would ultimately transform his aesthetic doctrines. This epistemology

appears chiefly in Schlegel’s notebooks; but it also emerges in published

form in the Kritische and Athenäumsfragmente. We can best summarize the

antifoundationalist epistemology contained in these writings by stressing

the following themes.

First Principles

Schlegel criticized the classical foundationalist doctrine, reaffirmed by

Reinhold and Fichte, that philosophy must begin with a self-evident first

principle and then derive all other beliefs by a chain of deduction from it.

Schlegel made two objections against it. First, that any proposition, even the
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apparently self-evident, can be doubted; it too must be demonstrated, so

that there is an infinite regress of justification. Second, that there is an

infinite number of ways of proving any proposition, such that we can con-

tinue to perfect our proofs ad infinitum.53 For these reasons, Schlegel con-

cludes: “There are no first principles that are universally efficient compan-

ions and guides to truth” (no. 13, XVIII, 518).

Schlegel’s skepticism about first principles is also apparent in his attitude

toward the geometric method, which had for so long been the model for

foundationalist epistemology. In his Athenäumsfragment no. 82 he laughs at

its pretensions, claiming that defining and demonstrating a proposition is

pointless. There are an infinite number of real definitions for any individual,

and any proposition can be demonstrated in all kinds of ways. The main

point is to have something interesting to say and then just to say it, follow-

ing the “thetical method” where we set down “the pure facts of reflection

without concealment, adulteration, or artificial distortion” (II, 178).

Critique

Schlegel accepts the fundamental demand of the critical philosophy: that all

beliefs submit to criticism. However, he insists on applying this demand to

the critical philosophy itself, so that it becomes metacritical. This demand for

a metacritical philosophy appears constantly in the notebooks where

Schlegel calls for a “philosophy of philosophy.” The same theme emerges in

the Athenäumsfragmente: “Now that philosophy criticizes everything that

comes before it, a critique of philosophy would be nothing better than a jus-

tified reprisal” (no. 56, II, 173) Of course, the radicalization of criticism into

metacriticism involves skepticism; but Schlegel does not shirk from this con-

clusion, insisting on the value of a real skepticism that “begins and ends with

an infinite number of contradictions” (no. 400, II, 240–241).

True to such skepticism and his rejection of first principles, Schlegel ques-

tions the possibility of criticizing all claims to knowledge prior to making any

such claims. We cannot bracket all claims to knowledge, and then evaluate

them before we make them; for not only does the application of a standard

of knowledge imply a claim to knowledge, but also we know the powers and

limits of our cognitive powers only by using them. This means that we

should be critical of our cognitive powers not before but while using them. In

other words, criticism must be integrated with the process of enquiry and

cannot stand apart from it.54
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The Myth of the Given

Schlegel is as critical of empiricism as rationalism regarding the possibility of

providing a secure foundation of knowledge. He questions the given hard

data of senses no less than the infallible first principles of reason. This is the

message of Athenäumsfragment no. 226 where Schlegel maintains that we

can do history only with the guidance of hypotheses (II, 202). He argues that

we cannot state that something happens unless we can say what happens;

but to determine what happens we first must use concepts. Hence facts are

such only through the concepts we use to identify them. Schlegel explains

that this does not mean that anything can be a fact nor that we can use any

concept to determine them, for among the large number of possible con-

cepts only some can be used to identify a fact. Still, he insists that it is the

task of the critical philosopher to be aware of which concepts he uses; other-

wise, he will simply accept them according to chance or caprice. The main

mistake to guard against, he warns, is the pretension that one has “pure

solid empirical facts [Empirie] entirely a posteriori,” for this is only to sanc-

tion “an extremely one-sided, highly dogmatic and transcendent a priori

view.”

System

Schlegel’s antifoundationalism makes him ambivalent about the ideal of a

system.55 He both affirms and denies this ideal. He denies it in the classical

rationalist sense of a body of knowledge derived from, and organized

around, a single self-evident first principle. There is no perfect system, in his

view, because there are so many ways of organizing knowledge, and no sin-

gle one can claim to be the sole truth. But Schlegel also affirms the ideal of a

system because the only criterion of truth now left to him is internal coher-

ence. Following the Kantian tradition, he abandons the standard of truth as

correspondence and replaces it with coherence. Rather than correspon-

dence with some unknowable realm of being, and rather than deduction

from some indubitable first principle, the only standard of truth is now the

mutual support of propositions in a whole (Wechselerweis). The proper form

of a system is not linear, where we derive all propositions from a single prin-

ciple in a unique deductive chain (no. 16, II, 22; no. 518, II, 521), but circu-

lar, where we can begin from any proposition and return to it because all

propositions are interconnected.56
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Schlegel’s ambivalent attitude toward the possibility of a system is per-

fectly summarized by a fragment from the Athenäum: “It is equally false for

the spirit to have a system, and not to have one. It therefore must decide to

unite them both” (no. 52, II, 173). Both horns of the dilemma are inescap-

able. On the one hand, it is dangerous to have a system, because it sets arbi-

trary limits to enquiry and imposes an artificial order on the facts. On the

other hand, it is necessary to have a system, because unity and coherence

are essential to all knowledge and it is only in the context of a system that a

proposition is justifiable.

If we both must and cannot have a system, all that remains is the

persistant striving for one. For Schlegel, the ideal of a system takes on purely

regulative status, as a goal that we should approach but cannot ever attain.

Of course, there is no perfect system; but that does not mean that all systems

are on the same footing, for there are better and worse ways of organizing

our knowledge. The ideal system is that which combines the greatest unity

with the greatest multiplicity, or which organizes the most data according to

the fewest principles.

7. The New Criticism

Schlegel’s critique of Fichte’s foundationalism had a profound effect on his

aesthetic thinking, which was very much in evolution in the winter of

1796–1797. The immediate and general effect was the collapse of Schlegel’s

classicism. If there are no universal and necessary standards of reason—or at

least none that we can know—there is no tribunal of critique that has ab-

solute authority for all works of art. Schlegel himself explicitly drew this

conclusion when, in a review of Niethammer’s Philosophische Journal, he

doubted the possibility of criticizing philosophical works according to some

objective standard of truth: “How should there be a scientific judgment

when there is still no science? . . . In philosophy nothing is certain, just as

appearances teach us. Here there are no grounds or foundations” (KA VIII,

30). If there were no objective standards for criticizing philosophical works,

there were a fortiori none for appraising works of art. Schlegel drew a close

connection between his critique of foundations and his rejection of neo-

classicism when he wrote in his Kritische Fragmente: “The revolutionary rage

for objectivity of my earlier philosophical musicals had a little something of

that rage for foundations [Grundwut], which had become so virulent during

Reinhold’s consulate in philosophy” (no. 66, II, 155).
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Now that Schlegel rejected that “rage for objectivity,” the problem was to

determine what was left for aesthetic criticism. In his notebooks around

1797 we find him struggling for an answer. He first seems to despair entirely

of the possibility of criticism, doubting whether there can be any objective

basis for aesthetic claims: “All proper aesthetic judgments are by their very

nature fiats [Machtsprüche] and cannot be anything else . . . One cannot

prove them, but one must legitimate one’s right to make them” (no. 71, XVI,

91). Since all one can do is demonstrate one’s right to make these judg-

ments, the question of aesthetic value is ultimately only moral: “The pure

aesthetician states ‘Thus I love this poem,’ the pure philosopher ‘Thus I un-

derstand it.’ The question of worth is ultimately ethical” (no. 1053, XVI

172). Accordingly, in a series of fragments devoted to the question of the

foundation of philology, Schlegel doubts that philology can ever be a science

(no. 117, XVI 40), insisting instead that it is only an art (no. 2, XVI 68;no. 35,

XVI 40). To understand a poet, he now claims, one must be a poet (no. 168,

XVI 49).

Yet Schlegel did not resign himself to a complete skepticism. He did not

conclude from the lack of objective foundations that all aesthetic judgments

must be completely subjective, as if they rest on nothing more than feeling.

Instead, we find him paraodying the radical subjectivist view: “If mystical

lovers of art, who regard all criticism as dissection and all dissection as de-

structive of enjoyment, thought consistently, then ‘I’ll be damned’ would be

the best judgment on the most worthy of works. There are also critics who

say nothing more than this, although at much greater length” (no. 57, II,

154). Struggling to find some middle path between absolute standards and

arbitrary feelings, Schlegel finally found something of an answer in his 1797

notebooks. The answer is what he called characteristic, or what now goes by

the name of “immanent critique.” Rather than judging a work by some pur-

ported universal standard, characteristic judges it in the light of the author’s

own standards; in other words, the critic must compare the author’s

achievement with his intention. Thus Schlegel writes in his notebooks: “Cri-

tique should judge a work not according to some universal ideal, but should

seek the individual ideal of each work” (no. 197, XVI 270). In the same vein:

“Critique compares the work with its own ideal” (no. 1149, XVI 179). To

judge a work by its own internal standards requires a full knowledge of the

author’s aims and context. In other words, philology had to become pro-

foundly historical. Schlegel himself insists on this point, stressing that the

foundation of philology must be found in history. If in his early founda-
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tionalist days he stated that criticism must be based on a mixture of philoso-

phy and history, he now gives pride of place to history alone (no. 18,

XVI 36).

Schlegel’s new conception of criticism could not fail to have a profound

effect on his attitude toward romantic literature. It now followed that he

would have to evaluate romantic literature in its own terms, according to its

own goals and ideals. This would mean trying to understand how all the fea-

tures of romantic poetry—its mixture of genres, its lack of constraint, its use

of irony, its longing and striving—derived from its central aspiration: the de-

sire for the infinite. Schlegel would now—but only now—have to admit the

force of Schiller’s point that romantic literature has equal rights to classical.

Both had their distinctive ideals, and it was idle to measure one in terms of

the other.

Yet Schlegel’s reappraisal of romantic literature went much further than

simply giving it equal rights to classical literature. There was something

about romantic literature that now gave it a claim to superiority over classi-

cal.57 Romantic literature had become the proper vehicle for epistemology.

The central characteristic of romantic poetry—Schiller had insisted and

Schlegel had agreed—is its eternal striving, its constant longing for the ideal or

the infinite, which consists in complete unity with nature. Yet this very

striving, this very longing, was also the central theme of Schlegel’s new

antifoundationalist epistemology, which held that absolute truth is only a

regulative ideal, a goal that the enquirer could approach but never attain in

an infinite progression. Since we can never know the first principles nor cre-

ate the perfect complete system, Schlegel claimed that all we can do is to

strive to attain such principles and such a system. Hence Schlegel now made

an epistemological virtue out of the romantic writer. If only vaguely, implicitly,

and subconsciously, the romantic writer had the proper methodology and

attitude to approach the truth. Schlegel now read his epistemological views

back into romantic literature, making romantic poetry into his philosophical

ideal rather than merely an historical concept.

8. Romantic Irony

The connection of Schlegel’s aesthetics with his antifoundationalist episte-

mology is especially clear in the concept of irony that Schlegel developed in

his Kritische and Athenäumsfragmente. This concept was Schlegel’s response to

the apparent aporia of his antifoundationalist epistemology. Although there
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are no first principles, no perfect demonstrations, no criteria of criticism, and

no complete systems, we must not despair. We are still left with the progres-

sion toward the truth, the constant approximation to our ideals, provided that

we forever strive to overcome all our limits on the path to perfection. Irony

consists in the recognition that, even though we cannot attain the truth, we

still must forever strive toward it, because only then do we approach it. Of

course, the greatest master of irony in the history of philosophy was Socra-

tes, who now became Schlegel’s model.58 Although Socrates was the wisest

man because he knew that he could know nothing, he was also a perpetual

gadfly who spurred his friends into deeper investigations.

Schlegel gives his best characterization of what he means by irony in the

1797 Kritische Fragmente. He explains irony by two kinds of predicament en-

countered in the attempt to know the truth. The first kind consists in “the

feeling of the irresolvable conflict between the unconditioned and condi-

tioned” (no. 108, II, 160). The ironist feels a conflict between the uncondi-

tioned and conditioned because any attempt to know the unconditioned

would falsify it by making it conditioned. The whole truth is the uncondi-

tioned, because it completes the entire series of conditions; but any form of

conceptualizing and explaining the unconditioned makes it conditioned, ei-

ther because it applies the principle of sufficient reason, laying down a con-

dition for anything, or because it applies some determinate concept, which

assumes its meaning only by negation.59 The second kind of predicament

consists in “the impossibility and necessity of a complete communication.”

The ironist feels that complete communication is impossible because any per-

spective is partial, any concept is limited, and any statement perfectible; but

he also sees that complete communication is necessary because we can ap-

proach the truth only if we strive to attain such an ideal; only if we presup-

pose and strive toward the ideal of a complete communication do we

achieve a deeper perspective, a richer concept, and clearer statement of the

truth.

The ironist’s response to these predicaments consists in “the constant

change from self-creation to self-destruction”(no. 37, II, 151).60 In other

words, the ironist creates forever anew because he always puts forward a

new perspective, a richer concept, a clearer formulation; but he also destroys

himself because he is forever critical of his own efforts. It is only through this

interchange between self-creation and self-destruction that he strives for-

ward in the eternal search for the truth. Schlegel’s via media between this

self-creation and self-destruction is self-restraint: limiting our creative pow-
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ers, and adopting a critical distance toward them, so that they do not com-

pletely expend themselves in the heat of inspiration. Yet here the restraint is

not that of classicism, which is imposed on the artist; it is rather self-restraint,

the autonomous creation and imposition of rules.

In fundamental respects, Schlegel’s concept of romantic poetry is also the

result of his antifoundationalist epistemology. Romantic poetry, as stated by

Schlegel in the famous Athenäumsfragment no. 116 (II, 182–183), is essen-

tially the aesthetic version of the philosopher’s eternal striving for truth. The

romantic poet cultivates the same ironic attitude as the philosopher. Both

the poet and philosopher are engaged in endless enquiry, an eternal striving,

to provide the best description of their object. Hence Schlegel states in no.

116 that the “characteristic essence” of romantic poetry is that it is forever in

the process of becoming and is never complete. Furthermore, both poet and

philosopher vascillate between self-creation and self-destruction because

they are critical of all their efforts to describe their object but always create

anew. Thus Schlegel also says in fragment no. 116 that the romantic poet

“hovers in the middle on the wings of poetic reflection between the object

depicted and the act of depicting it.” Still further, both poet and philosopher

realize that there is no end to self-criticism, and that there are no objective

rules of criticism that somehow stand above criticism itself. And so Schlegel

writes again in no. 116 that the romantic poet multiplies reflection ad

infinitum, as if in an endless series of mirrors. Finally, both poet and philoso-

pher refuse to acknowledge any final rules in their search for the truth, be-

cause these serve as artificial and arbitrary limits upon the creative process.

Thus Schlegel declares in no. 116 that the romantic poet will not be bound

by any definite rules of genre, and that he recognizes no laws limiting his

own free will.

It should be obvious that much more could be said about the

antifoundationalist epistemology behind Schlegel’s romantic aesthetic. The

role of such central romantic concepts as wit and analogy can also be ex-

plained on the same basis. Yet it is beyond the purpose of this chapter to ex-

plore these points. My main contention has been that Schlegel’s romanti-

cism arose not from the influence of Goethe, Schiller, or Fichte, but from

Schlegel’s disillusionment with Fichte’s foundationalism.
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C H A P T E R 8

The Paradox of
Romantic Metaphysics

1. A Strange Wedding Plan

By the late 1790s, some of the leading romantic thinkers in Germany had al-

ready sketched the basic outlines of their new metaphysics, the Weltanschau-

ung that would later become so characteristic of the romantic school. From

1795 to 1797 Hölderlin, Novalis, and Friedrich Schlegel drafted the rudi-

ments of this metaphysics in various fragments; Schelling later gave it more

systematic formulation in his 1800 System des transcendentalen Idealismus and

1801 Darstellung meines Systems. In the formulation of this doctrine there are

some important differences between these thinkers; but there are also some

striking similarities, some common characteristics. Just one of these charac-

teristics will be our special concern here. This was the attempt of romantic

metaphysics to synthesize idealism and realism, and more specifically the

idealism of Fichte and the realism of Spinoza.1

Prima facie this characteristic is puzzling and problematic. Without doubt,

Fichte and Spinoza were the philosophers who had the greatest influence on

the romantic generation. But they were also, in fundamental respects, com-

pletely incompatible: Fichte’s idealism, indeterminism, and dualism clash

with Spinoza’s realism, determinism, and monism. Though perfectly aware

of these incompatibilities, the romantics still wanted to join them. Nothing

less than marriage would do because, in their view, each had captured but

one half of the truth. Just like ideal wedding partners, Fichte and Spinoza

were perfect complements in an indissoluble whole.

The first reaction anyone is likely to have about this project is that it is a

quixotic absurdity, another romantic Schnappsidee that, fortunately, never

came to fruition. Fichte’s idealism and Spinoza’s realism are so contradic-

tory, so fundamentally opposed in both purpose and content, that it seems
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any attempt to unite them is doomed to failure. One might as well try to

square the circle. Surely, it does not bode well that Kant and Fichte them-

selves ruled out any prospect of a liasion with Spinoza. Explicitly and em-

phatically, they conceived their idealism as the antithesis of Spinoza’s realism

and naturalism.2 The only remedy against his fatalism, they warned, lay

with their transcendental idealism.

Such suspicions pose questions. How did the romantics attempt to unite

Fichte and Spinoza? And could such a synthesis be coherent? Any attempt

to understand the romantic Weltanschauung must, I believe, eventually come

to terms with these questions. All too often romantic metaphysics is under-

stood as a poetic form of Fichte’s idealism or of Spinoza’s naturalism, as if

it were one or the other. But these common interpretations are too one-

sided, missing what is the most striking characteristic of romantic metaphys-

ics: its attempt to wed Fichte and Spinoza. If this marriage is not understood,

the most characteristic feature of romantic metaphysics remains a cipher, a

paradox.

Dated though it might seem, there is still something of abiding interest in

the romantic project of synthesizing Fichte and Spinoza. Nowadays philoso-

phers often write of the bankrupty of the Cartesian tradition, whose episte-

mology ends in a complete subjectivism, the limitation of knowledge to the

circle of consciousness; they see the antidote to such subjectivism in a natu-

ralistic or a Heideggerian ontology, which makes the self one part of nature

or history. But such a remedy is problematic, not least because it does not

answer the skeptical problems that motivated Cartesian epistemology in

the first place: How do we know that there is a nature or history beyond con-

sciousness? We are then left with a dilemma: either skeptical epistemology

or dogmatic ontology. It is one of the most intriguing aspects of romantic

metaphysics that it attempted to escape these extremes. The young roman-

tics knew this dilemma all too well: it was present for them in the choice

between Kantian criticism or Spinozian dogmatism. The point of their syn-

thesis of Fichte and Spinoza was to surmount this dilemma, avoiding the ex-

tremes of both subjectivism and dogmatism, and combining the virtues of a

critical epistemology with a naturalistic ontology.

What follows is an attempt to unravel the paradox of romantic metaphys-

ics, to explain their attempt to surmount this apparently eternal dilemma.

Romantic metaphysics is perfectly comprehensible and coherent, I argue,

once we place it in the context of its underlying organic concept of nature. It
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was this concept that allowed the romantics to join Fichte’s idealism with

Spinoza’s naturalism, Fichte’s belief in the primacy of the self and Spinoza’s

faith in the priority of nature.

Of course, there is nothing new in stressing the importance of the organic

concept for romanticism. For generations, scholars have emphasized its cru-

cial role, seeing it as a central characteristic of the romantic Weltanschauung.3

It must be said, however, that this traditional view does not agree with the

most recent trend of Romantikforschung, which has questioned the old em-

phasis on the organic concept, and stressed instead the lack of completeness

and closure in romantic thought.4 We shall soon see, though, that this or-

ganic concept is indispensable in unraveling the paradox of romantic meta-

physics, and more specifically in understanding its apparently quixotic at-

tempt to wed idealism and realism. This will help to vindicate the older

scholarly tradition and to restore to its rightful place the organic in romantic

thinking.

2. Profile of a Mismatch

Before I explain the romantic project, it is necessary to have a more concrete

idea of the challenge facing them. What, more precisely, are the incompati-

bilities between Fichte and Spinoza?

There are several basic issues dividing them. First, they are at odds con-

cerning the reality of the external world or nature. Fichte’s philosophy is ide-

alistic: it denies the reality of the thing-in-itself, that is, anything that exists

independent of our awareness of it; and it maintains that everything exists

for some actual or possible consciousness. In contrast, Spinoza’s philosopy is

realistic: it affirms the reality of the whole of nature, which exists indepen-

dent of, and prior to, awareness of it. Rather than existing only for some

subject, subjectivity is simply a mode, appearance, or part of nature as a

whole. Second, Fichte and Spinoza clash concerning the scope of natural ex-

planation. Fichte’s philosophy is antinaturalistic: it limits the realm of nature

to experience, and it postulates a realm of reason and freedom beyond expe-

rience. Spinoza’s philosophy, however, is radically naturalistic: it places every-

thing within nature, so that nothing escapes its laws. Following from this

second difference, Fichte affirms, and Spinoza denies, the reality of human

freedom in one very important sense: the power of choice, the capacity to do

otherwise independent of external causes. For Spinoza, human volition and
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action are parts of nature, and so occur of necessity according to its laws; for

Fichte, however, human volition and action transcend nature, so that it is

possible for them to be otherwise.

The conflict between Fichte and Spinoza appears at its most extreme

when we consider the third issue dividing them: their opposing visions of ul-

timate reality or the absolute. Fichte makes the ego his absolute, proposing

to explain all of nature as its product; Spinoza makes nature his absolute, at-

tempting to explain the ego as its product. We cannot combine Fichte and

Spinoza, then, anymore than affirm the existence of two absolutes, two

infinite realities. We cannot both “make the self everything and the world

nothing and the world everything and the self nothing.”5

Our suspicions about the romantics’ synthesis only grow when we ponder

what they saw in Fichte and Spinoza. What attracted the romantics to Fichte

was his radical concept of human freedom, according to which the self posits

itself, making itself what it is. It was this concept of the self-positing self that

rationalized the French Revolution, giving to the self the right to remake

laws and institutions according to the demands of reason. As supporters of

the Revolution in France, the young romantics could only embrace the con-

cept behind it. What the romantics admired in Spinoza was his synthesis of

religion and science. Spinoza’s pantheism seemed to resolve all the tradi-

tional conflicts between reason and faith. It had made a religion out of sci-

ence by divinizing nature, and a science out of religion by naturalizing the

divine. But it is precisely in these respects that Fichte and Spinoza seem ut-

terly irreconcilable. If nature is divine, then it is infinite, and everything

should fall under its laws; hence there cannot be any transcendental realm of

freedom above and beyond nature. Rather than creating itself, the self sim-

ply realizes of necessity the essence given to it by the natural order of things.

Given all these incompatibilities, a successful marriage of Fichte and

Spinoza appears hopeless. We cannot wed them anymore than we can pair

idealists and realists, dualists and monists, indeterminists and determinists.

If marriages between opposites sometimes do succeed, it is only because of

some deeper underlying affinity. But here we find none. Why attempt to

wed enemies?

3. Subject–Object Identity

Ironically, it was Fichte who first inspired the matchmaking efforts of the

romantics. Despite all his bluster against Spinoza, Fichte virtually forced
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the romantics to embrace his nemesis as his necessary complement. This

was the inevitable result of one of the fundamental principles of the

Wissenschaftslehre, the principle that Fichte sometimes called subject–object

identity. According to this principle, the subjective and objective, the ideal

and real, are ultimately the same. Taking their cue from this principle, the

romantics used it to rationalize their move beyond Fichte. They took the

subjective or ideal pole to represent Fichte’s idealism, the objective or real

pole to stand for Spinoza’s realism.

Why did the romantics feel compelled to interpret Fichte’s principle in

such an anti-Fichtean manner? The answer lies in the inherent difficulties of

Fichte’s own interpretation of this principle.

In the Jena Wissenschaftslehre Fichte interpreted subject–object identity es-

sentially in terms of self-knowledge. Since knower and known are the same

in self-knowledge, it has the required identity of subject and object, ideal

and real. Fichte believed that this fact alone should entitle self-knowledge to

be the paradigm of all knowledge. Since all knowledge presupposes some

identity of knower and known, and since such identity is demonstrable in

self-knowledge, self-knowledge should be the basis for all knowledge. If we

can somehow show that all knowledge is a form of self-knowledge—even if

subconscious self-knowlege—then we will provide a foundation for it.6

The inspiration behind Fichte’s principle was nothing less than the guid-

ing idea behind Kant’s “new method of thought”: that we know a priori

only what we create.7 Kant had claimed that the innate activity of the mind

is transparent to itself, so that whatever it creates it knows.8 Since the self

embodies or reveals its activity in its objects, its knowledge of them amounts

to a form of self-knowledge, so that self-knowledge is the paradigm of all

knowledge. This paradigm of knowledge plays a basic—if not entirely ex-

plicit—role in the Transcendental Deduction of the first Kritik in the form of

the unity of apperception, the “I think” or self-awareness that accompanies

all representations. Such self-awareness amounts to the self’s awareness of

its own creativity, whose products are the various forms of a priori synthe-

sis—namely, the categories of understanding and forms of space and time of

sensibility.

In fundamental respects the romantics adopted Fichte’s principle of

subject–object identity. They agreed with Fichte that the principle of sub-

ject–object identity amounts to some form of self-knowledge, and that self-

knowledge should be the basis of all knowledge. But they took issue with

him regarding his one-sided subjectivist reading of this principle. Fichte’s
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reading of this principle is subjectivist, in their view, insofar as it locates

subject–object identity in the self-awareness of the transcendental subject,

in the “Ich denke” of the unity of apperception or the “Ich bin Ich” of the

Wissenscahftslehre. For Fichte, subject–object identity essentially consists in

transcendental self-knowledge, the subject’s awareness of its spontaneous

activity. He insisted that such identity must be immanent, lying within the

realm of possible consciousness; to place it outside this realm, as Spinoza

had, was transcendent, nothing less than hypostasis, “the fallacy of pure

reason.”9

The romantics made two fundamental objections against Fichte’s subjec-

tivist interpretation of the principle of subject–object identity. First, the very

concepts of the subjective and objective make sense only in contrast to

one another; they have their specific meaning only within the realm of ex-

perience; but the principle is supposed to be transcendental, explaining the

very possibility of experience, and so cannot be within experience; in that

case, however, it cannot be either subjective or objective.10 Second, such a

reading makes it impossible for the principle to perform its function of ex-

plaining the possibility of knowledge. If it is a constitutive or theoretical

principle, such as “I am” or “I think,” then it cannot derive the dualism be-

tween the subject and object in experience, let alone the content of empiri-

cal knowledge. If, however, it is a regulative or practical principle, which ex-

presses nothing more than the striving of the ego to control nature, then we

are caught in a dilemma. Insofar as the ego dominates nature, the object

is nothing more than a product of its activity, a mere noumenon; but insofar

as it does not dominate nature, the object is an unknowable=X. We there-

fore have to choose between self-knowledge or a thing-in-itself. Toward the

close of the 1794 Wissenschaftslehre Fichte admitted that this dilemma was

unavoidable for any finite knower. For the young Schelling and Hegel, this

was tantamount to an admission of failure.11

The essence of the romantics’ critique of Fichte’s principle is that it does

no justice to the reality of experience, the existence of the external world.

Fichte’s principle of subject–object identity is subjectivist because it does not

accommodate the experience of the objective world. Prima facie this objec-

tion seems unfair because Fichte intended his transcendental idealism to be

a form of empirical realism, which explains the reality of things in space inde-

pendent of the conscious subject. It was indeed the very purpose of the

Wissenschaftslehre to explain the feeling of necessity accompanying our rep-

resentations, the fact that they appear to come and go independent of our
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will and imagination. But the romantics were very well aware of Fichte’s in-

tentions; their point against him is twofold. First, empirical realism is insuf-

ficient, and second, Fichte does not even guarantee that. Empirical realism is

insufficient because, although it allows objects to exist independent of the

empirical self, it does not permit them to exist independent of the transcen-

dental self, who is the lawgiver of nature. The romantics wanted to go fur-

ther than Fichte in giving an independent reality to nature; they demanded

a “higher realism,” which would give reality to nature independent of the

self, whether empirical or transcendental.12 This higher realism was both a

ground for, and result of, their sympathy for Spinoza. Second, Fichte could

not establish even his empirical realism because he admitted that the first

principle of the Wissenschaftslehre—“the ego posits itself absolutely”—cannot

derive the reality of the non-ego, which is opposed to itself. All the im-

mensely subtle and sophisticated reasoning of the first part of the 1794

Grundlage der gesammten Wissenschaftslehre finally came to the conclusion that

the self-positing ego cannot limit itself by positing a non-ego opposed to it-

self. The failure of Fichte’s deduction program in the 1794 Grundlage was

crucial in convincing the romantics to go beyond the limits of his own sub-

jectivist principles.

4. The Organic Concept of Nature

It was the need to explain the reality of the external world, to do justice

to the sheer otherness of the non-ego, that eventually forced the romantics

to abandon the one-sidedness of Fichte’s idealism and to complement it

with the “higher realism” of Spinoza. Somehow, they would have to find an

interpretation of the principle of subject–object identity that would accom-

modate our experience of an external world. This was an inherently para-

doxical undertaking, since the principle of subject–object identity postulates

the identity of subject and object, but ordinary experience seems to show

that they are distinct from one another. Somehow, there would have to be

an identity of subject–object identity and subject–object nonidentity. But

merely in formulating this desideratum one seems to contradict oneself. An-

other formulation—no less paradoxical—is to claim that there must be some

unity of Fichte’s idealism and Spinoza’s realism.

For the romantics, the path out of this impasse lay with their organic con-

ception of nature. This conception was developed in greatest detail and rigor

by Schelling, first in his 1799 Von der Weltseele and then in his 1798 Entwurf
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eines Systems der Naturphilosophie. But the same idea also appears in the note-

books of Friedrich Schlegel, Novalis, and Hölderlin.

The fundamental concept behind the romantic concept of nature is that of

a natural purpose (Naturzweck). Kant had defined this concept very spe-

cifically in §65 of the Kritik der Urteilskraft, a crucial text for Schelling and the

romantics. Something is a natural purpose, Kant wrote, only if it satisfies

two essential conditions. First, it must have organic unity, where each part is

inseparable from the whole, and where the idea of the whole determines

the place of each part. Second, it must be self-generating and self-organizing,

so that all parts are reciprocally the cause and effect of one another, having

no outside cause. Kant argues that this second condition is the specific char-

acteristic of a natural purpose as opposed to a work of art. Both works of art

and natural purposes have in common that they are produced according to

some idea of the whole; but only a natural purpose is self-productive. Its de-

sign and structure arise from within according to some internal principle;

they do not arise from outside, as in a work of art.

The organic concept of nature arose from generalizing or extending Kant’s

idea of a natural purpose, so that it held for nature as a whole. The organic

concept means that nature as a whole is one vast natural purpose, each of

whose parts are also such purposes, so that nature is an organism of organ-

isms. This concept postulates a single living force throughout all of nature,

so that all the different species of minerals, plants, and animals, and even all

the different kinds of matter, are simply so many different degrees of its or-

ganization and development. All of nature then forms one huge hierarchy,

which consists in the various stages of organization and development of liv-

ing force. Living force first manifests itself in the most simple forms of mat-

ter; it then passes through the more complex minerals, vegetables, and ani-

mals; and finally it ends with the most sophisticated forms of life, such as the

self-consciousness of the transcendental philosopher and the creativity of

artistic genius itself. Such self-consciousness is nothing less than the highest

organization and development of all the powers of nature. This means that

the artist’s or philosopher’s awareness of nature is also nature coming to its

self-awareness through them.

The most important implication of the organic concept of nature is that

there is no distinction of kind, but only one of degree, between the mental and

physical. The mind and body are no longer heterogeneous substances, but

are only different levels of organization and development of the single living

force throughout nature. The mental is simply the highest degree of organi-
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zation and development of the living forces active in matter; and matter is

merely the lowest degree of organization and development of the living

forces present in the mind. We can therefore regard mind as highly orga-

nized and developed matter, matter as less organized and developed mind.

As Schelling put the point: “Nature should be visible spirit, and spirit invisi-

ble nature” (II, 56).

5. The Rationale for Organicism

No doubt, Schelling’s organic concept of nature is daring and imaginative,

and it has duly been condemned by positivists and neo-Kantians for careless

and excessive speculation. But such judgments fail to consider the context of

Naturphilosophie, specifically the crisis of physics and physiology at the close

of the eighteenth century. While Schelling could not—and did not—claim

final experimental proof for his concept, he did believe it to be warranted by

the latest scientific results of his day. More important, however, Schelling

developed his concept in the first place because he saw it as the only solution

to the persistent problems facing physiology and physics. The main argu-

ment for the organic concept was more conceptual than empirical: it alone

seemed to resolve the crises inherent in eighteenth-century natural science.

Schelling proposed his concept first and foremost as a solution to an ap-

parently inescapable dilemma that had troubled physiology since the early

seventeenth century: dualism versus mechanistic materialism. These ex-

tremes seemed to be the only possibilities if one adopted the Cartesian con-

cept of matter and its paradigm of mechanical explanation. According to

that concept, the essence of matter consists in extension, and it is inherently

inert, moving only if it is moved by some external force. According to that

paradigm, we explain all events as due to the impact of one body on an-

other, where we measure impact in terms of how much a body must change

its place within a given amount of time. If we adopt this concept and para-

digm, then we have to choose between two unwelcome alternatives: either

we place life outside nature—and so become dualists—or we reduce life to

matter in motion—and so become mechanists. But both alternatives are un-

satisfactory. While the mechanist upholds the principles of naturalism, he

seems to ignore the characteristic qualities of life; and whereas the dualist

recognizes such qualities, he transports them into a mysterious sui generis

realm where they cannot be explained according to the methods of science.

It was the purpose of Schelling’s organic concept to provide some middle
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path between the horns of this dilemma.13 Schelling agreed with the dualist

that mechanism could not explain the sui generis characteristics of life; but he

also sympathized with the efforts of the materialist to explain life according

to natural laws. The organic concept of nature alone, he believed, could

avoid the problems of both dualism and materialism by providing a natural-

istic yet nonreductivistic account of life and the mind. Since an organism is

not reducible to a mechanism, it does not reduce life to a machine; but since

it also acts according to natural laws, there is no violation of the principles

of naturalism. Hence the organic concept calls into question the common

premise behind dualism and materialism: that all natural explanation is

mechanical. Rather than accounting for natural events by external causes

acting on them, it explains them by their necessary place in a systematic

whole. The paradigm of explanation is now holistic rather than analytical or

atomistic.

Schelling’s organic concept was dictated not only by a crisis in physiology,

but also by one in physics. In the late eighteenth century the main challenge

to physics came essentially from the fact that the mechanical paradigm,

which had dominated physics ever since Descartes, no longer seemed to ac-

count for matter itself. The source of the problem lay with Newton’s law of

gravity. No one could doubt Newton’s law, which had been confirmed time

and again by observation and experiment; yet it postulated a force of attrac-

tion between bodies that seemed to operate through empty space. Hence

arose the troublesome issue of “action at a distance.” This was a serious

problem for the mechanical physics, which insisted that one body acts on

another only through impact, by one body striking another. Stubbornly but

desperately, some physicists attempted to explain gravitational attraction by

postulating subtle media or fluids between bodies; but experiments failed to

detect their presence.14

The research on electricity, magnetism, and chemistry at the close of

the eighteenth century seemed to ring the death knell for mechanism. The

problem of explaining action at a distance became even more critical be-

cause the latest findings in these various areas of research seemed to suggest

that matter itself consisted in forces of attraction and repulsion; the forces

Newton postulated for the macrocosm now seemed to hold for the micro-

cosm itself. The essence of matter no longer seemed to be inert extension

but dynamic force. But if this were so, then not only life but matter re-

sisted mechanical explanation. Such, at any rate, was the main conclu-

sion of Schelling’s first work on Naturphilosophie, his 1797 Ideen zu einer

Philosophie der Natur.
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We are now in a much better position to understand the general intellec-

tual forces driving Schelling toward his organic concept of nature. If it is nec-

essary to extend the naturalistic worldview so that mind and life were part

of nature; and if, furthermore, there could not be a mechanical explanation

of matter, let alone life and mind; then the only step forward lay in extend-

ing the organic paradigm so that it held for all of nature itself. The great

promise of the organic paradigm is that, after the collapse of mechanism, it

guaranteed the principle of the unity of nature, a single form of explanation

for both life and matter. The lex continui was finally upheld. Mind and mat-

ter, the organic and inorganic, were no longer divided but simply different

manifestations of living force.

The great ancestor of this organic concept of nature was that old Erzfeind

of Cartesianism: Leibniz. It was not the exoteric Leibniz of the preestablished

harmony, who made the mental and physical distinct realms; but the eso-

teric Leibniz of the monadology, who made matter only an appearance of vi-

tal force. It was no accident that Herder and Schelling, self-consciously and

explicitly, revived Leibniz.15 Ironically, the arch-dogmatist, so recently in-

terned by Kant, had now been resurrected. Leibniz’s hour had finally come;

despite that baroque peruke, he had become a darling of the romantic age.

6. Revitalized Spinozism

Of course, that other sweetheart was “the sacred Spinoza,” to whom

Schlegel, Novalis, Schelling, Hölderlin, and Schleiermacher would all pay

tribute. It was in the ether of Spinoza’s substance that one had to learn

to philosophize, Hegel later said, summarizing the conviction of an entire

generation.16 It would be a serious mistake, however, to see romantic meta-

physics as little more than a revivification of Spinoza. For the romantics

profoundly reinterpreted Spinoza, and indeed in ways that would have

made Benedictus turn in his grave. It was only by reinterpreting Spinoza, of

course, that they could integrate his naturalism and realism with the ideal-

ism of Kant and Fichte.

The romantics were especially attracted to two aspects of Spinoza’s sys-

tem. First, his monism, his belief that there is a single universe, of which the

mental and the physical are only different attributes. Spinoza’s monism was

the antithesis to the dualistic legacy of the Cartesian tradition, which had

created so many problems in physiology. Second, his pantheism, his identi-

fication of the divine with nature. The romantics rejected the all too com-

mon interpretation of Spinoza as an atheist, which simply confused natura
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naturans with natura naturata. Rather than an atheist, Spinoza was “der Gott

betrunkener Mensch” because he saw everything as a mode of the divine. This

identification of the divine with nature seemed to be the only way to keep

religion alive in an age of science. The old theism had collapsed under the

strain of modern biblical criticism; and deism had faltered in the face of

Humean and Kantian criticism. Only Spinoza’s pantheism was not vulnera-

ble to rational criticism or scientific advance. The slogan deus sive natura

seemed to make a science out of religion by naturalizing the divine, and a re-

ligion out of science by divinizing the natural.

Despite the attractions of Spinozism, the romantics believed it suffered

from insuperable problems. The central drawback to Spinoza’s system

was that it was still limited by the antiquated dogmas of Cartesian physics.

Spinoza not only accepted the Cartesian concept of matter as extension, but

he also endorsed the mechanical paradigm of explanation. But in these re-

spects Spinoza had shown himself to be a child of his time. If Spinoza’s sys-

tem were to stay alive, it would have to be reinterpreted according to all the

latest advances in electricity, magnetism, and chemistry. For the romantics,

this could mean only one thing: reinterpreting Spinozism according to their

new organic paradigm of explanation.

Such an organic interpretation involved several profound changes in

Spinoza’s system. First, it introduced a notion of development into his

frozen, rigid universe. Spinoza’s substance was now nothing less than living

force, die Urkraft aller Kräfte. Such a substance was no longer static and eter-

nal, but active and temporal, undergoing development from the inchoate to

the organized, from the indeterminate to the determinate, from the poten-

tial into the actual. Although Spinoza himself understood substance in terms

of force,17 he never understood force in organic terms along the lines of

Leibniz’s vis viva. Furthermore, his force never acted in time but eternally

since substance related to its modes purely logically.

Second, the organic interpretation injected an element of teleology into

Spinoza’s system. If the divine substance is an organism, then it too is a nat-

ural purpose, whose aim is to realize its potentiality throughout nature. No-

toriously, Spinoza banished teleology from his system on the grounds that it

is anthropomorphic and anthropocentric, implying that nature were de-

signed by God for human ends. But the romantics believed that Spinoza’s re-

jection of teleology was far too hasty. They too rejected the old physio-theol-

ogy of the past, which understood nature as if it were only an instrument

created by God to serve man. But this was an “external teleology,” which
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sees purpose as imposed on things; it is not an “internal teleology,” which

sees purpose as inherent in a thing, as the very idea or concept of the whole.

An internal teleology has no necessary reference to human ends, because it

assumes that the purpose of a thing derives from its own inherent concept or

essence.

Third, the organic interpretation also involved the idea of a pyramid or

hierarchy in nature, the idea of “the great chain of being.” Spinoza had

placed all modes on the same footing; a rock, a vegetable, or a human being

are equal manifestations of the infinite, which is completely present in all

things. The romantics organic concept meant, however, a return to the old

hierarchic concept of nature. If the universe is a living force, then, like all

such forces, it develops in degrees and stages, through levels of increasing

organization. For the romantics, the highest degree of organization and de-

velopment of the divine force was nothing less than the creativity of the

artist, philosopher, or saint. Their creativity was the culmination of all the

organic powers of nature. What the artist created is what the divine created

through him, so that his work was nothing less than a revelation of the

divine.

Fourth, the organic interpretation also meant a new account of Spinoza’s

attributes, his doctrine that the mental and physical are simply different at-

tributes of a single indivisible substance. Indisputably, this doctrine is one of

the most difficult to understand in Spinoza’s system. How we interpret it de-

pends on whether an attribute is something purely subjective—simply the

way in which the intellect explains or understands substance—or whether it

is something objective—a property of the divine that follows of necessity

from its nature. But however we understand Spinoza’s doctrine, and how-

ever close our interpretation brings him to the romantics, there is still one

respect in which the romantics reinterpreted it. Namely, they understood

Spinoza’s attributes in organic terms as different degrees of organization and

development of living force. The mental and the physical are not simply dif-

ferent properties or perspectives on substance but different degrees of orga-

nization and development of living force.

It is fair to say that, by organizing Spinoza’s universe, the romantics rein-

terpreted it along Leibnizian lines. Their reinterpretation of Spinoza was es-

sentially a synthesis of Spinoza and Leibniz. The romantics fused Leibniz’s vis

viva with Spinoza’s single infinite substance, creating a vitalistic pantheism

or pantheistic vitalism. If they accepted Spinoza’s monism, they rejected his

mechanism; if they rejected Leibniz’s pluralism, they accepted his vitalism,
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his organic concept of nature implicit within his dynamics. It was with this

remarkable fusion of Leibniz and Spinoza—the two greatest dogmatic meta-

physicians of the seventeenth century—that the romantics would attempt to

solve the aporiae of the post-Kantian age.

7. The Happy Nuptial Bonds of Idealism and
Realism

It is in terms of this revived Spinozism that we must interpret the romantics’

attempt to fuse idealism and realism. The wedding of Leibniz and Spinoza

was the basis for the marriage of Fichte and Spinoza. A vitalistic monism, or

monistic vitalism, seemed to be the best way to preserve the truths and ne-

gate the errors of Fichte’s idealism and Spinoza’s realism.

The romantics’ attempt to fuse idealism and realism must be under-

stood first and foremost as an attempt to revive Spinoza’s doctrine of attri-

butes. According to that doctrine, we can view the entire universe, the

single infinite substance, under the attribute of thought or extension. The

mental and the physical are no longer distinct substances but simply differ-

ent attributes—either properties or perspectives (or both)—of one and the

same thing. Since the mental and physical are no longer heterogeneous

things, there is no longer a problem of explaining the interaction between

them. The single infinite substance—the entire universe—remains undi-

vided since one can explain everything under the attribute of either thought

or extension.

On at least one interpretation of Spinoza’s difficult doctrine, it seems to

give equal weight to the claims of idealism and realism. If we interpret ev-

erything under the attribute of thought, we proceed idealistically, as if ev-

erything that exists is mental or ideal; and if we explain everything under

the attribute of extension, we account for everything materialistically or re-

alistically, as if everything that exists is only an appearance or manifestation

of matter. Whatever the merits of such an interpretation, the romantics en-

dorse it, taking it as their cue for the synthesis of idealism and realism. They

now reinterpret Fichte’s principle of subject–object identity along Spinozian

lines. The identity of subject and object is not located in the self-knowledge

of the transcendental subject but in the single infinite substance, which re-

mains one and the same whether interpreted subjectively (idealistically) or

objectively (realistically).

Of course, the romantics gave an organic twist to Spinoza’s doctrine, so
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that the synthesis of idealism and realism must be understood in organic

terms. We can interpret the entire universe in idealistic terms insofar as we

see everything from top to bottom, viewing matter as nothing more than

the lowest degree of organization and development of the living forces in

the mind. We can also understand it in realistic terms insofar as we see ev-

erything from bottom to top, viewing mind as nothing more than the orga-

nization and development of the living powers already potential and inher-

ent in matter. If nature is nothing more than visible mind, and if mind is

nothing more than invisible nature, then both idealism and realism have

been correct. The point is not to privilege one form or explanation over the

other; both are independent and equally valid perspectives on a single real-

ity, namely, living force.

It would be naive to think that this synthesis of idealism and realism ac-

commodates both viewpoints without remainder, as if all their claims could

be accepted. If their insights are to be preserved, their illusions are to be ne-

gated. It was an insight of idealism to think that nature can be understood in

teleological terms, to assume that everything can be explained in terms of

self-consciousness or subjectivity. Self-consciousness is indeed nothing less

than the purpose of nature, the highest organization and development of all

its powers. But the idealists went astray, the romantics believed, in confus-

ing the teleological with the ontological; in other words, if self-consciousness

and subjectivity are the purpose of all of nature, it does not follow that every-

thing exists only in some self-consciousness or subject. If subjectivity is the

purpose of things, that does not mean that only subjectivity exists. Fichte’s

principle that everything is for the ego is correct, then, but that should not

mean that everything exists in the ego, but only that nature achieves its final

purpose in the ego. The idealists failed to observe an old but fundamental

point of Aristotle: what is first in the order of explanation is not necessarily

first in order of being. Although the mind is the purpose of nature—al-

though everything comes into existence for its sake—it does not follow that

the mind creates all of nature.

Regarding the realistic perspective, it is correct in thinking that there is a

nature that exists independent of subjectivity, in assuming that nature exists

apart from and prior to human awareness of it. If subjectivity is first in order

of explanation, objectivity is first in the order of being. It is indeed correct

that human self-consciousness is only the manifestation and development

of the powers that are implicit, inchoate, and potential within matter. The

realist goes astray, however, in thinking that nature is a thing-in-itself that is
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indifferent to the human, subjective, or ideal. If human self-consciousness is

the highest organization and development of all the organic powers of na-

ture, nature only becomes fully actualized and determinate through it. If, for

some reason, there were no such self-consciousness, nature would not fully

realize itself. It would indeed continue to exist; but only in some potential,

inchoate, and indeterminate form. It would be like the sapling that never

became the mighty oak.

It will be readily seen that the romantics’ accommodation of idealism

within their organized Spinozism grants it an essentially teleological sig-

nificance. The romantics sought an understanding of the universe no longer

indifferent to the self; and they avoided this harsh implication of Spinozism

by again recrowning the self as the culmination of creation. It might well

be objected that this was simply a relapse into anthropomorphism and

anthropocentrism, the very vices that Spinoza had once descried in teleol-

ogy. It is important to see, however, that this is a new kind of anthropomor-

phism and anthropocentrism, one never within the purview of Spinoza. As

we have already seen, the romantics claimed that the target of Spinoza’s po-

lemic was the external teleology of the old physico-theology, which saw every-

thing existing only for man, as only a means to his ends. This was the teleol-

ogy that explained the existence of cork trees from man’s need for stoppers

for wine bottles. The romantics’ anthropomorphism and anthropocentrism

grew out of an internal teleology, however, according to which everything

in nature is an end in itself. It was in following the inherent laws of its devel-

opment, the romantics claimed, that a natural purpose prepared the ground

for the formation of human self-consciousness.

It is noteworthy in this context that the romantics’ organic concept of na-

ture implies that everything is reciprocally both means and ends. Depending

on our standpoint, we can see each part of an organism as an instrument for

the development of the whole, and the whole as an instrument for the de-

velopment of each part. This means that it is possible to say both that man

develops for the sake of nature as well as nature develops for the sake of

man. If the romantics so often stress one implication rather than the other—

the more anthropomorphic or anthropocentric aspect—that is only because

they are so concerned to blunt the bitter edge of Spinoza’s indifferent sub-

stance, its complete independence from all human concerns. For the roman-

tics, such a belief was only one more troublesome legacy of the mechanical

physics, whose demise could now be foreseen thanks to the organic concept

of nature.
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8. Revamping and Revitalizing Epistemology

In fundamental respects the romantics’ organic concept of nature broke

with the Cartesian epistemological tradition, which had analyzed knowl-

edge according to some of the fundamental assumptions of its mechanical

physics. One of these assumptions is that the subject and object of knowl-

edge, like all substances in nature, interact with one another only through

efficient causality. The subject and object are both substances, self-sufficient

and independent entities, which are connected with one another only

through relations of cause and effect. Either the subject is the cause of the

object, as in idealism, or the object the cause of the subject, as in realism, or

both are cause and effect of one another, as in some combination of real-

ism and idealism. Whatever is the case, there is only a causal interaction

between the subject and object that leaves the identity of both terms

unchanged. Another assumption was Cartesian dualism. Since mechanism

could not explain res cogitans, it placed it in a sui generis realm beyond the

order of nature, which consisted entirely in the res extensa. This dualism

meant that knowledge of the external world would have to consist in two

very different terms: a mental representation and an extended object.

This correspondence was usually understood as a kind of resemblance or

isomorphism.

Of course, these assumptions created insuperable difficulties in explain-

ing the possibility of knowledge. If the representation belongs in the men-

tal realm, and if its object belongs in the physical realm, then how is there

any correspondence between them? How is it possible to attribute a resem-

blance between such heterogeneous entities? The second assumption of the

Cartesian model undermines the first, since the first assumes that the corre-

spondence is effected through causal interaction; but the second makes it

impossible to conceive of cause–effect relations between the mental and

the physical. While the mechanical model presupposes that one object acts

on another through impact, where impact is measured by the amount of

change of place in a given time, the mental–physical dualism means that the

res cogitans occupies no space, so that it is impossible to conceive how a phys-

ical cause has a mental effect. Although the mechanical model works fine

between extended objects in the natural world, it does not apply to objects

that are not extended, such as the thinking substance that is the locus of

knowledge. Hence the net result of the Cartesian conception of nature is

that knowledge becomes an utter mystery. It is impossible to explain in what
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the resemblance between representation and its object consists, and indeed

how it comes into being.

If we replace the mechanical model of nature with the organic, these mys-

teries of traditional epistemology disappear. First, there is no dualism be-

tween the mental and the physical since both are degrees of organization

and development of living force. Hence there is no problem in explaining

the correspondence between heterogeneous entities. The subject’s represen-

tation of the object does not stand in a different world from the object but is

only the higher degree of organization and development of the living pow-

ers within the objective world. Second, there are not only accidental causal

relations between the subject and object, but closer ties of identity where

each realizes its nature only in and through the other. According to the or-

ganic model, everything in nature is part of an organic whole, where each

part is inseparable from the whole, and where the whole is inseparable from

each of its parts. No part has a self-sufficient or independent nature where

it retains its identity apart from everything else; rather, each part reflects

the identity of the whole. Like all parts of an organic whole, the subject and

object are internally related to one another in this manner. The subject’s

awareness of an object develops and realizes the powers of the object, so that

its awareness of the object is nothing less than the self-realization of the ob-

ject. Since artistic creativity and philosophical contemplation is the highest

organization and development of all the powers of nature, the artist’s and

philosopher’s awareness of nature is nothing less than the self-awareness of

nature through the artist and philosopher.

The organic concept of nature essentially involves a completely different

model of the connection between the mental and physical from that prevail-

ing in the Cartesian tradition. The connection is no longer simply causal,

where each term retains its identity independent of the interaction; rather, it

is teleological in the sense that each term realizes its nature only through the

other. Each term becomes what it is only through the other, so that it be-

comes organized, actualized, and determinate only through the other, so

that without the other it remains inchoate, potential, and indeterminate. As

long as the analysis of knowledge remains stuck with the causal model it be-

comes impossible to explain the possibility of knowledge, because the activ-

ity of the subject on the object, or of the object on the subject, will affect the

representation of the object, so that it gives us knowledge only of how the

subject affects the object or the object affects the subject, but no knowledge

of the object in itself apart from and prior to the interaction.18 Hence the in-
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evitable result of the mechanical model of interaction was the idea of an un-

knowable thing-in-itself.

On the basis of this new organic model of nature, the romantics believed

that they had finally overcome the traditional antithesis between idealism

and realism. They held that idealism and realism are one-sided perspectives,

which are both true and false: they are true about one aspect of the whole

but they are false about the whole itself. If nature is an organic whole, it is

not possible to say with idealism that it is completely inside consciousness

nor with realism that it is entirely outside consciousness. Rather, it is both

and neither.19 The organic whole is inside consciousness because conscious-

ness is the highest organization and development of all its living powers; the

philosopher’s and artist’s awareness of nature is all of nature coming to its

self-awareness through them, so that all of nature culminates within artistic

creativity and philosophical contemplation. The organic whole is also out-

side consciousness, because human consciousness is only one part of nature,

which exists apart from and prior to us. Without humanity nature does not

realize its purpose; it remains inchoate, unorganized, and indeterminate;

but it does not follow that it does not exist. From this perspective, then, the

idea of a thing-in-itself proves to be an absurdity. While it is true that nature

exists apart from our awareness of it, it is false that nature has a complete

and self-sufficient nature apart from the awareness of it; that idea would be

simply an artificial abstraction from the idea of an organic whole.

9. The Question of Freedom

The question remains: How did the romantics square their new metaphysics

with their belief in freedom? There seems to be an irreconcilable conflict be-

tween that belief and their pantheism, which holds that everything happens

of necessity according to the laws of nature. The fact that these laws are tele-

ological as well as mechanical ultimately makes little difference. In this re-

spect, their pantheism seems identical to that of Spinoza; but Spinoza was

notorious for his fatalism as well as his atheism. How, then, did the roman-

tics avoid the charge of fatalism? This was a problem that deeply troubled

Friedrich Schlegel, Schelling, and Novalis, who dealt with it in their lectures,

notebooks, and drafts from the late 1790s to the early 1800s.20

The romantics’ organic concept of nature made it impossible for them to

accept Kant’s and Fichte’s solution to the problem of freedom. Central to

that concept is the firm belief in the unity of nature, in the oneness of the
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subjective and objective, the ideal and real. Kant’s and Fichte’s solution to

the problem of freedom presupposed, however, a dualism between these

realms. To save freedom, Kant and Fichte postulated a noumenal realm

above and beyond the phenomenal realm of nature; while the noumenal

realm complies with moral laws imposed by reason, the phenomenal realm

is governed by strict necessity according to the laws of nature. The romantics

rejected such a solution essentially because of its dualistic implications. They

also questioned the underlying basis for the dualism: that the realm of na-

ture is governed strictly by mechanical laws. If nature does not follow only

mechanical laws, the whole question of freedom and necessity had to be re-

thought.

True to their antidualism, the romantics placed the self within nature, in-

sisting that it is one mode of the single infinite substance, one part of the

universal organism. They were no less naturalistic than Spinoza: they too

affirmed that everything is within nature, and that everything in nature

conforms to law. Contrary to one popular image of romanticism, they did

not allow for caprice, arbitrariness, or chance in nature. Rather, they main-

tained that everything that happens in nature happens of necessity, such

that it could not have been otherwise. The romantics also did not question

that everything that happens must occur according to mechanical laws, so

that for every event there will be some prior causes determining it into ac-

tion. Where they differed from Spinoza is not in exempting events from me-

chanical necessity but in bringing mechanical necessity itself under higher

organic laws. It is not that there are special organic laws, which are some-

how beyond the jurisdiction of mechanism; rather, it is that mechanism is

subordinate to organicism. The mechanical is simply a limited case of the te-

leological, deriving from a partial perspective that considers only the parts in

their immediate relations to one another, but not in their relation to the

whole. Mechanism considers what happens for determinate events under

certain initial conditions; but it does not ask for the whys and wherefores of

these initial conditions in the first place; instead, it allows the series of causes

to regress ad infinitum.

Because of their committment to monism and naturalism, the romantics

could not allow freedom in the radical sense intended by Kant and Fichte.

They questioned the possibility of freedom in two senses championed by

Kant and Fichte: first, Kant’s concept of freedom as spontaneity, according

to which the self initiates a causal series without determination by some

prior cause; second, Fichte’s concept of self-positing, according to which the
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self makes itself what it is, having no essence given to it by nature. Since

both concepts exclude determination by natural causes, they presuppose the

noumenal–phenomenal dualism, which the romantics reject.

Given their naturalism and monism, and given their rejection of transcen-

dental freedom, it would seem that the romantics had no place for freedom.

In what sense were they ready to admit freedom at all? Their own agenda

was to reconcile freedom and necessity, to show that true freedom and ne-

cessity are not opposed but ultimately only one. They saw this unity first and

foremost in the divine nature itself, which is free in Spinoza’s sense: it acts

from the necessity of its own nature alone. It is striking that while Schlegel

and Schelling refuse to attribute freedom to any part of nature, they are

happy to attribute it to the whole of nature, the infinite divine substance it-

self.21 This substance is free in the sense that it is causi sui, both self-causing

and self-making. Since it includes everything, there is nothing outside it, so

that there are no external causes to compel it into action. For anything less

than the whole, however, there will always be other parts outside it that de-

termine it into action according to the laws of necessity. It is noteworthy,

however, that even Spinoza’s infinite substance is not free in the sense of

Kantian spontaneity or Fichtean self-positing; for both concepts assume that

the self can act otherwise, that it can choose a different series or causes or

have a different nature. For Spinoza, the divine nature cannot be or act oth-

erwise without contradicting itself.

Although Schlegel and Schelling attribute absolute freedom only to nature

as a whole, they still attempt to dodge the implication of fatalism. While

they deny the self is free as a part of nature, they affirm that it is free in its

unity with nature as a whole. They make a distinction between two perspec-

tives or standpoints: the self considered in its relations to other things, which

is the self as individual, as one finite thing opposed to others; and the self

considered in itself, apart from these relations, which is the universal self,

the self as identical with everything else. If the individual self falls under the

sway of necessity, the universal self shares in the divine freedom. Its identity

is not limited to one part of the whole, where everything is determined by

extenal causes; but it extends to the whole of all things, which acts with

freedom, according to the necessity of its own nature alone. True freedom

then arises from sharing or participating in divine necessity, in seeing that in

all my actions the divine acts through me. This was the freedom of Spinoza’s

intellectual love of God, the freedom that reconciled the self to necessity

when it recognized its identity with the whole universe.
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While there was always this Spinozist dimension to the romantic reconcil-

iation of freedom and necessity, it would be wrong to limit it to this dimen-

sion alone. Its unique and characteristic element came from their or-

ganic concept of nature. This concept gave a greater place for freedom than

Spinoza’s system chiefly because it made humanity the telos of nature itself.

“Man is free,” Friedrich Schlegel wrote, “because he is the highest expres-

sion of nature.”22 If the self is the highest organization and development of

all the powers of nature, then nature ceases to be some external power out-

side the self, an external cause that compels it into action. Rather, nature be-

comes part of the self because its intrinsic ends are achieved only through it.

If the self is the highest expression of nature, then nature contracts to the

limits of the self as the self expands to the whole of nature. The reciprocity of

means and ends means not only that the self is a means for the ends of na-

ture but also that nature is only a means for the self. All of nature then be-

comes the organic body of the self. Once the self finally grasps its identity

with nature, it then regards determination by nature as another form of self-

determination.

If the romantics had succeeded in salvaging some sense of freedom in

their organic universe, it also must be said that it was no longer the radical

freedom with which many of them began. They had to abandon freedom as

spontaneity and self-positing. In Fichte’s dramatic choice between criticism

and dogmatism, they had taken the plunge with dogmatism, affirming a

universal necessity. There was indeed a remarkable change in the romantic

ethos as the revolutionary ardor began to fade. The parole was no longer

to change the world according to the demands of reason but to perceive

the reason already within nature and society, reconciling oneself with its

necessity.23 In moral and political respects the romantic marriage of Fichte

and Spinoza, of idealism and realism, was lopsided, to the disadvantage of

Fichte’s titanic striving and to the advantage of Spinoza’s beatific sto-

icism. Like all marriages between incompatible partners, someone had to

lose something. It was the price to be paid for an otherwise very remarkable

alliance.
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C H A P T E R 9

Kant and the Naturphilosophen

1. A Relapse into Dogmatism?

Probably no other aspect of romantic Naturphilosophie has more aroused

the wrath of its neo-Kantian critics than its organic concept of nature. These

critics have dismissed this concept as a relapse into the worst kind of dog-

matic metaphysics. They charge that it violates the regulative constraints

that Kant so wisely placed on teleology. Supposedly, the romantic Natur-

philosophen—thinkers like Schelling, Hegel, Friedrich Schlegel, and Novalis

—naively and dogmatically gave the idea of an organism a constitutive sta-

tus. True to their penchant for grand speculation and a priori reasoning, the

romantics recklessly assumed that nature really is an organism, thus failing

to observe Kant’s critical teaching that it must be investigated only as if it

were one.

Were the romantics really so naive and so careless? Or did they have some

rationale for transgressing the Kantian limits? And, if they did, how plausi-

ble was it? These are the main questions I wish to discuss here. Part of

my task is simply exegetical and historical: to reconstruct Kant’s arguments

against the constitutive status of teleology and the romantic replies to them.

In doing so, I hope to show not only that the romantics were aware of the

need to justify their new metaphysics, but also that they developed a rather

sophisticated defense of it.1 Another part of my task is more philosophical: to

assess the romantic case, to determine whether they had an adequate re-

sponse to Kant. While I contend that the romantics had a more plausible

case than their neo-Kantian detractors think, I also hope to show that their

response to Kant is ultimately inadequate, incapable of matching the deeper

skepticism underlying Kant’s regulative doctrine. Still, it will become clear

that this gives the neo-Kantians no grounds for complacency and “I told you
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sos.” The problem is that Naturphilosophie grew out of a deep aporia in the

Kantian system: namely, its failure to explain the interaction between the

intellectual and sensible, the noumenal and phenomenal. Indeed, the ro-

mantics’ most interesting and plausible argument for their organic concept

of nature exploits a very common Kantian strategy: it attempts to provide

something like a transcendental deduction of the idea of an organism. In other

words, it seeks to show that the constitutive status of the idea of an organism

is the necessary condition of the possibility of experience. Whatever the ulti-

mate merits of such a daring and difficult argument, neo-Kantian detractors

of Naturphilosophie have failed to recognize it, let alone assess it.

If there is any general moral involved in my reexamination of these old

disputes, it is that we have to break with the two dominant models of post-

Kantian idealism and romanticism—that these movements mark either a

progression or a decline from Kant. The neo-Kantian model of an irresponsi-

ble relapse into metaphysical dogmatism, and the neo-Hegelian model of

the inevitable march toward absolute wisdom, are both worthless in assess-

ing the philosophical complexities of these disputes. Alas, at the end of the

day philosophical commitment is as difficult as any decision in life: we have

to compare incommensurables, play off one aporia against another, and then

take a leap. In the case of Kant versus the Naturphilosophen, we have to trade

off the difficulties of the Kantian dualisms against the dangers of romantic

speculation. Which is better and which worse? I, for one, cannot find a clear

answer.

2. The Neo-Kantian Stereotype

Before I begin to consider the Kantian arguments against teleology and

the romantic response to them, let me first set the record straight about one

basic issue: namely, Kant’s relation to Naturphilosophie. To this day the

name of Kant is still invoked as a talisman to frighten off the specter of

Naturphilosophie. Among some prominent historians of science, Kant is still

seen as the friend of natural science and as the foe of metaphysical specula-

tion; his regulative doctrine is indeed held up as the very touchstone of sci-

entific propriety.2 To be sure, there is some basis for a positivistic reading of

Kant. Kant did condemn the metaphysics of vital materialism—a central

doctrine for most Naturphilosophen—and he did stress that philosophy must

remain within the boundaries of possible experience. Nowhere is this proto-
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positivistic side of Kant more in evidence than in his caustic reviews of

Herder’s Ideen zur eine Philosophie der Geschichte der Menschheit.3

Still, this interpretation is a simplistic stereotype. It stresses one aspect of a

much more complex picture, whose other aspects bring Kant much closer to

the Naturphilosophen. There are at least three problems with the neo-Kantian

interpretation.

First, in fundamental respects, Kant was the father of Naturphilosophie.

His dynamic theory of matter in the Metaphysische Anfängsgründe der Natur-

wissenschaften was a formative influence on the first generation of Naturphi-

losophen, especially Schelling, Eschenmayer, H. F. Link, and A. N. Scherer.

These thinkers took Kant’s dynamic theory a step further by applying it to

the new chemistry and the recent discoveries in electricity and magnetism.4

Furthermore, Kant’s methodological views—especially his demand for sys-

tematic unity and his insistence on synthetic a priori principles—were also

very important for some Naturphilosophen. It is indeed somewhat ironic to

find the neo-Kantians criticizing the Naturphilosophen for a priori speculation

and system-building when so much of their inspiration for these activities

came from Kant himself! Even the method of analogy, for which Naturphi-

losophie had been so severely criticized, has its Kantian roots. It was Herder

who, in the first instance, had set the example for the use of this method;

but Herder was simply following in the footsteps of his teacher, the author of

the Allgemeine Naturgeschichte und Theorie des Himmels.5

Second, Kant’s regulative doctrine was not the foundation of physiological

and biological research in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century,

as has sometimes been argued.6 Rather, the very opposite was the case. It is

striking that virtually all the notable German physiologists of the late eigh-

teenth century—Albrecht von Haller, J. F. Blumenbach, K. F. Kielmeyer,

C. F. Wolff, Alexander von Humboldt—conceived of vital powers as causal

agents rather than regulative principles.7 Their aim was to do for the organic

world what Newton had done for the inorganic: to determine its fundamen-

tal laws of motion. Although they forswore knowledge of the causes of these

laws, much as Newton had declined to speculate about the cause of gravity,

they still saw these causes as vital agents behind organic growth.

Third, Kant himself was deeply ambivalent about his regulative doc-

trines.8 Nowhere are his vacillations more apparent than in the Appendix

to the Transcendental Dialectic of the first Kritik. Here Kant explicitly re-

jects the merely hypothetical and heuristic status of the principles of the
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systematicity of nature, and he expressly affirms that we must assume there

is some systematic order in nature, so that the concept of the unity of nature

is “inherent in the objects” (den Objekten selbst anhängend).9 Proceeding sim-

ply according to an as if assumption, Kant argues, is not sufficient to justify

or motivate enquiry.10 Kant then blurs his distinction between the regulative

and the constitutive, and indeed between reason and the understanding, by

suggesting that the assumption of systematicity is necessary for the applica-

tion of the categories themselves. Without the idea of systematic unity, he

says, there would not be “coherent employment of the understanding,” and

not even a “sufficient criterion of empirical truth.”11 To some extent the

same equivocation extends into the Kritik der Urteilskraft itself, where Kant

sometimes states that we could not have a coherent experience at all with-

out the application of the maxims of reflective judgment.12

For all these reasons, it seems to me to be inadvisable to make a sharp

and fast distinction between Naturphilosophie and the tradition of German

physiology and biology, as if Naturphilosophie were a corrupt metaphysics

flaunting Kant’s regulative guidelines, and as if physiology and biology were

hard empirical science heeding them. Ultimately, there is only a distinction

in degree, and not in kind, between Schelling, Hegel, and Novalis on the

one hand and Blumenbach, Kielmeyer, and Humboldt on the other. Any

qualitative distinction underestimates not only Kant’s profound influence

on Naturphilosophie, but also the deep tension between Kant’s regulative

constraints and late-eighteenth-century physiology. Even worse, it exagger-

ates the speculative and a priori dimension of Naturphilosophie, as if it had no

concern with observation and experiment, while it downplays the meta-

physical interests of those engaged in observation and experiment.

It is one of the more unfortunate aspects of the neo-Kantian legacy that,

for generations, it has succeeded in portraying Naturphilosophie as an aberra-

tion from true science, which follows the path of experiment and observa-

tion. Fortunately, in recent decades it has become clear that this picture is

profoundly anachronistic. It cannot come to terms with some very basic

facts: that there was no clear distinction between philosophy and science in

this period, and that there was no such thing as a pure empirical science lim-

ited to only observation and experiment. In the late eighteenth and early

nineteenth century, Naturphilosophie was not a metaphysical perversion of,

or deviation from, “normal” empirical science. Rather, it was normal science

itself. From our contemporary perspective it is hard to imagine a scientist
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who is also a poet and philosopher. But this is just what is so fascinating and

challenging about Naturphilosophie, which has to be understood in the con-

text of its own time as the science of its day.

3. Kant’s Arguments for Regulative Constraint

Whatever Kant’s doubts and hesitations about the regulative doctrine, there

can be little doubt that, at least sometimes, he affirmed it. For Kant repeat-

edly insists in the third Kritik that the idea of the purposiveness of nature has

only a regulative validity. It was on this very important point, of course, that

he came into conflict with the Naturphilosophen. Although they shared a

very similar concept of the purposiveness of nature, Kant denied, while the

Naturphilosophen affirmed, its constitutive status. The question then arises:

Why did the romantics make this assumption in the face of the Kantian cri-

tique of knowledge?

To assess the legitimacy of their case, it is first necessary to consider the

challenge facing them: Kant’s powerful arguments for the regulative status

of teleology. There are at least three such arguments, which in some respects

dovetail with one another. It is noteworthy that two of them appear in their

most explicit form not in the Kritik der Urteilskraft but in two obscure works

of the 1780s: the 1786 Metaphysische Anfangsgründe der Naturwissenschaft

and the 1788 essay “Über den Gebrauch teleologischer Prinzipien in der

Philosophie.”13 It is also interesting to note that some of these arguments

were, at least by implication, directed against Naturphilosophie, given that

their target was Herder’s vital materialism in his Ideen zur einer Philosophie der

Geschichte der Menschheit, a seminal work for the romantic generation.14

It is important to see that Kant’s arguments against teleology concern one

very specific concept: what Kant calls a “natural purpose” (Naturzweck). This

concept is explicitly defined in §65 of the Kritik der Urteilskraft, a seminal text

for the romantics’ own conception of teleology. Something is a natural pur-

pose, Kant explains, only if it satisfies two essential conditions. First, it must

have organic unity, where each part is inseparable from the whole, and where

the very idea of the whole determines the place of each part within it. Sec-

ond, it must be self-generating and self-organizing, so that all its parts are re-

ciprocally the cause and effect of one another, and so that it has no external

cause. Kant argues that this second condition is also necessary, since the first

condition alone (organic unity) is not sufficient to regard something as a
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natural purpose, given that it can also be satisfied by a machine. Only things

that also meet the second condition are natural purposes because they pro-

duce themselves and do not have some external cause or designer.

Kant’s analysis of the concept of a natural purpose was decisive for the ro-

mantics, who accepted both its main points. Their organic concept of nature

began from Kant’s concept of nature, and then generalized it for nature as a

whole. All of nature, then, is a giant natural purpose that consists in myriad

smaller natural purposes. According to this concept, there is no fundamental

difference in kind between the ideal and real, the mental and physical, since

they are only different degrees of organization and development of living

force. Mind is very organized and developed matter, and matter is less orga-

nized and developed mind. It is important to see that such an organic con-

cept does not abrogate the mechanical, whose laws remain in force as much

as ever; but it does see the mechanical as a limiting case of the organic.

While the organic explains the parts of nature with respect to the whole, the

mechanical simply treats these parts in relation to one another, as if they

were somehow self-sufficient. The mechanical explains a given event by

prior events acting on it, and so on ad infinitum; the organic explains why

these parts act on one another in the first place.

Of course, it is just this flight of speculative fancy whose wings Kant was

so intent to clip. The conflict between Kant and the Naturphilosophen could

not be more clear and precise: Kant denied and they affirmed the constitu-

tive validity of the concept of a natural purpose. Kant’s denial works against

applying the concept on both a macro- or microcosmic scale.

Kant’s first argument against giving constitutive status to the idea of a nat-

ural purpose, which appears in its most detailed form in the “Über den

Gebrauch” essay, is essentially skeptical. It states that we have no means of

knowing whether objects in nature, such as vegetables and animals, are re-

ally purposive; in other words, we have no way to prove that such objects

are really organisms rather than just very complex machines. According to

Kant, we understand the power to act from purposes only through our own

human experience, and more specifically when we create something accord-

ing to our will, which consists in “the power to produce something accord-

ing to an idea” (VIII, 181). If, therefore, something cannot act according to

ideas, we have no right to assume that it has the power to act for ends.

Hence the concept of a natural purpose, of a being that acts purposively yet

does not have a will, is “completely ficitious and empty” (völlig erdichtet und

leer) (181).
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In drawing such a conclusion Kant is not saying that the concept is com-

pletely meaningless—in that case it could hardly have even a regulative sta-

tus—but only that it has no reference. His point is simply that we know of pur-

posiveness only in the cases of beings that act with will and understanding,

and that we therefore cannot make verifiable claims about the purposive-

ness of beings that do not have will and understanding. In a nutshell, Kant’s

argument is that intentionality—in the sense of conscious end or goal-di-

rected action—is the criterion of purposiveness, and that such a criterion can-

not be satisfied due to the intrinsic limits of human knowledge.

Kant’s second argument, which appears in §68 of the third Kritik, might

be called his anti-Frankenstein stratagem. This argument consists in a simple

application of the central principle of the critical philosophy, or what he calls

the principle behind its “new method of thought.”15 According to this prin-

ciple, which Kant explicitly restates in §68, “we have complete insight only

into that which we can make ourselves and according to our own concepts”

(V, 384). This principle means that organisms are incomprehensible to us,

Kant argues, because we do not have it within our means to create or pro-

duce them. We can indeed create some material thing, just as nature can pro-

duce one. But we have no power to produce the infinitely complex struc-

ture of an organism. Hence if we know only what we can produce, and if we

cannot produce organisms, it follows that we cannot know organisms.

Kant’s third argument is directed against hylozoism or vital materialism,

the doctrine that matter consists in vis viva or living force. To ascribe natural

purposes to living things, it is not necessary to be a hylozoist, because it is

possible to hold that such purposes are characteristic only of living or organic

matter. Hylozoism is the stronger thesis that living force is essential to matter

as such; it therefore implies that there is no difference between the organic

and inorganic. Still, hylozoism is sufficient, even if not necessary, to justify

the ascription of purposes to things, for it maintains that living forces are

purposive.

Kant’s argument against hylozoism proceeds from his analysis of matter in

the Anfangsgründe. According to his second law of mechanics, the law of in-

ertia, every change in matter must have an external cause, that is, it persists

in rest or motion, in the same direction and with the same speed, unless

there is some external cause to make it change its direction and speed (IV,

543). This law implies, therefore, that changes in matter cannot be internal,

or that matter has no intrinsic grounds of determination. This means for Kant

that matter is essentially lifeless; for he defines life as the faculty of a sub-
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stance to act from an internal principle, its power to change itself. Kant vehe-

mently insists that the very possibility of natural science rests on fully recog-

nizing these implications of the law of inertia; in his view, hylozoism is at

best speculative and at worst anthropomorphic; hence he condemns it as

nothing less than “der Tod aller Naturphilosophie.”

Kant’s polemic against hylozoism appears to be ambiguous, vacillating

unstably between two very different contentions: (1) that ascribing life to

material things is meaningless because it is contrary to the very idea of matter,

and (2) that attributing life to material things is problematic because we can-

not ever know whether they are really purposive. The first contention would

mean that teleology is a fiction, while the second would give it a hypothetical

status. Although Kant indeed makes both these contentions, the tension is

only apparent because they are directed against two very different versions

of hylozoism, which he himself distinguishes (§65, V, 374–375 and §73, V,

394–395). The first contention is directed against the doctrine that matter as

such or by its very nature is living. Kant maintains that this doctrine is flatly

contrary to the essence of matter, which is inertia. The second contention is

targeted against the doctrine that, though matter itself is not living, there is

still some living force or substance within it that somehow directs and organizes

its activity. Against this doctrine Kant makes two points: first, we have no

empirical evidence that there is such a principle in matter, because experi-

ence only validates the law of inertia; and, second, the concept of a living

force inherent in matter is essentially circular, because we explain its ap-

pearances by appeal to living force and then explain living force by its ap-

pearances.

On the basis of these arguments, Kant concludes that the concept of an or-

ganism or a natural purpose has only a regulative status. To avoid some

common misunderstandings, it is important to see precisely what such a

conclusion means. Except for the most radical version of vital materialism,

Kant is not saying that this concept is only a fiction, as if it were false that

there are organisms in nature. Rather, he is saying that this concept has only

a problematic status; in other words, we have no evidence or reason to assume

the existence or nonexistence of natural purposes. While it is indeed possi-

ble that there are such purposes, it is also possible that there are none at all

because they might be, for all we know, really only very complicated ma-

chines. True to his vocation as a critical philosopher, whose only goal is to

determine the limits of our cognitive powers, Kant neither affirms nor de-

nies the sui generis status of organisms; alternatively, he neither affirms nor
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denies the possibility of mechanism. Thus he states explicitly in §71 of the

third Kritik: “We are quite unable to prove that organized natural products

cannot be produced through the mechanism of nature” (V, 388). When

Kant denies the possibility of a complete mechanical explanation of organ-

isms, when he famously denies that there will never be a Newton to explain

the growth of a single blade of grass, he does so not because he thinks that

organisms are extramechanical—for that too would be a dogmatic claim to

knowledge—but only because he thinks that it is a necessary limitation of the

human understanding that we cannot fully understand an organism mechani-

cally, and that we must resort to teleology to make them comprehensible to

ourselves.

4. The First Line of Defense

How did the Naturphilosophen defend themselves against this array of argu-

ments?16 Their first strategy would be to diminish the size of their target,

purging the concept of a natural purpose of all its traditional theological as-

sociations. Schelling, Hegel, Schlegel, and Novalis did not wish to retain or

revive the old metaphysical notion of providence, according to which every-

thing in nature follows a divine plan. Rather, they believed that their teleol-

ogy is completely intrinsic, limited to the ends of nature itself. According to

their view, nature is an end in itself, and the purpose of all of nature is not to

realize any end beyond itself.

While this strategy scores an important point—that teleology need not

carry the traditional baggage of physico-theology—it still does not blunt

Kant’s main arguments. Although Kant sometimes wrote as if the concept of

the objective purposiveness of nature inevitably led to a physico-theology

(§75, V, 398–399), the thrust of his arguments are directed against the con-

cept of a natural purpose (Naturzweck), and therefore against the idea that na-

ture alone is self-generating and self-organizing. Hence his target was indeed

the central doctrine of the Naturphilosophen: an immanent teleology.

Limiting the question to the realm of nature itself, it seems that the Natur-

philosophen could still avoid Kant’s arguments. All they would have to do is

point out that the concept of a natural purpose need not involve any of the

shaky assumptions Kant attributed to it. More specifically, they could make

two replies to Kant. First, they could maintain that the idea of a natural pur-

pose does not necessarily imply intentionality, that is, the attribution of a

will to a living thing. To state that an object is a natural purpose is not to
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assume that there is some intention behind its creation, still less that there is

some kind of will within the object itself. Rather, all that it means is that

the object is an organic unity, where the idea of the whole precedes its

parts, and where the parts are mutually interacting, the cause and effect of

one another. These are indeed the necessary and sufficient characteristics

of a natural purpose on Kant’s own account of that concept. So, by his

own reckoning, there should be no need to demonstrate the existence of

intentionality.17 Second, the Naturphilosophen could also contest that the

idea of living matter entails that there is some kind of soul or spirit within

matter itself that somehow directs and organizes its growth. It is important

to see that, like Kant, the Naturphilosophen were also opposed to any form of

animism and vitalism that postulated some supernatural force or immaterial

substance behind organic growth. Like almost all physiologists of the late

eighteenth century, they too wanted to avoid the dilemma of materialism

versus vitalism.18 While they held that materialism is too reductivist because

it cannot explain the sui generis structure of organisms, they also rejected vi-

talism because it is too obscurantist, involving an appeal to some occult force

or supernatural agency.19

It is important to see that the teleology of the Naturphilosophen is first and

foremost a form of holistic explanation. It involves a very different paradigm

or concept of explanation from that of mechanism. It claims that to explain

an object by its natural purpose is to explain it holistically, where the pur-

pose is the idea of the whole. This whole is an organic unity, irreducible to its

parts, each of which is intelligible only from its place within the whole. Such

holistic explanation is the opposite of mechanical explanation, which in-

volves an antithetical concept of the whole. According to this concept, the

whole is the mere sum total of its parts, each of which is self-sufficient apart

from the whole. The difference between these forms of explanation then

amounts to two different whole–part conceptions. Either the whole pre-

cedes its parts or the parts precede the whole. This is the difference between

what Kant calls a totum or compositum,20 or, in the language of the third Kritik,

a synthetic or analytic universal.

All this makes it seem as if there is really no dispute between Kant and the

Naturphilosophen after all. Kant is denying the attribution of purposiveness to

objects in nature only in a very strong sense, one that implies the existence

of intentionality or spiritual powers in nature, whereas the Naturphilosophen

are affirming it in a weaker sense, one that has no such implications. Fur-

thermore, Kant agrees with the Naturphilosophen that teleological explana-

tions are irreducible to mechanical ones.21
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But the appearances of sweet harmony here are very deceptive. To con-

clude that there are no differences between Kant and the Naturphilosophen

would be all too hasty. It would fail to appreciate the full force of Kant’s

arguments, and indeed the main point at issue between him and the Natur-

philosophen. To see why, let us take a closer look at the status controversiae.

5. The Limits of Experience

Although the Naturphilosophen deny that the concept of a natural purpose

refers to some kind of occult substance or supernatural power, they still give

it some ontological status or objective reference. It is not that teleology is

only a distinctive form of explanation, one that is logically irreducible to

mechanism. On the contrary, teleology has a constitutive status, an objec-

tive reference, in two fundamental respects. First, it refers to a distinctive

structure, function, or form of the organic; second, it denotes a force behind

this structure, function, or form. To be sure, this force is not supernatural,

and still less is it a kind of entity; but it is a form of causal agency, a force

whose manifestations are organic structures, functions, or forms.

Of course, it is precisely these ontological assumptions that Kant contests.

He doubts not only that there is a specific kind of causal agency behind or-

ganic growth, but also that there is a distinctive structure, form, or func-

tion of an organism. The whole point behind his regulative doctrine is pre-

cisely to bracket both of these assumptions. Hence even if we drop the

ontology of vital spirits and supernatural forces, Kant is still at odds with the

Naturphilosophen.

To be more precise, Kant could concede that the idea of a natural purpose

does not involve any assumptions about an intention, soul, or spirit. Fur-

thermore, he could acknowledge—as he indeed insists—that the idea of a

whole in a natural purpose is irreducible to its parts. Still, even if he makes

these concessions, Kant still disputes that the concept of a natural purpose

has objective validity. For even if teleological explanations are logically irre-

ducible to mechanical ones, we still have to ask: What right do we have to

assume that these explanations refer to some unique form of structure or

causality in the natural world? After all, Kant insists that teleology is a nec-

essary method of explaining nature for us, given the limitations of our hu-

man understanding; in other words, we cannot know that there really are

unique structures, functions, or forms in nature that are irreducible to me-

chanical causes. For all we know, organisms might be simply very compli-

cated mechanisms. Again, Kant was quite explicit and emphatic about this
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point: “We are quite unable to prove that organized natural products cannot

be produced through the mechanism of nature” (§71, V, 388).22

The first naive and natural response to Kant’s challenge is to claim that

observation and experiment do confirm the existence of unique living

structures or forms. At the end of the eighteenth century, this line of reason-

ing was indeed very prevalent among some of the leading physiologists

in Germany—thinkers like J. F. Blumenbach, C. F. Wolff, and K. F. Kiel-

meyer—who had a profound influence on the development of Naturphiloso-

phie.23 Blumenbach, Wolff, and Kielmeyer maintained that it is possible to

provide convincing empirical evidence that some living things actually gen-

erate and organize themselves. Their confidence is easily comprehensible

once it is placed in historical context. During the first half of the eighteenth

century there were two fundamental theories about the origin and develop-

ment of life: preformation and epigenesis.24 According to preformation, organ-

isms are already preformed in the embryo, and their development involves

little more than an increase in size. According to epigenesis, however, or-

ganisms originally exist only as inchoate “germs” or “seeds,” and their de-

velopment consists in the actual generation of an organism’s characteristic

structure and organization. Toward the close of the eighteenth century, the

theory of preformation had been severely discredited, chiefly because it

could not account for the many empirical facts amassing against it—for ex-

ample, to take the most spectacular case, the regeneration of freshwater

polyps. Hence, in his influential tract Über den Bildungstrieb, Blumenbach

confessed that he had to abandon his previous allegiance to preformation

because of the sheer weight of experimental evidence against it, which he

then proceeded to describe in great detail.25 And, in his famous dispute with

Albrecht Haller, Wolff contended that his theory of epigenesis did not rest on

the fallacious inference that what could not be observed (a preformed em-

bryo) did not exist, as Haller insinuated, but on the simple observation of

what did exist. After making months of painstaking observations, Wolff con-

cluded that he saw under his microscope nothing less than the generation of

intestinal tissue in chick embryos; there was no preformed structure observ-

able anywhere; and all that could be seen was the formation of an inchoate

mass into a differentiated structure. So, in Wolff’s view, those who denied

epigenesis were in the same embarrassing predicament as Galileo’s critics:

they simply refused to look through the microscope.26

These developments are striking and dramatic, and they are crucial in

explaining the rise of the organic concept of nature among the Natur-
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philosophen. Still, they need not be intimidating for a Kantian. Unperturbed,

he will maintain that, even if observation and experiment show that some-

thing is self-organizing without a preformed structure, this still does not

prove that it is a natural purpose. The problem is that, for all we know, the

thing might still be acting entirely because of mechanical causes. The attri-

bution of purposes to nature implies that there is some other form of causal-

ity not strictly reducible to mechanism; but no amount of experience can

ever be sufficient to exclude entirely the operation of hidden mechanical

causes. Of course, one of the reasons the physiologists and Naturphilosophen

inferred the existence of natural purposiveness from their observations is

that they believed they had already refuted mechanism. Because they had

independent arguments against mechanism, they believed they could safely

exclude the possibility that self-generation and self-organization arose

from hidden mechanical causes. Usually, they made two kinds of argument

against mechanism. First, they claimed that the structure of an organism is

too complex to have arisen from mechanical causes alone. Second, they

contended that a natural purpose is very different from a mechanism be-

cause it implies that that an object is the cause of itself, whereas mechanism

implies that all causes are external to a thing.

Neither of these arguments are conclusive, however. Both make invalid

inferences—and, indeed, the very kind of dogmatic inferences that Kant ex-

poses in the third Kritik. The first assumes that because we cannot conceive the

structure arising from mechanical causes it could not have done so, which is

to make a dogmatic inference from the limits of our cognitive powers to

what must exist. The second assumes that because the concept of a purpose

involves a different form of explanation from that of mechanism, it there-

fore must also refer to a special kind of structure or cause; but this is just the

point that Kant questions when he maintains that the concept of a purpose

has a strictly problematic status. Although Kant himself argues that we can-

not use mechanism to explain organism, he does so for a very different rea-

son from the Naturphilosoph: it is not because of any presumed insight into

the objective nature of organisms but because of the limitation of our pow-

ers of knowledge. The Naturphilosophen were dogmatic in their critique of

mechanism, however, because they assumed that the impossibility of ex-

plaining an organism according to mechanical causes came from the objective

nature of an organism itself. They therefore excluded the very possibility

that Kant wanted to keep open: that organisms, for all we know, could still

be produced by mechanism.
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6. The Transcendental Deduction of the Organic

As I have explained the controversy so far, it seems as if Kant has trumped

the Naturphilosophen, who were guilty of dogmatism after all. Although they

were perhaps not as naive as the neo-Kantians portrayed them, their de-

fense of Naturphilosophie still cannot justify giving constitutive status to the

idea of an organism. The Kantians, it seems, can just keeping on wearing

their perukes, powdering and curling them with tender care.

But this is not the end of the story, whose most interesting and important

chapter remains to be told. It is now necessary to consider the romantics’

fundamental rationale for Naturphilosophie, an argument implicit in all their

writings on nature, and that would have been explicitly given by all of them

if we were to only ask. To understand this argument it is necessary to go

back in history and reconstruct the context behind the development of the

organic view of nature in the late 1790s. Much of that context was set by the

early criticism of Kant’s philosophy, and especially by the reaction against

his dualisms.

Many of Kant’s early critics charged that his dualisms—whatever the ini-

tial rationale for them—made it impossible for him to solve his own prob-

lems.27 According to Solomon Maimon,28 whose reaction was typical and in-

fluential, Kant’s dualisms were so severe that they undermined any attempt

to answer the central question of transcendental philosophy: “How is syn-

thetic a priori knowledge possible?” If the understanding and sensibility are

such heterogeneous faculties—if the understanding is an active, purely in-

tellectual faculty, which is beyond space and time, and if sensibility is a pas-

sive, purely empirical faculty, which is within space and time—then how do

they interact with one another to produce knowledge? Kant had stressed

that there must be the most intimate interchange between these faculties if

knowledge is to be possible—“Concepts without intuitions are empty, intu-

itions without concepts are blind,” as he put it in a famous slogan—yet he

had so radically divided them that any interchange between them seemed

impossible. The problem here, Maimon maintained, was analogous to, and

indeed just as severe as, Descartes’s classic difficulty regarding his mind–

body dualism.

It was in this context that the Naturphilosophen first developed their own

organic concept of nature. One of the main motivations behind this concept

was to surmount Kant’s problematic dualisms, and so to resolve the out-

standing problem of transcendental philosophy. The young romantics held
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that it is possible to bridge these dualisms only by giving constitutive status to

the concept of an organism. Of course, Kant himself had already set the

stage for such an argument in the third Kritik by proposing that the con-

cept of an organism mediate between the noumenal and the phenomenal.

The only sticking point between him and the Naturphilosophen then con-

cerned the regulative versus constitutive status of this concept. But here

the Naturphilosophen would insist that transcendental philosophy itself de-

manded giving this concept constitutive status; for only under the assump-

tion that there is an organism is it possible to explain the actual interaction

between the subjective and objective, the ideal and the real, the noumenal

and phenomenal. To leave the concept with a purely regulative status sim-

ply left the mystery of their actual interaction. Hence, for these reasons, the

Naturphilosophen believed that the concept of an organism had its own tran-

scendental deduction: it was nothing less than a necessary condition of pos-

sible experience. Here we witness once again a phenomenon often seen

in the history of post-Kantian thought: that it was necessary to transcend

Kant’s limits to solve his own problems.29

It is important to add that this transcendental argument in behalf of an or-

ganism was not simply a possible strategy; it is not merely a historical recon-

struction of an implicit line of reasoning. Rather, it can be found more or less

explicitly in the early writings of Schelling and Hegel. It was Schelling who

first suggested this argument in the introduction to his 1797 Ideen zur eine

Philosophie der Natur. Hegel later developed it, in his characteristically dense

and obscure prose, in his Differenzschrift. Since Schelling’s arguments are

clearer and the prototype for Hegel’s, I will focus upon them here.

It is striking that, in the introduction to his Ideen, Schelling raises the

question “What problems must a philosophy of nature resolve?” and an-

swers it by referring to the basic problem of transcendental philosophy:

“How a world outside us, how a nature and with it experience, is possi-

ble?”30 Schelling makes it perfectly explicit, therefore, that Naturphilosophie

has a transcendental task: its basic objective is to solve the problem of knowl-

edge. The solution to this problem is especially difficult, Schelling explains,

because all knowledge requires some form of correspondence or connection

between the subjective and objective, the ideal and the real, or the transcen-

dental and empirical. Such a connection or correspondence seems impossi-

ble, however, because these realms appear to be completely heterogeneous

from one another. To explain the possibility of knowledge, then, it is neces-

sary to unite these realms, to forge a bridge between them.
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Schelling then argues at length that this problem cannot be resolved from

conventional Kantian premises.31 He contends that the orthodox Kantian

distinction between the form and matter of experience simply reinstates the

dualism that gave rise to the problem of knowledge in the first place. The

Kantians cannot bridge the gulf between these realms, he explains, because

they so sharply distinguish between the form and matter of experience that

they cannot explain how the intellectual, ideal, and subjective forms inter-

act with the empirical, real, and objective matter. They simply state that the

forms are imposed on this matter, though they offer no explanation of how

that is possible.

In the Ideen Schelling only offers some suggestions about how the Kantian

dualisms could be overcome; and while he is critical of the Kantian regula-

tive constraints, he also does not dare to abolish them.32 However, in some

later works, especially his 1798 Entwurf eines Systems der Naturphilosophie and

his 1800 System des transcendental Idealismus, he puts forward a solution to the

problem of the Kantian dualisms that clearly goes beyond Kant’s regulative

limits. Schelling’s solution is nothing less than his organic concept of nature.

If nature is an organism, then it follows that there no distinction in kind but

only one of degree between the mental and the physical, the subjective and

objective, the ideal and the real. They are then simply different degrees of

organization and development of a single living force, which is found ev-

erywhere within nature. These apparent opposites can then be viewed as

interdependent. The mental is simply the highest degree of organization and

development of the living powers of the body; and the body is only the low-

est degree of organization and development of the living powers of the

mind.

Whatever the merits or flaws of Schelling’s organic concept, it should be

clear by now that it simply begs the question against him to dismiss the

concept as transcendent metaphysics. This famous complaint of the neo-

Kantians ignores the transcendental strategy of Naturphilosophie; even

worse, it also begs important questions about how to solve the problems

posed by the Kantian dualisms. Alas, those who demand that we go back to

Kant often seem to forget why philosophers were compelled to go beyond

him in the first place.

7. A Final Settling of Accounts

Now that we have seen the dialectical struggle between Kant and the Natur-

philosophen, how should we assess its outcome? What was at stake?
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For all the difficulties of Kant’s dualisms, it would be wrong to think that

he had been superseded by his romantic successors. Perhaps the constitutive

status of the organic is the only means to overcome the difficulties of his

dualisms, just as Schelling and Hegel argue. Yet Kant himself was perfectly

aware of these difficulties; and he believed that it was necessary to live with

them all the same. Unlike the romantics, he was content to leave the con-

nection between understanding and sensibility, the intellectual and empiri-

cal, a mystery.33 To be sure, he sometimes wrote about a single source of

these faculties; but he regarded any theory about this source as very specula-

tive, and in any case not strictly necessary to explain the possibility of empir-

ical knowledge. If a transcendental deduction presupposes the fact of some

interaction between these heterogeneous faculties, it does not follow that it

has to explain that fact. After all, it is not as if the skeptic can dispute the fact

of interconnection; he gains a foothold only in disputing the extravagent

theories about it.

It is precisely here that we seem to come to the last crossroads, the final

parting of the ways. The diverging paths are Kantian modesty versus post-

Kantian curiosity, Kantian skepticism versus post-Kantian speculation. But,

once again, this proves to be too simplistic. For if in one respect Schelling’s

organic concept goes beyond Kant, flying in the face of his regulative limits,

in another respect it is entirely warranted by him, entirely in keeping with

his spirit, if not his letter. This concept was the inevitable result of joining to-

gether two very Kantian lines of thought. First, the dynamic theory of mat-

ter, which claims that matter is not inert extension but active force. The fun-

damental premise behind this theory is that mechanism is insufficient to

explain matter, which consists in forces of attraction and repulsion. Second,

the idea that nature is a unity, a systematic whole, where the idea of the

whole precedes all its parts. On the basis of these Kantian themes Schelling

already had sufficient rationale for his organic concept of nature. For if

mechanism cannot explain matter itself, let alone life and mind, then it fails

as the paradigm to explain all of nature. The only other plausible candidate

is organicism. The great advantage of organicism is that it does justice to the

unity and systematicity of nature. It exlains matter and mind according to a

single principle, seeing both as different degrees of organization and devel-

opment of living force. There is no need to distinguish between the realms of

the mechanical–material and the organic–immaterial since the mechanical

is only a limiting case of the organic. We can now see clearly why Schelling

wanted to go that extra step beyond Kant in demanding not only a dynamic

but also a vital conception of matter. For if we insist on the principle of the
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unity of nature, only a vital concept unites the organic and inorganic, the

mental and the physical, into one natural world.

Of course, Kant himself would never take this step, and indeed he fought

against it with all the passion and energy at his command. The reason is not

hard to fathom. For him, organicism came only at an enormous price: the

loss of moral freedom. If we accept organicism, then we must abandon that

dualism between the noumenal and phenomenal that Kant saw as the pre-

condition of moral action and responsibility. Indeed, the organic concept

does mean extending the realm of natural explanation not only to the do-

main of life and mind but also to the realm of the noumenal or rational.

From its antidualistic perspective, there can be only an artificial and arbi-

trary borderline between reason and the mental, the noumenal and the liv-

ing. There is a continuum throughout all of nature extending from the most

primitive matter to the most subtle and sophisticated forms of conscious-

ness; the rational in all its forms is nothing less than the highest organization

and development of the living forces inherent in all of nature. Although it

gives pride of place to human rationality in the hierarchy of nature, the or-

ganic concept still sees rationality as one more manifestation of the forces

within nature. Inevitably, the dominion of natural necessity then intrudes

into the realm of the moral.

Of course, Schelling and the romantics gave a different assessment of the

whole problematic. For them, dualism was not the solution but the problem.

It was dualism that came with such a heavy price. Dualism meant the end of

the unity of nature, the sancrosanct lex continui; it made a mystery out of

moral decision and action; and it left unintelligible the interaction between

the intellectual and sensible involved in all knowledge. But abandoning du-

alism made it necessary for the romantics to explain the very issue for which

Kant had defended it in the first place: the possibility of freedom.

What the romantics have to say about freedom is another issue, which is

far beyond the scope of this chapter to investigate. Suffice to say for now

that the issues involved in legitimating their organic concept of nature are

much more complicated than they first appear. They raise all kinds of ques-

tions about the limits of knowledge, the meaning of the organic, the rela-

tionship between the mental and physical, and even the possibility of free-

dom itself. If I have shown that the organic concept is more than naive

speculation—and if I have also shown that the Kantian critique is more than

positivist dogmatism—I will have achieved my purposes here.
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C H A P T E R 1 0

Religion and Politics
in Frühromantik

1. Some Troubling Stereotypes

In 1835, in his brilliant Die romantische Schule, Heinrich Heine related some

amusing stories about his encounters with August Wilhelm Schlegel, who

was then at the height of his fame as the leading spokesman for the romantic

school in Germany.1 When he first attended Schlegel’s lectures at Bonn

University in 1819, Heine tells us, he was deeply impressed. Schlegel was

heavily perfumed, and dressed according to the latest Parisian fashion. “He

was elegance and decorum itself, and whenever he spoke of the prime min-

ister of England he would always add ‘my friend.’” Schlegel was so thin, so

wasted, and so brilliant that he seemed to be pure spirit. But when Heine en-

countered Schlegel again, some ten years later on the streets of Paris, his im-

pression was very different. The pure spirit was dead, and only the body

lived on. No longer the brilliant literary historian, Schlegel had grown old

and fat. He gloated in the honors showered upon him, wearing all his badges

and medals around his neck. Whenever he would laugh, Heine wrote, it was

like “an old lady who had just put a sugar cube in her mouth.”

Heine’s portrait was, of course, deliberately slanted, designed to poke fun

at a figure whose politics he could not abide. In Die romantische Schule we are

left in no doubt about the reasons for his contempt. Here Heine interpreted

German romanticism as an essentially reactionary movement whose main

goal was to revive the religion and arts of the Middle Ages.2 He could never

forgive or forget that some of the romantics had converted to Catholicism

and worked for Metternich. In Heine’s view, the romantics’ literary endeav-

ors were inspired by their reactionary political values. The Schlegel brothers

conspired against Racine, he wrote, with the same zeal as Minister Stein

against Napoleon.3 Heine then made a simple but striking and seductive
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contrast between classicism and romanticism.4 While the classicist is a hu-

manist who thinks that the end of humanity is realized here on earth, the

romantic is a Christian who believes that the highest good is achieved only

in heaven. If the political ideals of the humanist are liberty and equality,

those of the romantic are faith in church and state. For Heine, then, roman-

ticism was little more than the literary form of the Restoration, and the ulti-

mate source of its inspiration came from Christianity itself.

Heine’s portrait of romanticism has been—and still remains—profoundly

influential. It was espoused by other German radicals of the 1840s, such as

Karl Marx and Arnold Ruge, who saw romanticism as the enemy ideology,

or what they called “the Christian-Germanic Restoration principle.”5 Until

very recently, this has been the official Marxist view of romanticism.6 Yet,

even in his own day, Heine’s portrait did not lack critics. In 1850, Hermann

Hettner, one of the most eminent literary historians of the nineteenth cen-

tury, pointed out its chief difficulty: that Heine’s interpretation of Romantik

was anachronistic, judging the entire romantic movement from the views

of some of its last representatives.7 Of course, in their later years some of

the romantics (Friedrich Schlegel, Adam Müller, Archim von Arnim) were

reactionaries who supported Metternich and the Roman Catholic Church;

but in their earlier years, in the 1790s, they were champions of the French

Revolution.

For Hettner, the problem with romanticism was not that it was reaction-

ary but that it was apolitical.8 Romanticism was fundamentally an aesthetic

movement, which made art an end in itself, never to be compromised by so-

cial or political reality. Because of his impotence in the political world, the

romantic would retreat into the world of the literary imagination, the only

place where he could enjoy complete freedom. Hettner’s views too became

very influential. They have found their main modern champion in the work

of Carl Schmitt, whose notorious Politische Romantik simply revived Hettner’s

thesis.9

Now, with the benefit of much hindsight, it seems to me that we can

finally say that both Heine and Hettner are wrong. Hettner’s criticisms of

Heine are indeed telling. Although Heine’s portrait does hold for some fig-

ures of late romanticism—so called Spätromantik—it is completely false for

almost all the leading thinkers of early romanticism—so called Frühroman-

tik—whose politics were very liberal and progressive. But Hettner’s interpre-

tation, and by implication that of Schmitt, is flawed too. It is simply false

that politics was not essential to the early romantics, as if it were nothing

more than an instrument or occasion for their literary imagination. If we
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consider the early philosophical fragments of the romantics, most of which

were published only after 1960, and so unavailable to Hettner and Schmitt,

it becomes overwhelmingly clear that politics was an integral element of ro-

mantic philosophy. The main problem with the apolitical interpretation,

however, is that it cannot do justice to some of the romantics explicit and

emphatic statements about their fundamental beliefs.

If we wish to know someone’s fundamental values it is only necessary to

know their answer to one classical question—namely, the question Aristotle

raised in Book I of the Nicomachean Ethics: What is the highest good?10 The

romantics had a clear answer to this question, which was still very much

alive in late-eighteenth-century Germany. They maintained firmly and pas-

sionately that the highest good was Bildung, human excellence or perfec-

tion, the self-realization and development of all human powers as a whole.11

Like Aristotle, they also held that such excellence or perfection can be real-

ized only in the community or state. They reaffirmed the classical Aristote-

lian doctrine that the state is prior to the individual, that man is a political

animal, a mere beast or god apart from the polis. Hence, for the romantics as

for Aristotle, politics became the first art or science. In his early Ueber das

Studium der griechischen Poesie Schlegel echoes Aristotle: “Political judgment

is the highest of all viewpoints.”12

If, then, we are to understand Frühromantik, we have to turn Hettner and

Schmitt upside down. For the early romantics, art is subordinate to politics,

not politics to art. Far from making art an end in itself, the romantics subor-

dinated it to the ethical and political. For they held that the purpose of art is

Bildung, the education of humanity, which is achieved only in the state.

Hence the young Friedrich Schlegel wrote to his brother: “The soul of my

doctrine is that humanity is the highest end, and art exists only for its

sake.”13

For similar reasons, it seems that we should also stand Heine on his head.

For the romantics tell us that the highest good is Bildung, human excellence

and perfection, which is the credo of humanism, the very doctrine that Heine

saw as the antithesis of romanticism. But it is just here that matters begin to

get complicated. If the early romantics were not reactionaries who defended

Roman Catholic dogma, neither were they radicals who proclaimed an athe-

istic humanism. Rather, they saw the closest connection between their hu-

manism and religion. Although they claimed the highest good was Bildung,

they also insisted that this could not be achieved without religion. Religion

was not only a means to, but an essential part of, Bildung; indeed, it was

nothing less than the guiding force behind it.14
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So the romantics wanted a humanistic religion or a religious humanism.

But, for Heine, Ruge, and Marx, this was an impossibility, an oxymoron, a

contradicto en adjecto. Recall that on their view humanism is atheistic, pro-

gressive, and liberal, and that religion is reactionary, the chief pillar of the

state of the ancien régime. This raises a very tricky question: How did the ro-

mantics think they could synthesize humanism and religion? Why, unlike

Heine, Ruge, and Marx, did they see no contradiction in combining them?

2. Radical Chic in the 1790s

Prima facie it might seem that there is not that much of a problem here. It ap-

pears that Heine, Ruge, and Marx have a very limited conception of religion,

one which limits it to the theism of Christian tradition. Surely, one might

say, that should not pass for our understanding of religion in general. There

were many other forms of Christianity, some of which were allied with the

most progressive social causes. We only need to think of the radical spiritual-

ist sects during the Reformation that were the source of so many modern

liberal values.

We shall soon see that romantic religion was indeed very progressive and

liberal, and that it had very little to do with the traditional theism Heine as-

cribed to it. But it is important to see now that the problem of consistency

runs much deeper than this. We cannot simply point to the other more lib-

eral and progressive form of religion held by the romantics and so have done

with it.

The root of the problem is that the more we examine the sources of ro-

mantic humanism and religion, the more we find that they each stem from

two philosophers completely at odds with one another. Romantic human-

ism has its source in Fichte; and romantic religion has its origins in Spinoza.

But there are few philosophers more antithetical, more at odds about all the

fundamental issues, than these two.

To give a better idea of the problem at hand here, let me explain in a little

more detail why the romantics were attracted to Fichte and Spinoza in the

first place. Once we see that they were attracted to conflicting aspects of

Fichte and Spinoza, we will have a much better feeling for the tension they

had to resolve. This tension derives from two completely antithetical views

about religion and politics. Specifically, the problem is how to reconcile a

Fichtean humanism with a Spinozist religion.

There can be no doubt that Fichte and Spinoza were the most influen-

tial philosophers on the young romantics. Hölderlin, Friedrich Schlegel, and
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Novalis attended Fichte’s early lectures in Jena, which left an indelible

impression on them; and, until 1798, Schelling was virtually a disciple of

Fichte. Such was the power that Fichte held over these young minds that

they had to struggle mightly to gain their independence from him.

Ironically, though, the years of Fichte’s greatest influence in Germany—

roughly from 1794 to 1799—were also the heyday of the Spinoza revival,

which began in 1786 with the publication of Jacobi’s Briefe über die Lehre von

Spinoza. In that remarkable work Jacobi made the sensational revelation

that Lessing confessed to him in the summer of 1780 that he was a Spinozist.

In revealing Lessing’s confession, Jacobi’s aim was to warn the public against

the dangers of Spinozism, which, in his view, was tantamount to atheism

and fatalism. Yet Jacobi’s warning backfired, leading to one public declara-

tion of Spinozism after another. If Lessing could confess his Spinozism,

many reasoned, then so could they too. Among the most prominent to

make such a confession were Goethe and Herder.

Growing up in the 1790s, the young romantics were inevitably drawn

into the vortex of the pantheism controversy. Their notebooks give more

than ample evidence of their study of, and sympathy for, Spinozism. For

them, Spinoza was “der Gott betrunkene Mensch.”15 To write “Hen kai pan”—

“Eins und Alles”—in Stammbücher became something of a fashion. Famously,

in his Reden über die Religion Schleiermacher asks us to make an offering to

“the holy rejected Spinoza.”16 Yet, by the time he made this request, the of-

ferings were already piled rather high.

It is not difficult to understand how anyone growing up in the 1790s

would be seduced by Fichte and Spinoza. From completely opposing per-

spectives, they were the most radical and progressive philosophers of the

1790s. To be in the vanguard, to be on the cutting edge of the Zeitgeist, meant

following in their footsteps.

What the romantics saw in Spinoza was first and foremost his attempt to

rationalize religion. Spinoza’s famous dictum deus sive natura, his identifica-

tion of God with the infinitude of nature, seemed to resolve the conflict be-

tween reason and faith, which had preoccupied philosophers and theolo-

gians throughout the Enlightenment. Spinoza’s dictum divinized nature as

much as it naturalized the divine, and so it seemed to make a religion out of

science, a science out of religion. If God were the same as “the one and

all”—if the divine were nothing more than the unity of nature, the system-

atic unity of all its laws—then there is no warrant for opposing reason and

faith. Instead, the objects of religion and science are one and the same. The

conflict between reason and faith arose in the first place only because the di-
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vine was conceived as something supernatural. If God were an entity be-

yond the natural world, then we could prove his existence either through

the Bible (with theism) or through rational inferences (with deism). But, by

the end of the eighteenth century, both theism and deism were on their last

legs. Theism not only rested its case on miracles, which were hard to square

with science, but it also suffered greatly from the new biblical criticism; and

deism had collapsed under the relentless barrage of skeptical arguments.

Only Spinoza’s pantheism did not seem in danger of such obsolescence. The

reality of Spinoza’s God was as palpable as that of nature itself. Rather than

being a mysterious spirit, like the God of traditional theism, or an irrelevant

abstraction, like the God of deism, Spinoza’s God was present equally within

everyone alike. Since we are all modes of the single infinite substance, we

only have to reflect on ourselves to find the divine within us.

It is important to see that the romantic attraction to Spinoza was not only

epistemological; for here again political factors played a decisive role. To un-

derstand these factors, it is worthwhile to keep in mind another remark of

Heine: that pantheism had always been the secret religion of Germany, the

faith of its cultural underground.17 Heine knew whereof he spoke. Since the

end of the seventeenth century in Germany, Spinoza had become the patron

saint of radical Protestants, of all those discontented reformers who accused

Luther of selling out to the princes and betraying his two grand ideals: reli-

gious liberty and the priesthood of all believers. These radicals embraced

Spinoza for a variety of reasons, all of them perfectly Protestant. They saw

Spinoza’s separation of church and state as a guarantee of religious liberty;

they embraced his critique of the Bible because it freed Lutheranism from its

biblicism, its deadening emphasis on the letter as a rule of faith; and they

loved his pantheism because it seemed to justify the equality and priesthood

of all believers. After all, if God is infinitely present within everyone alike,

we are all equal; and then there is no need for a priest or spiritual authority

to mediate our relationship with God. Of course, Spinoza was a Jew, at least

by background; but for these radical Protestants, who were ecumenical to

the bone, that was all the more reason to embrace him. What could better

show their universalist credentials? And, in any case, did Spinoza not live

with the brethren at Rijnsberg? Was the affinity in doctrine that accidental

after all?

Despite constant persecution, the flames of religious radicalism in Ger-

many never died out; and clandestine editions of the Ethica and Tractatus

never ceased to circulate. The radical ideals lived on well into the eighteenth

century, when they found their foremost exponents in writers like Gottfried
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Arnold, Conrad Dippel, Johann Edelmann, and finally Lessing and Herder

themselves. When the romantics embraced Spinozism in the late 1790s they

were—somewhat unwittingly—carrying on the tradition of the radical re-

formers. The Spinoza revival of the 1790s was nothing less than the last

great manifestation of the radical reformation. Its finest literary and philo-

sophical expression was Schleiermacher’s Reden.

What chiefly attracted the romantics to Fichte was his radical concept of

freedom, specifically his claim that the self is only what it posits itself to be.

This concept was radical in two respects. First, it means that the self has no

eternal essence, which it somehow realizes or develops of necessity; rather,

its essence is created by itself. For Fichte, whose position anticipates Sartre,

the self is only what it makes of itself.18 Second, the self can create not only

itself but also its world, which also ought to be the product of its reason. By

this second claim Fichte did not mean that the self has created its world—as

if it were somehow divine—but only that it has the power to do so; it can ap-

proach the ideal of a completely rational world through infinite striving.19

Read in the context of the 1790s Fichte’s radical concept had a clear politi-

cal message, one his young listeners would not have missed for a moment.

What Fichte was saying is that the social and political world is not an eternal

order to which we must submit; rather it too is something that we can create

according to the demands of our own reason. Fichte was preaching not res-

ignation but action; he was indeed insisting that we have not only the right

but the duty to transform the social and political world according to reason.

Hence his popular 1794 Vorlesungen über die Bestimmung des Gelehrten closes

on a rousing note: “Handeln! Handeln!, das ist es, wozu wir da sind.”20

3. Fichte versus Spinoza

Now that we have seen why the romantics were so attracted to Fichte and

Spinoza it is easy to understand why they wanted to join both philosophers

into a single system. We can find the romantic project for such a synthesis

expressed, more or less explicitly, in their early notebooks and fragments.21

This project is crucial, I believe, for understanding early German romanti-

cism. All too often the romantic worldview is interpreted as a poetic version

of Fichte’s Wissenschaftslehre or Spinoza’s Ethica; it is seen as one or the other,

never both. Yet these interpretations miss what is most central to and char-

acteristic of the philosophy of Frühromantik: the attempt to wed Fichte and

Spinoza.

Of course, though, it is just this project that is the great paradox. The very
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idea of a synthesis of Fichte and Spinoza seems utterly absurd as soon as we

consider the deep conflicts between them. These conflicts are especially ap-

parent in those aspects of Fichte and Spinoza that most attracted the roman-

tics—namely, Fichte’s political radicalism and Spinoza’s pantheistic religion.

Prima facie there does not seem to be that much of a conflict. For was

not Spinoza’s pantheism also progressive and radical? Did he not defend

the same political values as Fichte? Indeed, Fichte had no quarrel with

Spinoza’s republicanism, egalitarianism, and defense of toleration. It would

seem, then, that he should embrace Spinoza as a fellow radical, as even a

martyr in the struggle for the same political causes. Yet, rather than doing so,

Fichte spurned Spinoza, declaring him his archenemy. Notoriously, he de-

clared that there were only two possible philosophies: his and that of his

archenemy, Spinoza.22 The choice between his philosophy and Spinoza’s

was for him the crucial test of philosophical loyalty and committment.

Why did Fichte see such a conflict between himself and Spinoza? In his

Erste Einleitung in die Wissenschaftslehre Fichte himself gave a vivid and simple

account of the main issue dividing them.23 The two possible philosophies

were either his idealism or Spinoza’s realism, or as he sometimes put it in

Kantian terms, “criticism” or “dogmatism.” If we are idealists, we make the

self absolute and explain nature as its product; if we are realists, we make

nature the absolute and explain the self as its product. In other words, either

we place the absolute inside us with criticism, so that it is immanent to expe-

rience, or we place it outside us with dogmatism, so that it transcends experi-

ence. There is no way of reconciling idealism and realism, Fichte insisted,

because they are incompatible concepts of the absolute, the single infinite

reality. If both were true, we would have to divide the infinite; but, obvi-

ously, there can be only one infinite reality, only one thing answering to the

definition of the infinite: that of which nothing greater can be conceived.

Fichte often wrote as if the choice between his philosophy and Spinoza’s

was an essentially personal one, a matter of individual choice. In some

famous lines,24 he declared that the philosophy one chose depended on

the kind of person one was; but he might well have said the converse:

which philosophy one chose determined the kind of person one was, and

indeed one’s basic attitude toward the world. Because he was an idealist, the

Fichtean was an activist, committed to infinite striving, a ceaseless struggle

to make the world a better place; because he was a realist, the Spinozian was

a quietist, acquiescing to the divine power moving through him, which

acted from the necessity of its own nature alone.
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Although Fichte sometimes said that the choice between his philoso-

phy and Spinoza’s was essentially personal, he also accused Spinoza of a ba-

sic logical fallacy,25 one that Kant had called “the fallacy of pure reason”:

hypostasis, reification, projecting the ideas of reason outside us, as if they

were an alien power to which we must submit, when they are in fact only

the product of our own activity.26 This fallacy was the arch-sin of all meta-

physical dogmatism, Kant taught, and its removal required nothing less than

a critique of reason. The critique supplied an effective remedy for this mal-

ady: reformulating a constitutive principle, which pretends to describe some-

thing that exists, into a regulative principle, which prescribes tasks for our

reason. In other words, what seemed to be an object of belief had to become

a goal for action. Spinoza committed this very fallacy, Fichte argued, when

he made the infinite something outside us—the single infinite substance—

when it is in truth nothing more than something within us: our infinite

power to change the world according to reason. It is indeed for just this rea-

son that Fichte called Spinoza “a dogmatist,” for hypostasis was the charac-

teristic fallacy of dogmatism.

Fichte’s critique of Spinoza is really the basis for his own humanism. The

immediate result of his critique is that the idea of the infinite is really only a

goal for action, not an object of belief. In other words, we should strive to

make the kingdom of God a reality on the earth rather than believe in its ex-

istence in heaven. Like Kant, Fichte understood the traditional idea of the

kingdom of God in ethical terms; this kingdom symbolized the moral ideal of

the highest good—namely, the perfect correspondence of virtue and happi-

ness, the total harmony of duty and reward. Yet he went a step further than

Kant in also interpreting this traditional ideal in political terms. The highest

good did not exist in some supernatural realm after life; rather, it was a goal

for us to achieve in this life: the perfect republican constitution where there

is complete justice, where those who labor receive rewards in proportion to

their efforts. Hence Fichte’s humanism was ultimately atheistic.27 To believe

in the existence of God and the highest good was to hypostatize the ideals of

reason.

We can now see why there was such a conflict between Fichte’s radicalism

and Spinoza’s pantheism. Very simply, Fichte’s radicalism is a form of atheis-

tic humanism, denying the existence of the God that Spinoza sees as the sin-

gle reality. In more Kantian terms, we could say this: Spinoza maintains the

constitutive status of the infinite, while Fichte insists on its regulative status.

We might admit this difference but still ask: Why can we not affirm
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the existence of God and remain committed to Fichte’s radical ideals? Why

can we not be both Fichtean activists and Spinozian pantheists? Here again

Fichte would resist any attempt at conflation. And for good reasons.

Spinoza’s pantheism undermines Fichte’s activism in two fundamental

ways. First, it erases radical freedom. If God acts from the necessity of his

own nature, and if all human actions are modes of the divine nature, then

they too will be necessary. What I think or do will be simply what God

thinks or does through me; someone cannot act otherwise anymore than

the eternal divine nature can change. Second, Spinoza seems to undermine

any motivation to change the world. For him, the essence of God is rational;

and since everything expresses or manifests the essence of God, everything

is completely and perfectly rational. Why bother to change the world, then,

if everything is already an embodiment of divine reason?

It is important to see that, for Fichte, there was always the closest connec-

tion between his atheism and belief in freedom. If we believe that the

infinite already exists, if we make it an object of belief, then we alienate

our freedom. We surrender our autonomy, our power to change the world

according to our own reason, because we project outside ourselves some

alien realm of being to which we must conform. Rather than making the

real world conform to our demands, we make ourselves conform to the de-

mands of some imaginary world. It was especially this element of alienation

and resignation behind Spinozism, I believe, that motivated Fichte’s intense

animus against Spinoza. For all its progressive elements, Spinoza’s panthe-

ism ultimately undermined the motivation for social and political change.

Indeed, precisely because it seemed so progressive, Spinoza’s religion was

more dangerous than traditional theism. Hence, paradoxically, Fichte would

drop more obloquy on Spinoza’s head than even the most conservative

theist.

Whatever the source of the conflict between Fichte and Spinoza, and

however reconcilable it ultimately might be, it is important to see that the

tensions were not merely implicit. They are not artificial reconstructions of

the philosophical historian; rather, they were direct experiences of the ro-

mantics themselves. The tension was perfectly explicit, a conflict over which

the romantic soul spent many a sleepless night. Time and again we find the

romantics torn between Fichte’s radicalism and Spinoza’s pantheism. There

are moments when they seem to be saying, with Fichte, that we live in a

world of our own creation, that we have the power to create the Kingdom of

God on earth through our own efforts. “The starting point of modern cul-

ture,” Friedrich Schlegel once wrote, “is the revolutionary wish to realize
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the kingdom of God on earth.”28 Yet there are also moments when they

seem to embrace Spinoza’s single infinite substance and to surrender them-

selves into the arms of the one and all. Nowhere is this tension more appar-

ent than in Hölderlin’s Hyperion, where Hyperion, the hero of the novel, vac-

illates constantly between these two attitudes toward the world, a political

activism that would change everything and a religious quietism that would

surrender itself to the infinite. In an unmistakable allusion to the conflict be-

tween Fichte and Spinoza, Hölderlin wrote that sometimes we feel as if we

are everything and the world nothing; and sometimes as if the world is ev-

erything and we are nothing.29 Hyperion is nothing less than Hölderlin’s at-

tempt to reconcile these two attitudes toward the world. The same tension

appears in another seminal text of early romanticism, Schelling’s Briefe über

Dogmatismus und Kriticizismus. This work was most probably the product of

conversations between Schelling and Hölderlin regarding the conflict be-

tween Fichte and Spinoza. The first letters present us with a stark choice

between two different visions of the world: a philosophy of freedom that

celebrates the heroic struggle to change the world; and the philosophy of

necessity, which warns us of our vanity and advises us to surrender our-

selves into the arms of the infinite.30

Given that the conflict between Fichte and Spinoza runs so wide and

deep, how did the romantics attempt to reconcile them? The young Hölder-

lin and Schelling sometimes despaired of a solution. It was they who first

claimed—Fichte’s famous lines only echo them—that the choice between

them was ultimately a matter of personal decision. Yet something more

came of all those sleepless nights. In the late 1790s we find the young ro-

mantics struggling to find a deeper philosophical solution. It is now time to

see what form it took.

4. Revitalizing Spinoza

The heart of the romantic synthesis lay in the reinterpretation of Spinoza.

To some extent it is misleading to write about the revival of Spinozism in the

1790s because the German romantics were not, strictly speaking, Spinozists.

They reinterpreted Spinoza in ways utterly at odds with some of Spinoza’s

fundamental doctrines. If he knew of them, Benedictus would have

screamed betrayal. Yet it is precisely through this reinterpretation that the

romantics made Spinoza more congenial to Fichte’s idealism.

The crucial precedent for the romantic reinterpretation of Spinoza was

Herder’s 1787 tract Gott, Einige Gespräche. Whether there was a direct influ-
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ence or not, some of the fundamental tenets of Herder’s reinterpretation of

Spinoza reappear in Schelling, Hölderlin, Novalis, Friedrich Schlegel, and

the young Hegel. It seems to me that the Herder text is far more important

than F. H. Jacobi’s Briefe über die Lehre von Spinoza, which has lately received

most attention as the source of the romantic understanding of Spinoza.31

In his 1787 tract Herder reinterprets Spinoza’s philosophy as a vitalistic

pantheism or a pantheistic vitalism. He makes Spinoza into a champion

of an organic worldview, according to which all of nature forms one vast liv-

ing organism. In remolding Spinoza in this light Herder self-consciously

fuses him with his great metaphysical contemporary: Leibniz.32 For it was

Leibniz who made the essence of substance into living force, vis viva. What

we must do, Herder believes, is combine Spinoza’s monism and naturalism

with Leibniz’s vitalism. Ironically, Herder was reviving the two great dog-

matic metaphysicians at the very same time as Kant was desperately at-

tempting to bury them in the Kritik der reinen Vernunft.

Despite his sympathy for such arch-metaphysicians, Herder had scant

sympathy for Spinoza’s dogmatic method, his procedure more geometrico of

beginning with axioms and definitions and then deriving theorems through

rigorous deduction. A student of Kant’s in the 1760s, he had little con-

fidence in such a method, which he saw as a relic of defunct scholasticism.

The proper procedure of metaphysics, Herder claimed, was that outlined by

Kant in his Prize Essay: it should generalize the results of the empirical sci-

ences. But it was precisely in this regard that Spinoza’s philosophy had

proven itself to be so antiquated. For Spinoza based his philosophy on the

mechanistic paradigm of explanation of Cartesian physics. Like Descartes,

Spinoza had assumed that matter is inert extension, and that one body

moves only if another body directly acts on it through impact. But it was just

this paradigm, Herder contended, that was no longer adequate in modern

physics. All the new data from experiments in chemistry, electricity, and

magnetism had shown that matter does not consist in inert extension but in

active force. The research indicated that matter most probably consists in at-

tractive and repulsive forces. If this were so, then mechanism was in very se-

rious trouble; for one of the classic problems of mechanism was its apparent

incapacity to explain attractive forces. These results seemed to imply action

at a distance, which could not be accounted for on the basis of impact.

Never for a moment did Herder doubt Spinoza’s naturalism, his concep-

tion of nature as infinite and everything in nature happening according to

necessary laws. Like Spinoza, he too wanted to uphold the unity of nature;

and he too was an implacable opponent of all forms of dualism. Yet now,
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with the evident breakdown of mechanism, would it be possible to sustain

Spinoza’s monism and naturalism? Clearly, these doctrines would have to be

reinterpreted according to the latest results from the sciences. For Herder,

this meant first and foremost reinterpreting Spinoza’s single infinite sub-

stance so that it was now living force, the force of all forces, “die Urkraft aller

Kräfte.”33 Such a move guaranteed the unity and continuity of nature be-

cause there was no longer any dualism between the mental and physical,

the organic and inorganic. If we assume that matter is living force, then we

are no longer caught in the classic dilemma of dualism versus materialism.

For we can now explain both mind and matter as different degrees of orga-

nization and development of living force. While matter is the lower degree

of organization and development of living force, mind is its highest degree of

organization and development. This is not a form of reductivism because

there is still a difference between the mental and physical; nevertheless, the

difference is in degree rather than kind.

It should be clear that Herder’s organic reinterpretation of Spinoza would

never have pleased Benedictus himself. It introduces at least two alien ele-

ments into Spinoza’s system. First, an element of teleology. If substance

is living force, then it ceases to be inert and eternal, as Spinoza conceived

it; rather, it now undergoes change and development, evolving from the

inchoate, indeterminate, and potential into the organized, determinate, and

actual. Since this development realizes the essence or nature of substance,

it should be understood as purposive, flatly contrary to his Spinoza’s stric-

tures against teleology. But Herder believed that Spinoza’s ban on teleology

worked against only the old fashioned external teleology, which saw purposes

as imposed on nature by God for the sake of man; he had little against an in-

ternal teleology, which saw purposes as the essence or inherent nature of

things themselves. Second, Herder brings into Spinozism the idea of a hier-

archy of nature, “a great chain of being.” Insofar as nature is an organic

whole, it has the structure of a pyramid, displaying stages or levels of organi-

zation and development. According to this hierarchy, the pinnacle of nature,

the highest degree of organization and development of living force, is noth-

ing less than man himself. Hence man regains his privileged position in the

order of nature that he had lost in Spinoza’s system. Spinoza had conceived

man as simply one finite mode of nature like any other; to give him a higher

position was simply crude anthropocentrism and anthropomorphism.

The romantics attempt to synthesize Fichte’s idealism and Spinoza’s natu-

ralism was essentially based on this reinterpretation of Spinoza. Now that

human self-consciousness was restored as the purpose and pinnacle of na-
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ture, Fichte could say that the self should be the first principle of philosophy

after all. Fichte was indeed right in placing self-consciousness at the center

of all things, as the basis to explain all of nature, for self-consciousness is the

purpose of nature, the highest degree of organization and development of

all its living powers. Where Fichte went astray, however, was in interpreting

the final cause as a first cause. He had wrongly assumed that the ego is the

first cause of nature when it really is only the final cause, the ultimate pur-

pose for which things exist. Fichte had failed to make that fundamental dis-

tinction so crucial to the organic interpretation of the world—namely, that

between what is first in the order of being and what is first in order of expla-

nation.

The romantics’ vitalism also allowed them to give a much greater role to

human agency in the cosmos than anything ever imagined by Spinoza. In

Spinoza’s vision of things, human agency and awareness ultimately makes

little difference to the divine. God has a complete, perfect, and self-sufficient

nature, which remains the same whether we humans exist or not; although

we depend on God, God does not depend on us. For the romantics, how-

ever, God depends on human beings as much as they depend on God. For it

is only through human self-consciousness and activity that the divine na-

ture finally realizes itself. If there were no human self-consciousness or

agency, the divine nature would still exist, to be sure, yet it would remain

imperfect, potential, inchoate, and indeterminate. It is only through our ac-

tivity, then, that we perfect, complete, and realize the divine, so that human

activity is divine itself.

By giving such a greater role to human agency, the romantics could claim

to do justice to Fichte’s activism. When Fichte made the divine a goal or

ideal of human activity, he was not so wrong after all. Because it is only

through our activity that the divine realizes itself, we have good reason to

make it the goal of our activity. It indeed seems that we now have more rea-

son to be activist than ever, for our activity now has a divine sanction behind

it. We make the world a better place not only for ourselves, but for God.

5. Final Assessment

Such, in very crude outline, is the romantic synthesis of Fichte and Spinoza,

idealism and realism. What are we to make of it? Whatever its ultimate

truth or falsity, there is something to be said for it. Vitalistic pantheism is a

remarkably imaginative and perfectly coherent worldview. It synthesized in
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a remarkable fashion some of the many competing ideas of its generation. It

is indeed striking how much it accommodates Fichte’s idealism within its

general Spinozistic naturalism.

Yet it cannot be said that it is entirely successful, at least as a synthesis of

Fichte and Spinoza. It is possible to hear Fichte howling in protest in the

backgound, screaming with all that indignant bluster that made him such a

troublesome personality. And it is not difficult to imagine the sources of his

discontent. For the reasons behind Fichte’s fierce opposition to Spinozism

still remain in place.

The first problem is that vitalistic pantheism still has no room for his con-

cept of radical freedom. Since the romantics gave a constitutive status to the

idea of the infinite, and since the infinite realizes itself of necessity through-

out nature, there is no place for radical freedom, which claims not only that

we have the power to create ourselves, but also that we have the power to

act otherwise. The romantics’ naturalism undermines both these assump-

tions. According to it, God acts from the necessity of his nature; and every-

thing is simply a mode of God. Hence it is not we who act, but God who acts

through us. The only sense of freedom permitted in Spinoza’s universe is

that of definition VII of the Ethica: that which is causi sui, acting from the ne-

cessity of one’s own nature alone. Notoriously, that definition applies to God

alone.

Of course, once we abandon radical freedom, Fichte’s activism soon goes

with it. If history, no less than nature, is a manifestation of the divine reason,

what point is there in changing society and the state according to our rea-

son? Whatever we do will realize the divine reason and cannot be other-

wise; it seems that we have no choice but to wait for the divine reason to act

through us; in other words, just as Fichte warned, we end forfeiting our au-

tonomy. To be sure, the romantic synthesis still saw God as the purpose of

history; but the problem was that God was also the cause of history too,

so that all of history seemed to be little more than an exercise in divine self-

realization. Admitting this poses anew, however, the dangers of anti-

nomianism and fatalism.

It is indeed striking how the romantics themselves began to draw some of

these consequences. In his Reden über die Religion Schleiermacher preached

that religion should not attempt to accelerate the progress of humanity;

rather, its only task is to contemplate the divine as it works its way through

history.34 We should not become disgruntled with society as it stands,

Schleiermacher wrote, because all places within the social division of labor
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are the product of divine necessity.35 In his Transcendentalphilosophie Fried-

rich Schlegel did not hesitate to draw deterministic consequences from his

organic concept of nature: he completely banished the Kantian–Fichtean

conception of freedom on the grounds that it was a false abstraction from

nature and history.36 And finally Schelling, in his System der gesamten Philoso-

phie, virtually debunked the notion of responsibility on the grounds that

whatever I did was the divine acting through me.37

So, despite its alliance with progressive values, romantic pantheism still

has troubling quietistic consequences. It is in this quietism, I would suggest,

that we can find one source of the romantics’ later conservatism. The more

the romantics saw the divine order everywhere, even in present social and

political institutions, and the more they regarded that order as the prod-

uct of necessity, the less motivation they had to change things, they more

resigned they became. Schleiermacher’s shift from activity to contempla-

tion marks the beginning of the end of the early progressive period of Früh-

romantik.

In the end, then, it appears that we have come full circle, that Heine has

been vindicated after all. For it seems as if the romantics’ religion was a

source of their conservatism. Even if their religion was not a conservative

form of theism, and even if it was a liberal and progressive form of panthe-

ism, it still posed the danger of quietism. Yet the irony is even richer than

this. For no one believed more deeply in the benign political consequences

of pantheism than Heine himself, who defended it passionately against the

charges of fatalism and quietism.38 This suggests that no one was a better ro-

mantic than Heinrich Heine himself.

So, ultimately, the romantic synthesis of Fichte and Spinoza, of humanism

and religion, remains problematic. In a synthesis of such antithetical philos-

ophers something had to give: the radicalism and activism of Fichte’s philos-

ophy, the very features that once had so attracted the romantics. Still, de-

spite the collapse of the synthesis, the romantics’ vital pantheism seems to

me (for all the reasons stated in the last section) to have been one of the

most creative and interesting attempts in the history of philosophy to sur-

mount the classical dilemma between humanism and religion. The problems

that so troubled the romantics—the sources of torment behind all their

sleepless nights—are still with us.
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NOTES

Introduction

1. One of the very few philosophers to take the romantics seriously in the
anglophone world was Josiah Royce, who devoted a chapter to it in his influen-
tial book The Spirit of Modern Philosophy (Boston: Houghton and Mifflin, 1882),
pp. 164–189. This was not passing lip-service on Royce’s part, for he had a long-
standing interest in Schiller. See his neglected early article “Schillers Ethical
Studies,” Journal of Speculative Philosophy 12 (1878), 373–392.

2. See Theodore Ziolkowski, German Romanticism and Its Institutions (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1990); Andrew Bowie, Aesthetics and Subjectivity

(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1990); Gerald Izenberg, Impossible In-

dividuality: Romanticism, Revolution, and the Origins of Modern Selfhood, 1787–1802

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992), the first two parts of which dis-
cuss Schlegel and Scheiermacher; Richard Eldridge, The Persistence of Romanticism

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), the first half of which treats
“post-Kantian Romanticism”; Azade Seyhan, Representation and Its Discontents:

The Critical Legacy of German Romanticism (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1992); Julia Lamm, The Living God: Schleiermacher’s Appropriation of Spinoza (Uni-
versity Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1996); and Charles Larmore,
The Romantic Legacy (New York: Columbia University Press, 1996). Another sign
of growing interest is Henry Hardy’s publication of Isaiah Berlin’s Roots of Roman-

ticism (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999). It is noteworthy, however,
that the lectures on which this book were based were originally given in 1965.
Berlin deserves credit for being one of the very few to champion the intellectual
and philosophical importance of romanticism in the sterile post–World War II
intellectual landscape. In this regard, as in many others, he was a Stimme in der

Wüste.

3. See Phillipe Lacoue-Labarthe’s and Jena-Luc Nancy’s L’Absolu Litteraire, trans-
lated by Phillip Bernard and Cheryl Lester as The Literary Absolute (Albany: SUNY
Press, 1988). Elizabeth Millán Zaibert has translated parts of Manfred Frank’s
Unendliche Annäherung. See The Philosophical Foundations of Early German Romanti-

cism (Albany: SUNY Press, 2003).
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4. See Margaret Stoljar’s translation of Novalis, Philosophical Writings (Albany:
SUNY Press, 1997); the translations in Jochen Schulte-Sasse et al., Theory as

Practice (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997); Thomas Pfau’s
translation of Hölderlin, Essays and Letters on Theory (Albany: SUNY Press, 1988),
and three essays of Schelling in Idealism and the Endgame of Theory (Albany: SUNY
Press, 1994); Andrew Bowie’s translation of Schleiermacher, Hermeneutics and

Criticism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998); and my book The Early

Political Writings of the German Romantics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1996).

5. The Institute, organized by Karl Ameriks and Jane Kneller, was held from June
26 to July 30, 2001, at Fort Collins, Colorado.

6. See Chapter 4.
7. This is especially the case with Schleiermacher, who was, even more than

Friedrich Schlegel, the champion of individualism in ethics. In his 1802
Grundlinien einer Kritik der bisherigen Sittenlehre, his chief and only published
work on ethics, Schleiermacher defends both individualism and the universality
of reason. He continues to insist that ethics should become a systematic and rig-
orous science. See Werke in Vier Bänden (Leipzig: Meiner, 1928), I, 247–252.

8. All the way from the banks of the Neckar to Lake Onondaga I can hear a howl of
protest from Manfred Frank for being placed among such company. No one has
contested aspects of postmodernist philosophy with more passion, culture, and
intelligence than Frank. See especially his Die Unhintergehbarheit von

Individualität: Reflexionen über Subjekt, Person und Individiuum aus Anlaß ihrer

«postmodernen» Toterklärung (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1986), where he defends ro-
mantic hermeneutics and individuality as antidotes to the excesses of decons-
truction (pp. 116–131). Despite this, I remain partially deaf to his protest. For,
on the whole, Frank sees the early romantics as proto-postmodernists, placing
them in the tradition of the critique of reason that ends in postmodernism. See
his “Zwei Jahrunderte Rationalitätskritik und ihre postmoderne Überbietung,”
in Die Unvollendete Vernunft: Moderne versus Postmoderne, ed. Dietmar Kamper and
Willem van Reijen (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1987), pp. 99–121, esp. 106. More
importantly, the hallmark of his interpretations of Novalis, Hölderlin, and
Schelling has been his tireless insistence that these thinkers affirm the thesis
that the ground of rationality presupposes something that transcends rationality.
Such a thesis is flatly contrary to the Platonic tradition, to which the early ro-
mantics belong. In attributing such a view to the early romantics Frank has
firmly placed them in the camp of the postmodernists; they might as well be the
mouthpieces of Heidegger and Derrida, who have made their careers in espous-
ing just such a thesis. And so Frank has betrayed his allies to his enemy. On my
critique of Frank’s interpretation of Frühromantik, see Chapters 4 and 5.

9. See Berlin, Roots of Romanticism; Seyhan, Representation and Its Discontents; Paul de
Man, Blindness and Insight: Essays in the Rhetoric of Contemporary Criticism (Minne-
apolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1983), and The Rhetoric of Romanticism

(New York: Columbia University Press, 1984); Alice Kuzniar, Delayed Endings:
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Nonclosure in Novalis and Hölderlin (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1987);
Phillipe Lacoue-Labarthe and Jean-Luc Nancy, The Literary Absolute; and
Manfred Frank, Einführung in frühromantische Ästhetik (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp,
1989).

10. In his Irony and the Discourse of Modernity (Seattle: University of Washington Press,
1990), pp. 37–73, Behler sees Friedrich Schlegel’s concept of irony as essentially
modern. However, Behler has also stressed the affinity of Schlegel’s hermeneu-
tics with postmodernism. See his “Friedrich Schlegels Theorie des Verstehens:
Hermeneutik oder Dekonstruktion?” in Die Aktualität der Frühromantik, ed. Ernst
Behler and Jochen Hörisch (Paderborn: Schöningh, 1987), pp. 141–160, esp.
157, 159.

11. Athenäumsfragment no. 53, KA II, 173.
12. Nowhere is this more apparent than in Paul de Man’s “The Rhetoric of Tempo-

rality,” in Blindness and Insight, pp. 187–229. De Man insists that Schlegel regards
irony as “an endless process that leads to no synthesis,” and he criticizes Peter
Szondi for thinking that irony is a movement toward a recovered unity
(pp. 219–229). De Man is correct that irony allows for no final synthesis or or-
ganic wholeness; but that does not mean, as he implies, that irony is
antisystematic. The lack of an end does not entail the lack of a goal. Wholeness
and systematicity remain a regulative ideal, an ideal that we should strive to ap-
proach even if we cannot attain it. That the early romantics adopt systematicity
as a regulative ideal is a central lesson of Manfred Frank’s brilliant Unendliche

Annäherung (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1997), pp. 502, 617, 715. On de Man, see
also Chapter 1, note 7 and Chapter 2, note 21.

13. See, for example, Schlegel’s 1800 Vorlesungen über die Transcendentalphilosophie,

KA XII, 1–105; Schelling’s 1799 Erster Entwurf eines Systems der Naturphilosophie,

Sämtliche Werke, ed. K. F. A. Schelling (Stuttgart: Cotta, 1856–1861), III, 269–
326; Novalis’s 1798–1799 Das Allgemeine Brouillon, HKA III, 242–478, which was
material for his Enzyklopädie; and Schleiermacher’s 1812–1813 Ethik, Werke, ed.
Otto Braun and Johannes Brauer (Leipzig: Meiner, 1928), II, 245–420.

14. In his admirable study of the aphorisms of Frühromantik, Gerhard Neumann has
argued that the aphorisms of the young romantics should not be understood as
antisystematic in intention. See his Ideenparadiese: Untersuchungen zur Aphoristik

von Lichtenberg, Novalis, Friedrich Schlegel und Goethe (Munich: Fink, 1976), pp. 17,
281–288.

15. In his Der philosophische Diskurs der Moderne (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1985),
pp. 110–115, Jürgen Habermas has argued that the romantics, especially
Friedrich Schlegel, were the forefathers of Nietzsche’s Dionysus. Some recent
scholarship has stressed how many of Nietzsche’s ideas have their roots in
Frühromantik. See, for example, Seyhan, Representation and Its Discontents,

pp. 136–151; and Ernst Behler, “Nietzsche und die Frühromantische Schule,” in
Nietzsche-Studien 7 (1978), 59–96. Behler rightly points out, however, that
Schlegel and Nietzsche had very different conceptions of tragedy and that
Schlegel would not have shared Nietzsche’s understanding of the Dionysian
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(pp. 72–77). To be sure, Dionysus was an important figure for the romantics;
they did not, however, interpret him in Nietzche’s sense. On the role of Diony-
sian symbolism in Frühromantik, see Manfred Frank’s Der Kommende Gott (Frank-
furt: Suhrkamp, 1982), pp. 12–19, 245–360.

16. Pace Ernst Behler, Confrontations: Derrida, Heidegger, Nietzsche (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1991), p. 148.

17. On the need for a Platonic interpretation of Schlegel’s philosophy, see Chapter 4
and my German Idealism (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2002), pp. 435–
437, 454–461.

1. The Meaning of “Romantic Poetry”

1. Arthur Lovejoy, “On the Discrimination of Romanticisms,” Proceedings of the

Modern Language Association 39 (1924), 229–253; reprinted in Lovejoy, Essays in

the History of Ideas (New York: Capricorn, 1960), pp. 228–253.
2. See, for example, Isaiah Berlin, The Roots of Romanticism (Princeton: Princeton

University Press, 1999), pp. 18–20, 134.
3. Most notable in this regard is the work of René Wellek, “The Concept of Ro-

manticism in Literary History,” in Concepts of Criticism (New Haven: Yale Univer-
sity Press, 1963), pp. 129–221.

4. For the periodization of German romanticism, see Paul Kluckhohn, Das Ideengut

der deutschen Romantik, 3rd ed. (Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1953), pp. 8–9; and Ernst
Behler, Frühromantik (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1992), pp. 9–29.

5. See Friedrich to August Wilhelm Schlegel, December 1, 1797, KA XXIV, 53.
6. Behler, Frühromantik, pp. 22–23.
7. This interpretation ultimately goes back to Heinrich Heine, who maintained in

his 1835 Die romantische Schule that Romantik is “nichts anders als die

Wiedererweckung der Poesie des Mittelalters.” See Sämtliche Schriften, ed. Klaus
Briegleb (Frankfurt: Ullstein, 1981), V, 361. Heine’s interpretation was rein-
forced by Hermann Hettner and G. G. Gervinus, two of the most prominent
nineteenth-century literary historians. See Hettner, Die romantische Schule in

ihren inneren Zusammenhange mit Göthe und Schiller (Braunschweig: Friedrich
Vieweg, 1850), p. 37; and Gervinus, Geschichte der poetischen Nationalliteratur der

Deutschen (Leipzig: Engelmann, 1844), V, 589–599. Despite Haym’s Die

romantische Schule (Berlin: Gaertner, 1870), which stressed a more holistic ap-
proach and the importance of romantic philosophy, science, and history, the lit-
erary interpretation persists. Indeed, it has been recently reinstated by Phillipe
Lacoue-Labarthe and Jena-Luc Nancy in their popular and influential book The

Literary Absolute, translated by Phillip Barnard and Cheryl Lester (Albany: SUNY
Press, 1988), pp. 3, 5, 12, 13. They virtually define romanticism in terms of its
absolutization of literature. The object of their study, they explicitly insist, is
“the question of literature.” Although they also insist that romanticism is not
just literature but also theory of literature (p. 12), they still see it essentially as
“this absolute literary operation” (whatever that is). This is a step backward in
the study of Frühromantik.
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More surprisingly, the literary interpretation has also been more recently re-
vived by Ernst Behler in his German Romantic Literary Theory (Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1993). Despite his valuable work on the philosophy of
the early romantics, Behler never really grew out of the literary interpretation.
Thus he maintains that the main concerns of the early romantics were in poetry
and literature (p. 8), and that they had only an amateur interest in philosophy
(p. 5). The Schlegel brothers were mainly interested in the theory of poetry, and
philosophy was for them only of marginal significance (p. 73). Behler’s literary
approach has been reaffirmed by one of his students, Azade Seyhan, who main-
tains that the mission of the young romantics was “establishing literature’s criti-
cal foundation.” See Representation and Its Discontents: The Critical Legacy of German

Romanticism (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992), p. 2.
Nowhere are the limitations and narrowness of the literary approach more

evident than in the work of Paul de Man, who takes features of romantic liter-
ary style as evidence for its general worldview. Rather than taking Schlegel’s
metaphysics, epistemology, ethics, and politics as the basis for understanding his
style, he does just the opposite. For example, he argues that “the dialectical rela-
tionship between subject and object is no longer the central statement of ro-
mantic thought” because “this dialectic is located entirely in the temporal rela-
tionships that exist within a system of allegorical signs.” See his “The Rhetoric of
Temporality,” in Blindness and Insight (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 1983), p. 208. I will not comment here on what de Man means by “the di-
alectical relationship between subject and object”; most of his statements on ro-
mantic epistemology and metaphysics are far too vague and decontextualized to
be of any value. De Man’s criticisms of the organic and holistic approach toward
romanticism come only at the expense of neglecting its Naturphilosophie and so-
cial and political theory.

8. It might be objected that there is really nothing new in such an interpretation,
since it has been generally recognized that the romantics used romantische Poesie

in such a broad sense. I readily admit the point. I do not claim, however, any
originality for my interpretation. My only purpose in reasserting it is that, despite

the general recognition of the broad meaning of the term, literary scholars still persist
in ignoring it and understanding it in a more narrow literary sense. This will be-
come especially clear in the next section, where I show that all parties to the
classical dispute about the meaning of romantische Poesie presuppose that the
term has a strictly literary meaning.

9. KA XVI, 89 (no. 4): “Alle Prosa is poetisch.—Sezt man Prosa der π [Poesie]
durchaus entgegen, so ist nur die logische eigentlich Prosa.”

10. See Schlegel’s Ueber das Studium der Griechischen Poesie, KA I, 206. Cf. “Von der
Schönheit in der Dichtkunst,” KA XVI, 7 (no. 7).

11. “Von der Schönheit in der Dichtkunst III,” KA XVI, 13 (no. 54).
12. Rudolf Haym, Die romantische Schule (Berlin: Gaertner, 1970), pp. 248–260.
13. Arthur Lovejoy, “The Meaning of ‘Romantic’ in Early German Romanticism,”

Modern Language Notes 21 (1916), 385–396. Reprinted in Lovejoy, Essays in the

History of Ideas (New York: Putnam, 1955), pp. 183–206.
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14. Hans Eichner, “Friedrich Schlegel’s Theory of Romantic Poetry,” Publications of

the Modern Language Association 71 (1956), 1018–1041.
15. See Ueber das Studium der griechischen Poesie, KA I, 219–222.
16. See especially Schlegel’s early essay “Vom Wert des Studiums der Griechen und

Römer,” KA I, 621–642, and Ueber das Studium der griechische Poesie, KA I, 232–
233.

17. See nos. 38, XVI, 102; 55, XVI, 90; 781, XVI, 152. Cf. no. 65, XVIII, 24.
18. See nos. 699, XVI, 144; 754–755, XVI, 150.
19. See, for example, no. 739 XVI, 148. Cf. Schlegel’s later account of the romantic

in the Gespräch über Poesie, KA II, 333–334.
20. See nos. 42, XVI, 118; 500–501, XVI, 126.
21. See the fragment “Von der Schönheit in der Dichtkunst III,” KA XVI, 13 (no.

54).
22. See nos. 120, XVI, 213; 43, XVI, 258.
23. This is Caroline and A. W. Schlegel’s essay “Die Gemählde,” which appeared in

Athenäum II (1799), 39–151.
24. By 1798 Schlegel had abandoned his belief that philology could be a rigorous

science and conceived of it as an art instead. See the fragments “Zur Philologie
I” and “Zur Philologie II” (nos. 2, XVI, 35; 48, XVI, 39).

25. See nos. 313, XVI, 110; 586, XVI, 134. Cf. Kritische Fragmente no. 115, KA II, 161,
and Philosophische Lehrjahre no. 632, KA XVIII, 82.

26. See nos. 423, XVI, 120; 330, XVI, 112.
27. See no. 606, XVI, 136.
28. See nos. 106, XVI, 590; 590, XVI, 134; 982, XVI, 167. Cf. Philosophische Lehrjahre

no. 740, KA XVIII, 91.
29. See KA II, 335.
30. See ibid., 284–285. Schlegel states that Poesie is within everyone, and that it is

their “eigenstes Wesen” and “innerstes Kraft,” and indeed “die unsichtbaren Urkraft

der Menschheit.”

31. Ibid., 304.
32. J. Hoffmeister, Wörterbuch der philosophische Begriffe (Hamburg: Meiner, 1955),

p. 476.
33. Diogenes Laertius, Lives of the Philosophers III, 83–85. The same classification ap-

pears in Aristotle, Metaphysics VI, 1, 1025b 25.
34. A. W. Schlegel, Vorlesungen über dramatische Kunst und Litteratur, in Sämmtliche

Werke, ed. Eduard Böcking (Leipzig: Weidmann, 1846), V, 5. Cf. Vorlesungen über

schöne Literatur und Kunst, where Poesie is defined as “eine freye schaffende

Wirksamkeit der Fantasie.” See Vorlesungen über Ästhetik I, 186.
35. Schelling, Philosophie der Kunst §§63–64, Sämtliche Werke, ed. K. F. A. Schelling

(Stuttgart: Cotta, 1856–1861), V, 460–461.
36. Novalis, Fragmente und Studien (1799–1800), HKA III, 563 (no. 56). Cf. II, 534

(no. 36): “Dichten ist zeugen.”
37. Ibid., III, 560 (no. 35). See also HKA II, 390 (no. 45): “Sollte practisch und

poetisch eins seyn—und letzeres nur absolut practisch in specie bedeuten?”
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38. Ibid., III, 558 (no. 21); III, 639 (no. 507).
39. See Ernst Behler, “Friedrich Schlegels Theorie der Universalpoesie,” Jahrbuch der

deutschen Schiller Gesellschaft 1 (1957), 211–252. Behler maintains that in
Athenäumsfragment no. 116 Schlegel limited his project to Poesie in a narrow
sense but later extended it to all arts and sciences (p. 211). However, he also
scores against himself by presenting evidence from the notebooks that Schlegel
had developed the project in the broader sense as early as 1798, the beginning
of the Athenäumsjahre (pp. 223–225).

40. Schlegel writes about Transcendentalpoesie, which is the creative power within
everyone, of which literature is only one manifestation. See nos. 560, XVI, 131;
704, XVI, 144, 1050, XVI, 172.

41. See especially nos. 108, II, 160; 37, II, 151; and 42, II, 152.
42. This ambiguity was first noted by Eichner, “Schlegel’s Theory of Romantic Po-

etry,” pp. 1037–1038.
43. See “Ueber die Grenzen des Schönen,” KA I, 36–37.
44. See no. 586, XVI, 134.
45. See nos. 617–618, XVI, 137.
46. See no. 27, XVI, 206.
47. See no. 79, XVI, 91–92.
48. KA II, 156. Cf. no. 89, II, 158. An earlier version appears in the literary note-

books, no. 576, XVI, 133.
49. KA II, 182.
50. Ibid., p. 192.
51. Novalis, Vorarbeiten II, 545 (no. 105).
52. Novalis, Vermischte Bemerkungen II, 436–438 (no. 65). Cf. Fragmente und Studien

III, 558 (no. 513).
53. Novalis, Glauben und Liebe II, 497–498 (no. 39).
54. Schelling, System des transcendentalen Idealismus, Sämtliche Werke III, 613–629.
55. See Athenäum III (1800), 236. Cf. “Vorerrinerung,” I (1798), iii–iv.
56. Schlegel, Ideen no. 37; cf. no. 65, KA II, 259, 262; and Novalis, Blütenstaub no.

32, HKA II, 427.
57. I again take issue here with Ernst Behler, “Die Poesie in der frühromantischen

Theorie der Brüder Schlegel,” Athenäum 1 (1991), 13–40. Behler’s claim that
philosophy was only one of the Randgebiete of the Schlegels’ interests in Poesie

(p. 14) underplays the extent to which the meaning of the concept is unintelligi-
ble apart from their philosophy.

2. Early German Romanticism

1. See Rudolf Haym, Die romantische Schule (Berlin: Gaertner, 1870); Paul
Kluckhohn, Das Ideengut der deutschen Romantik, 3d ed. (Tübingen: Niemeyer,
1966); Fritz Strich, Deutsche Klassik und Romantik, 4th ed. (Bern: Francke Verlag,
1949); Benno von Wiese, “Zur Wesensbestimmung der frühromantischen Situa-
tion,” Zeitschrift für Deutschkunde 42 (1928), 722–729; H. A. Korff, “Das Wesen
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der Romantik,” Zeitschrift für Deutschkunde 43 (1929), 545–561. For a useful an-
thology, containing these and other articles, see Begriffbestimmung der Romantik,

ed. H. Prang (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1968); Ernst
Behler, “Kritische Gedanken zum Begriff der europaischen Romantik,” in Die

europäische Romantik, ed. E. Behler (Frankfurt: Athenäum, 1972), pp. 7–43.
2. See Chapter 1, note 7.
3. See Haym, Die romantische Schule, pp. 7, 13, whose philosophical and interdisci-

plinary approach remains his lasting contribution to the study of Frühromantik.

Unfortunately, Haym’s approach has not been followed by literary historians.
Regarding their persistent failure to study and understand the philosophical di-
mension of Frühromantik, I can only reaffirm what Oskar Walzel said long ago:
“Solange die philosophischen Gedankengänge deutscher Literatur nur eine
Aschenbrödelrolle in literaturhistorischer Betrachtung spielten (und ganz
überwunden ist diese Phase noch nicht), blieben die Winke, die Dilthey und
Haym gegeben hatten, so gut wie unbeachtet.” See his Deutsche Romantik (Leip-
zig: Teubner, 1908), pp. 2–3.

4. The thesis that Romantik is apolitical is very old. One of its very first exponents
was Hermann Hettner, Die romantische Schule in ihren inneren Zusammenhange mit

Göthe und Schiller (Braunschweig: Friedrich Vieweg, 1850), pp. 13–15, 28–29,
41–42. It has been a common interpretation ever since. See, for example, Georg
Brandes, Die Literatur des neunzehnten Jahrunderts in ihren Hauptströmungen (Leip-
zig: Veit, 1887), pp. 351, 356; Ricarda Huch, Ausbreitung und Verfall der Romantik

(Leipzig: Haessel, 1902), pp. 306–307; and Oskar Walzel, Deutsche Romantik

(Leipzig: Teubner, 1908), p. 113. Though both Walzel and Hettner note the later
political interests of the romantics, they claim that they are absent in
Frühromantik. Carl Schmitt’s Politische Romantik (2nd ed. [Munich: Duncker and
Humblot, 1925]) simply carried on this earlier tradition. The same conception of
Frühromantik is common in Anglo-Saxon interpretations. See, for example,
Ralph Tymms, German Romantic Literature (London: Metheun, 1955), pp. 1–9,
24–25, 37, 39; and Lascelles Abercrombie, Romanticism (London: Martin, Secker
and Warburg, 1926), pp. 48–50.

5. Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics I, chaps. 1 and 5, 1094a and 1997b.
6. See Schleiermacher, Über das höchste Gut, and Über den Wert des Lebens, in KGA I/

1, 81–125 and I/1, 391–471; and Schlegel, Transcendentalphilosophie, “Theil II:
Theorie des Menschen,” KA XII, 44–90. “Theil II” is devoted to characterizing
“die Bestimmung des Menschen” (p. 45; cf. p. 47).

7. See his 1827 essay “Über den Begriff des höchsten Gutes. Erste Abhandlung,”
and his 1830 essay “Über den Begriff des höchsten Gutes. Zweite Abhandlung,”
in Schleiermachers Werke, ed. Otto Braun and Johannes Bauer (Leipzig: Meiner,
1928), I, 445–494. In his Ethik (1812–1813) Schleiermacher argues that the con-
cept of the highest good is the central concept of ethics, which the concepts of
duty and virtue presuppose. See his Ethik (1812–1813), ed. Hans-Joachim
Birkner (Hamburg: Meiner, 1981), §§87–90, p. 16.

8. Ideen no. 37, KA II, 259. Cf. no. 65, KA II, 262.
9. Blütenstaub no. 32, HKA II, 427.
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10. See Hölderlin to his brother, September 1793, GSA VI, 92.
11. Athenäum III (1800), 236. Cf. “Vorerinnerung,” I (1798), iii–iv.
12. The locus classicus for this criticism is Schleiermacher’s Vertraute Briefe über

Friedrich Schlegels Lucinde, KGA I/3, 157–158. See also his Grundlinien einer Kritik

der bisherigen Sittenlehre, in Werke I, 271–272.
13. Friedrich Schlegel, Athenäumsfragmente nos. 262, 406 and Ideen nos. 29, 60, in

KA II, 210, 242, 258, 262.
14. Most notably, in his 1794 Vorlesungen über die Bestimmung des Gelehrten, Sämtliche

Werke, ed. I. H. Fichte (Berlin: Veit, 1845–1846), VI, 297, 310.
15. On the development of this tradition in the eighteenth century, see Robert

Norton, The Beautiful Soul (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1995).
16. On the use of “reflection,” see Schelling’s introduction to Ideen zu einer

Philosophie der Natur, Sämtliche Werke, ed. K. F. A. Schelling (Stuttgart: Cotta,
1856–1861), II, 13, 14; on the use of “opposition,” see Hegel’s Differenzschrift,

Werkausgabe II, 20, 22. On the use of “estrangement,” see Hegel’s Jena lectures
(1805–1806), Jenaer Realphilosophie II, ed. Johannes Hoffmeister, (Hamburg:
Meiner, 1967), pp. 218, 232, 237–238, 257.
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tise Über Anmut und Würde, which is discussed below.
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25. Nos. 1102, KA XVI, 176; 115, KA XVI, 94; and 342, KA XVI, 113.
26. Nos. 289, KA XVI, 108; 575, KA XVI, 133; and 1110, KA XVI, 176.
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Revolution and Fichte’s Wissenschaftslehre, is one of the great tendencies of the
age. Cf. Schlegel’s statement in the notebooks, no. 1110, KA XVI, 176. That this
is the proper interpretation of Schlegel’s statement has been made evident by
Körner, Romantiker und Klassiker, pp. 92–93; and Eichner, KA II, lxxvi.

28. See note 3 above. See also Körner, Romantiker und Klassiker, p. 34 n. 4, who
claims that Lovejoy’s essay is no advance on that of Carl Enders. See Enders,
Friedrich Schlegel: Die Quellen seines Wesens und Werdens (Leipzig: H. Haessel, 1913),
p. 380.
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sentimentalische Dichtung on F. Schlegel’s Über das Studium der griechischen Poesie,”
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30. See Schiller, Über naive und sentimentalische Dichtung, NA XX, 414. Of course, the
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Schlegel’s theory of history followed in the footsteps of Schiller’s Ästhetische
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31. Schiller, NA XX, 432, 436–437.
32. Ibid., p. 438.
33. Ibid., p. 439.
34. Thus Lovejoy, “Schiller and the Genesis of Romanticism,” p. 220.
35. Friedrich to August Wilhelm, January 16, 1796, KA XXIII, 271.
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36. Lovejoy, “Schiller and the Genesis of Romanticism,” p. 218.
37. Schlegel was somewhat exaggerating Schiller’s influence on him, since he was

eager for personal and economic reasons to become a participant in the Horen.

On the background to Schlegel’s letter, see Körner, Romantiker und Klassiker,

pp. 36–38.
38. See his letter to August Wilhelm, December 23, 1795, KA XXIII, 263.
39. See Schlegel, Ueber das Studium der griechischen Poesie, I, 358. Cf. Schlegel’s 1804–

1805 Die Entwicklung der Philosophie in Zwölf Büchern, KA XII, 291.
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41. See Schlegel’s “Literatur,” in his Europa, I (1803), 41–63, KA III, 3–16.
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Alternating Principle Prior to his Arrival in Jena (6 August 1796), Revue

Internationale de Philosophie 50 (1996), 383–402.
45. Schlegel’s positive review of Niethammer’s Philosophisches Journal, of which
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disciple; see Haym, Die romantische Schule, pp. 225–226. But this is implausible.
Not only is Schlegel very guarded in stating his opinion of Fichte’s articles, but
he also closed his review by expressing his doubts about all standards of judg-
ment in philosophy, a position flatly contrary to his earlier foundationalism
(VIII, 30). In any case, he wrote his review in January 1797, after he had dis-
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46. The evidence for Novalis’s influence on Schlegel is very circumstantial. Schlegel
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Symphilosophie.

47. On Schlegel’s early ties with the Niethammer circle, see Frank, Unendliche

Annäherung, pp. 569–593, 862–886.
48. As Frank has observed, ibid., p. 578.
49. See Schlegel to Körner, September 21 and 30, 1796, KA XXIII, 333.
50. See Schlegel’s letter to J. F. Cotta, April 7, 1897, KA XVIII, 356, and his March

10, 1797 letter to Novalis, KA XXIII, 350. Though Schlegel implies that the essay
is complete, he had only sketched some of his ideas. These are in the
Philosophische Lehrjahre, KA XVIII, 31–39 (nos. 126–227).

51. The first number designates the fragment, the second number the page of the
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52. See the collection entitled “Zur Wissenschaftslehre 1796,” nos. 1–121, KA XVIII,
3–15; “Philosophische Fragmente 1796,” Beilage I, KA XVIII, 505–516; and
“Zur Logik und Philosophie,” Beilage II, KA XVIII, 517–521. The more finished
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506, 507.
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philosophie, KA XII, 96.
55. On Schlegel’s complex attitude toward systematicity, see also his August 28,

1793 letter to his brother, KA XXIII, 125–126.
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Behler, “Kritische Gedanken,” pp. 10–21. While it is indeed the case that
Schlegel does not oppose classicism, he does subordinate it to the ideal of roman-
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58. See Schlegel’s letter to J. F. Cotta, dated April 7, 1797, where he states that he
plans to write an essay provisionally entitled “Charakteristik der sokratische
Ironie” (KA XXIII, 356).

59. As Schlegel put this point in his notebooks: “Knowing means conditioned cogni-
tion. The unknowability of the absolute is therefore a tautologous triviality” (no.
62, KA II, 511).

60. Cf. Athenäumsfragment no. 51, KA II, 172–173.

8. The Paradox of Romantic Metaphysics

1. That the romantics had such a project is evident from their notebooks and frag-
ments. On Schelling, see his Briefe über Dogmatismus und Kriticizismus, Sämtliche

Werke, ed. K. F. A. Schelling (Stuttgart: Cotta, 1856–1861), I, 326–335.
Schelling’s later absolute idealism, as expressed in the System des transcendentalen

Idealismus and Darstellung meines Systems, can be regarded as attempts to synthe-
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Allgemeine Brouillon nos. 75, 634, 820, HKA III, 252, 382, 429; and Fragmente und

Studien no. 611, HKA III, 671. On Friedrich Schlegel, see, for example,
Philosophische Lehrjahre, KA XVIII, 31, 38, 43, 80. On Hölderlin, see the preface
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9. Fichte, Grundlage der gesamten Wissenschaftslehre, Sämtliche Werke I, 101.

10. This criticism is most explicit in Hölderlin’s famous fragment “Urtheil und
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same point was made by Schelling, Briefe über Dogmatismus und Kriticismus, Werke

I, 329, and Vom Ich als Princip der Philosophie, ibid., 180–181. See too Novalis,
Fichte-Studien, HKA II, 107 (nos. 5–7).

11. This second criticism is most apparent in early Hegel and Schelling. See their
Fernere Darstellung aus dem System der Philosophie, in Schelling, Sämtliche Werke IV,
356–361, and their “Ueber das Verhältniß der Naturphilosophie zur Philosophie
überhaupt,” in Schelling, Sämtliche Werke V, 108–115.
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(no. 634), 252 (no. 69), 382 (no. 633), 429 (no. 820), and Fragmente und Studien,
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13. See Schelling, Von der Weltseele, Sämtliche Werke II, 496–505, and his Erster
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21. Schlegel, Transcendentalphilosophie, KA XII, 57, 72, 74; and Schelling, System der

gesammten Philosophie, Sämtliche Werke VI, §305, 541–548.
22. Schlegel, Transcendentalphilosophie, KA XII, 72.
23. See Schleiermacher, Über die Religion, KGA II/1, 232.

9. Kant and the Naturphilosophen

1. The crucial texts for the romantic defense of the organic view of nature are the
introduction to Schelling’s Ideen zur einer Philosophie der Natur, Sämtliche Werke,

ed. K. F. A. Schelling (Stuttgart: Cotta, 1856–1861), II, 10–73, and the preface to
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und Schelling’schen Systems der Philosophie, and the section on “Kantische
Philosophie” in Hegel’s Glauben und Wissen, Werkausgabe, II, 52–115, 301–333.
Though Hegel himself later broke with the romantics, his Jena writings prior to
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2. For example, this assumption is operative in the work of Timothy Lenoir. See his
“Kant, Blumenbach, and Vital Materialism in German Biology,” Isis 71 (1980),
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77–108; “The Göttingen School and the Development of Transcendental
Naturphilosophie in the Romantic Era,” Studies in the History of Biology 5 (1981),
111–205; and The Strategy of Life: Teleology and Mechanics in Nineteenth-Century Ger-

man Biology (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989). Lenoir’s strategy is to
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Wissenschaftliche Bericht zu Schellings Naturphilosophischen Schriften 1797–1800
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12. See Kritik der Urteilskraft §V, AA V, 185.
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15. See the preface to the second edition of KrV, B xviii. Cf. the first preface, A xx.
16. Here one historical caveat is necessary. The romantics did not explicitly, self-

consciously, and methodically reply point-for-point to Kant’s arguments. It is
therefore necessary for the historian to reconstruct their response, which means
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drawing out some of the implications of their general position. This requires
considering what they would or could have said in response to Kant. My recon-
struction is based on the texts cited in note 1 above and notes 17 and 19 below.

17. This point is involved in Schelling’s and Hegel’s claim that the rationality of na-
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Göttingen School and the Development of Transcendental Naturphilosophie,”
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cited below, note 29. On Schelling, see his Briefe über Dogmatismus und

Kriticizismus, Sämtliche Werke, ed. K. F. A. Schelling (Stuttgart: Cotta, 1856–1861),
I, 326–335. Schelling’s later absolute idealism, as expressed in the System des

transcendentalen Idealismus and Darstellung meines Systems, can be regarded as the
attempt to synthesize Fichte’s idealism and Spinoza’s realism.

22. Fichte, Grundlage der gesamten Wissenschaftslehre, Sämtliche Werke, I, 101.
23. Ibid., 425–430.
24. Fichte, Erste Einleitung in die Wissenschaftslehre, Sämtliche Werke I, 434.
25. See Grundlage der gesamten Wissenschaftslehre, Sämtliche Werke I, 100–101.
26. Kant, KrV, B 349–366.
27. This is a controversial interpretation. When Fichte himself was charged with

atheism in 1799, he indignantly rebutted the charges. See his Appelation an das

Publicum gegen die Anklage des Atheismus, Sämtliche Werke V, 193–238, and
Gerichtliche Verantwortung gegen die Anklage des Atheismus, Sämtliche Werke V, 241–
333. It seems to me, however, that the charges were defensible. In his “Ueber
den Grund unseres Glaubens an eine göttliche Weltregierung,” which occa-
sioned the charges, Fichte identifies the divine with the moral world order,
which, he says explicitly, we construct through our moral action. See Sämtliche

Werke V, 185. The whole issue is much more complicated, however, because
Fichte was in the process of changing his views around the time of the atheism
controversy, and changing them in a more metaphysical direction. In any case,
the crucial question here is less what Fichte explicitly says than the implications
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of his general principles. Fichte’s critique of Spinoza makes it evident that he
could not give constitutive status to the idea of the infinite; to do so would mean
committing the fallacy of hypostasis.

28. Schlegel, Athenäumsfragment no. 222, KA II, 202. Cf. Novalis, Allgemeine Brouillon

no. 320: “everything predicated of God contains the doctrine of the future of
humanity . . . every person that now lives from and through God should be-
come God himself.” HKA III, 297.

29. See especially the preface to the penultimate version of Hyperion, GSA III, 236.
Cf. the preface to Fragment von Hyperion, III, 163; and the final version, III, 38.

30. See Schelling, Sämtliche Werke I, 284–290.
31. See Dieter Henrich, Der Grund im Bewusstsein (Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 1992),

pp. 48–92, 146–185.
32. Herder, Sämtliche Werke, ed. Bernard Suphan (Berlin: Weidmann, 1881–1913),

XVI, 450, 458.
33. Ibid., 453.
34. Schleiermacher, KGA II/1, 232.
35. Ibid., 229. Schleiermacher argues that we should see the divine in present social

arrangments: “erfreut Euch eines jeden an der Stelle wo es steht.”
36. Schlegel, KA XII, 50, 52, 57, 72, 74, 86.
37. Schelling, Sämtliche Werke VI, §§305–311, 471–491.
38. See Zur Geschichte der Philosophie und Religion in Deutschland, Sämtliche Schriften V,

570.
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